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INTRODUCTION

By any estimate Christopher Pearse Cranch

must be ranked as one of the five major American

Transcendentalist poets. Although he lacked the

profundity and originality of Emerson, and al-

though he never achieved the brilliant insights of

Thoreau, at his best he approaches their more sig-

nificant productions in poetry; in his ordinary ef-

forts he is at least equal to Channing and Very.

Most histories of American literature give Cranch

only brief attention, and many assign him the pej-

orative label of "dilettante." Certainly Cranch was
a lover of the arts, and certainly he had diverse

talents. One of the few transcendentalists who pos-

sessed a keen sense of humor, he brilliantly carica-

tured some of Emerson's ludicrous expressions. Per-

haps this aspect of his character has affected later

judgments of his work, but it is a gross misrepre-

sentation to consider him a mere dabbler because

of his lighter moods. The profession of art wras a

serious matter for Cranch ; for almost a half century

he labored to achieve success in poetry and painting.

Public accolades were few, but he lived to see three

collections of his poetry published and his paintings

placed in some of the better galleries and exhibitions

in New York and Paris.

The youngest son of thirteen children, Cranch
was born on March 8, 1813, in what is now Alex-

andria, Virginia. His family came from New Eng-
land, and his father, William, was a lay Unitarian

preacher and a Harvard classmate of John Quincy
Adams. Appointed in 1805 by Thomas Jefferson as

Chief Justice of the United States Circuit Court of

the District of Columbia, the elder Cranch served

in that post for over fifty years. Cranch's mother,

Anna Greenleaf, was a niece to Abigail Adams, and
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his aunt Rebecca Greenleaf was married to Noah
Webster. A complete genealogy of the Cranch fam-

ily would yield the names of some of the leading

lights of the spiritual and intellectual life of New
England and the nation in the nineteenth century.

Perhaps the outstanding issue from this lineage in

the twentieth century is T. S. Eliot, a grandnephew
of Christopher Cranch.

Cranch entered Columbian College (now George

Washington University) in 1829, and three years

later at age nineteen was graduated. The following

year he entered the strongly Unitarian-oriented

Harvard Divinity School. Among his classmates

and friends who later achieved prominence in vari-

ous fields were Theodore Parker, Samuel Osgood,

and John Sullivan Dwight. Cranch spent the first

years after graduation from the Divinity School

traveling from place to place as a substitute for es-

tablished Unitarian ministers and as an organizer

for the American Unitarian Association. He
preached in various New England communities; in

Richmond, Virginia; Washington, D.C. ; and in 1836

he went west to St. Louis, Cincinnati, Peoria, and
Louisville. In Louisville he occupied the pulpit of

James Freeman Clarke and assumed the temporary

editorship of The Western Messenger. Under Clarke

the Messenger had become the voice of liberal Uni-

tarianism in the West. Cranch's own views har-

monized with those of Clarke; over the next three

years he was called upon several times to guide the

Messenger in place of Clarke. During his associa-

tion with the Messenger Cranch contributed a va-

riety of prose pieces and several dozen poems. Even
after he returned to the East and Channing became
the editor of the Messenger, Cranch continued to

submit items for publication. He was writing other

kinds of poetry at the time, but most of his Mes-
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senger poems are conventionally religious in charac-

ter. Few of them reveal the imaginative range that

he displays in his better transcendental poetry, and

none of them suggests that he was turning away
from orthodox Unitarianism, In the January, 1841,

issue, however, he published an essay in defense of

transcendentalism; this public expression fairly

marks his private turn away from Unitarianism.

Cranch's credentials as a transcendental poet

were validated by no less an authority than Emer-
son. He sent two of Cranch's poems to Margaret

Fuller for publication in the first issue of The Dial

(July, 1840), and later that summer he entertained

Cranch at Concord. In the fall he sent several more
poems by Cranch to The Dial. With this auspicious

beginning Cranch became an acknowledged member
of the transcendental fraternity. He was the chief

contributor of poetry in the first two volumes of The

Dial, outstripping many of his better-known col-

leagues in number of contributions.

Cranch's transcendental education began some
time before his initial appearance in The Dial. He
had already read and avidly assimilated the ideas he

found in Emerson's Nature (1836), and he attended

a course of lectures given by Emerson in Boston. He
was equally impressed with the views he found in

Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. In a letter written to

a correspondent early in 1840 he ranks Emerson
along with Carlyle and "other stars of the age." At
the same time he was no naive follower of such

"stars." He notes in the same letter that Emerson's

views were not popular and were considered "hereti-

cal by most persons, and by as many, downright
atheism, mysticism, or perhaps nonsense." Cranch
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was too deeply committed to allow public opinion to

sway him from his idealistic course; eventually his

persistence cost him his pulpit and his confidence in

his ability to find a suitable profession.

The transition from liberal Unitarian to trans-

cendentalist was not an easy one for Cranch ; there

is evidence that he underwent a personal crisis be-

fore he effected the change. In a letter written to

his father around the time that his poems were to

appear in the first issue of The Dial, Cranch is de-

cidedly defensive in his response to his fathers con-

cern that he had succumbed to the blandishments

of the "Transcendental sentiments of the German
Theologists." He reassures his conservative parent

that the views of the "New School" are not far re-

moved from the true spirit of Unitarian Christi-

anity, and he goes on to divorce Emerson's doctrines

from those of Kant and Fichte. Whether Emerson
would have concurred with this line of defense is

open to question, but there is no inconsistency with

sound Emersonian doctrine in Cranch's plea for a

break from the "old theology of the early Unitar-

ians" and for adherence to a strong individualism.

His summary is worthy of the master himself:

"What my intellect receives must accord with the

blessed revelation to my heart and conscience." His

father's response is not recorded; he would have

been a most obtuse jurist not to have detected the

advance stages of a new idealism that was to lead

his youngest son far from his own orthodox views of

Unitarianism.

By early 1841, when he was preaching at the

church of Frederic Henry Hedge, the founder of the

Transcendental Club, Cranch began to suffer from
some sort of mental depression. He characterized

his difficulty as "trouble in my head and brain," and

it lasted for several years. It seems beyond coinci-
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dence that his "trouble" arose when he began to see

that he could not espouse Emersonian views and at

the same time preach from a Unitarian pulpit. The
news that John Sullivan Dwight, his close friend,

had been forced to resign from his church because

of his liberal views must have confirmed many of

his own fears and underlined the need to seek a pro-

fession in which he could make a living and not

compromise his ideals. Although he was a steady

contributor to The Dial, poetry offered little hope in

terms of compensation. His only alternative was
painting. He had enjoyed painting and drawing
since childhood ; his talent delighted his friends on

many occasions. His decision to become a serious

painter terminates his commitment to the ministry

and begins a search for recognition in the arts that

lasted to the end of his life.

Much of Cranch's gloom and anxiety over his

future was dispelled in the fall of 1841, when he met
Elizabeth DeWindt, the woman he married. She
was a cousin of Cranch's and the great-granddaugh-

ter of John Adams. Her family home was at Fish-

kill Landing on the Hudson River, where during the

courtship and for many years after their marriage

Cranch painted and sketched. Some of Cranch's

better landscapes in the manner of the Hudson River

School of painting derive from the subjects he found

there. By the time he married in 1843, Cranch al-

ready was devoting most of his energy to painting.

His career as a poet continued ; he published in a few
well-known magazines and in several gift annuals

during these years.

The major event of Cranch's career as poet

after leaving the ministry occurred in 1842, when
Rufus Griswold selected his work for inclusion in

The Poets and Poetry of America. Cranch had not

yet published his first volume of poetry, but his in-
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elusion in the anthology placed him among the es-

tablished poets of his day. The young Cranch must
have been elated over his appearance in the famous
anthology; if the event seemed to foretoken a wide

reputation as a major poet, it misfired. Years later

the older and sometimes melancholy Cranch of The
Bird and the Bell looked back upon the anthology

somewhat ruefully in "The American Pantheon."

Thinking of his own fate, no doubt, he labels those

whom fame has passed by as "Dii minores of a voice-

less past."

Poems, Cranch's first volume of collected poems,

appeared in May, 1844, two years after Griswold's

anthology. He dedicated the work to Emerson, but

the poems within the volume better attest his re-

gard. With the exception of "The True in Dreams,"
all of the Dial poems are included. Most of the

other pieces are of the same order: strong lyrical

expressions of the transcendental spirit. The highly

Emersonian "Enosis" appears, and so does "Cor-

respondences," an almost direct poetical translation

of Emerson's doctrine of that name. The brilliance

of the transcendental pieces made little impression

on the public ; the volume failed to advance Cranch's

reputation as a poet. There is no question that the

poems are of mixed quality, for they range from the

Dial poems to the juvenile "College Lyfe." A re-

viewer for Graham's, who treated Cranch rather

gently, summarized his view of the weakness of the

volume as "lack of nerve, the absence of that power
and knowledge which are conferred by the rough

discipline of the world, the want of true depth and
intensity."

The Graham's reviewer was writing about the

productions of a youthful Cranch; by the time an-

other collection appeared, the tone and content had
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shifted considerably. The occasion of the change is

not difficult to surmise. Two years after Poems ap-

peared, Cranch decided to move to Europe to further

his career as a painter. He well knew that the idio-

syncracies of the artistic marketplace were such that

an American artist painting in Europe increased his

opportunities for sales and enhanced his possibilities

of gaining recognition. Practical necessity thus dic-

tated the move, but Cranch derived a maturity from
the European experience that evidences itself quite

unexpectedly in the poems of this period. Freed

from the rather narrow provincialism of New Eng-

land transcendental influences, Cranch's poetry ex-

hibits a wider range of creativity and maturity than

would seem possible from his earlier efforts.

Cranch's "expatriate" years on this first trip to

Europe were spent mainly in Italy. The first years

were passed in Rome; the last year was broken up
into shorter stays in Naples, Sorrento, and Florence.

These years reflect a diminished production of

poetry and a commensurate increase in painting.

One cannot examine the poetry written during the

Italian years without concluding that the effort ex-

pended for the one profited the other. Whatever
else it did for him, the experience Cranch gained in

Italy gave him some of that worldly discipline rec-

ommended by the Graham's reviewer. His focus

and subject matter in poetry shifted to a broader,

more comprehensive and humanistic emphasis upon
man and the subjection of mankind to social and po-

litical forces. He had given some attention to these

matters in America, as evidenced in his "Sonnet on

the Mexican War," published in The Harbinger not

long before he sailed for Europe, but Italy, with its

Roman Church and the political oppression of its

people, gave him an objective context in which to

view the suppression of the human spirit. As the
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later "The Bird and the Bell" demonstrates, his re-

sponse was at once critical and direct.

During the three years that Cranch lived in

Italy, he furthered his artistic education by touring

all of the major galleries, meeting and talking with

the many practicing painters and sculptors who
lived there, and by generally absorbing the aesthetic

atmosphere of the country. Many enduring per-

sonal and professional relationships were establish-

ed on this trip. George William Curtis accom-

panied the Cranch family on the voyage to Europe,

and a friendship that began at Brook Farm crystal-

ized into an association that lasted until Cranch's

death. After Curtis became a distinguished essay-

ist and editor of Harper's Weekly and Harper's

Magazine, he was able to assist Cranch profession-

ally on a number of occasions. Cranch's friend,

William Wetmore Story, was already in Europe, and

they maintained their close relationship. Among
those with whom Cranch associated were Hiram
Powers and Horatio Greenough, both noted Ameri-

can sculptors of their day. Margaret Fuller visited,

and through her the Cranches met the Robert

Brownings. While living in Florence, the Cranches

visited at Casa Guidi several times; Browning
dropped in at Cranch's studio at times. Browning
and Cranch shared mutual interests in music and
painting; Cranch was impressed with Browning's

poetical accomplishments. Some of Cranch's later

poetry reflects the Browning influence ; from letters

we know that the Brownings read and offered advice

on revision of Cranch's "The Bird and the Bell."

Cranch recorded many of his feelings about Brown-
ing in his Memorial to Robert Browning (1890)

.

In the spring of 1849, the Cranches returned to

America. They remained until 1853, when once

again practical necessity drove them back to Europe.
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Cranch had sold some paintings while living in

Italy, and he sold a few more during this American
interlude. His sales were always disappointing;

they rarely provided him and his family with more
than a marginal existence. Some financial assist-

ance was provided by his family and that of his

wife, but this was never enough to give the Cranches

a sense of financial security. Cranch's publication

of poetry during this interval was slight; all but a

few of those pieces that he did place were published

by his friend, John Sullivan Dwight, in Dwight's

Journal of Music. Cranch seems to have had little

regard for these poems, for he did not collect them
in his later volumes. Longfellow, however, felt that

several of the Italian pieces were of sufficient merit

to include them in his Poems of Places (1877)

.

When the Cranches returned to Europe, they es-

tablished themselves in Paris. This time they re-

mained for ten years. Once again Cranch set about

painting and sketching in earnest, touring galleries,

and making new acquaintances and renewing old

ones. He saw Browning again, but that relationship

was never to prove any more rewarding than it al-

ready had. Of more lasting importance was the

friendship that began in these years with James
Russell Lowell. On one memorable occasion Cranch,

Lowell, and Story were invited to dine with William

Makepeace Thackeray at the Garrick Club in Lon-
don. After dinner Thackeray read to them from
the last installment of "The Newcomes." The in-

cident left a lasting impression on Cranch, who re-

corded it in some detail in his "Autobiography."

The London excursion was one of several that

took Cranch away from Paris. Visits to Barbizon,

Switzerland, and to Rome were undertaken in order

to seek out fresh subjects for his painting. But
even the Forest of Fontainbleu, where the Barbi-
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zon School of painting was being spawned, failed to

provide him with that elusive ingredient that would

have made him an important landscape painter of

his time. Many of the scenes that he painted pro-

vided him with subjects for his poetical composi-

tions. The poems in the later collections recall some
of these experiences in terms as vivid as any paint-

ing he might have composed.

When Cranch returned to America in 1863, the

country was in the midst of the Civil War. A staunch

supporter of the Northern cause, Cranch registered

in his poetry his intense reaction to the war and to

Lincoln's death. Some of his war poems were pub-

lished in contemporary periodicals ; these and others

were brought together under the title "Poems of the

War" in The Bird and the Bell. Cranch continued

to paint in the years after the war, but by the mid-

seventies he had all but given over serious painting

in favor of poetry and prose writing.

In 1872 Cranch published his highly successful

translation in blank verse of Virgil's Aeneid. The
work appeared in the prestigious series of transla-

tions published by James R. Osgood. Included in

the series were such landmarks of American scholar-

ship as Longfellow's translation of Dante's Divine

Comedy and Bryant's translations of the Iliad and

the Odyssey. Cranch was an adept translator; in

addition to Latin he translated a number of poems
from German and French. Some of his translations

remain unpublished. As successful as his Aeneid

was, publishers still remained tuned to the contem-

porary market. Included in the unpublished ma-
terial are translations of Virgil's Georgics and his

Eclogues.

One of Cranch's more remarkable poems, Satan :

A Libretto, appeared in 1874 as a separate work.

Although it failed to attract much notice, Cranch
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thought so highly of it that he revised it and in-

cluded it under the new title of "Ormuzd and Ahri-

man" in his final collection, Ariel and Caliban.

Taken from the Zoroastrian designations of the con-

tending forces in the universe, the new title is a

better indicator of the major premise of the work.

Both versions announce the old Emersonian doctrine

of the essentially privative nature of evil. Cranch's

reconstruction of the transcendental non-dual uni-

verse this late in the century seems anachronistic,

but much of the charm of Cranch's poetry is his

perennial optimism. Although his impatience with

social inequities and his bitterness in the war poems
offset the optimism to a degree, his belief in a final

transcendental reconcilement never wavered.

Some of the poems that Cranch included in The
Bird and the Bell (1875) had appeared as early as

1852 ; the majority represent the work published

and written in the years just prior to 1875. Many
of these later pieces appeared in The Atlantic, The
Independent, and Dwight's Journal of Music. The
critical reception of Cranch's work in these years

could not be called enthusiastic, but he did enjoy a

reputation of sufficient stature to allow him to place

his work with relative ease.

In 1880 Cranch left his Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, home, where he had lived since 1873, and set

out on what was to be his final visit to Europe. This

time he toured for two years in England, France,

and Italy. The primary purpose of the trip was to

give his daughter Caroline an opportunity to study

the paintings of the European masters. Because

she was well on her way to becoming a first-rate

portrait artist, Cranch felt that she needed to free

herself from purely American and contemporary in-

fluences in order to complete her art education. For
the sixty-seven year old Cranch, though, Europe
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held few surprises. His letters suggest that he re-

tained his enthusiasm for continental life and that

his appreciation of art remained keen; still, unlike

his earlier visits this time there were no new views

to gain and no fresh subjects to stimulate his imagi-

nation.

Ariel and Caliban (1887), the last collection of

Cranch's career, brought together many of the

poems that Cranch published in various periodicals

over the twelve years since The Bird and the Bell.

Although the poems are the products of his later

years, in many ways the subjects and moods are

reminiscent of his youthful first collection. The
craftsman has matured considerably ; if this last col-

lection contains no brilliant or imaginative out-

bursts, it nonetheless reveals some of the best ex-

amples of Cranch's mastery of the techniques of

poetry. The overall temper of the collection is phil-

osophical, exhibiting in the individual pieces an air

of objectivity acquired from long experience. The
vigorous social criticism of The Bird and the Bell is

here melioristic, and, as the title poem and the con-

cluding "Orhmuzd and Ahriman" reveal, Cranch's

final views are conciliatory and optimistic.

Cranch died on January 20, 1892. His career

was decidedly uneven, although he never gave up
the quest for recognition in the arts. George Wil-

liam Curtis, who paid his friend a final tribute in

his "Easy Chair" column of Harper's Magazine, in

his summation of Cranch's career suggests the irony

implicit in the life of a man who was near-brilliant

and many-talented but who remained, essentially, a

failed artist: "He was, indeed, an artist in various

kinds. The diamond which the good genius brought

to his cradle, it broke in many parts."
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I have attempted to include in this volume every

published poem by Cranch. His three volumes are

reproduced in facsimile with the original pagination

and a superimposed pagination in larger type that

corresponds to my contents and indices. The un-

collected poems that follow are placed in chronologi-

cal order of publication, and they are reproduced in

facsimile.

It was Cranch's practice to revise some of his

poems and reprint them in another place—often

changing the title. In these instances I have had to

make editorial judgments. In compiling this vol-

ume, I acquired copies of every poem I could locate

that Cranch had published outside of his collected

editions. These items were collated in every case

with each individual poem in the three collections.

The principle used throughout was that if an item

was substantially the same as the one appearing in

the collection, it was not reprinted as an uncollected

poem. This is not a variorum edition because it was
impossible to indicate the variant readings. Schol-

ars who wish to pursue such matters are directed to

the single, most credible source of bibliographical

information on Cranch : Frederick DeWolfe Miller's

unpublished dissertation, "Christopher Pearse

Cranch: New England Transcendentalism (Univer-

sity of Virginia, 1942). Miller's study is the most

complete source of biographical and critical materi-

als as well. The only other sources in book form are

Miller's Christopher Pearse Cranch and His Carica-

tures of New England Transcendentalism (Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, 1951) and Leonora Cranch
Scott's The Life and Letters of Christopher Pearse

Cranch (Boston and New York, 1917, and New
York, 1969).

I wish to record my gratitude to the many indi-

viduals who assisted me in the long and sometimes
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tedious tasks involved in compiling a volume of this

kind ; in particular, to Miss Betty Devine and Rever-

end John Talmage of the Marquette University Li-

brary; to the clerical assistants provided by the

Marquette University Department of English who
took a personal interest in the project; to Harry R.

Warfel, General Editor of Scholars' Facsimilies and

Reprints, to whom I owe a special debt of gratitude

that goes beyond the patience he exhibited and the

guidance he provided me in the preparation of this

volume; and, finally, to my wife who is always in

sympathy with my efforts.

Joseph M. DeFalco

Marquette University

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

June, 1971
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As one who in some cellar crypt has kept

His wines of many an autumn vintage, pressed

From wildwood grapes, or vineyard fields that slept

On sunny hillsides, by his own hand dressed

;

And calls his neighbors in to taste and share

His store ; yet overvaluing, perchance,

What seemed to keep for him a flavor rare

Which love might prize when critics frown askance

:

So to my board I bid my friends, and ope

The hoarded flasks of many a varying year,—
The verse from lonely dells of dreamland won,

Or by sweet toiling on the sun-flecked slope

Of life, ere yet my summer leaves were sere

In lengthening shadows of the sinking sun.
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THE BIRD AND THE BELL,

WITH

OTHER POEMS.



1 HE reader will find in this poem allusions to events which nave

passed in Italy,— fluent when the lines were written, but now

crystallized into history,— and prophecies, some of which have

come, or are coming true, while others have been fulfilled otherwise

than was foreboded. These passages of the poem may therefore

lose somewhat of the flavor they might have had if read at that

period. The rapid and wonderful scene-shifting, too, that has gone

on in the great European theatre of Church and State may have the

effect of dimming their freshness somewhat. But the thoughts and

principles here embodied can never cease to interest all who care

for liberty of thought and speech, and will maintain a supreme im-

portance so long as the Romish Church holds to its assumptions in

the face of the nineteenth century.

If much of the language in these verses apostrophizing this

mighty organization seems too unqualified and denunciatory, it will

be seen that I have endeavored to give praise also where I felt it

to be due. But the poem was written in Catholic Europe, where I

was daily impressed with characteristics which stood out more baldly

prominent than any which come to our notice in America.



THE BIRD AND THE BELL

i.

1 WAS earliest morning in the early spring;

In Florence. Winter, dark and damp and chill,

Had yielded to the fruit-trees' blossoming,

Though sullen rains swept from the mountains still.

The tender green scarce seemed to have a will

To peep above the sod and greet the sky,—
Like an o'er-timid child who dreads a stranger's eye.

II.

The city slumbered in the dawning day;—
Old towers and domes and roof-tiles looming dim,

Bridges and narrow streets and cloisters gray,

And sculptured churches, where the Latin hymn

By lamplight called to mass. As o'er a limb

The spells of witchcraft strong but noiseless fall,

The shadows of the Past reigned silent over alL
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in.

Waking from sleep, I heard, but knew not where,

A bird, that sang alone its early song.

The quick, clear warble leaping through the air,—
The voice of spring, that all the winter long

Had slept,— now burst in melodies as strong

And tremulous as Love's first pure delight ;
—

I could not choose but bless a song so warm and bright.

IV.

Sweet bird ! the fresh, clear sprinkle of thy voice

Came quickening all the springs of trust and love.

What heart could hear such joy, and not rejoice ?

Thou blithe remembrancer of field and grove,

Dropping thy fairy flute-notes from above,

Fresh message from the Beauty Infinite

That clasps the world around and fills it with delight

!

v.

It bore me to the breeze-swept banks of bloom,

To trees and falling waters, and the rush

Of south-winds sifting through the pine-grove's gloom

Home-gardens filled with roses, and the gush

Of insect-trills in grass and roadside bush;

And apple-orchards flushed with blossoms sweet;

And all that makes the round of nature most complete.
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VI.

It sang of freedom, dimmed by no alloy ;

Peace, unpossessed upon our troubled sphere ;

Some long Arcadian day of love and joyf

Unsoiled by fogs of superstitious fear;

A world of noble beings born to cheer

The wilderness of life, and prove the fact

Of human grandeur in each thought and word and act.

YTI.

What was it jarred the vision and the spell,

And brought the reflux of the day and place?

Athwart the bird's song clanged a brazen bell.

Nature's improvisations could not face

That domineering voice ; and in the race

Of rival tongues the Bell outrang the Bird,—
The swinging, clamoring brass which all the city heard.

VIII.

Santa Maria Novella's Church, hard by,

Calling its worshippers to morning prayer,

From its old Campanile lifted high

In the dull dampness of the clouded air,

Poured out its monotones, and did not spare

Its ringing shocks of unremitting sound,

That soonmy warbler's notes were swept away and drowned.
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IX.

Down from the time-stained belfry clanged the bell,

Joined in a moment by a hundred more.

Had I not heard the bird, I might have well

Floated on that sonorous flood that bore

Away all living voices, as with roar

Of deep vibrations, grand, monastic, bold,

Through street and stately square the metal music rolled.

x.

Oft have I listened in the dead of night,

When all those towers like chanting priests have prayed

;

And the weird tones seemed tangled in the height

Of palaces,— as though all Florence made

One great ghost-organ, and the pipes that played

Were the dark channelled streets, pouring along

In beats and muffled swells the deep resounding song.

XI.

So now the inceesant peal filled all the air,

And the sweet bird-voice, utterly forced away,

Ceased. And it seemed as if some spirit fair

Were hurled into oblivion ; and the day

Grew suddenly more darkly, grimly gray,

Like a vast mort-cloth stretched from south to north,

While that tyrannic voice still rang its mandates forth.
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XII.

And so I mused upon the things that were,

And those that should be, or that might have been ;

And felt a life and freedom in the air,

And in the sprouting of the early green,

I could not match with man, who builds his screen

Darkening the sun, and in his own light stands,

And casts the shadow of himself along the lands.

XIII.

For him who haunts the temples of the Past,

And shapes his fond ideals by its rules

;

Whose creed, whose labors, are but thoughts recast

In worn and shrunken moulds of antique schools,—
Copies of copies, wrought with others' tools ;

For whom law stands for justice, Church for God,

Symbol for fact, for right divine the tyrant's rod;—

xrv.

Who fears to utter what his reason bids,

Unless it wears the colors of a sect

;

Who hardly dares to lift his heavy lids,

And greet the coming Day with head erect,

But apes each general posture and defect

Entailed by time,— alert in others' tracks,

Like owls that build in some time-mantled ruin's cracks;-
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XV.

For birri von clanging Bell a symbol bears,

That deadens every natural voice of spring.

Fitter for him the croaking chant, the prayers,

The torch, the cross, the censer's golden swing,

The organ-fugue,— a prisoned eagle's wing

Beating the frescoed dome,— the empty feast

Where at his tinselled altar stands the gay-robed priest.

XVI.

mighty Church ! who, old, but still adorned

With jewels of thy youth,— a wrinkled bride

Affianced to the blind, — so long hast scorned

The rising of the inevitable tide

That swells and surges up against thy pride,—
Thou, less the artist's than the tyrant's nurse,

Blight of philosophy, false star of poet's verse !
—

XVII.

What though thy forms be pictuicsquc and old,

And, clustered round +hee, works of noblest art

Hallow thy temples ! Once they may have told

Profound emotions of the inmost heart;

Now shadowed by a faith that stands apart,

And scowls against the sunlight shared abroad,

Burning in altar-nooks its candles to its god

!
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XVIII.

The saints who toiled to help the world's distress

;

The noble lords of thought and speech divine ;

The prophets crying through Time's wilderness

;

The vast discoveries, the inventions fine

That stamped upon the centuries a sign

Of grandeur,— all, like music thundered down

By stern cathedral "bells, were silenced by tliy frown.

XIX.

Chained to Madonnas and ascetic saints,

Even Art itself felt thy all-narrowing force.

The painter saw thee peeping o'er his paints

;

The sculptor's thought was fettered from its source

;

Thy gloomy cloisters shaped the builder's cuursc

;

Thy organ drowned the shepherd's festive flute

With penitential groans, as though God's love were mute.

xx.

And yet, because there lurked some element

Of truth within the doctrine, - - to man's need

Some fitness in the form ; since more was meant

And more expressed than in the accepted creed, —
The artist's genius giving far less heed

To formulas than to his own ideal,—
The hand and heart wrought works the world has stamped

as real.
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XXI.

What didst thou for the already teeming soil

Of souls like Dante, Kaphael, Angelo,

Save to suggest a theme or pay their toil ?

While they o'erlooked their prison walls, and so

Caught from the skies above and earth below

Splendors wherewith they lit thy tarnished crown,

And clothed thee with a robe thou claimest as thine own.

xxn.

Names that in any age would have been great,

Works that to all time speak, and so belong,

Claim not as thine j nor subsidize the fate

That gave them to the nations for a long,

Unceasing heritage. Amid a throng

Of starry lights they live. Thy clanging bells

Can never drown their song, nor break their mighty spells.

XXIII.

No mother thou of Genius, but the nurse.

Seek not to stamp a vulgar name ipon

The sons of Morning. Take the Poet's verse,

But not the Poet. He is not thy son.

Enough for thee, if sometimes he hath gone

Into thy narrow fold from pastures wide,

Where through immortal flowers God pours the living tide.
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XXIV.

Enough if he hath decked thee with the wealth

Of his heaven-nurtured spirit,— showering gems

Of thought and fancy, coining youth and health

To gild with fame thy papal diadems

;

Pluckins: life's roses with their roots and stems

To wreathe an altar which returned him naught

But the poor patronage of some suspected thought.

XXV.

What didst thou for the studious sage who saw

Through nature's veils the great organic force,—
Who sought and found the all-pervading law

That holds the rolling planets in their course ?

When didst thou fail to check the flowing source

Of truths whose waters needs must inundate

The theologic dikes that guarded thy estate ?

XXVI.

Is there a daring thought thou hast not crushed ?

Is there a generous faith thou hast not cursed ?

Is there a whisper, howe'er low and hushed,

Breathed for the future, but thou wast the first

To silence with thy tortures,— thou the worst

Of antichrists, and cunningest of foes

That ever against God and man's great progress rose ?

1*
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xxra.

Yet life was in thee once. Thy earlier youth

Was flushed with blossoms of a heavenly bloom.

Thy blight began, when o'er God's common truth

And man's nobility thou didst assume

The dread prerogative of life and doom

;

And creeds which served as swaddling-bands were bound

Likegrave-clothes round thelimbs laid livingunderground.

XXVIII.

When man grows wiseT than his creed allows,

And nobler than the church he has outgrown

;

When that which was his old familiar house

No longer if a home, but all alone,

Alone with God, he dares to lift the stone

From off the skylight between heaven and him,—
Then shines a grander day, then fade the spectres grim.

XXIX.

And never yet was growth, save when it broke

The letter of the dead scholastic form.

The bark drops off, and leaves the expanding oak

To stretch his giant arms through sun and storm.

The idols that upon his breast lay warm

The sage throws down, and breaks their hallowed shrine,

And follows the great hand that points to light divine.
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XXX.

But thou, O Church ! didst steal the mother's mask,

The counterfeit of Heaven,— so to enfold

Thy flock around thee. None looked near, to ask

" Art thou our mother, truly ? " None so bold

As lift thy veils, and show how hard and cold

Those eyes of tyranny, that mouth of guile,

That low and narrow brow, the witchcraft of that smile,—

XXXI.

That subtle smile, deluding while it warmed

;

That arrogant, inquisitorial nod

;

That hand that stabbed, like Herod, the new-formed

And childlike life which drew its breath from God,

And, for that star by which the Magi trod

The road to Bethlehem, the Good Shepherd's home,

Lit lurid idol-fires on thy seven hills of Home.

XXXII.

Rome, paralyzed and dumb,— who sat a queen

Among the nations, now thy abject slave

;

Yet muttering in her cell, where gaunt and lean

Thy priests have kept her pining ! Who shall save

And lift the captive from her living grave ?

Is there no justice left to avert her doom,

Where monarchs sit and play their chess-games on her

tomb?
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xxxm.

And thou, too, Venice, moaning "by the sea,

Which moans and chafes with thee, on Lido's beach,—
Thou, almost in despair lest there should be

In Europe's life no life within thy reach,

No respite from thy tyrant,— thou shalt teach

Thy Austrian despot yet what hoarded hate

And sudden strength can do to change thy sad estate j

XXXIV.

For, lo, the fires are kindled. Hark ! afar,

At last the thunders mutter under ground,

The northern lights flash cimeters of war,

Sardinia's trumpets to the battle sound.

See Florence, Parma, Modena, unbound,

Leap to their feet,— and stout Eomagna brave

The Cardinal's frown, and swear to cower no more a slave

!

XXXV.

See Sicily, whose blood is Etna's veins

Of sleepless fire, heave with volcanic pants,

Seething, a restless surge of hearts and brains,

Till Garibaldi's quick Ithuriel lance

Wakes the whole South from its long, troubled trance,

And Naples, catching the contagious flame,

Welcomes her hero in with blessings on his name !
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XXXVI.

The nations that in darkness sat have seen

The light. The blind receive their sight again.

The querulous old man who stands between

His children and their hopes, with threats insane,

Trembles, as though an earthquake split in twain

The crumbling rock beneath Saint Peter's dome

;

And the last hiding-place of tyranny— is Borne,

XXXVII.

For Italy, long pining, sad, and crushed,

Has hurled her royal despots from the land.

Back to her wasted heart the blood has gushed.

Her wan cheek blooms, and her once nerveless hand

Guides with firm touch the purpose she has planned.

Thank God ! thank generous Trance ! the battle smoke

Lifts from her bloody fields. See, at her feet her yoke !

XXXVIII.

Not like a maddened anarch does she rise

:

The torch she holds is no destroying flame,

But a clear beacon,— like her own clear eyes

Straining across the war-clouds ; and the shame

Of wild misrule has never stained her name.

Calm and determined, politic yet bold,

She comes to take her place,— the Italy of old.
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XXXIX.

She asks no boon, except to stand enrolled

Among the nations. Give her space and air,

Our Sister. She has pined in dungeons cold.

A little sunshine for our Sister fair,

A little hope to cover past despair.

God's blessing on the long-lost, the unbound

!

The earth has waited long ; the heavens now answer—
"round!"

XL.

The nations greet her as some lovely guest

Arriving late, where friends pour out the wine.

Ay, press around, and pledge her in the best

Your table yields, and in her praise combine !

And ye who love her most, press near, and twine

Her locks with wreaths, and in her large dark eyes

See all her sorrowing past, and her great future rise

!

XLI.

But thou who claim'st the keys of God's own heaven,

And who wouldst fain usurp the keys of earth,—
Thou, leagued with priests and tyrants who have given

Their hands, and pledged their oaths to blight the birth

Of thine own children's rights,— for scorn and mirth

One day shalt stand, thy juggling falsehoods named,

Thy plots and wiles unmasked, thy heaven-high titles

shamed

!
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XLII.

Look to the proud tiara on thy brow

!

Its gems shall crush thee down like leaden weights.

Thy alchemy is dead ; and wouldst thou now

Thunder anathemas against the states

Whose powers are Time's irrefragable fates ?

Look to thy glories ! they must shrink away,—
With meaner pomp must fall, and sink into decay.

XLIII.

Lo, thou art numbered with the things that were,

Soon to be laid upon the dusty shelves

Of antiquaries,— once so strong and fair,

Now classed with spells of magic, midnight elves,

And all half-lies, that pass away themselves

When once a people rises to the light

Of primal truths and comprehends its heaven-born right.

XLIV.

Tod on ; but little canst thou do to-dav.

The sun is risen. The daylight dims thy shrines.

The age outstrips thee, marching on its way,

And overflowing all thy boundary lines.

How art thou fallen, O star ! How lurid shines

Thy taper underneath the glowing sky

!

How feeble grows thy voice, how lustreless thine eye !
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XLV.

Like some huge shell left by tbe ebbing tide,

In which once dwelt some wonder of the sea,

Thou liest, and men know not that thy pride

Of plaee outlives thy earlier potency,

But, coming nearer to thy mystery,

Might call thee lovely, did not thy decay

And death-like odor drive them in contempt away.

XLVL

So perish like thee all lies stereotyped

By human power or devilish artifice,—
Dark blot on Christ's pure shield, soon to be wiped

Away, and leave it fair for Heaven's free kiss ;

So perish like thee, drowned in Time's abyss,

All that hath robbed strong Genius of its youth,

All that hath ever barred the struggling soul from truth

xlvii.

And yet we need not boast our larger scope

In this broad land, if creeds of later stamp

Still cast their gloom o'er manhood's dearest hope,

Still quench the heavenward flame of Reason's lamp,

And dogmas shamed by 3cience still can cramp

The aspiring soul in dungeons scarce less drear

Than those of older times, when faith was one with fear.
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XLVIIL

Nor dream that here the inquisitorial chair

Is but a byword, though we flush and weep

In honest indignation, when we hear

Chains clank in Rome, and wonder how the cheap

And common truth of Heaven must cringe, and creep,

And mask its face, lest Mother Church disown

The rebel thought that flouts the apostolic throne

!

XXIX.

If we indeed are sure our faith is best,

Then may we dare to leave it large and free,

Nor fear to bring the creed to reason's test

;

For best is strongest, fearing not to see

As well as feel. Then welcome, Liberty

!

Down with the scaffolding the priest demands

!

Let Truth stand free, alone, a house not built with hands!

L.

Down with the useless and the rotting props

That only cumber and deface each wall

!

OIF with the antiquated cloth that drops

Moth-eaten draperies round the columns tall.

Nor needs the heavenly Architect our small

Superfluous tricks of ornament and gilt,

To deck the royal courts his wisdom planned and built,

B
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LI.

He wills a temple "beautiful and wide

As man and nature,— not a cloister dim,

Nor strange pagoda of barbaric pride

Scrawled o'er with hieroglyph and picture grim

Of saint and fiend. Why seek to honor him

By crusting o'er with gold of Palestine

The simple, stainless dome whose builder is divine ?

LII.

Thanks to the Central Good, the inflowing Power,

The Primal Life in which we live and move,—
The aroma of the soul, the passion-flower

We bear upon our hearts, the deathless love

Of right, outlives device, and floats above

All human creeds, though armed with power to brave

The scholar's daring thought, and make the world their

slave.

Liu.

The music of the soul can ne'er be mute.

What though the brazen clang of antique form

Stop for a hundred years the angel's lute,

The angel smiles, and when the deafening storm

Has pealed along the ages, with the warm

Touch the immortals own, he sings again,

Clearer and sweeter, like the sunshine after rain.
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LIV.

He sings the song no tyrant long resists;

He sings the song the world perforce must join,

Though ages stand as notes. For he insists

With such sweet emphasis, such chords divine,

That, soon or late, along the living line

Of hearts that form Humanity, there thrills

A sympathetic nerve no time or custom kills.

LV.

Humanity must answer when God speaks,

As sure as echo to the human voice.

And every grand o'ertopping lie which breaks

With furious flood and- century-deafening noise

In the eternal symphony that joys

Along, is but some baser pipe or chord

That shall be tuned again when Reason sits as lord.

LVI.

Eternal Truth shines on o'er Error's cloud,

Which, for a little, veils the living light.

Therefore, though the true bard may sing aloud

His soul-song in the unrcceptive night,

His words-— swift, arrowy fires— must fly and light,

Sooner or later, kindling south and north,

Till skulking Falsehood from her den be hunted forth.
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Lvn.

Work on,O fainting hearts ! Through storm and drouth,

Somewhere your winged heart-seeds will be blown,

And plant a living grove ;— from mouth to mouth,

O'er oceans, into speech and lands unknown,

Even till the long-foreseen result 1h», grown

To ripeness, filled like fruit with other seed,

Which Time shall sow anew, and reap when men shall need.

LVIII.

There is no death, but only change on change.

The life-force of all forms, in tree and flower,

In rocks and rivers, and in clouds that range

Through heaven, in grazing beasts, and in the power

Of mind, goes forth forever, an unspent dower,

Glowing and flashing through the universe,

Kindling the light of stars, and joy of poet's verse

!

LIX.

Each hour : id second is the marriage-morn

Of spirit-life and matter ; as when kings

Wed peasants, and their simple charms adorn

With Oriental gems and sparkling rings

And diadems, and with all royal things

Making their eyes familiar,— so, with tones

Sweet and unheard before, conduct them to their thrones.
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LX.

One mighty circle God in heaven hath set,

Woven of myriad links,— lives, deaths unknown,—
Where all beginnings and all ends are met

To follow and serve each other, — Nature's zone

And zodiac, round whose seamless arc are strewn

A million and a million hues of light

That blend and glow and burn, beyond our realm of night

LXI.

ye who pined in dungeons for the sake

Of truths which tyrants shadowed with their hate

;

Whose only crime was that ye were awake

Too soon, or that your brothers slept too late,—
Mountainous minds ! upon whose tops the great

Sunrise of knowledge came, long ere its glance

Fell on the foggy swamps of fear and ignorance,—

LXII.

The time shall come when from your heights serene

Beyond the dark, ye will look back and smile

To see the sterile earth all growing green,

Where Science, Art, and Love repeat Heaven's style

In crowded city and on desert isle,

Till Eden blooms where martyr-fires have burned,

And to the Lord of Life all hearts and minds are turned.
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LXin.

The seeds are planted, and the spring is near.

Ages of blight are but a fleeting frost.

Truth circles into truth. Each mote is dear

To God. No drop of ocean e'er is lost,

No leaf forever dry and tempest-tossed.

Life centres deathless underneath decay,

And no true word or deed can ever pass away.

LXIY.

And ye, O Seraphs in the morn of time

!

Birds whose entrancing voices in the spring

Of primal Truth and Beauty, were the chime

Of heaven and earth ! still we may hear you sing.

No clang of hierarchal bells shall ring,

To drown your carol, in the airs that move

And stir the dawning age of Liberty and Love

!

LXV.

Light,— light breaks on the century's farthest round

;

Light in the sky, light in the humblest home.

The unebbing tides of God, where errors drowned

Sink do\tn to fathomless destruction, come

Swelling amain. Truth builds her eternal dome

Vast as the sky. Nations are linked in one.

Light, Love, henceforth shall reign forever and alone

!
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IN a deep vale enclosed by mountains steep,

A still, green sheltered nook hid far away,

Where grand, old forest-trees in shadowy sleep

Nodded above a stream that all the day.

Ran rippling down o'er sun-flecked rocks and stones,

And filled the air with murmuring undertones

;

Where from the sky the golden sun of June

Shed softened radiance through the stillest noon

;

And in the verdure of the oaks that spread

Their gnarled and mossy branches overhead,

The shy thrush trilled his liquid clarionet

Minute bv minute, with his soul all set

To music in each gusb of peerless tone,

While with a bubbling base the brook played on ;—
Deep in that vale so dreamy, still, and cool,

A youth lay tranced, till visionary things

Seemed real, and his heart was over-full

Of thoughts and fancies and imaginiugs.

23
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And as lie mused beside the flowing stream,

There came to him what seemed a waking dream.

Three radiant forms he saw before him stand,—
Threewoodland nymphs, perchance,he thought,—who met

His wondering gaze, each with a beckoning hand,

Wliile he, abashed, bewildered, stood. And yet

—

For so our dreams will mix our memories dim—
Not all unknown their faces seemed to him.

And he was bound, as by a spell, to choose

One of the three to be his guiding muse.

So stood they beckoning, and yet stood apart,

As if a separate purpose each impelled

;

While a divided worship in his heart

In doubtful poise his soul and senses held.

" Strange,— it was so in Ida's vale," he mused,

" The shepherd-prince, abashed, perplexed, confused,

Stood in the presence of the radiant Three,

To choose the goddess of his destiny.

So shone upon his soul like dawning skies

The electric splendor of Olympian eyes.

Somehow I seem to know these forms of bght.

Somewhere they have lit my pathway, day and night.

If through this veil of dreams I could but hear
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Their voices, my bewildered sense would clear.

And yet, alas ! I cannot give to each,

While thus to me their wooing arms they reach,

The pledge of homage and fidelity,

The golden apple Nature gave to me."

Then one of them drew near. She held a lyre,

And with low strains the enchanted silence broke.

Her mystic tones diffused a subtle fire,

And in his soul sweet harmonies awoke.

Then in his hands she placed a golden lute,

And bade him touch its sympathetic chords.

No longer now he stood abashed and mute

;

But sang a prelude soft in simple words,—
A lay of love and longing,— till his song

Grew deeper, richer, blending with the strings

;

Then soaring as on swift expanded wings,

With gathered strength it ran through varying moods,

And echoed from the rocks and rang around the woods.

Then said the muse, " 'T is thus that I will dower

The soul that feels my ail-pervading power.

This nest of winged harmonies shall give

Responses to each mood that he hath known,

And all the subtler shades of feeling live

2
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Perfected life, when wed to chord and tone.

And thou shalt know how tone embodies love,

As speech embodies thought, and haply reach

The large, creative power of those who move

The heart by music, superseding speech.

And thus would I enroll thee in the bands

Who dedicated youth and age to me

In costly strains that speak to all the lands

The language of the gods. Look up and see !

"

The youth looked up, and on the mountain height

He saw a group of forms enwreathed with light

;

While floated down such strains as never car

Had dreamed of in our dim, discordant sphere.

Filled with the rapturous symphony

That from that orchestra divine

Came flowing like a spiritual wine

Into his soul, the youth in ecstasy,

As when a flower is bowed with niornins: dews,

Bent low before the muse.

" Spirit of Harmony divine," he said,

" Ah, worshipped from my boyhood's early hour

!

How oft, how long my footsteps have been led

Apart from men, by thy mysterious power

!
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How oft the deep enchanted waves of tone

Hare lured me with a rapture all too sweet

!

Thine were those tides, O fairest, thine alone,

That from the dull shore swept my willing feet.

Though my untutored hands but feebly ring

The imperfect chords, the themes I may not sing,

Yet fain would I thy humble votary be,

And find my muse, my guiding star, in thee !

"

But now a touch, as 't were some earthly maiden,

Dissolved the trance with which his soul was laden.

Before him stood the second of the three

;

And on his ear these accents rang in free

And healthy measure, like the morning air.

" Dream not," she said, " these vague, seductive dreams.

I give thee choice of forms and colors rare,—
Fair images of skies, of trees, of streams

;

All shapes of beauty and all forms of power

;

The themes that through the past and present shine

;

The varying lights that flash from hour to hour ;
—

Life, Nature, Spirit. Be the effort thine

;

The ^ut-world wooes thee. Give thy utmost heart

To enrich the ever-growing realm of Art.

Be this thy love, thy toil, thy high ambition,

To tread the path of Euphael, Claude, and Titian.
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Here choose thy brothers, who in robes of light

Throng the green shades beneath yon woody height !
"

He looked, and saw a train as bright as those

Who just had vanished, grouped in grand repose

:

Great, earnest brows, and loving, piercing eyes

Which saw the unveiled divinity that lies

In forms and faces and in trees and skies.

And as they passed, woods, rocks, and mountains took

A richer light and color. Then the brook

More silvery ran, the sky shone deeper blue,

The clouds were tinted with an opal hue.

The landscape glowed as if it gave its heart

To those who loved it through the soul of art.

" Go forth," the goddess said. " The earth is fair.

Where beauty smiles, the artist's work is there.

What nobler task than this, canst thou but stay

The fleeting splendors of a single day !
"

Thus while with breezy tones she spoke,

The youth stood rapt and listening.

The artist-fire, long smouldering, woke ;

And with a sudden spring

He seized his paints and pencils eagerly,

And bent before the muse a lowly knee.
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" Alas ! and was I blind ? " he said, " and thou,

The charm of earth and air, wast here e'en now ?

Thou, with all color and rare forms allied,—
Oae with all nature,— thou wast by my side

!

And could I slight the presence that illumes

The eye-beams and the splendors of the world,—
The mists of dawn, the depths of forest glooms,

The crimson clouds in western twilights furled,

The river, and the mountain, and the face

Of man and maid, and childhood's winning grace ?

Have I not known, O queen, O muse of art,

Thy service,— all the joyous toil of those

Who give the flowering of their hope and heart—
A sweet and yet so oft a thorn-clad rose

—

To thee, as kneeling now I dare to touch

Thy garment's hem— "

E'en then he felt approach

The third bright form. Taller and fairer she

Than the other two. A queenlier majesty

Upon her brow. Around her all the air

Seemed touched with wandering odors sweet and rare,

Wafted from unseen nooks of eglantine.

She neither smiled nor frowned. She made no sign,

But only stood before him. Every grace

Of mingled earth and heaven illumed her lace
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And shaped lier form. Upon her brow a star

Plained, like the diamond planet of the dawn

When night's cold coronets arc all withdrawn

And scattered through her solitudes afar, —
Plained and streamed backward through her golden hair ;

And all the freshness of the summer morn

Breathed from her presence. Fairest of the fair

She stood, of all in bright Olympus born.

She spoke. But hardly had she moved her lips,

When in a gradual, yet not dark eclipse

Her sisters faded. Kather did it seem

Those muses three had mingled into one,—
One form to whom all beauty tribute paid,

One bringer of an overpowering dream,

One central light all other lights obeyed.

And all that he had dreamed and felt and known,

And all that he could hear, imagine, see,

Flushed in the Morning Star of Poesy.

She was a presence that did well comprise

The soul and essence of all other art

;

For all the world contains of sweetest, lies

Like an aroma hoarded in her heart.

Now all seemed music, all -was magic hue,

All was unfettered joy and inspiration.
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Now Beauty bathed the universe anew,

And kindled thought, and fired imagination.

Then rose the strong necessity to write,

As once to sing, to paint his fondest dream.

Flooded he stood as in the auroral light,

Or in the waves of some great flowing stream ;

While that one voice again and yet again

Came, earnest as a cry of joy or pain.

It called upon him as a trumpet calls

The laggard soldier to his spear and shield.

It seemed to sweep him as a leaf that falls

Whirls in the autumn blast across the field.

It pressed upon him as the truth sublime

Lay on the prophets of the olden time, —
The soul within the soul, the hidden life,

The fount of dreams, the vision and the strife

Of thoughts that seized on every other force,

And turned it to their own resistless course.

For the muse spake with words that came

Leaping into his heart like flame :
—

" Why should I show to thee here

Shadows of poet and seer,
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Bards of the olden time,

Singers of lofty rhyme ?

Beauty and truth are the same

Now as of old, and the flame

Of the morning on Homer's brow

Is a flame of the morning now.

The poets sit ever apart,

With heaven and earth in their heart,—
One truth, and unnumbered hints

;

One light, and a thousand tints

;

Ages of speech and of tone,

One mystical voice alone.

" "When the bard utters his own,

Rivals and peers there are none.

His life is the life of the All.

His dreams are of air and of fire ;

To the depths of all nature they call

In the thirst of their soaring desire.

And ever by day and by night

The arrows of thought's delight,

Peathered with musical words,

Barbed with the adamant truth,

Fly gentle and swift as the winging of birds

To the bosom of beauty and youth."
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And still she spoke ; and still he listened there,

And felt the ambrosial breathing fan his hair

;

And still his soul rose brimming to her eyes,

As swells the sea beneath the moonlit skies.

" Foremost of seers and strong creators he

Who steeps life, nature, heaven, in poesy.

He is no athlete trained to win a prize

In an arena thronged with vulgar eyes

;

No juggler with his tricks of tinselled phrase,

Cheap bubbles blown to catch ephemeral praise.

No lawless passion and no trivial aim

Shall dim his vision clear, or damp his flame.

Strong be his faith, and pure as it is strong,

The heart-throb pulsing through the poet's song.

'T is his to read the sunshine and the storms,

The mystic alphabet of natural forms,

The deeper lore of dreams and heart and brain,

The heights, the depths, the glory and the pain.

" The muse who leads the poet guides the spheres.

One orbit serves for both. He cannot stoop

To palter to unsympathetic ears.

His wings must never droop.

Buoyed by a wind that blows beyond the stars,

Lit by a sun that never fades or sets,

3* c
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He comes to proffer through fate'6 prison-bars

The soul's strong amulets.

To press the wine of life from bitter hours

;

To open doors where morning never streamed

;

To find in common fields that rarest flowers

Are nearer than we dreamed

;

To intone the music of the deepest lieart

Through all the changing chords of joy and pain,—
Where canst thou track a loftier flight of Art ?

Where seek diviner gain ?
"

She ceased, yet seemed to speak. The youth

Still heard that voice of love and truth

;

And all his soul stood over-flushed,

And every clamorous impulse hushed.

Then, reverent, before her face

He half upraised his downcast eyes,

His heart all glowing in the light and grace

That matched her radiance with the unsaddened skies.

" Thou Presence dear and great !
" he cried

;

" Thou wast the earliest at my side.

Thou on the topmost golden stair of art

With thrilling voice dost stand and call to me.

O fairest goddess, I must give my heart,

My spirit, and my life to none but thee
!"



THE SHADOWED RIVER.

INDICATED TO THE MEMOET OF A. J. DOWNING.

lN the clear September moonlight

Dark the eastern mountains rise,

And the river calm as ever

One broad lake of silver lies.

Like a frame, the leafy garden

Clasps the dreamy picture round,

And I gaze for hours upon it,

By the spell of beauty bound.

O'er the water's burnished mirror

Darkly glide the shadowed ships;

So the glowing past is shaded

By our sorrowing thoughts' eclipse.

Bright, broad River ! flow forever

In the moonlight to the sea

;
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But those joyous days thou never,

Never canst bring back to me.

See, the frame the leafy garden

Arches round the pictured scene,

Like a cypress wreath is growing

Dark,— too dark for this, I ween.

He who wreathed the lovely landscape

With these green and shady bowers,

Taken from us, went forever

With his fleeting garden flowers.

And the lawn beneath the linden,

And the shrubs and vines so green,

And the fragrant beds of roses,

And the winding paths between,

And the house in beauty Lowered,

Rare in beauty of its own,

Ne'er again may hear the music

Of those days forever flown ;

Ne'er again shall hear the laughter

Of the joyous company

Whom the festal days of summer

Crowned with mirth and melody.
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Silent River, sadly flowing !

Shadowed sails like thoughts of pain

Slowly cross thy gleaming silver,

But they catch the light again.

Darkly bend the mountains o'er thee,

Dim and dusky in the night,

But their summits woo the moonbeams,

And are touched with heavenly light-

Life is rich, and nature lavish

;

Providence is large as Fate :

Many a joy they hide in secret

For the lone and desolate.

After sunset clouds of crimson

;

After twilight comes the moon ;

After moon-set still the starlight:

Still the morning's daily boon.

And the cloud that lowers the darkest

Holds the blessing of the rain
;

And the grief that stuns the deepest

Hath another touch than pain,

Ni-:\\ burgh on TnE Hudson, September, 1852.



NOVEMBEB TEEES.

LET poets sing of their leafy trees

When the tides of summer fancies swell

And rock their thoughts, as a tropic breeze

Rocks the bee in a lilv's bell

;

But give me a harp whose ring is sharp,

Tuued for November melodies,

That I may roam the bleak hills alone

And sing of the gray and leafless trees.

Their boughs are bare in the twilight dark,

Cold and bare when the moon is high,

Like the cordage and masts of a stranded bark

That warp and freeze in a polar sky.

There is never a leaf the sky-born thief

Did not hurry away ere its color was gone.

But the boughs, though bare, to me are as fair

As the naked forms of the Parthenon.

3S
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Where the branches part in the dusty wood

The golden mist of the sunset streams

;

And tracts of starlit solitude

Glimmer at night on a world of dreams.

The wind is chill on the rugged hill,

And the early snow is gathering

;

But the winter is naught, for the boughs are fraught

With the flow of sap and the hope of spring.

O patriots whom the tyrant's hate

O'ershadows like the winter drear,

While like the patient trees ye wait,

Freedom, the nation's spring, is near.

Never despair, though the darkening air

Sweep all your summer leaves away

;

The wind may rifle your branches bare,

Your leaves will burst anew in May

!

1852.



THE FLOWER AND THE BEE.

JLOVE me as the flower loves the Lee.

Ask no monopoly of sympathy.

I must flit by,

Nor stay to heave too deep a sigh,

Nor dive too deep into thy charms.

Untwine thy prisoning arms

;

Let the truth-garnering bee

Pass ever free

!

Yield all the thymy fragrance I can draw

From out thy soul's rich sweetness. Not forever

Can lovers see one truth, obey one law,

Though they spend long endeavor.

Give me thy blossoming heart

;

I can but take thereof that part

Which grand Economy

Permitteth me to see.
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Friendship and love may last in name,

As lamps outlive their flame

;

An earthly tie may bind our hands

;

The spirit snaps the bands.

If Nature made us different,

Our compliments in vain are spent;

But if alike, ah, then I rest in thee

As in the flower's full heart the sated bee.

1852.



THE CATAKACT ISLE.

I WANDERED through the ancient wood

That crowns the cataract isle.

I heard the roaring of the flood

And saw its wild, fierce smile.

Through tall tree-tops the sunshine flecked

The huge trunks and the ground,

And the pomp of fullest summer decked

The island all around.

And winding paths led all along

Where friends and lovers strayed,

And voices rose with laugh and song

From sheltered nooks of shade.

Through opening forest vistas whirled

The rapids' foamy flash,

As they boiled along and plunged and swirled,

And neared the last long dash.

U2
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I crept to the island's outer verge,

Where the grand, broad river fell,—
Tell sheer down mid foam and surge

In a white and blinding helL

The steady rainbow gayly shone

Above the precipice,

And the deep low tone of a thunder groan

Boiled up from the drear abyss.

And all the day sprang up the spray

Where the broad white sheets were poured,

And fell around in showery play,

Or upward curled and soared.

And all the night those sheets of white

Gleamed through the spectral mist,

When o'er the isle the broad moonlight

The wintry foam-flakes kissed.

Mirrored within my dreamy thought,

I see it, feel it all,—
That island with sweet visions fraught,

That awful waterfalL
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"With sunflecfced trees, and birds and flowers,

The Isle of Life is fair;

But one deep roice thrills through its hours,

One spectral form is there,

—

A power no mortal can resist.

Boiling foreTer on,—
A floating cloud, a shadowy mist,

Eternal undertone.

And through the sunny Tistas gleam

The fate, the solemn smile.

Life is Niagara's rushing stream ;

Its dreams— that peaceful isle

!

September, 1853.



IN TIE GARDEN.

WlTH rose and orange scents this place was laden;

The summer air was quivering thick with birds.

In these cool garden walks 1 met the maiden

Whose beauty robs her praisers* tongues of words,

A crimson rose was in her hand. She held it

Close to my lips,— in truth, a flower divine

;

But I looked in her eyes and scarcely smelled it,

But took the flower and hand in both of mine.

These are the shades where arm in arm for hours

We walked, -— brief hours of throbbing pain and bliss.

Here drank love's bitter-sweet, deep hid in flowers

;

Here gave and took our last despairing kiss.

And where is she, the fair light-footed comer?

I pace these lonely garden walks in vain.

O long-lost joy ! O Rose of love and summer

!

That day ye bloomed will never come again

!
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IN THE PINE WOODS-

DlM distances that open through the pines,

Blue misty mountains sleeping in the west

:

Beneath the tall tree-trunks I watch your lines

Waving beyond the. field's unshadowed breast.

Amid the pine-tops sighs the wandering air,

The locust's trill swells dying on the breeze,

The cloudless August noon to me doth wear

The sadness of life's distant melodies.

Between me and the far horizon stream

The viewless spirits of the days long gone.

I see the landscape as from out a dream

;

I hear the wind's sigh— as if 'twere my own.
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LUNA THROUGH A LOKGNETTE.

I TO-NIGHT was at a party

Given by the fair Astarte.

Star-like eyes danced twinkling round me

;

Cold they left me, as they found me.

One bright vision, one face only,

Made me happy and yet lonely.

It was hers to whom is given

Rule by night,— the queen of heaven.

" Ah, how fair she is
!

" I muttered,

Like a night-moth as I fluttered

Round her light, but dared not enter

That intensely radiant centre,

Whence she filled the clouds about her,

Whence she lit the very outer

Darkness, and the ocean hoary

With her floods of golden glory.

Some one, then, as I stood gazing,

Filled too full of her for praising,
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Of the old time vaguely dreaming,

When she took a mortal seeming

;

When the shepherd sprang to meet her,

And he felt a kiss, ah, sweeter

Than e'er lips of mortal maiden

Grave her lover passion-laden,—
Some one with a sneer ascetic

Broke in on my dream poetic.

" I see more," he said, "than yon, sir;

Would you like a nearer view, sir ?
"

And with that, politely handing

A lorgnette, he left me standing,

In her face directly gazing;

And I saw a sight amazing.

Ah, these dreadful magnifiers

Kill the life of our desires.

Shall I tell you what I saw then ?

All of you around me draw then.

Can she be as once I thought her,—
Phoebus' sister, Jove's fair daughter?

Whom the night-flowers turn to gaze on,

Whom the sleeping streams emblazon

:

Lover's planet, lamp of heaven,

Goddess to whom power is given
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Over tides and rolling oceans*

Over all the heart's emotions

!

Ah, farewell, my boyish fancies

!

Farewell, all my young romances

!

As that orb that shone Elysian

On my young poetic vision,

As that crescent boat which lightly

Tilted o'er the cloud-rack nightly,

I again can see her never,

Though I use my best endeavor.

On me once her charms she sprinkled,

Now her face is old and wrinkled.

As Diana chaste and tender,

Can I now as once defend her ?

She is full of histories olden

Wrapped up in her bosom golden.

Sorceress of strange beguiling,

Thousands perished by her smiling,—
Girls kept waking, old men saddened,

Lovers lost, and poets maddened.

Now the well-armed eye of Science

Bids her magic spells defiance

;

Moonstruck brains bv moonlight haunted

Telescopes have disenchanted.

3 d
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Talk not of the brow of Dian.

Gentle bards, you may rely on

What I 've seen to-night ; 't is clearly

Known the moon 's constructed oueerly,

Full of wrinkles, warts, and freckles,

Gilded cracks and spots and speckles

;

As if in wandering through the void,

Her face were marked with varioloid.

Then her cheeks and eyes so hollow,

That I 'm sure the bright Apollo

Ne'er would know her for his sister,

Nor Endymion have kissed her.

Nay, good Moon, I 'm loath to slander

Thy mysterious beauty yonder;

Bather as I gaze upon thee,

Truer lines be written on thee.

Take away your telescope, sir ;

Let me still, as ever, hope, sir.

Ill does it become a lover

All the bare truth to discover.

Eeach me, friends, a brimming beaker;

Wine shall make my vision weaker.

Songs of olden days come sing me,

Charms that cheat the senses bring me.
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Nay, I have a sweet suspicion

It was a distorted vision.

What I saw that looked so gueerly,

Was exaggeration merely.

Things remote by law of nature

Should be kept within their stature.

Telescopic eyes are clever

Things to own ; but use them never

!

So, fair Moon, again I 'm dreaming

On thy face above me beaming

!

Orb of beauty, mid star-clusters

Hanging heavy with thy lustres

;

Saturated with the sun-fire,

Which thou turnest into moon-fire,

Haying from thy fields and mountains,

Silvering earth's rejoicing fountains,

Crystal vase with light o'er-brimming

;

Eye of night with love-tears swimming

;

Heaven's left heart, in music beating

Tlirough the cloud robes round thee fleeting;

Cheering all within, without thee,

Even the wind-chased mists about thee,—
Though I mocked thy face mysterious,

I have grown more sage and serious.
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Cold astronomers may snow thee

Hough in feature, fair I know thee I

At thy critics thou art laughing,

Spite of all their photographing,

In their rigid prose detailing

Every spot and every failing.

I will be thy enamored poet,

Though my friends may smile to know it

;

For my dreams do scorn alliance

With these prying thieves of science.



IN THE PALAIS EOYAL GARDEN.

IN the Palais Royal Garden I stood listening to-day,

Just at sunset, in the crowd that flaunted up and down

so gay

As the strains of " Casta Diva " rose and fell and died

away.

Lonely in the crowd of French I stood and listened to

the strain,

And the breath of happier hours came blowing from the

past again

;

But the music brought a pleasure that was near akin to

pain.

Italy, dear Italy, came back, with all her orange flowers,

With her sapphire skies and ocean, with her shrines and

crumbling towers,

And her dark-eyed women sitting under their vine-shaded

bowers.
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And the rich and "brilliant concerts in my own far distant

land,

Where the world-renowned singers, circled by the orchestral

band

Poured their music on the crowds like costly wine upon

the sand.

All the aroma of the best and brightest hours of love and

song

Mingled with the yearning music, floated to me o'er the

throng.

But it died as died the sunset. Ah, it could not linger

long!

Through the streets the carriages are rolling with a heavy

jar,

Feebly o'er the staring gas-lamps glimmers here and there

a star.

Night looks down through narrow spaces ; men are near,

the skies are far.

Far too are my friends, the cherished,— north and south

and o'er the sea.

And to-night I pant for music and for life that cannot be,

For the foreign city's crowd is naught but sotitude to me.

Paris, August, 1854.



CORNUCOPIA.

1HERE 's a lodger lives on the first floor

;

(My lodgings are up in the garret ;)

At night and at morn he taketh a horn,

And calleth his neighbors to share it,

—

A horn so long and a horn so strong,

I wonder how they can bear it.

I don't mean to say that he drinks,—
I might be indicted for scandal.

But every one knows it, he night and day blows it,

(I wish he 'd blow out like a candle !)

His horn is so long, and he blows it so strong,

He would make Handel fly off the handle.

By taking a horn I don't hint

That he swigs either rum, gin, or whiskey,
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It *s we, I am thinking, condemned to be drinking

His strains that attempt to be frisky,

But are grievously sad. A donkey, I add,

Is as musical, braying in his key.

It 's a puzzle to know what he 's at.

I could pity him if it were madness.

I never yet knew him to play a tune through

;

And it gives me more anger than sadness

To hear his horn stutter and stammer in utter

Confusion of musical badness.

At his wide-open window he stands,

Overlooking his bit of a garden.

One can see the great ass at one end of his brass

Blaring out, never asking your pardon.

Our nerves though he shatter, to him it 's no matter,

As long as his tympanums harden.

He thinks, I 've no doubt, it is sweet,—
While time, tune, and breath are all straying.

The little house-sparrows feel all through their marrows

The jar and the fuss of his playing;

The windows are shaking, the babies are waking,

The very dogs howling and baying.
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One note out of twenty he hits

;

Blows all his pianos like/or&».

Kis time is his own. He goes sounding alone,

A sort of Columbus or Cortes,

Oa a perilous ocean, without any notion

Whereabouts in the dim deep his port is.

If he gets to his haven at last,

He must needs be a desperate swimmer.

He has plenty of wind, but no compass, I find

;

And being a veteran trimmer,

He veers and he tacks, and returns on his tracks

;

And his prospects grow dimmer and dimmer.

Like a man late from club, he has lost

His key, and around stumbles, moping,

Touching this, trying that,— now a sharp, now a flat,—
Till he strikes on the note he is hoping

;

And a terrible blare at the end of his air

Shows he 's got through at last with his groping.

There, he 's finished,— at least for a while

;

He is tired, or come to his senses

;

And out of his horn shakes the drops that were borne

By the winds of his musical frenzies.
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There *s a rest, thank our stars ! of ninety-nine "bars,

Ere the tempest of sound recommences.

When all the bad players are sent

Where all the false notes are protested,

I 'm sure that Old Nick will there play him a trick,

When his bad trump and he are arrested

;

And down in the regions of discord's mad legions

His head with two French horns be crested

!

Pakis, August, 1856.



A FBIEND,

A FEIEND ! it seems a simple boon to crave,

An easy tiling to nave

;

Yet our world differs somewhat from the days

Of the romancer's lays.

A friend ? why, all are friends in Christian lands.

We smile and clasp the hands

With merry fellows o'er cigars and wine.;

We breakfast, walk, and dine

With social men and women. Yes, we are friends;

And there the music ends !

No close heart-heats,— a cool, sweet ice-cream feast

;

Mild thaws, to say the least

;

The faint slant smile of winter afternoons;

The inconstant moods of moons

Sometimes too late, sometimes too early rising,

But for a night sufficing

;
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Showing a half-face, clouded, shy, and null

;

Once in a month at full

;

Lending to-night what from the sun they horrow

;

Quenched in his light to-morrow.

If thou 'rt my friend, show me the life that sleeps.

Down in thy spirit's deeps ;

Give all thy heart, the thought within thy thought.

Nay, I 've already caught

Its meaning in thine eyes, thy tones. "What need

Of words ? Flowers keep their seed.

I love thee ere thou tellest me " I love."

We both are raised above

The ball-room puppets with their one-typed faces,

Chatting stale commonplaces,

Or aiming to express a lifeless thought

In tinselled phrase, worth naught

;

Or, at the best, throwing a passing spark

Like fireflies in the dark,—
Not the continuous lamplight of the soul,

Which, though the seasons roll

Without, on tides of ever-varying winds,

The watcher never finds

Flickering in draughts, or dim for lack of oil.

There is a clime, a soil
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Where loves spring up twin-stemmed from mere chance

seed

Propped by a word, a deed.

As travellers toiling through the Alpine snow

See Italy below;

Down glacier slopes and craggy cliffs and pines

Descend upon the vines,

And meet the welcoming South who half-way up

Lifts her o'erbrimming cup,—

So, blest is he, from peaks of human ice

Lit on this paradise

;

Who mid the jar of tongues hears music sweet

;

Who in some foreign street

Thronged with cold eyes, catches a hand, a glance

That deifies his chance,—
That turns the dreary city to a home,

The blank hotel to a dome

Of splendor, while the unsympathizing crowd

Seems with his light endowed.

Many there be who call themselves our friends

;

Yet ah ! if Heaven but sends

One, only one, so mated to our soul,

To make our half a whole,

Rich beyond price are we. The mOlionnaire

Without such boon is bare,
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Bare to the skin,— a gilded tavern-sign

Creaking with fitful whine

Beneath chill winds, with none to look at him

Save as a label grim

To the good cheer and company within

His comfortable inn.



THE AUTUMN EAI1L

i.

liOOF and spire and darkened vane

Steep and soak in the night-long rain

That drips through the barns on the golden grain

;

And a drowning mist sweeps over the plain,

And spatters with mud the rutted lane

And the dead flower-stalks that bud not again.

II.

Wind-driven drops of the autumn rain,

Beat, beat on the window-pane !

Beat, beat, sorrowful rain !

Drive through the night o'er the desolate plain !

Beat and sob to the old refrain,

And weep for the years that come not again.
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ill.

Years, with your mingling of joy and of pain,—
Joys long forgotten, and cares that remain

;

Hopes lying stranded and choked in the drain

Of the down-rushing river of fate,— I would fain

Sigh with the night-wind and weep with the rain,

For ye come not again !— ye come not again

!

1855.



SPIEITS IN PRISON.

YE who, prisoned in these festive rooms,

Lean at the windows for a breath of air,

Staring upon the darkness that o'erglooms

The heavens, and waiting for the stars to bare

Their glittering glories veiled all night in cloud,—
I know ye scorn the gas-lights and the feast.

1 saw you leave the music and the crowd,

And turn unto the casements opening east.

I heard you sigh, " When will the dawn's dull ashes

Kindle their fires behind yon fir-fringed height ?

When will the prophet clouds with golden flashes

Unroll their mystic scrolls of crimson light ?
"

Fain would I come and sit beside you here,

And, silent, press your hands, and with you lean

Into the night-air, mingling hope and fear

With vain regrets for days that might have been.
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Are we not brothers ? In the throng that fills

These strange, enchanted rooms, we met. One look

Told that we knew each other. Sudden thrills,

As of two lovers reading the same book,

Ran through our hurried grasp. But when we turned,

The scene around was smitten with a change

;

The lamps with lurid torchlight flared and burned

:

And through the wreaths and flowers— O mockery

strange !—
The prison walls with ghastly horror frowned.

Scarce hidden by vine-leaves and clusters thick,

A grim, cold iron grating closed around.

Then from our silken couches leaping quick,

We hurried past the dancers and the sights,

Nor heeded the entrancing music then,

Nor the fair women scattering soft delights

In flower-like flush of dress, nor paused till when,

Leaning against our prison-bars, we gazed

Into the dark, and wondered where we were.

Speak to me, brothers ! for ye stand amazed.

I come— your secret burden here to share.

I know not this mysterious land around,

Nor what those shapes may be that loom obscure.
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Odors of gardens and of woods profound

Blow in from out the darkness, fresh and pure.

Faint sounds of friendly voices come and go,

That seem to lure us forth into the air.

But whence they come perchance no ear may know,

And where they go perchance no foot may dare

!

A realm of shadowy forms out yonder lies

;

Beauty and Power, fair dreams pursued by Fate,

Wheel in unceasing vortex, and the skies

Flash with strange lights that bear no name or date.

Sweet winds are breathing that just fan the hair,

And fitful gusts that howl against our bars,

And harp-like songs, and groans of wild despair,

And angry clouds that chase the trembling stars.

And on the iron grating the hot cheek

We press, and forth into the night we call,

And thrust our arms, that, manacled and weak,

Clutch but the empty air, and powerless fall.

And yet, O brothers, we who cannot share

This life of lies, this stifling day in night*

Know we not well that if we did but dare

Break from our cell, and trust our manhood's might,

When once our feet should venture on these wilds,

The night would prove a still sweet solitude,
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Not dark for eyes that, earnest as a child's,

Strove in the chaos but for truth and good ?

And O, sweet liberty— though wizard gleams

And elfin shapes should frighten or allure—
To find the pathway of our hopes and dreams

;

By toil to sweeten what we might endure

;

To journey on, though but a little way,

Towards the morning and the fir-clad heights

;

To follow the sweet voices, till the day

Bloomed in its flush of colors and of lights

;

To look back on the valley and the prison,

These windows smouldering still with midnight fires,

And know the joy and triumph to have risen

Out of that falsehood into new desires

!

O friends ! it may be hard our chains to burst,

To scale the ramparts, pass the sentinels.

Dark is the night ; but we are not the first

Who break from the enchanter's evil spells.

Though they pursue us with their scoffs, their darts,

Though they allure us with their siren song,

Trust we alone the Light within our hearts.

Forth to the air! Freedom will dawn erelong

!

Pakis, 1858.



BLONDEL.

AT the castle's outer door

Stood Blondel the Troubadour.

Up the marble stairs the crowd,

Pressing, talked and laughed aloud.

Upward with the throng he went

;

With a heart of discontent

Tuned his sullen instrument,

Tried to sing of mirth and jest

As the knights around him pressed

;

But across his heart a pang

Struck him wordless ere he sang.

Then the guests and vassals roared,

Sitting round the oaken board

:

" If thou canst not wake our mirth,

Touch some softer rhyme of earth.

Sing of knights in ladies' bowers,

Twine a lay of love and flowers !

"
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" Can I sing of love ? " he said,

And a moment bowed his head

;

Then looked upward, out of space,

With a strange light in his face.

Said Blondel the Troubadour,

" When I hear the battle roar,

And the trumpet tones of war,

Can I tinkle my guitar ?
"

" But the war is o'er," said all

;

" Silent now the bugle's call,

Love should be the warrior's dream,

Love alone the minstrel's theme.

Sing us Rose-Leaves on a Stream"

Said Blondel : " Not rose-leaves now;

Leafless thorns befit the brow.

In this crowd my voice is weak,

But ye force me now to speak.

Know ye not King Kichard groans

Chained 'neath Austria's dungeon stones ?

What care I to sing of aught

Save what presses on my thought ?

Over laughter, song, and shout

From these windows swelling out,
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Over passion's tender words

Intonating through the chords,

Rings the prisoned monarch's lay

Through and through me night and day.

And the only strain I know

Haunts my brain where'er I go,

Trumpet tones that ring and ring

Till I see my Richard king.

" Gallants, hear my song of love,

Deeper tones than courtiers move.

Hear my royal captain's sigh,—
England, Home, and Liberty !

"

Then he struck his lute and sang

Till the shields and lances rang

:

How for Christ and Holy Land

Fought the Lion Heart and Hand

;

How the craft of Leopold

Trapped him in a castle old

;

How one balmy morn in May,

Singing to beguile the day

In his tower, the minstrel heard

Every note and every word

;

How he answered back the song,
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" Let thy hope, my Iring, be strong;

We will bring thee help erelong !
"

Still he sang, "Who goes with me?

Who is it wills King Richard free ?

He who bravely toils and dares.

Pain and danger with me shares

;

He whose heart is true and warm,

Though the night perplex with storm

Forest, plain, and dark morass,

Hanging rock and mountain pass,

And the thunder bursts ablaze,—
He is the lover that I praise

!

"

As the minstrel left the hall,

Silent, sorrowing, sat they all.

Well they knew his banner sign,

The Lion Heart of Palestine.

Like a flame the song had swept

O'er them. Then the warriors leapt

Up from the feast with one accord,

Pledged around their knightly word.

From the old castle's windows rang

The last verse the minstrel sans.

Then from out the castle door

They followed the brave Troubadour.



THE OID DAYS AND THE NEW.

i.

A POET came singing along the vale :

" Ah, well-a-day for the dear old days

!

They come no more as they did of yore,

By the flowing Biver of Aise."

He piped through the meadow, he sang through the grove

:

"Ah, well-a-day for the good old days

!

They have all gone by, and I sit and sigh

By the flowing Biver of Aise.

" Knights and ladies, and shields and swords,—
Ah, well-a-day for the grand old days !

Castles and moats, and the bright steel coats,

By the flowing Biver of Aise.
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" The lances are shivered, the helmets rust

;

Ah, well-a-day for the stern old days

!

And the clarion's blast has rung its last

By the flowing River of Aise.

" Tor the warriors who swept to glory and death, —
Ah, well-a-day for the brave old days !

—
They have fought and have gone, and I sit here alone

By the flowing River of Aise.

" The queens of beauty whose smile was life.—
Ah, well-a-day for the rare old days !

—
With love and despair in their golden hair,

By the flowing River of Aise,

" They have flitted away from hall and bower

;

Ah, well-a-day for the rich old days

!

Like the sun they shone, like the sun they have gone,

By the flowing River of Aise.

" And buried beneath the pall of the past,—
Ah, well-a-day for the proud old days !—

Lie valor and worth, and the beauty of earth,

By the flowing River of Aise.
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"And I sit and sigh by the idle stream

;

Ah, well-a-day for the bright old days !
—

For naught remains for the poet's strains

But the flowing River of Aise."

II*

Then a voice sang out from the oak overhead :

" Why well-a-day for the grand old days ?

The world is the same, if the bard has an aim,

By the flowing River of Aise.

" There 's beauty and love, and truth and power.

Cease well-a-day for the old, old days

!

The humblest home is worth Greece and Rome,

By the flowing River of Aise.

"There are themes enough for the poet's strains.

Leave well-a-day for the quaint old days

!

Take thine eyes from the ground ; look up and around,

By the flowing River of Aise.

"To-day is as grand as the centuries past;

Leave well-a-day for the famed old days

!

There are wrongs to right, there are battles to fight,

By the flowing River of Aise.
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" There are hearts as true to love, to strive •.

No well-a-day for the dark old days

!

Go put into type the age that is ripe,

By the flowing River of Aise."

Then the merry poet sang down the vale,

" Farewell, farewell to the dead old days !

"

By day and by night, there is music and light

By the flowing River of Aise.



WHY!

i.

1HE old and melancholy truth

Still haunts the hours of age and youth.

The world's great problem on our dreams

Falls freezing like the ice on streams.

The vision sweet, the bitter fact

;

The promise large, the meagre act

;

The glorious hope, the sigh of pain,—
Like wave on wave, with old refrain

Sound on, again and yet again.

O wise philosopher ! too well

Upon our ears your reasoning fell

;

Too easily the doors you ope

That lead into our boundless hope.

The road to light is not so cheap

;

The hills are rough, the vales are steep.
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You see not that within each breast

Is rooted deep the great Unrest,

—

The god within a prison pent.

That may not yield to argument.

Your proofs we cannot well deny,

Yet clings "behind the unsolaced Whv.

We strain our vision to the end

;

We trust we love the heavenly Friend

;

We sun our thoughts in Being's beam,

And wake to find our faith a dream.

Why was I born, and where was I

Before this living mystery

That weds the body to the soul ?

What are the laws by whose control

I live and feel and think and know ?

What the allegiance that I owe

To tides beyond all time and space ?

What form of faith must I embrace?

Why thwarted, starved, and overborne

By fate,— an exile, driven forlorn

By fitful winds, where each event

Seems but the whirl of accident ?

Why feel our wings so incomplete,

Or, flying, but a plumed deceit,
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Benewing all our lives to us

The fable old of Icaros ?

Tell me the meaning of the breath

That whispers from the house of death,

That chills thought's metaphysic strife,

That dims the dream of After-life.

Why, if we lived not ere our birth,

Hope for a state beyond this earth ?

Tell me the secret of the hope

That gathers, as we upwards ope

The skylights of the prisoned soul

Unto the perfect and the whole.

Yet why the loveliest things of earth

Mock in their death their glorious birth.

Why, when the scarlet sunset floods

The west beyond the hills and woods,

Or June with roses crowds my porch,

Or northern b'ghts with crimson torch

Illume the snow and veil the stars

With streaming bands and wavering bars,

Or music's sensuous, soul-like wine

Intoxicates with trance divine,—
Why then must sadness like a thief

Steal my aromas of belief,
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And like a cloud that shuts the day

At sunrise, turn my gold to gray ?

Tell me why instincts meant for good

Turn to a madness of the blood

;

And, baffling all our morals nice,

Nature seems nearly one with vice.

What sin and misery mean, if blent

With good in one divine intent.

Why from such source must evil spring,

And finite still mean suffering ?

Thus ever questioning we stand,

As though upon some alien land,

And grope for truth beyond our reach,

Through foreign modes and unknown speech.

One mystery above, below,

Within, o'erveiling all we know.

What riddle harder to unwind

Than man himself can man e'er find ?

Wiser than prophet and than sage

Must be the eye that reads this page,—
The enigma of the double soul,

—

This angel-devil, half and whole,

Whose eye is filled with wisdom's light,
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Whose lips are breathing lust and spite

;

The dim vaults of whose heart and brain

Heaven's warmth, hell's heat at once contain.

The isolated text is he

For clashing creeds and prophecy

;

The sibvl-leaf that winds have whirled

About the corners of the world

;

A scrap, a hint, that chance has swept

Out of the book the heavens have kept.

How can we know, -— forlorn we cry,—
Our origin, our destiny ?

What need to strive,— we ask,— so fast

The web of fate is o'er us cast ?

Why, if the authentic seal we wear,

Should we prove aught than good and fair ?

Look on the millions born to blight

;

The souls that pine for warmth and light

;

The crushed and stifled swarms that pack

The foul streets and the alleys black,—
The miserable lives that crawl

Outside the grim partition wall

'Twixt rich and poor, 'twixt foul and fair,

'Twixt vaulting hope and lame despair.

On that wall's sunny side, within,

4* r
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Hang ripening fruits and tendrils green,

O'er garden-beds of bloom and spice,

And perfume as of paradise.

There happy children run and talk

Along the shade-flecked gravel-walk,

And lovers sit in rosy bowers,

And music overflows the hours,

And wealth and health and mirth and books

Make pictures in Arcadian nooks.

But on that wall's grim outer stones

The fierce north-wind of winter groans

;

Through blinding dust, o'er bleak highway,

The slant sun's melancholy ray

Sees stagnant pool and poisonous weed,

The hearts that faint, the feet that bleed,

The grovelling aim, the flagging faith,

The starving curse, the drowning death

!

O wise philosopher ! you soothe

Our troubles with a touch too smooth.

Too plausibly your reasonings come.

They will not guide me to my home

;

They lead me on a little way

Through meadows, groves, and gardens gay,

Until a wall shuts out my day,—
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A screen whose top is hid in clouds,

Whose base is deep on dead men's shrouds.

Could I dive under pain and death,

Or mount and breathe the whole heaven's breath,

I might begin to comprehend

How the Beginning joins the End.

Like one who wanders where he lists

In some enchanted land of mists,

Mid mighty temples to explore

Of hieroglyphs the hidden lore,

Or forms of demigods to trace

Carved on the crumbling ruin's face :—
He sees the sculptured column stand,

With bas-reliefs wrought, small or grand

;

In spiral bands the heroic troops

Circling the shaft in crowded groups

;

But, gazing up, sees not at all

The mist-enshrouded capital,

And cornice, frieze, and architrave

Sleep buried in one cloudy grave.

We agonize in doubt, perplexed

O'er fate, free-will, and Bible-text.

In vain. The spirit finds no vent

From out the imprisoning temperament.
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Philosophies that stalk in pride

Seem but our shadows magnified

;

Windows of many-colored glass

Tinting all thoughts that through us pass

;

And Revelation but a name

For the intense grand tones that came

To a few saints whose ears were fine,

In old and distant Palestine.

Truth, truth, God's truth ! naught else,— we cry

;

For somewhere in the earth and sky

The master-mind must lurk, whose word

Sounds the keynote of all accord.

Give us thyself, godlike Truth

!

Thy blood-warm veins, thy kiss of youth.

Flit not in many-colored light

;

Shine clear, as to the All-seeing Sight.

II.

Tet why should we forever press and dent

The brain with ceaseless blows of argument ?

Why overstrain the object-wearied sight,

Nor rest content with passages of light ?

Perhaps it seems that we are backward thrust

From God, that, toiling upward through the dust,

Groping our blindfold way to Truth and Him,
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Excess of glory may not pain or dim

The eyes that must be daily trained to see

The full-orbed truths that type the Deity,

Who overcasts his splendors to ensnare

His children in the good and true and fair.

Say blest Illusion, that hoodwinks our eyes,

And veils for us the overpowering skies,

And lights a fire that only cheers and warms.

God weds our souls to undeveloped forms,

And tempers his great lights, which, too intense

For untried eyes, might blind, or craze the sense.

burning day-star ! could the Parsee old

Have worshipped thee, save that with fold on fold

Of space and air the intolerable fire

Were fitted to the limits of desire ?

O sacred boundaries 'twixt unknown and known

!

O wholesome stringency of nature's zone

!

Spirit immersed in form, that form may know

Its source, through growth and spiritual throe,

And work together with the all-circling law

That knows no lapse, no accident, no flaw

!

So, step by step, through tortuous ways we grope,

Becalmed by faith, blown on by fitful hope

;

The vast light-region ne'er entirely hid,
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Still shimmering through the labyrinths we thrid

;

Still glittering on the angles that project

Along our cavern windings, and protect

Our stumbling steps, nor suffer that we run

Like candle-blinded moths into the sun.

The Himalayan heights are kindly screened

;

Their upward sloping bases over-greened

With flowery paths and arbors here and there

For noontide rest ; and vistas opening fair,

Where birds are carolling through boughs and vines,

And odors of the aromatic pines.

Therefore I bow my spirit to the Power

That underflows and fills my little hour.

I feel the eternal symphony afloat,

In which I am a breath, a passing note.

I may be but a dull and jarring nerve

In the great body, yet some end I serve.

Tea, though I dream and question still the dream

Thus floating by me upon Being's stream,

Some end I serve. Love reigns. I cannot lose

The Primal Light, though thousand-fold its hues.

I can believe that somewhere Truth abides

;

Not in the ebb and flow of those small tides
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That float the dogmas of our saints and sects

;

Not in a thousand tainted dialects,

But in the one pure language, could we hear,

That fills with love and light the seraphs' sphere.

I can believe there is a Central Good,

That burns and shines o'er temperament and mood ;

That somewhere God will melt the clouds away,

And his great purpose shine as shines the day.

Then may we know why now we could not know

;

Why the great Isis-curtain drooped so low

;

Why we were blindfold on a path of light

;

Why came wild gleams and voices through the night

;

Why we seemed drifting, storm-tost, without rest,

And were but rocking on a Mother's breast.



THROUGH THE FIELDS TO ST. PETER'S.

1 HERE 's a by-road to St. Peter's. First you swing

across the Tiber

In a ferry-boat that floats you in a minute from the

crowd

:

Then through high-hedged lanes you saunter; then by

fields and sunny pastures

;

And beyond the wondrous dome uprises like a golden

cloud.

And this morning, Easter morning, while the streets

were thronged with people,

And all Rome moved toward the apostle's temple by

the usual way,

I strolled by the fields and hedges, stopping now to view

the landscape,

Now to sketch the lazy cattle in the April grass that lay.
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Galaxies of buttercups and daisies ran along the

meadows,

Eosy flushes of red clover, blossoming shrubs and

sprouting vines.

Overhead the larks were singing, heeding not the bells

a-ringing,

Little knew they of the Paaqua, or the proud St. Peter's

shrines.

Contadini, men and women, in their very best apparel

Trooping one behind another, chatted all along the

roads.

Boys were pitching quoits and coppers, old men in the

sun were basking.

In the festal smile of Heaven all laid aside their weary

loads.

Underneath an ancient portal soon I passed into the

city;

Entered San Pietro's Square, now thronged with

upward crowding forms,

Past the Cardinals' gilded coaches, and the gorgeous

scarlet lackeys,

And the flashing files of soldiers, and black priests in

gloomy swarms.
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All were moving to the temple. Push aside the ponder-

ous curtain

;

Lo ! the glorious heights of marble, melting in the

golden dome,

Where the grand mosaic pictures, veiled in warm and

misty softness,

Swim in faith's religious trances, high above all heights

of Home.

Grand as Pergolesi chantings, lovely as a dream of Titian,

Tones and tints and chastened splendors wreathed and

grouped in sweet accord

;

While through nave and transept pealing, soar and sink

the choral voices,

Telling of the death and glorious resurrection of the

Lord.

But, ah, fatal degradation for this temple of the na-

tions !

Eor the soul is never lifted by the accord of sights and

sound,

But yon priest in gold and satin, mumming with his

ghostly Latin,

Drags it from its natural flights, and trails its plumage

on the ground.
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And to-day the Pope is heading his whole army of gay

puppets,

And the great machinery moving round us with an

extra show

:

Genuflections, censers, mitres, mystic motions, candle-

lighters,

And the juggling show of relics to the crowd that

gapes below

;

Till at last they show the Pontiff, draped and diademed

and tinselled,

Under canopy and fan-plumes borne along in splendor

proud

To a show-box of the temple overlooking all the Piazza.

There he gives his benediction to the long-expectant

crowd.

Benediction! while this people, blighted, cursed by

superstition,

Steeped in ignorance and darkness, taxed and starved,

looks up and begs

For a little light and freedom, for a little law and

justice,

That at least the cup so bitter they may drain not to

the dregs.
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Benediction! while old Error keeps alive a nameless

terror.

Benediction ! while the poison at each pore is entering

deep,

And the sap is slowly withered, and the wormy fruit is

gathered,

And a vampire sucks the life out, while the soul is

fanned asleep

!

Ah ! this splendor gluts the senses, while the spirit pines

and dwindles.

Mother Church is hut a dry-nurse, singing while her

infant moans

;

While anon a cake or rattle gives a little half-ohlivion,

And the sweetness and the glitter mingle with her

drowsy tones.

But the infant moans and tosses with a nameless want

and anguish,

While with coarse unmeaning hushings louder sings

the hireling nurse

;

Knows no better in her dull and superannuated blind-

ness,

Tries no potion, seeks no nurture, but consents to

worse and worse.
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If such be thy ultiination, Church of infinite preten-

sion,—
If within thy chosen garden flowers and fruits like

these be found,

Ah, give me the book of nature, open wide to every

creature,

And the unconsecrated thoughts that spring like

daisies all around.

Send me to the woods and waters, to the studio, to the

market;

Give me simple conversation, books, arts, sports, and

friends sincere.

Let no priest be e'er my tutor, on my brow no label

written;

Coin or passport to salvation rather none than ask

it here.

Give me air, and not a prison ; love for heart, and light

for reason.

Let me walk no slave or bigot,— God's untrammelled,

fearless child.

Yield me rights each soul is born to,— rights not given

and not taken,

Free to cardinals and princes, and Campagna shepherds

wild.
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Like these Roman fountains gushing clear and sweet in

open spaces,

Where the poorest beggar stoops to drink, and none

can say him nay,

Let the law, the truth, he common, free to man and child

and woman,—
Living waters for the souls that now in sickness waste

away.

Therefore are these fields far sweeter than yon temple of

St. Peter.

Through this grander dome of azure God looks down

and blesses all.

In these fields the birds sing clearer, to the Eternal Heart

are nearer,

Than the proud monastic chants that yonder on my

ears did fafl.

Never smiled Christ's holy vicar on the heretic and sinner

As this sun, true type of Godhead, smiles o'er all the

peopled land.

Sweeter smells this blowing clover than the perfume of

the censer,

And the touch of spring is kinder than the pontiff's

jewelled hand.

Rome, Easter, 1859.



MABION DALE.

MaEION DALE, I remember you once

In the days when you blushed like a rose half blown,

Long ere that wealthy respectable dunce

Sponged up your beautiful name in his own.

I remember you, Marion Dale,

So artless and cordial, so modest and sweet

;

You did not walk in that glittering mail

That covers you now from your head to your feet.

Well I remember your welcoming smile

When Alice and Annie and Edward and I

Walked over to see you,— you lived but a mile

From my uncle's old house and the grove that stood

niffh.'o'

I was no lover of yours (pray excuse me) ;

Tou and I differed on many a view.
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I never gave you a chance to refuse me,

Already I loved one less changeful than you.

Still it was ever a pride and a pleasure

Just to "be near you, the rose of our vale.

Often I thought, " Who will own such a treasure ?

Who win the fresh heart of our Marion Dale ?
"

I wonder now if you ever remember,

Ever sigh over fifteen years ago

;

Whether your June is all turned to December;

Whether your hopes are rewarded, or no.

Gone are those winters of chats and of dances,

Gone are those summers of picnics and rides

;

Gone the aroma of life's young romances,

Gone the swift flow of our passionate tides.

Marion Dale, no longer our Marion,

You have gone your way, and I have gone mine.

Lowly I 've labored, while fashion's gay clarion

Sounded your name through the waltz and the wine.

Now, when I meet you, your smile it is colder

;

Statelier, prouder, your features have grown

;

Bounder each white and magnificent shoulder

;

Barer your bosom than once, 1 must own.
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Jewelled and satined, your tresses gold-netted,

Queenly mid flattering voices you move ;

Half to your own native graces indebted,

Half to the station and fortune you love.

" Marion " we called you. My wife was u dear Alice.

I was plain Phil. We were intimate all.

Strange, as we send in our cards at your palace,

For " Mrs. Prime Goldbanks of Bubblemere HalL"

Six golden lackeys illumine the doorway.

Sure, one would think, by the glances they throw,

We had slid down from the mountains of Norway,

And had forgotten to shake off the snow.

They will permit us to enter, however

;

Usher us into her splendid saloon.

There we sit waiting and waiting forever,

As one would watch for the rise of the moon.

'T is n't, we know, her great day for receiving

;

Still she 's at home, and a little unbends.

While she is dressing, perhaps she is weaving

Some speech that will suit her " American friends."

5 o
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Smiling you meet us, but not quite sincerely.

Low-voiced you greet us, but this is the ton.

This, we must feel it, is courtesy merely,

Not the glad welcome of days that are gone.

We are in England,— the land where they freeze one,

When they 've a mind to, with fashion and form.

Yet, if you choose, you can thoroughly please one.

Currents run through you, still youthful and warm.

So one would think at least, seeing you moving

Radiant and gay at the Countess's fete.

Was all that babble so very improving ?

Where was the charm, that you lingered so late ?

Ah ! well enough, as you dance on in joyance

;

Still well enough, at your dinners and calls.

Fashion and riches will mask much annoyance.

Float on, fair lady, whatever befalls.

Yet, Lady Marion, for hours and for hours

You are alone with your husband and lord.

There is a skeleton hid in yon flowers,

There is a spectre at bed and at board.
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Needs no confessing to tell there is acting

Somewhere about you a tragedy grim.

All your bright rays have a sullen refracting;

Everywhere looms up the image of him,—

Him whom you love not ;— there is no concealing.

How could you love him apart from his gold ?

Nothing now left but your firefly wheeling,

Flashing one moment, then pallid and cold.

Yet you Ve accepted the life that he offers

;

Sunk to his level, not raised him to yours.

All your fair flowers have their roots in his coffers.

Empty the gold-dust— and then what endures ?

So then we leave you. Your world is not ours.

Alice and I will not trouble you more.

Not like your spring is the scent of these flowers

Down the broad stairway. Quick, open the door

!

Here in the free air we '11 pray for you, lady,—
You who are changed to us, gone from us, lost.

Soon the Atlantic will part us, already

Parted by gulfs that can never be crossed.



VEILS.

V/NCE we called each other friends.

*T was no formal greeting

When we clasped each other's hands

;

Soul with soul came meeting.

Long ago I loved your books,

(They first drew me to you)

;

Loved you better than you thought

;

Ere I saw you knew you.

Other friends now come between,

Other love outstrips me.

Can my light be then so dull

That they all eclipse me ?

Often have I longed for you

;

Often have I wondered

Why we two, whose thoughts were one,

Ever should be sundered.
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There are those wlio cling to you

As their lamp and fuel,

Or avIio wear you on their fronts

Like a glittering jewel

;

Those who think to gild their rust

"With your fame's reflection,

Vainly dreaming that they stand

In your best affection ;

Happy if they can be seen

With, you closely talking,

Proud, if arm in arm with you

In the street, they 're walking.

Though they press so near, and live

In your smiles and glances,

Never are they so near as one

Linked with all your fancies, —
One wlio reads the Poet's thought

Through his pages gleaming,

Following him from depth to depth

In his subtlest dreaming
;

And who feels in firm accord

Listener and singer,—
Vibrating beneath your touch—

Bell-chimes to the ringer.
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Yet I never said how much

All your poems moved me.

Love, I said, must answer love,

For I thought you loved me.

Time and space and circumstance

Barred me from your presence.

Then behind your veils you seemed

Some dim phosphorescence.

Half-transparent window-shades

Told where you were sitting,

And your astral lamp, half blurred,

Threw your shadow flitting

Up against the curtain-folds.

" There," I said, "his place is."

Soon came other silhouettes,

But all stranger-faces.

Said I : "He is feasting there

Friends for this night only.

When the guests are gone, he '11 come

Where I 'm waiting lonely ;
—

Waiting, leaning at the door,

While his intonations

Rise and fall for other ears.

So I wait with patience.
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For that voice I know so well,

With those merry fellows,

Talks for them, but sings for me

:

Can I then be jealous ?

When the festal lights are out,

And heaven's stars are shining,

He will clasp me by the hand.

Arm in arm entwining,

We will pace his garden-walks,

Of the past discoursing.

All his heart will open, free

From convention's forcing.

As old friends who feel no cloud

Overcast their greeting,

Such shall be our cordial grasp,

Such our joyous meeting.

Ah, the pleasant dream is o'er

!

Now his guests are going,

He but stands upon the step

;

And a wind is blowing

Somewhat chill between his words,

Which to me are sorrow.

For he saith, " 'T is very late

;

Can you come to-morrow ?

'
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Ah, to-morrow, dreary word

!

When we feel " Now only."

And the bolt slides in the door,

And the night is lonely.

And not e'en these.parting guests

Deign a conversation.

Theirs the warm adieu of love,

Mine its desolation.

" Were we far from fashion's forms.

In some desert gloomy,

You might learn to know me then

;

For you never knew me

!

Time and space will now build up

The old wall between lis.

Can the sculptor warm to life

His cold marble Venus ?

Pate has given one world to you,

And to me another.

We can never cross her bars,

Though you were my brother.

On your hearth the fires will glow,

I shall see the ashes

;

All that I shall know of you

Will be distant flashes.
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I will read your books again

;

They at least will lead me

Into walks where we may meet,

Though you do not need me.

I will fancy you the same

As in that bright weather

Ere this cold estrangement came,

You and I together.

You and I will speak in dreams

Loves not unrequited,

As we met ten years ago,

Happy and united."

Rome, 1859.



THE SPIRIT OP THE AGE.

A WONDROUS light is filling the air,

And rimming the clouds of the old despair

;

And hopeful eyes look up to see

Truth's mighty electricity,—
Auroral shimmerings swift and bright,

That wave and flash in the silent night,—
Magnetic billows travelling fast,

And flooding all the spaces vast

From dim horizon to farthest cope

Of heaven, in streams of gathering hope.

Silent they mount and spread apace,

And the watchers see old Europe's face

Lit with expression new and strange,—
The prophecy of coming change.

Meantime, while thousands, wrapt in dreams,

Sleep heedless of the electric gleams,
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Or ply their wonted work and strife,

Or plot their pitiful games of life ;

While the emperor bows in his formal halls,

And the clerk whirls on at the masking halls ;

While the lawyer sits at his dreary files,

And the banker fingers his glittering piles,

And the priest kneels down at his lighted shrine,

And the fop flits by with his mistress fine,—
The diplomat works at his telegraph wires :

His back is turned to the heavenly fires.

Over him flows the magnetic tide,

And the candles are dimmed by the glow outside.

Mysterious forces overawe,

Absorb, suspend the usual law.

The needle stood northward an hour ago

;

Now it veers like a weathercock to and fro.

The message he sends flies not as once

;

The unwilling wires yield no response.

Those iron veins that pulsed but late

From a tyrant's will to a people's fate,

Flowing and ebbing with feverish strength,

Are seized by a Power whose breadth and length,

Whose height and depth, defy all gauge

Save the great spirit of the age.

The mute machine is moved by a law

5*
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That knows no accident or flaw,

And the iron thrills to a different chime

Than that which rang in the dead old time.

For Heaven is taking the matter in hand,

And baffling the tricks of the tyrant hand.

The sky above and the earth beneath

Heave with a supermundane breath.

Half-truths, for centuries kept and prized,

By higher truths are polarized.

Like gamesters on a railroad train,

Careless of stoppage, sun or rain,

We juggle, plot, combine, arrange,

And are swept along by the rapid change.

And some who from their windows mark

The unwonted lights that flood the dark,

Little by little, in slow surprise

Lift into space their sleepy eyes

;

Little bv little are made aware

That a spirit of power is passing there,—
That a spirit is passing, strong and free,—
The soul of the nineteenth century.

Paris, February, 1860.



ATAIANTA.

W E read in classic legends old

Of one who, fair and overbold,

Distanced all runners, till outrun by gold.

Supple in limb, and fair in face,

She passed the swiftest in the race,

Till on one luckless day she lost her place.

There came to her a cunning fellow,

His pockets stuffed with apples mellow,

—

Pure gold they were, of Californian yellow.

Doffing his hat, " Fair dame," said he,

" They say thou art the fastest she

That ever ran a rig. Wilt run with me ?

" I know the law prescribed," he said

:

" If you should beat, I lose my head

;

But if you are beaten, you and I must wed.
3
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Away his hat he swiftly twirls.

The fleetest of all swift-limbed girls

Tosses her head with all its sunny curls.

Then, One— two— three ! Away they fly.

Together for a while they ply

Their agile feet. Then soon she passes by.

But will she win ? A ball of gold

Hippomenes has deftly rolled

Along the course. She stoops. Her apron's fold

Contains the prize. Another ball

Of dazzling value he lets fall,

And yet a third. She stops to gather all.

So Atalanta lost her race

And single blessedness, to chase

Three rolling lumps of metal, bright but base.

Now list, Columbia, to my moral.

Thou runnest well. Don't stop to quarrel

About thy baser wealth. Prefer a laurel.

The fleetest in the race are lost,

If in their gold alone they boast.

Be wiser thou, and count the eutire cost.
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The nations feel thee great. All eyes

Watch thy swift motions with surprise,

And hail thee herald of unclouded skies.

Be great in soul, as great in power

;

Be rich in minds, Heaven's richest dower;

So of all nations thou shalt be the flower.



AL HASSAN'S SECEET.

I OU may tell me that the priests of Egypt,

Muttering charms and raising magic terrors,

Breathed it through him in their tombs and caverns,

Stamped it on him with the seal of silence

And the dread of excommunication.

You may say he heard it on the river,

In the Nile froth by the low shore lapping

In and out among the reeds and rushes

;

In the moaning of the lurid sand-storm

;

In a noon-dream mid the rustling palm-tufts,

Whispered by the sun-scorched leaves above him.

I, who know so well the Sheik Al Hassan,

I, the poet Yefid, can assure you

Sheik Al Hassan is no vision-seer

;

Pears no priests, but laughs at all their juggles

;

In the desert never met a Geni

;

Worships in the mosque no power but Allah.
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Tet Al Hassan has one awful secret,

Known to him alone of all his people,—
Some strange word forbidden to be uttered

;

For, if spoken, all the established order

Built upon the solid past would tremble,

Pass, perchance, in chaos and confusion,

And another law control the nations.

What this potent word may be I know not.

How it came to him he never told me.

I his bosom friend have never heard it

;

In my deepest thoughts I cannot guess it,

Though long silent days we ride together.

But one night I ever shall remember.

After toiling through the powdery desert,

We were resting in the grove of Kamah.

Clear as noonday shone the wondrous moonlight.

In our tent we slept, but woke together.

Overhead one feathery palm-tree rustled

;

On the white tent lay its shortened shadow,

And the shadow's waving fringes trembled

On the tent-roof, darkening all one corner.

Grouped around the weary camels slumbered,

And the turbaned slaves. A fountain gurgled,

Hid in darkness, while its tiny streamlet
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Triclded sflveiy sparMes o'er the pebbles.

Oil the grass lay shadow-blots fantastic,

Mixed with moon-gold rounded into circles.

In that moonlight there we woke together,

Suddenly, as if a voice had called us

;

Broad awake, as if a spirit passed us.

Something whispered that the air was haunted

With a presence vaguely brooding o'er us,

Pressing close, until the nerves all tingled

Tense and trembling, as a wind-harp shivers

In the coming breeze of autumn evenings,

Ere the first wild minor chords are wakened.

So I lay and stared upon the whiteness

Of the ghostly tent, and on the shadows

On the tent-floor creeping like black fingers

;

Till at length Al Hassan broke the silence.

" Could I tell to thee, O son of music,

Could I tell the secret of my bosom,

Ah, what pain, what pain would here be softened !

What a light o'er weary days would brighten

!

Could I only shape it in some fashion,

Temper the fierce light to misty softness,
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Dwarf the giant's supermundane stature,

As the fisherman enclosed the Geni

In the box he carried on his shoulders,

It would flush the desert of my bosom

With a sudden burst of flowers and fountains."

Was I waking then, or was I dreaming,

Or enchanted ? " Know," he said, " O Yefid,

Good and evil in this word are mingled.

Like the angel of the summer lightning,

Cloud-winged, scowling o'er the mountain cedars,

Darting bolts of death, yet breathing freshness

;

So the truth— if truth it be I harbor

In my burdened breast— a double message

On its wings would bear unto my people.

Some must take the good and some the evil

Dropped from either wing of this strange angel.

" Tet could I, the prophet's weakest servant,

Seize that faith which, means to ends subjecting,

Seeing in the madly shattered systems

But the opening of the eternal order;—
Faith of prophets and of wonder-workers,

In whose white light dazzling and o'erwhelming,
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Death is but a spot we hardly notice,

And destruction but the broom that sweeping

Clears the spaces for God's mighty building, —
Then I might perhaps forsake my desert

;

Bear my smothered torch among the cities

;

Stand and see the mighty visitation,

The veiled messenger of good and evil

Shaking dew and fire from either pinion

;

Watch the firebrand kindling in their houses

Till they walked by light of conflagrations

;

Hear the trumpets of divine destroyers

Blaring through the market and the palace ;—
Had I only faith ;— and yet I tremble,

Scarce even daring to myself to whisper

What would soon rebound in shocks of thunder

;

So unlike the language of the present,

So profane perhaps, so wild, that madmen

Might essay to mumble it, half dreaming,

While the sane ones passed them with a shudder.

I, alas, am all too weak and faithless

For a mission of so huge a burden.

I am not a sage to explain its meaning,

Nor a saint to avouch its truth unflinching,

Ready for the fate of God's great martyrs.

Though a voice cries, " Speak," I falter, tremble,
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Turn away, and carry through the desert

Strange, dumb pain that crowds my heart to bursting.
»

So Al Hassan from his couch half risen

Poured his sad speech, while the palm-tree's shadow

Crept upon him, and the tent grew darker.

Then I said :
" Tell me alone the secret,

Only me, the strange wild word, not fearing;

So thou drawest the arrow from thy bosom,

While I heal the wound with love's own balsam.

In the desert here no traitor listens

;

Let us share the mystery and the sorrow."

" Never, O my Yefid !
" was his answer.

" No ; too well I love thee, dearest poet,

With a heedless hand to blight our friendship.

Better bear alone the fated burden,

Than for one brief moment's consolation

Turn my friend into my bitter foeman."

Then upon his couch Al Hassan turned him,

Sighed a deep, long sigh, and watched the moonlight

Pave the tent-floor with its golden patches.
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I am wondering still, and dare not question

What the fatal word is. Word of Heaven—
May it not be so ?— if such the ending

In the birth-throes of a new creation.

I am wondering still, but cannot guess it

;

While Al Hassan rides upon his camel

Over the desert, like a statue haunted.



MY OLD PAIETTE.

MANY a year has fled away

Since this old palette was new,

As may be seen by the spots of green

And yellow and red and blue.

Many a picture was painted from this,

While many were only dreamed

;

And shadow and light like the black and white

Across my life have streamed.

Accept, my friend, this plain old board

All plastered and imbrowned,

Where the pleasure and strife of a painter's life

Have left a mosaic ground.

The color that went to the picture's soul

Has left but its body behind

;

Yet strive to trace on its cloudy face

Some gleam of the artist's mind.
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And think of the friend upon whose thumb

This brown old tablet hung,

And the baffled aim, where visions came

Unpainted and unsung.

Mine be the records all obscure

Upon the surface blent

;

Be yours the love that seeks to prove

My deed by my intent.

1866.



THE BOBOLINKS.

WHEN Nature Lad made all her birds,

With no more cares to think on,

She gave a rippling laugh, and out

There flew a Bobolinkon.

She laughed again ; out flew a mate

:

A breeze of Eden bore them

Across the fields of Paradise,

The sunrise reddening o'er them.

Incarnate sport and holiday,

They flew and sang forever

;

Their souls through June were all in tune,

Their wings were weary never.

Their tribe, still drunk with air and light,

And perfume of the meadow,

Go reeling up and down the sky,

In sunshine and in shadow.

6
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One springs from out the dew-wet grass

;

Another follows after

;

The morn is thrilling with their songs

And peals of fairy laughter.

Prom out the marshes and the brook,

They set the tall reeds swinging,

And meet, and frolic in the air,

Half prattling and half singing.

"When morning winds sweep meadow-lands

In green and russet billows,

And toss the lonely elm-tree's boughs,

And silver all the willows,

I see you buffeting the breeze,

Or with its motion swaying,

Tour notes half drowned against the wind,

Or down the current playing.

"When far away o'er grassy flats,

Where the thick wood commences,

The white-sleeved mowers look like specks

Beyond the zigzag fences,
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And noon is hot, and barn-roofs gleam

White in the pale blue distance,

I hear the sancy minstrels still

In chattering persistence.

"When Eve her domes of opal fire

Piles round the blue horizon.

Or thunder rolls from hill to hill

A Kyrie Eleison,

Still merriest of the merry birds,

Your sparkle is unfading ;
—

Pied harlequins of June,— no end

Of song and masquerading.

What cadences of bubbling mirth,

Too quick for bar and rhythm

!

What ecstasies, too full to keep

Coherent measure with them

!

O could I share, without champagne

Or muscadel, your frolic,

The glad delirium of your joy,

Your fun un-apostolic,
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Your drunken jargon through the fields,

Your bobolinkish gabble,

Your fine Anacreontic glee,

Your tipsy reveller's babble

!

Nay, let me not profane such joy

With similes of folly

;

No wine of earth could waken songs

So delicately jolly

!

O boundless self-contentment, voiced

In flvin^ air-born bubbles !

O joy that mocks our sad unrest,

And drowns our earth-born troubles

!

Hope springs with you : I dread no more

Despondency and dulness

;

For Good Supreme can never fail,

That gives such perfect fulness.

The life that floods the happy fields

With song and light and color

Will shape our lives to richer states,

And heap our measures fuller.

1866.
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OPERANZA, Speranza! we felt through the night-time

The thrill of thy voice and the joy of thy lyre ;

Heard thee far off singing sweet of the bright timeDO O

Prophets foretold in their large heart's desire.

Strains floated by in the sad waning moonlight,

While we stood calling thy name from afar.

Come to thy summer bowers, queen of high noonlight,

Full-armed and splendid,— our souls' morning-star

!

Come as thou earnest when Italy panted

And leapt to her feet, o'er her dukes and her kings.

Come, like the new life America planted

To blossom and yield through her ages of springs.

Come to the spirits benighted, unlettered,

Unbarring the portals of science and love.

Come to the bodies enslaved, tasked and fettered

;

Build up the freedom no tyrant can move.
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0, they are grappling for life,— just for breathing
;

Hoping naught, asking naught,— only to stand

;

Only to stand with their arms interwreathing,

Brotherlike, bound to their own fatherland.

Faintly they hear thee. " Speranza, Speranza !

"

They call in the gloom. Are the echoes all dead?

Comes there no voice from Mount Ida in answer ?

Shines there no star in the pale morning-red ?

Must the fierce ranks of the Ottoman Nero

Trample their life out with barbarous feet?

Is there no god, no Olympian hero,

Left on thy mountains, O desolate Crete ?

shame on the nations who sent the Crusaders

To wrest from the Turk the dead stones of a tomb,

Yet give a live race to the savage invaders,

And lift not a finger to lighten its gloom !

And shame to proud Prance, who has opened with greeting

To the red-handed tyrant her welcoming doors

;

And shame to old England, that welcome repeating,

That brings the crowned butcher a guest to her shores

!
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Ah, well ! Heaven wills that the selfish should blunder.

The tyrants are deaf, but the people know well

How God in the heavens sits holding the thunder

That strikes to its centre the kingdom of hell.

For sooner or later— no seer can foreknow it—
Falls the swift bolt, and the thrones are ablaze.

Time yet shall re-echo the lay of the poet,

And Greece shall live over her happiest days.



J. St L.

On his Fiftieth Birthday, Feu. 22, 18G9.

AT fifty years, how many frosty polls

We see, whose wintry solitude begins;

How many faces hard as Chaldce scrolls,

Crowfeet on parchment skins.

At fifty, Time has picked our thickest locks

;

Polished the outer, dulled the inner head;

Fi' rlicd golden dreams from many a knowledge-box,

And left dry facts instead.

Old beaux, not Cupid's, are at fifty bent,

With stooping shoulders and with shambling gait;

Their sinew strings all slack, their arrows spent,

Their quivers desolate.

At fifty, scholars cease to dream, whose youth

Teemed with live thoughts, and generous hopes of man ;

All influx fresh of beauty and of truth

Shut out as by a ban :
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Cramped by a creed that bolts its windows down

Against the century's light and vital air, —
Their dogmas shaped by some provincial town,

Their very gains a snare

;

Life's best aroma gone, when years should claim

The boon of calmest thought and widest scope

:

The ring without the gem ; a faded name ;

An epitaph on hope.

Not so the friend whose buoyant step we greet

Rounding his hale half-century to-day,

Fresh as when earlier splendors lured his feet

Alon<r the enchanted wav,

When o'er the land lulled to unhealthy rest

He blew his trumpet tones or trilled his song,

Or winged his earnest arrow with a jest

Against the shield of wrong.

The truths we scorned so long and learned so late,

Burnt on the nation's heart by war's hot fire,

Long since lie taught. We know now how to rate

His grave prophetic lyre.
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Nor less Lis gayer moods, when wit and joke

Ean flashing down his chords in humor terse

And quaint, the talk of homely Yankee folk

Woven in sparkling verse.

His sweet enveloping fun, that wrapped the pill

Of pungent satire, through his wise discourse

Runs fresh as ever. Drugs that heal, not kill,

Are his ; we know their source.

He from the first wrought through his varied rhvme

For truth, for fatherland, for freedom's cause,

As now, through riper learning, in a time

Of better men and laws.

Grander than ever now his lyrics ring

;

His humor with a richer flavor fraught

;

Sweeter the willows through his idyls sing;

His best his latest thought.

Here under his ancestral elms we meet

In fireside talk ; and in his social lights,

Unmindful how the poet's winged feet

Have trod the lonely heights,
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Forget the midnight lamp, the busy brain,

The converse with the treasures of his shelves,

And how the unconscious echo of his strain

Makes music in ourselves.

We greet hiin here, still young in wit and song,

His hair unbleached, his eye undimmed, his frame

Bobust ; a scholar ripe, a teacher strong,

A bard the ages claim*

We pledge the generous heart, the exuberant soul,

No grave professor's mask can change or hide.

One toast, " The friend we love," shall sum the whole,

Were all that 's said, denied.

For he needs not our homage or our praise :

He lives in us ; and all who know his worth.

Flatter him not with formal wreath of bays

Grown in your Cambridge earth

;

But crown him with the iris of his soul,

Caught from the sunshine of his life and name.

Onr reflex of his light the aureole

That makes our love his fame.



SEA SHADOWS.

(jF old the poets sang of thee, O Sea,

And peopled thee with nymphs and tritons quaint,

And fell asleep beside thy murmuring waves,

Or rocking on thy bosom, and forgot

The tiger heart that crouched and laid in wait

In seeming slumber. Thy great glooms I sing,—
Shadows of chaos and wild passion's deeps,

And desolations of the unmeasured wastes.

smooth, false friend, who lured us out too far

From land and home, into the realm of storms,—
Of storms and winter ; or in tropic gulfs

Split our brave ships with thunderbolts ; or washed

In drowning death a hundred beating hearts

With one sweep of thine arm ; or day by day

Held us in trances of long sickening calm,

Booted in weary plains of molten glass,
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Dumb with despair and famine and the dread

Of pest and fiery death, with none to help,—
The burning eye of heaven that rolled and glared

At noon, an eye of awful maniac light,

Our only witness in the unmeasured leagues

And bottomless abysses ! Thou, O Sea,

Hidest in thy blue bosom, and within

Thy "learning bars of sand and weed-clad stones,

All haunting fears and mysteries of death,

All auguries of chaos and despair.

In thee, O melancholy mother Sea,

Lurk all the vast and direful ocean-shapes,—
The black leviathan, the ravening shark,

The huge sea-snake by mariners beheld,

The krakens and chimeras strong as death,

With elephantine tentacles and jaws

Of slow and sure destruction, and cold eyes

That fathoms down stare up and mark their prey.

Thou art the nurse of that swift cuttle-fish,

Gigantic fleshy spider of grim caves

'Neath cliifs precipitous, where sucks the tide

In snaky coils of light and dark and death,

Leagues off from land, the terror of a dream !

Thine are the shadowy waifs of shapeless growths,
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Half plant, half fish, fantastic jelly forms

By raoouliglit drifting past old ships becalmed

In summer nights, while near the TenerifFe

The loose sails flap like thunder through the dreams

Of sleeping sailors. Thine the gleaming teeth

Of white reefs snarling as the ships drive down

Through blackening skies. And thine the calmer glooms

Of sad sea-beaches and their lapping waves

;

The rocks half buried in the slippery heaps

Of soaking sea-weed, when the tide is low ;

And, wriggling in the moonlight and the sand,

The small wet monsters crawling in and out

The hollows and the ooze ; the skull-eyed rocks

With hanging tufts of yellow ocean hair

Combed by the salt winds, decked with dead old shells,

Tricked with the sad waste leavings of the storm,

And washed with treacherous kisses of the surf

That froths and sighs all night beneath the moon.

To thee I come, and scorn thy flattering kiss,

And have small faith in thy smooth surface charms.

Thou fawnest like a spaniel at my feet.

I see the wild beast in thy changeful eyes,

And trust thee not. Bather for me the safe

Green hills and valleys of firm earth,— the joy
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Of woods and pastures and the thousand homes

Lit up at evening with home-stars of love,

And musical with loving human hearts.

A truer type of power than thee I find

In the great morn of Science that hath lit

Thy shadows, and the skill that treads thee down

Into a highway for man's daily steps,

And the world's multitudinous fleets. Three gods

Chiefly I praise, and not thy Neptune old,—
Magnet and Vapor aud the Electric Fire,

Whose forces tame thy spasms, so man thy lord

May plunge across the roaring water-chasms.

And bridge the measureless, and come and go

And talk at ease across the world.

Thou too,

O changeful element that bore our ship

Of state upon thy breast ! We looked abroad

To thy horizon level, long, and blue

With summer skies. We recked not of the storm,

We dreamed not of the four-years* hurricane

Raging in battle-fires, and skies of blood,

And mountain waves that swept the young and brave

To sudden death or long-drawn agonies

;

Nor saw the sunken reefs beneath the blue,
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Nor the dire monsters of thy deeps, nor half

The hidden horrors of thy treacherous calms

:

But trusted thee and sailed upon thy waves,

Till thy brute force turned on us, hideous, grim,

Forcing the struggle wherein wisdom rose

Triumphant. Thee too shall man's science tame,

Lighting the pathway o'er thy perilous deeps,

And travel forth and back across thy wastes,

And wed. the sundered lands of North and South

Into one continent of flower and fruit

;

Taking away the blight of all the past*

Aud the blind chaos of Humanity.



THE MOUNTAIN PATH.

I AH, far above

This easy slope I gaiued, a mountain shines

And darkens skyward with its crags and pines

;

And upward slowly I move,

Because I know

There is no level where I can pause, and say,

" This is sure gain." It is too steep a way

For mortal foot to go.

There is no end

Of things to learn, and books to cram the brain

;

They who know all, still hunger to attain.

What boots it that they spend

Long toiling years

To gain horizons dim and limitless ?

The higher up, the more the soul's distress

In alien atmospheres.
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All is the same.

What profit hath the scholar more than I ?

Let bookworms crawl. Better to leap or fly

"With some small earnest aim.

What is the good

Of heaping pile on pile of musty lore ?

Nor paper promises, nor uncoined ore

Can buy the spirit's food.

Even the flame

Of morning burning o'er yon cedar heights

Is dull, unless an inward morn delights.

All sunshine is the same.

Our skill and wit

Snare us in useless labor and routine.

The more we search, the more retires unseen

Nature the Infinite.

The same in all.

And telescope and microscope but teach

One mystery, far above, below our reach.

There is no great or small,
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No grand or mean

;

No end, and no beginning. For we float

In Being, and learn all our creeds by rote,

Nor see through Heaven's screen.

This, mainly this,

We cling to,— hope that as we upward climb.

Some essence of the juices of the time,

Some light we cannot miss,

Gives toil its worth ;

Secretes and feeds and builds up strong and fair

The young recipient being with food and air

Of mingled heaven and earth.

Only what creeps

As sap from trunk to tree, from branch to flower,

Pills with the quiet plenitude of power

The oak's unconscious deeps ;

While south-winds sift,

Rain falls and sunlight sparkles through the leaves,

And the gnarled regent of the woods receives

The heaven's benignant gift.
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What the soul needs,

It takes to itself,— aromas, sounds, and sights,

Beliefs and hopes ; finds star-tracks through the nights,

And miracles in weeds

;

Grows unawares

To greatness, through small help and accidents,

Puzzling the pedagogue Koutine, whose tents

It leaves for manlier cares.

And by the light

Of some great law that shines on passing facts,

Some nobler purpose blending with our acts,

We read our tasks aright

;

And gain the trust

That knowledge is best wealth. So shall the ends

Crown the beginnings. He who wisely spends,

Gathers the stars as dust.

1868.



BIED LANGUAGE.

UNE day in the bluest of summer weather,

Sketching under a whispering oak,

I heard five bobolinks laughing together

Over some ornithological joke.

What the fun was I could n't discover.

Language of birds is a riddle on earth.

What could they find in whiteweed and clover

To split their sides with such musical mirth ?

Was it some prank of the prodigal summer,

Face in the cloud or voice in the breeze,

Querulous catbird, woodpecker drummer,

Cawing of crows high over the trees ?

Was it some chipmunk's chatter, or weasel

Under the stone-wall stealthy and sly ?

Or was the joke about me at my easel,

Trying to catch the tints of the sky ?
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Still they flew tipsfly, shaking all over,

Bubbling with jollity, brimful of glee,

"While I sat listening deep in the clover,

Wondering what their jargon could be.

*T was but the voice of a morning the brightest

That ever dawned over yon shadowy hills

;

T was but the song of all joy that is lightest,

—

Sunshine breaking in laughter and trills.

Yain to conjecture the words they are singing

;

Only by tones can we follow the tune

In the full heart of the summer fields ringing,

Kinging the rhythmical gladness of June 1



THE CHANGING YEAB.

AH, fleeting year that wilt not pause a day

To leave a picture of thy changeful moods

!

Glories scarce shown and seen, and snatched away,

Of sunsets, flushing roses, fields and woods.

The early blossoms leave the rugged thorn;

The purple lilacs wither in the lanes

;

The violets' breath, sweet for one April morn,

Is stifled in dead leaves and drowning rains.

The chrome-gold dandelion stars of spring

Burn out in ashy globes ere Jane is passed.

Too soon the hidden thrashes cease to sing,

Too soon the summer leaves hear autumn's blast.

And ere we know, the locust's long-drawn trifl

Swells in the August noon, and nights grow cool,

And see-saw katydids foretell the chill

Of leafless forest and of icy pooL
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And Haunting golden-rods, and cardinal flowers,

And drooping golden helmets slrirt the streams,

And sighing winds give warning, and the hours

Of sunshine waste in cloudy twilight gleams.

Yet paint thy pictures, Time, and sing thy songs

!

Thy pictures fade, thy songs die on the air.

Thou canst not take what to the soul belongs,—
Beauty's immortal essence everywhere.

The summer goes, brown autumn treads behind,

"White winter scowls afar upon my rhyme.

I feel a Presence that is unconfined

;

I hear a Yoice whose music fills all time.



SOFT, BBOWN, SMILING EYES.

SONG.

I.

bOFT, brown, smiling eyes,

Looking back through years,

Smiling through the mist of time,

Filling mine with tears,

On this sunny morn,

While the grape-blooms swing

In the scented air of June,—
Why these memories bring ?

II.

Silky rippling curls,

Tresses long ago

Laid beneath the shaded sod

Where the violets blow,—
Why across the blue

Of the peerless day

Do ye droop to meet my own,

Now all turned to gray ?
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m.

Voice whose tender tones

Break in sudden mirth,

Heard far back in boyhood's spring,

Silent now on earth,—
"Why so sweet and clear,

While the bird and bee

Fill the balmy summer air,

Come your tones to me ?

IV.

Sweet, ah, sweeter far

Than yon thrush's trill,

Sadder, sweeter than the wind,

Woods, or murmuring rill,

Spirit words and songs

O'er my senses creep.

Do I breathe the air of dreams ?

Do I wake or sleep?



THE DREAM OP PIIATE'S WIPE.

" When Pilate was set down on the judgment-seat, his wife sent unto him,

saying, ' Have thou nothing to do with that just man : for I have suffered

many things this day in a dream because of him."

—

Matthew xxviL 19.

1 KNOW my lord would laugh my dream to scorn.

He dreams no dreams ; or else sees truth and dream

The same. Why should I tell him ? What a night

!

If I should speak its visions, I believe

The very augurs would declare me mad

;

And these fanatic Jews themselves would say

No prophet of their sacred books e'er saw

In fasting trance so weird a world.

Methought

I stood before the Temple gates. A vast

And wondrous moonlight flooded the huge pile,

Whose pillars gleamed with stately white and gold.

And on the steps one stood, and stretched his arms,

And called, " Come unto me, come unto me,

All ye who labor and are heavy laden,
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And I will give you rest !
" Sweet was that voice,

And plaintive, with an undertone of strength,

That thrilled the soul with strange unrest and love.

Nor less did love burn in his earnest eyes.

But all the people hurried by, and scoffed,

Or laughed. None came to him. None took his hand.

Yet still he stood there, like some eloquent

Grand statue of our Roman Pantheon—
But different. Jove and Apollo thus

Never were fashioned by the sculptor's hand.

But my dream changed. The golden moonlight paled

Under a flying scud of mist, and all

Grew black behind the Temple. Muttering moans

Of thunder growled afar o'er Olivet.

The monumental cypresses beyond

The walls grew blacker, and the olive-trees

Tossed like gray phantoms, their huge twisted trunks

Moaning and shivering. A great wind arose

And bore a blare of trumpets from the west,

Wailing along the sky. Then shadowy shapes,

That seemed the semblance of an army, passed,

Tumultuous, crowding all their serried force

With chariots and with flying standards on

Into one solid thunder-cloud, whence rolled
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Swift balls of fire and crashing thunder-peals,

Till the whole Temple rocked. But in the pause

Between the peals I heard upon the steps

That voice still plaintive as a wind-harp's tone.

" Jerusalem, Jerusalem !
" it cried

;

" Thou that dost stone the prophets, thou whose hand

Noils to the bitter and the shameful cross

The bringers of good tidings,— ah, how oft

Would I have gathered thee unto my heart,

As the hen gathereth her young ! But ye

Would not. Behold your hour has come !

"

And then,

The changes of my dream swept me along

Through streets I never saw, through low-arched doors,

Through cramped and tortuous caves, up marble steps,

Through royal halls that opened vistas long,

Past golden thrones, where kings and emparors

Sot mute and dead ; past endless hurrying crowds,

Past gleaming files of grim centurions,—
On, till I reached a bleak and windy hill.

And some one whispered, " Golgotha !
" There hung

The youth whom they accuse to-day, upon

The Roman gibbet. Low his head was bowed

In agonizing death. But slowly his form

Grew luminous, and luminous the cross,
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And the great light increased till all the place

Was morning sunshine. And, behold, the crowd

Around all vanished in the blaze. Behold,

The pale kings crumbled on their shadowy thrones.

The iron legions blew away like smoke.

Tea, the great Temple and the city walls

And all the people faded into air.

But that strange cross, with him who hung thereon,

Grew to a blinding sun.

Then a voice spoke,—
" The heavenly kingdom cometh upon earth.

The truth— not mine, but God's and man's— the truth

Man's soul is born to inherit as the air

And sunshine, comes not to destroy, but comes

Creating all things new, till the whole earth

Is saturated with the love of God,

And all mankind are one great family."

Then, far away, along the horizon's verge

I saw a city shining ; half on earth

It seemed, and half in air. " Perhaps," I thought,

" This is great Bome, and I shall find the house

I lived in when a girl, and shield myself

In its cool courts from this intense strange light."

And then I hurried on, o'er rugged rocks,

O'er windy plains, down valleys dim and damp,
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That held the twilight all day long ; till all

Grew dark about me, groping through the gloom.

Then, suddenly, a yawning precipice

Ended my flight, and giddy on its verge

I sank, and slid— down, down, clutching the air,—
Shot through with dizzy horror,— while pale forms

Of nameless terror at the bottom stood

And stretched long arms to grasp me,— when I woke.

I woke, drenched with great drops of agony

;

And lay awake, counting the weird, wan hours

Of murky dawn. I will not tell my dream

To Pilate, only that I dreamed of Him,

The wondrous teacher, suffering much in dreams.

I trust my lord will bear no part to-day

In this unhallowed trial. Else I fear

Some hidden curse will light upon our house.

Such visions cannot be false auguries.

1869.



THE DISPUTE OP THE SEVEN DATS.

UNCE on a time the davs of the week

Quarrelled and made bad weather.

The point was which of the seven was best

;

So they all disputed together.

And Monday said, " I wash the clothes "

;

And Tuesday said, " I air 'em
"

;

And Wednesday said, " I iron the shirts "

;

And Thursday said, " I wear 'em."

And Friday, " I 'm the day for fish "

;

And Saturday, " Children love me "

;

And Sunday, " I am the Sabbath day,

I 'ra sure there are none above me."

O :e said, " I am the fittest for work "

;

And one, " I am fittest for leisure."

Another, " I 'm best for prayer and praise "

;

And another, " I 'm best for pleasure."
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Arguing thus, they flapped their wings,

And puffed up every feather;

Thev blew and rained and snowed and hailed :
m

There never was seen such weather.

Old Father Time was passing by,

And heard the hurly-burly.

Said he, " Here 's something going wrong

;

It 's well I was up so early.

" These children of mine have lost their wits

And seem to be all non compos.

I never knew them to gabble thus.

Hollo there !— stop that rumpus

!

" I should think you a flock of angry geese,

To hear your screaming and bawling.

Indeed, it would seem by the way it snows,

Goose -feathers are certainly falling.

" You, Sunday, sir, with your starched cravat,

Black coat, and church-veneering,—
Tell me the cause of this angry spat

;

Speak loud,— I am hard of hearing.
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"You are the foremost talker here;

The wisest sure you should be,

I little thought such a deuce of a row

As you are all making, could be."

Then Sunday said, " Good Father Time,

The case is clear as noonday

;

For ever since the world was made,

The Lord's day has been Sunday.

" The church— " Here Monday started up

:

" The folks are glad when you leave 'em

;

They all want me to give 'era their work,

And the pleasures of which you bereave 'em.'

But Tuesday said, " I finish your chores,

And do them as fine as a fiddle."

And Wednesday, " I am the best of you all

Because I stand in the middle."

And Thursday, Friday, Saturday, each

Said things that I can't remember.

And so they might have argued their case

From March until December.
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But Father Tempus cut them short

:

" My children, why this pother ?

There is no best, there is no worst

;

One day 's just like another.

" To God's great eye all shine alike

As in their primal beauty.

That day is best whose deeds are best

;

That worst that fails in duty.

" Where Justice lights the passing hours,

Where Love is wise and tender,

There beams the radiance of the skies,

There shines a day of splendor."



A THRUSH IN A GILDED CAGE.

W AS this the singer I had heard so long,

But never till this evening, face to face ?

And were they his, those tones so unlike song,

Those words conventional and commonplace ?

Those echoes of the usual social chat

That filled with noise confused the crowded hall

;

That smiling face, black coat, and white cravat

;

Those fashionable manners,— was this all ?

He glanced at freedmen, operas, politics,

And other common topics of the day

;

But not one brilliant image did he mix

With all the prosy things he had to say.

At least I hoped that one I long had known,

In the inspired books that built his fame,

Would breathe some word, some sympathetic tone,

Fresh from the ideal region whence he came.
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And so I leave the well-dressed, buzzing crowd,

And vent my spleen alone here by my fire

;

Mourning the fading of my golden cloud,

The disappointment of my life's desire.

Simple enthusiast ! why do you require

A budding rose for every thorny stalk ?

TYby must we poets always bear the lyre

And sing, when fashion forces us to talk ?

Only at moments comes the muse's light.

Alone, like shy wood-thrushes, warble we.

Catch us in traps like this dull crowd to-night,

"We are but plain, brown-feathered birds, you sec

!



UNDEE THE SXYLIGHT.

1 HAVE no office with staring sign

Down in the noise of the crowded mart.

A window square to the sky is mine

In an humble loft, where all apart

I live, with my friends and books and art.

No currents of gold from Wall Street come

To breed the fever of loss and gain

;

But the golden sunlight warms my home,

Or on my skylight patters the rain,

As I paint or sing my castles in Spain.

No checks that smile for a day, and melt,

The postman brings to my humble door

;

But letters from friends whose love is felt

To be richer than all the golden store

Of the millionnaire whose soul i3 poor.
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Gold is good, but 't is not the best.

True love's bank, can it ever break ?

What if it should ? The sun in the west

Sinks and rises again, to make

A long, long banquet of Give and Take.

Time is passing, but time is renewed.

Life runs over with wealth untold.

Age grows younger in all that is good,

Reaping the fields where Youth stood cold

In the drear bare furrows, and dreamed of gold.

What if the light of our matin-prime

Pales in the storm with a struggling beam;

One ripe day of life's latter time

Is worth a hundred of fitful gleam,

Is worth long years of an aimless dream,

O misty land of uncertain youth,

Low-lying swamps of fear and doubt

!

We have left you below for the heights of truth.

We have found through the fogs a pathway out.

Below us the youths and maidens shout,

Wandering, careless, through roads unknown,

Wrapped in the soft, warm, vapory air.
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Here in the clear, still upper zone

We see how wide is life, how fair,

While age's light gilds age's care.

What if the snow-wreath crown our heads ?

We gain the electric strength of frost.

We are treading the path each mortal treads.

We are nearing the spring. We have counted the cost.

We trust, ay, know we shall not be lost



I IN THEE, AND THOU IN ME.

1 AM but clay in thy hands, but Thou art the all-loving

artist.

Passive I lie in thy sight, yet in my selfhood I strive

So to embody the life and the love thou ever impartest,

That in my sphere of the finite I may be truly alive.

Knowing thou needest this form, as I thy divine inspiration,

Knowing thou shapest the clay with a vision and pur-

pose divine,

So would I answer each touch of thy hand in its loving

creation,

That in my conscious life thy power and beauty may

shine,

Reflecting the noble intent thou hast in forming thy

creatures

;

Waking from sense into life of the soul, and the image

of thee

;
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Working with thee in thy work to model humanity's

features

Into the likeness of God, myself from myself I would

free.

One with all human existence, no one above or hclow me

;

Lit by thy wisdom and. love, as roses are steeped in

the morn

;

Growing from clay to a statue, from statue to flesh, till

thou know me

Wrought into manhood celestial, and in thine image

re-born.

So in thy love will I trust, bringing me sooner or later

Past the dark screen that divides these shows of the

finite from thee.

Thine, thine only, this warm dear life, loving Creator

!

Thine the invisible future, born of the present, must be.



TO THE MEMORY OF MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI.

Ode read at the Celebration or tier Birthday by the

New England Women's Club, Boston, May 23, 1S70.

I.

LIFE'S rearward vistas slowly close behind,

And evermore recede, the glare and shade

Blending in neutral tints far down the glade

Where youth stepped unconiined,

Or bounded upwards, light and undismayed,

Or struggled through the underbrush and thorns,

Baffled and mad to hear the winding horns

So far away triumphant on the heights

Where some foutid truth, some error's foggy breath,

And some fame's evanescent lights,

Or desolate old age, or crown of early death.

II.

Dim in the distance fade

The sunshine and the shade

;
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And many a light that blazed and shone,

Into the horizon's mist has gone.

One record rises from our past*

That shall forever last

;

A name our age can never

Prom its remembrance sever.

We bear it in our hearts to-day,

Fresh as the perfume of the May.

It vibrates in the air, a rich, full-chorded strain

Touched with weird minor moods of pain,

The music of a life revealed to few,

Till to the age Death gave the fame long due,

And made the unfinished symphony a part

Of the great growing century's mind and heart.

in.

But when I strive the music to rehearse,

How feebly rings my verse

!

And why intone this melody of rhyme

For one, the noblest woman of her time,

"Whose soul, a pure and radiant chrysolite,

Dims the superfluous arts our social forms invite ?

Yet she whose ear so well could understand

The singer's meaning, though unskilled the hand
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That swept the imperfect chords

Responsive to his words,

Would not disdain the slenderest song he brings,

Nor slight the impulse of the earnest strings.

So, while we gather here,

Fain would I bring some offering sincere

Thougb small,—a flower or two,

Pale amaranth, wild rose, or harebell blue,

Or throw at least a chaplet on her bier.

IV.

While others stood aloof and smiled in scorn

Of one to new and noble effort born

;

Or from tame rounds of fashion and of wealth

Turned, glancing back by stealth,

And wondered, then but slowly, faintly praised

The exuberant soul that dared to flash and soar

Beyond the petty bounds

Of their trim garden grounds,—
She with wise intuition raised

Her image of ideal womanhood,

The incarnate True and Fair and Good,

Set in a light but seldom seen before.

While with the early watchers in the dawn

Of intellectual faith her hopeful eyes,
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Patiently waiting, from the crowd withdrawn,

She saw a newer morning rise

And flame from cloud to cloud, and climb

Across the dreary tracts of time.

The garnered wisdom of the past she drew

Into her life, as flowers the sun and dew

;

Yet valued all her varied lore

But as the avenue and door

That opened to the Primal Beam

And sense of Truth supreme.

And so beyond her earlier bounds she grew,—
All the quaint essences from study gained

Fused in a human fellowship anew

;

"Wbile that too conscious life, in younger years o'erstrained,

Of long, deep, lonely introversion born,

Distilled like dews of morn,

And dropped on high and low the blessing it contained.

Her glowing pen through many a thoughtful page

Discoursed in subtle questions of the age,

Or glanced in lighter mood at themes less grave,

The brilliant glitter of a summer wave.

Her sweet persuasive voice we still can hear

Billing her charmed circle like a queen

;

While wit and fancy sparkled ever clear
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Her graver moods between.

The pure perennial heat

Of youth's ideal love forever glowed

Through all her thoughts and words, and overflowed

The listeners round her seat.

So, like some fine-strung golden harp,

Tuned by many a twist and warp

Of discipline and patient toil,

And oft disheartening recoil,—
Attuned to highest and to humblest use,—

All her large heroic nature

Grew to its harmonious stature.

Nor any allotted service did refuse,

While those around her but half understood

How wise she was, how good,

How nobly self-denying, as she tasked

Heart, mind, and strength for truth, nor nobler office asked.

v.

Nor honor less, nor praise

To her whose later days

Were pledged to lift wronged Justice to her seat.

And though Home's new-lit torch

Blew backward, but to scorch
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The hand that held it, dropping at her feet,

Quenched in the patriots' blood, not incomplete

Her task, though all the heroic strains she sang

To chronicle a struggling nation's pang

—

The records of the strife

That agonized its life—
Were strewn upon the wind like withered flowers,

And gulfed in roaring floods, — Italia's loss, and ours

!

Alas ! how could we with our lamp of hope

Read thy perplexed and darkened horoscope ?

How could we know, when Destiny's great loom

Thy life's most precious threads inwove

With all love's rich embroidery of love,

That its bright tissue held the shade

Of death across the golden braid,—
The inevitable woof of death and tragic doom

!

When ties were sweetest, dearest

;

When love, when hope, were nearest

;

When eyes grew bright to greet thee

;

When arms were stretched to meet thee

;

When all thy life was flowering

As in a garden home,—
The storm beyond was lowering,

The end of all was come

!
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I seem to hear

The grand, sweet music of that earnest life,

Grander and sweeter in its later strife,

Stop, suddenly drowned amid the tempest drear.

I hear that harp whose strings,

Whose delicate, thoughtful strings should well have played

Some hopeful melody of woods and springs

;

Some high heroic march

Beneath a Eoman arch

;

Some lofty strain that made

The soul flush to its sharing

The soldier's toil and daring,—
Swept, like a wind-harp to wild agony

By bitter winds of destiny

;

Then, musical no more,

Dead, mute, and shattered on the lonely shore

!

VI.

Had fate accorded with love's passionate prayer

;

Had she lived on with us, with us grown old,

Through war, through peace, through present toil and care,

Through future progress ; could she now behold

The triumph of the land,

Standing \<here now we stand,

—

8
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The nation saved from brute Bebellion's strife,

And pledged to live a newer, healthier life;

Had she but seen our wider range,

The splendor of our coming lights,

Her vision and her strength grown with her change

Prom lonely days and nights,

To all that woman needs to make complete

In wifehood and maternal ties

The ripened mind and heart,— a union sweet,

Tender and strong and wise.

But ah ! Fate suffered not,

Nor stayed her hasting feet.

No record but a blot,

A cherished leaf or two

Of tender love and true,—
No other relic sad and sweet

The cruel sea gave back

Prom out the storm and wrack,

Prom out the billows wild.

Only one little child

The weeping sailors bore

And buried on that shore,—
All that the ocean left of thine and thee,

O friend, whom we again shall never see

!
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vn.

"Where now, where,

O spirit pure, where walk those shining feet ?

Whither, in groves beyond the treacherous seas,

Beyond our sense of time, divinely, dimly fair,

Brighter than gardens of Hesperides,—
Whither dost thou move on, complete

And beauteous, ringed around

In mystery profound,

By gracious companies who share

That strange, supernal air

!

Or art thou sleeping dreamless, knowing naught

Of good or ill, of life or death ?

Or art thou but a breeze of Heaven's breath,

A portion of all life, inwrought

In the eternal essence ?— All in vain,

Tangled in misty webs of time,

Out on the undiscovered clime

Our clouded eyes we strain.

We cannot pierce the veiL

As the proud eagles fail

Upon their upward track,

And flutter gasping back

From the thin empyrean, so with wing

Baffled and humbled, we but guess
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All we shall gain, by all the soul's distress.

All we shall be, by our poor worthiness.

And so we write and sing

Our dreams of time and space, and call them— heaven.

We only know that all is for the best

;

To God we leave the rest.

So, reverent beneath the mystery

Of life and death, we yield

Back to the great Unknown the spirit given

A few brief years to blossom in our field.

Nor shall time's all-devouring sea

Despoil this brightest century

Of all thou hast been, and shalt ever be.

The age shall guard thy fame,

And reverence thy name.

There is no cloud on them. There is no death for thee

!



IAPIS.

" Pkoebo ante alios dilectus, lapis

Iasides : acri quondam cui captns amore

Ipse snas artes, sua munera, Uetus Apollo

Angurium, citbaramqne, dabat, celeresqae sagittas.

Ille, ut depositi proferret fata parentis.

Scire potestates herlraruni, nsumqne medendi,

Maluit, et mntas agitare inglorius artes."

Virgil, -EueiJ, B. XII.

IN Troas, on Mount Ida's sloping side,

There lived a shepherd youth whom Phoebus loved,

lapis, old Iasius' son, his name.

His father, feeble, aged, many a month

Had kept his couch, or basking in the sun

Sat, mid the mossy rocks that faced the south,

Before his cottage door. Long had his son,

His sole attendant, striven to bring back

His father's failing strength ; but they were poor,

And in all arts medicinal unskilled.

Yet all was done that filial love and care,

Unschooled in lore of herbs and cures, could do.
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On Ida's slopes, one night, the stifled winds

Of summer had all fainted in the heats

That pressed upon the bosoms of the hills.

But rose again, with crashing bursts of storm,

And sweeping rains, that drenched the piny clefts

;

And through the incumbent night in blazing spasms

Flashed far and fast the thunderbolts of Jove

;

A beautiful and blinding light, that all

The landscape, and the distant towers of Troy,

And the gray sea away by Tenedos

Seemed dashed with sudden shocks of moonlight mixed

With chaos and the black of Erebus.

lapis and Iasius sat beneath

Their humble roof, and from the casement gazed

Upon the sky, with long-suspended breath

Between the ominous intervals of fire

And thunder, till at length lapis spoke.

" Father, it is the anger of the gods,

On us perchance ; perchance on Priam's walls

Some overwhelming doom must fall erelong."

But old Iasius answered :
" Nay, not so.

My strength ebbs back, as if a weight of years

Rolled from my shoulders. Though I am no seer,

I feel the presence of the Olympian will,
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Masking benignity in portents fierce,

To work some issue, all unknown, yet bright

For thee, for me, and for the Trojan realm.

Lo, now the thunder rolls away ; the rain

Has ceased ; and only down the mountain gorge

The torrents leap in tumbling cataracts.

The clouds have parted, and the sleepy storm

Flutters his dying fire-wings far away,

Quivering through domes and pinnacles of cloud,

Where on the horizon ride the tossing ships.

Black-masted, heaving with the ocean's swell.

I too would rest. Sleep falls, as not for months,

Upon my weary eyes. Thou too, my son,

More hopefully go seek thy couch. Some good

The gods design, else why this wondrous calm ?
"

At dawn of day lapis woke. His sire

Already was awake, a peaceful smile

Upon his lips. " A happy dream I Ve had,"

He said,— "a dream of radiant morn and youth.

Golden Apollo mingled with my trance,

And lit with splendor each fantastic shape

That flitted through its changes. Nay, not now,

I will not tell it now,— some day, some morn,

When thou, poor shepherd boy, shalt need no more
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Thy mountain goats, thy staff, and humble garb,

And sorry penance and routine of care,

Linked to the fortunes of thy tottering sire.

Apollo, lo, Apollo loves thee, boy

!

Go forth this morn, this very morn, and build

An altar to the god in yonder grove.

With hallowed rites and willing sacrifice

Pray to the god of wisdom and of light."

Then forth into the ambrosial air of morn

lapis went, much pondering in his mind

What dream it may have been that cheered his sire.

It was a morning that seemed all distilled

Of amber, gold and gems, and dewy scents

From fields and woods, the rhyme of heaven with earth.

Pale in the pearly west the white moon hung

Like an inverted silver cup drained dry,

After some midnight -banquet of the gods

Withdrawn into the blue, with all their stars.

Beyond the windows to the east uprose

A grove of cedars, dark against the dawn.

Beneath the shadows of the antique boughs

The spicy odors of the night still lay

Entangled in the embraces of the dew.

And o'er the cedars flamed the rose and 2,'old
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Of braided clouds fantastically curled,

Dappled and flecked and streaked with opal tints

;

And all the east was ringing with the choirs

Of rapturous birds. So far away it seemed

Prom storms and sorrows and all earthly cares,

As though 't were but a step from Ida's top

Into the Olympian calm of deathless gods.

Then down the eastern slope lapis stepped,

Till \\\e dense cedars, opening, half disclosed,

Through branches interlaced, the imperial morn

That burned from amber-gray to crimson-gold,—
The coming presence of the god of light.

Then, as lapis thought to grasp his bow

And arrows, and to slay a tawny wolf,

As offered victim at Apollo's shrine,

(So had the youth been taught by custom old)

Sudden uprose the sun; and in the sun

A face, whose beauty thrilled him with strange awe.

And whether he were sleeping or awake,

He knew not ; vet these words into his soul

Passed, with the rapture of the rising sun

:

" lapis, not from thee do I require

The death of aught, though 't were a prowling wolf

About thy shcepfold. Sacrifice to me
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Is naught, when true devotion such as thine

I know, and know thy depths of love untold.

Fair youth, long, long have I from heights serene

Yearned for communion with the soul enshrined

Within thy mortal frame. Now have I come

To offer thee the gifts a god alone

Can give. Lo, here thou liv'st a shepherd's life,

Obscure, inglorious, far from men and towns,

Far from the toils and fame of mighty men

Whose words shake kingdoms, or whose daring hands

O'erthrow the embattled masonry of time;

Or who, with wisdom half allied to us,

Invert the future ; or who sweep the lyre,

And chant the strains that live from age to age,—
Our favorites, yet no dearer to our soul

Than thou. These, for the love I bear, O youth,

These gifts, Apollo's gifts, if thou but choose;

Are thine, thou consecrate alone to me !

"

With head bowed down and with a faltering tongue,

As one o'erburdened with a weight of love

He not deserves, or one who cannot gauge

With customary measuring-wand the depths

Of knowledge hidden, hidden yet desired,

And though desired, so hard to be attained

;
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Not all contented with his present lot,

Yet fearing somewhat the steep, slippery heights

Trod by the shining heroes of his dreams,

lapis thus replied :
" O thou who ruTst

The sun, the day, the march of year on year \

Fount of light, whom with my simple vows

In rustic fashion every morn I adore!

1 am unworthy to accept such gifts.

I know not what they are, I can but guess

Their grandeur ; seek some fitter man than me.'*

He paused. Again the golden Presence spoke

:

" To plead in senates, to enchain the crowd

With words of magic eloquence, to know

The impenetrable future, to ensnare

The secrets of all depths and heights of power,

To wing the arrow from the sounding bow

With fatal aim, to know the muse divine,

And thrill the world with poesy and song,—
Think well, these gifts are thine, if thou but choose ;

For I do love thee better than thou know'st."

So radiant was the sun-god's smile, as thus

He spoke, so winning were his tones, so near

He seemed to come, it was as though some friend
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Of half-remembered form, met in a dream,

Held speech with him in sympathetic tones.

Then said lapis,— for he had pondered long,

And thonght upon his hoary-headed sire,

—

" O great Apollo, thou hast left unnamed

One gift of thine,— one power that I woidd prize

O'er all the rest that thou hast offered me.

I have a father, suffering, bent with age,

And he is dear to me, as I to him.

Grant, if it be thy will, most mighty one,

Grant me the knowledge of these herbs that grow

About my feet and in the mountain-clefts,

To know their essence, and extract the cures

That lurk within their leaves and flowers and roots,

And how and when with art medicinal

To use— so I may make e'en poison serve

The ends of restoration— every plant

That suns itself beneath thy sovereign eye.

Thus to my failing sire shall I bring back

His youth and health, and so rejoice with him.

Thus too shall I amid our cities serve

My countrymen, should war or fell disease

Besiege their walls, and know life's noblest use,

To help my fellow-meu."
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Then Phoebus smiled

With light so radiantly sweet, the youth

Saw how each little flower and mountain weed

Turned to the sun-god ; while such fragrance filled

The morn, as never save in heaven is known,

When all the gods are at their ambrosial feasts.

And so lapis knew his prayer was heard,

And joyful to his hut returned, and told

All to his sire. " Lo now," Iasius said,

" My dream comes true ; but other than I dreamed.

Riches, and power, and hidden lore, and skill

In augury and archery and the lute

And poet's pen,— all these my fancy found

For thee in vision, but no power to know

The virtues of the commonest weed that grows,

To use the seeming useless, and so heal

And save from pain and death thy fellow-men.

For what would it avail, though thou shouldst stand

A trained familiar at the awful doors

Of life and death and miracle and fate,

Knowing the things that God alone should know ?

Or what to wing the viewless shaft of death,

Destroying, where thy hand should save and bless ?

Or say that thou shouldst own the higher gifts
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Of eloquence and poesy and song ?

Better than poet's dreams and singer's tones,

The task to win the secrets wrapped and hid

In Nature's mute and unresponsive breast,

Whose powers unlocked by thought shall lift the race

Of man to endless happiness and strength.

Who toils for fame and power may slip and fall

And crumble to a puff of worthless dust

;

Who lives to help his kind, how mean soe'er

His lot may be, deserves, not love alone

Of all the immortals, but a fellowship

With them shall win, that honors Jove himself."



THE WOKKSHOP AND THE BRONZE.

1HE heaving bellows pants no more,

The fiery forge is cold and still,

Wide open stands the furnace door,

The ashes on the hearth are chill

;

The noise, the labor, and the heat are o'er.

The pale light of the waning day

Through dim and smoky windows falls,

And gleams with melancholy gray

On scattered tools and blackened walls

;

The weary workmen all have gone away.

But on a pedestal, behold,

There stands a statue of a man,—
A bronze as perfect-pure as gold,—

Completion of the artist's plan,

Shaped in the heat, consummate from the mould.
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O thou through toil and furnace-fires

Purged of the dross that marred thy youth,

And moulded to divine desires

By master-hands of love and truth,

Till all thy being to the Best aspires,—

Thy earthly house that saw thy prime

Alive with busy thought and hand

May empty lie. But thou sublime

Shalt in thy soul's fair image stand,

And smile at fate and all the change of time.



THE EVENING PEIMEOSE.

W HAT are you looking at ? " the farmer said

;

" That 's nothing but a yellow flowering weed."

We turned, and saw our neighbor's grizzled head

Above the fence, but took of him no heed.

There stood the simple man, and wondered much

At us, who wondered at the twilight flowers

Bursting to life, as if a spirit's touch

Awoke their slumbering souls to answer ours.

" It grows all o'er the island, wild," said he

;

" There are plenty in my field : I root 'em out.

But, for my life, it puzzles me to see

What you make such a wonderment about."

The good man turned and to his supper went

;

While, kneeling on the grass with mute deb'ght
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Or -whispered words, around the plant we Lent,

To watch the opening buds that love the night.

Slowly the rosy dusk of eve departed,

And one by one the pale stars bloomed on high

;

And one by one each folded calyx started,

And bared its golden petals to the sky.

One throb from star to flower seemed pulsing through

The night,— one living spirit blending all

In beauty and in mystery ever new,—
One harmonv divine through sreat and small.

E'en our plain neighbor, as he sips his tea,

I doubt not, through his window feels the sky

Of evening bring a sweet and tender plea

That links him even to dreamers such as I.

So through the symbol-alphabet that glows

Through all creation, higher still and higher

The spirit builds its faith, and ever grows

Beyond the rude form of its first desire.

O boundless Beauty and Beneficence !

deathless Soul that breathest in the weeds
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And in a starlit sky ! — e'en through the rents

Of accident thou scrv'st all human needs ;

Nor stoopest idly to our petty cares

;

Nor knowest great or small, since folded in

By universal Love, nil being shares

The life that ever shall be or hath been.

October 10, 1872.



IN A CHTJBCH.

i.

1HE organ breathed in harmonies so sweet.

That Paradise, with sons of light and air,

And daughters of the morn, seemed floating round

:

Rich modulations, vaulting fugues that bear

The heart a captive ; as when Ganymede

Borne by Jove's eagle to the Olympian feast,

Sees the earth fade, and all the sky becomes

Before his gaze one wide auroral east.

II.

The sunshine, flashing through the flying cloud,

Struck on the many-tinted window-panes,

And dashed a chord of colors on the wall,

Now strong, now fading like the dying strains,—
A prismy gush of hues that slid oblique

Down the gray columns, like a glowing truth

Whose white light tinted in a poet's brain

Breaks in a thousand rhymes of love and youth.
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in.

The hour was framed for silent thought and prayer,

The place should seem a heavenly shepherd's fold.

"We waited for a voice that might sustain

Our spirits' flight, nor let the air grow cold

About our wings, but bear us higher still,

Till touched by faith and love and wisdom pure,

We felt the power that lifted man to God,—
The central truths no dogmas could obscure.

IV.

And yet the priest, discordant mid accords,

With waste of words, half truth, half error mixed,

Thin homilies and theologic prayers,—
He only jarred the music, spread betwixt

Nature and God a cloud that dimmed the sun,

And made the inspiring church a vaulted tomb

;

And not till once again we trod the street

Vanished that shadow of imagined doom.



DECEMBER.

JN more the scarlet maples flash and bum

Their beacon-fires from hilltop and from plain

;

The meadow-grasses and the woodland fern

In the bleak woods lie withered once again.

The trees stand bare, and bare each stony scar

Upon the cliffs ; half frozen glide the rills ;

The steel-blue river like a scimitar

Lies cold and curved between the dusky hills.

Over the upland farm I take my walk,

And miss the flaunting flocks of golden-rod

;

Each autumn flower a dry and leafless stalk,

Each mossy field a track of frozen sod.

I hear no more the robin's summer song

Through the gray network of the wintry woods

;

Only the cawing crows that all day long

Clamor about the windy solitudes.
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Like agate stones upon earth's frozen breast,

The little pools of ice lie round and still

;

While sullen clouds shut downward east and west

In marble ridges stretched from hill to hill.

Come once again, O southern wind,— once more

Come with thy wet wings flapping at my pane

;

Ere snow-drifts pile their mounds about my door,

One parting dream of summer bring again.

Ah, no ! I hear the windows rattle fast

;

I see the first flakes of the gathering snow,

That dance and whirl before the northern blast.

No countermand the march of days can know.

December drops no weak, relenting tear,

By our fond summer sympathies ensnared

;

Nor from the perfect circle of the year

Can even winter's crystal gems be spared.

1872.



A CHINESE STOET.

JNONE are so wise as they who make pretence

To know what fate conceals from mortal sense.

This moral from a tale of Ho-hang-ho

Might have been drawn a thousand years ago,

Long ere the days of spectacles and lenses.

When men were left to their unaided senses.

Two young short-sighted fellows, Chang and Ching,

Over their chopsticks idly chattering,

Fell to disputing which could see the best.

At last they agreed to put it to the test.

Said Chang, " A marble tablet, so I hear,

Is placed upon the Bo-hee temple near,

With an inscription on it. Let us go

And read it (since you boast your optics so),

Standing together at a certain place

In front, where we the letters just may trace.
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Then he who quickest reads the inscription there

The palm for keenest eyes henceforth shall bear."

"Agreed," said Ching; " and let us try it soon.

Suppose we say to-morrow afternoon."

" Nay, not so soon," said Chang ; " I *m hound to go

To-morrow a day's ride from Ho-hang-ho,

And sha* n't be ready till the following day.

At ten a. M. on Thursday, let us say."

So 't was arranged. But Ching was wide awake.

Time bv the forelock he resolved to take

;

And to the temple went at once, and read

Upon the tablet, " To the illustrious Dead,

The chief of Mandarins, the great Goh-Bang."

Scarce had he gone, when stealthily came Chang,

Who read the same ; but peering closer, he

Spied in a corner what Ching failed to see,—
The words, " This tablet is erected here

By those to whom the great Goh-Bang was dear.
n

So, on the appointed day— both innocent

As babes, of course— these honest fellows went

And took their distant station. And Ching said,

" I can read plainly, ' To the illustrious Dead,

The chief of Mandarins, the great Goh-Bang.'

"

" And is that all that you can spell ? " said Chang.
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" I see what you have read, but furthermore.

In smaller letters, toward the temple door,.

Quite plain, * This tablet is erected here

By those to whom the great Goh-Bang was dear.'
99

"My sharp-eyed friend, there are no such words ! " said

Ching.

" They 're there," said Chang, " if I see anything,

As clear as daylight !
" " Patent eyes, indeed,

You have !
" cried Ching. " Do you think I cannot

read?"

" Not at this distance, as I can," Chang said

;

" If what you say you saw is all you read."

In fine, they quarrelled, and their wrath increased

;

Till Chang said, " Let us leave it to the priest.

Lo, here he comes to meet us." " It is well,"

Said honest Ching ; " no falsehood he will tell."

The good man heard their artless story through,

And said, " I think, dear sirs, there must be few

Blest with such wondrous eyes as those you wear.

There 's no such tablet or inscription there.

There was one, it is true ; 't was moved away

And placed witJiin the temple yesterday."



A SONG OP HOME.

i.

HERE we are once more together

Where we parted long ago

:

Father, mother, sisters, brothers

;

Hearts and faces all aglow.

Bain is on the roof above us,

But no cloud can chill our joys

Bound the old familiar table,

As we sat when girls and boys.

What care we for wind and rain ?

We are all at home again.

II.

Here still hang the dear old pictures,

And the old books we used to share

;

Here 's the old arm-chair in the corner,

Aud the old clock upon the stair;
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There the roses at the window

Tossing up against the pane,

And the old pear-tree in the garden,

And the lilacs in the lane.

What care we for wind and rain ?

We are all at home again.

in.

O, the weary days we 've wandered

Vanish in the fireside's glow

;

And the happy hours of childhood

Glimmer back from long ago.

Storms may beat upon our dwelling.

Light the lamps of love and home.

We are all once more together,

Never, never more to roam.

What care we for wind and rain ?

We are all at "home again.



A SPEING-GBOWI.

i.

W OTJLD you think it ? Spring is come.

Winter 's paid his passage home

;

Packed his ice-box,— gone— half-way

To the Arctic Pole, they say.

But I know the old ruffian still

Skulks about from hill to hill,

Where his freezing footprints cling,

Though 'tis Spring?

II.

Heed not what the poets sing

In their rhymes about the Spring.

Spring was once a potent queen,

Bobed in blossoms and in green.

That, I think, was long ago.

Is she buried in the snow,

Deaf to all our carolling,—
Poor old Spring ?
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III.

Windows rattling in the night

;

Shutters that you thought were tight

Slamming back against the wall

;

Ghosts of burglars in the hall

;

Roaring winds and groaning trees

;

Chimneys shuddering in the breeze

;

Doleful dumps in everything,

—

Such is Spring.

IV.

Sunshine trying hard awhile

On the bare brown fields to smile

;

Frozen ruts and slippery walks ;

Gray old crops of last year's stalks

;

Shivering hens and moping cows

;

Curdled sap in leafless boughs

Nipped by Winter's icy sting,—
Such is Spring.

v.

Yet the other day I heard

Something that I thought a bird.

He was brave to come so soon

;

But his pipes were out of tune,
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And lie chirped as if each note

Came from flannels round his throat,

And he had no heart to sing,—
Ah, poor thing

!

VI.

If there comes a little thaw,

Still the air is chill and raw.

Here and there a patch of snow,

Dirtier than the ground below,

Dribbles down a marshy flood

;

Ankle-deep you stick in mud

In the meadows,— while you sing,

" This is Spring."

VII.

Are there violets in the sod,

Crocuses beneath the clod ?

When will Boreas give us peace ?

Or has Winter signed a lease

For another month of frost,

Leaving Spring to pay the cost ?

For it seems he still is king,

Though 't is Spring.

Staten Island, March 26, 1873.



WAITING BY THE SEA.

ALONE upon the windy hills

I stand and face the open sea,

And drink the southern breeze which fills

The sails that bring my love to me.

Far out the shores and woodlands reach.

Till lost in mists of pearly gray,

Or crossed by lines of yellow beach,

And flashing breakers far away.

Alone upon the windy slopes

I watch the long blue level wall

Of ocean, where my winged hopes

Like fluttering sea-birds fly and call.
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O happy pilot-boats that dance

Across the sparkling miles of sea

!

O greet her, should ye had by chance

The ship that bears my love to me

!

And does she lean upon the deck

And strain her eyes till land appears,

As I to catch the white-winged speck

That clears away my gathering fears ?

By long low beach and wooded crag

The crowded sails go glimmering past

;

But none that bear the well-known flag

And pennon streaming from the mast.

ocean, wrinkling in the sun

!

O breeze that blowest from the sea

!

Wail into port, ere day is done,

My love, my life, again to me

!

She comes, she comes ! I see the sails

Like rounded sea-shells full and white.

1 hear the booming gun that hails

The coining of my heart's delight.
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I hear the sailors' distant song

;

They crowd the deck in bustling glee

;

And there is one amid the throng

Who waves a rosy scarf to me.

The sun has set ; the air is still

;

The twilight reddens o'er the sea

;

The full moon rises o'er the hill

;

But joy like sunrise shines for me.

1873.



SHELLING PEAS.

A PASTORAL.

JN O, Tom, you may banter as much as you please ;

But it 's all the result of the shellin' them peas.

Why, I had n't the slightest idea, do you know,

That so serious a matter would out of it grow.

I tell you what, Tom, I do feel kind o' scared.

I dreamed it, I hoped it, but never once dared

To breathe it to her. And besides, I must say

I always half fancied she fancied Jim Wray.

So I felt kind o' stuffy and proud, and took care

To be out o' the way when that feller was there

A danglin' around ; for thinks I, if it 's him

Tint Katy likes best, what 's the use lookm' grim

At Katy or Jim,— for it 's all up with me

;

And I 'd better jest let 'em alone, do you see ?

But you would n't have thought it ; that girl never keered

The snap of a pea-pod for Jim's bushy beard.

Well, here 's how it was. I was takin' some berries
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Across near her garden, to leave at Aunt Mary's

;

When, jest as I come to the old elluin-tree,

All alone in the shade, that June niornin', was she—
Shelliu' peas— setting there on a garden settee.

I swan, she was handsomer 'n ever I seen,

Like a rose all alone in a moss-work o' green.

Well, there was n't no nse ; so, says I, I 'D jest linger

And gaze at her here, hid behind a syringa.

But she heard me a movin', and looked a bit frightened.

So I come and stood near her. I fancied she brightened

And seemed sort o' pleased. So I hoped she was well

;

And— would she allow me to help her to shell ?

For she sot with a monstrous big dish full of peas

Jest fresh from the vines, which she held on her knees.

" May I help you, Miss Katy ? " says I. " As you please,

Mr. Baxter," says she. " But you 're busy, I guess "—
Glancin' down at my berries, and then at her dress.

" Not the least. There 's no hurry. It ain't very late

;

And I 'd rather be here, and Aunt Mary can wait."

So I sot down beside her ; an' as nobody seen us,

I jest took the dish, and I held it between us.

And I thought to myself I must make an endeavor

To know which she likes, Jim or me, now or never

!

But I could n't say nothin'. We sot there and held

That green pile between us. She shelled, and I shelled

;
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And pop went the pods ; and I could n't help thinkin'

Of popping the question. A kind of a sinkin'

Come over my spirits ; till at last I got out,

" Mister Wray 's an admirer of yours, I We no doubt

You see him quite often." " Well, sometimes. But why

And what if I did ? " " O, well, nothin\" says I.

" Some folks says you 're goin' to marry him, though."

" Who says so ? " says she ; and she flared up like tow

When you throw in a match. " Well, some folks that I

know."

" 'T ain't true, sir," says she. And she snapped a big pod,

Till the peas, right and left, flew all over the sod.

Then I looked in her eyes, but she only looked down

With a blush that she tried to chase off with a frown.

" Then it 's somebody else you like better," says I,

" No, it ain't though," says she ; and I thought she

would cry.

Then I tried to say somethin' ; it stuck in my throat,

And all my idees were upset and afloat.

But I said I knew somebody 'd loved her so long—
Though he never had told her— with feelin's so strong

He was ready to die at her feet, if she chosed,

If she only could love him ! — I hardly supposed

That she cared for him much, though. And so, Tom,—
and so,—
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For I thought that I saw how the matter would go,—
With my heart all a jumpin' with rapture, I found

I had taken her hand, and my arm was around

Her waist ere I knew it, and she with her head

On my shoulder,— but no, I won't tell what she said.

The birds sang above us ; our secret was theirs

;

The leaves whispered soft in the wandering airs.

I tell you the world was a new world to me.

I can talk of these things like a book now, you see.

But the peas ? Ah, the peas in the pods were a mess

Rather bigger than those that we shelled, you may guess.

It
f

s risky to set with a girl shellin' peas.

You may tease me now, Tom, just as much as you please.



LOUIS NAPOLEON,

uO, lie is gone,— the shadow of a name

!

Long since we saw the dull, expiring flame

Flare in its socket. What he was and did

Prom Europe and the world cannot be hid;

The crowned adventurer, who set his heel

Upon a people, and with clamps of steel,

Called law and order, fastened deep and broad

A throne sustained by perjury, force, and fraud.

Look back a few short years, and ask what gain,

What boon, to Europe was Napoleon's reign.

" He fought for Italy," you say. T is true.

But then he always held himself in view,—
Himself first, France's strength and glory next.

Austria must needs be humbled ; England vexed,

Left playing second, with her eyes askance,

Droning a surly moral bass, while France
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Led on the battle orchestra. Her name

Must glow anew with the old chivalric flame

;

And he— the man of destiny— the head

Of the new movement. So his armies bled

In Lombardy. He, with his brave Zouaves,

Would do no thing, and least this thing, by halves.

All went like clock-work. Prance was ever great

In system. But, unluc icily, the gate

That led to Venice was too strongly barred.

Yes, as you say, it was a trifle hard

For the orchestral leader to plunge o'er

Those quadrilateral bars through smoke and gore
;

To see his brave men— those swift living notes

In his heroic symphony— their coats

Stained deep in Solferino's dust and blood,

Marshalled again to serve as naught but food

Por powder,— faces gashed and burnt and blurred

By bayonet, ball, and fever. So the word

Was given to change the programme ; for the war

Was swelling to a size too great by far,

Involving interests which were not " Prance.'*

Further he would not, could not now advance,

Though Freedom stood dismayed. A treaty straight

Was signed, before the act should be too late

:

Sardinia keeping all that she had won;
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But Venice, pining for the air and sun,

And stretched upon her Austrian dungeon-floor,

Must needs be left bound closer than before.

Hard, when her prison was about to ope,

To bolt it in her face, to kill her hope

!

But France, and Europe, and that blessed fiction,

" Balance of power," had wrought more cool conviction.

So Yillafranca's treaty closed the lid

Of the Pandora-box, and Hope was left ;

And what the lion failed in, the fox did.

For Francis Joseph must have been bereft

Of brains, to be outwitted there and then,

—

His sails struck windless by a stroke o' the pen ;

His long-famed cunning all outdone and shamed,

That he consented to a treaty framed

Purposely vague, to favor Italy,

Leaving an open door he did not see.

" Bring the Dukes back," forsooth ; but nothing said,

Should the good people choose to rule instead.

This credit then he takes,— Napoleon

Suffered the Revolution to move on ;

He could not interfere to keep the kings

When the unfettered countries spread their wings.

Prudently stood aside, when down the slope
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The great machine rolled, freighted with the hope

Of nations who with shouts of joy beheld

(By nature's law of gravity impelled)

The car of state, so long a stranded thing

On lonely heights, the plaything of a king,

Now move on common roads where brethren meet

In friendly intercourse and converse sweet.

But never with a finger-tip did he

E'er thrust aside superfluous tyranny.

Enough for him that kings were kings ; this fact

Pledged him to keep their right divine intact.

Magician though he was, he raised a ghost

He could not lay, and made this fault a boast

;

Built up a throne veneered and varnished well

With democratic gloss, a glittering shell

That feared the people's touch, and ill could bear

The slightest breeze of Freedom's common air

;

While he who niched the empire, like a thief,

Proclaimed himself the nation's chosen chief.

Imperial author, writing special pleas

Eor liberal tyranny and a conquered peace,—
Himself his only judge, he from their nooks

Drove out the critic rats that gnawed his books.
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Long-armed policeman, smothering Freedom's fires

;

Spider-like sitting in a web of wires

Netting all Europe from his central ring

;

Throttling the editorial gnats whose sting

Or buzz protests against the bands that wind

The despot's cobwebs round the free-born mind

;

Yet loudly boasting that his power relies

Upon the votes of his dear tangled flies.

How long he sat,— this Caesar of the stage,

This bold, pretending patron of the age

!

Muzzled the press, yet bade the people think

;

Knelt to the Pope, but gave the crowd a wink

;

Now capped a Cardinal, now endowed a school

;

Permitted suffrage, under iron rule

;

Gave wings to trade, but clogged all daring thought,

Counting all counsel but his own as naught

;

Put new wine in old bottles, best in worst,

And clamped them round with iron, lest they burst

;

Forced two extremes to marry, last with first

;

Wed light to darkness, and misnamed the brood

Born of the union, France's highest good.

Professing friendship for our western main,

He hoped to split our continent in twain

;
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And while our back is turned to grasp our foe,

Drives in an Austrian wedge at Mexico

;

Finds he has bungled sadly, and would fain

Withdraw poor Maximilian again.

Would like to recall his forces too from Borne,

But fears the hubbub of his priests at home.

So, pledged to God and Mammon, he prolongs

The strife with chaos, smiles on rights and wrongs

;

The Pope's non possumm most blandly hears,

And leaves poor Rome in misery and in tears

;

Prates loud of nations' rights, and ten times o'er

Opens and shuts a people's prison-door.

Now, time brings round its retributions strange.

O'er Europe's face there sweeps a mighty change.

Now Germany compact and bristling stands

Guarding her blue Rhine from the invader's hands.

Now Venice sets her sea-pearl in the ring

Worn by young Italy's victorious king.

Now Rome, e'en Rome, must add her eternal fame

To a throne upborne by Garibaldi's name

;

Unguarded by her Gallic sentinel,

She loosely holds the keys of heaven and hell

;

Her Pope, whose thunders rattled west and east,

Changed by a pen-scrawl to a harmless priest.
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And lie, the mighty Emperor, whose word

Held Europe spell-bound, in war's thunders heard

A voice that overruled his subtile tricks,

His blunders and his shuffling politics,

His sham democracy, his hard decrees,

His double-dealings and diplomacies.

These brought their sure results,— ambition checked,

A tarnished splendor, and an empire wrecked,

And that distrust through every heart that crept,

At rights withheld and promises unkept

;

While downward sank his star, uinnourued of all

Who hail the nation's rise, the usurper's fall ;

Till death has swept away the last frail chance

That cheered the friends of tyranny in France.



BY THE SHOEE OP THE BIYEB.

IhBOUGH the gray willows the bleak winds are raving

Here on the shore with its driftwood and sands.

Over the river the lilies are waving;

Bathed in the sunshine of Orient lands.

Over the river, the wide, dark river,

Spring-time and summer are blooming forever.

Here all alone on the rocks I am sitting,

Sitting and waiting,— my comrades afl gone,—
Shadows of mystery drearily flitting

Over the surf with its sorrowful moan,

—

Over the river, the strange, cold river.

Ah, must I wait for the boatman forever?

"Wife and children and friends were around me

;

Labor and rest were as wings to my soul

;
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Honor and love were the laurels tliat crowned me ;

Little I recked how the dark waters rolL

But the deep river, the gray misty river,

All that I lived fox has taken forever.

Silently came a black boat o'er the billows

;

Stealthily grated the keel on the sand

;

Rustling footsteps were heard through the willows

;

There the dark boatman stood waving his hand,

"Whispering, " I come,— from the shadowy river

;

She who is dearest must leave thee forever

!

"

Suns that were brightest and skies that were bluest

Darkened and paled in the message he bore.

Tear after year went the fondest, the truest,

Following that beckoning hand to the shore.

Down to the river, the cold, grim river,

Over whose waters they vanished forever.

Yet not in visions of grief have I wandered

;

Still have I toiled, though my ardors have flown.

Labor is manhood ; and life is but squandered

Dreaming vague dreams of the future alone.

Yet from the tides of the mystical river

Voices of spirits are whispering ever.
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Lonely and old, in the dust I am waiting,

Till the dark boatman with soft muffled oar

Glides o'er the waves, and I hear the keel grating,—
See the dim beckoning hand on the shore,

Wafting me over the welcoming river

To gardens and homes that are shining forever

!



THE AMEBICAN PANTHEON.

W HEN Rufus Griswold built his Pantheon wide,

And set a hundred poets round its waUs,

Did he believe their statues would abide

The tests of time upon their pedestals ?

A hundred poets ! Some in Parian stone,

Perchance ; and some in brittle plaster cast

;

And some mere busts, whose names are hardly lcnown;

Dli minorea of a voiceless past.

Time was when many there so neatly niched

Held each within his court a sovereign sway

;

Each in his turn his little world enriched,

The ephemeral poet-laureate of his day.

Ah, what is fame ? Star after star goes out,—
Lost Pleiads in the firmament of truth

;

Our kings discrowned ere died the distant shout

That hailed the coronation of their youth.
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Few are the world's great singers. Par apart,

Thrilling with love, yet wrapped in solitude,

They sit communing with the common heart

That binds the race in human brotherhood.

A wind of heaven o'er their musing breathes,

And wakes them into verse,— as April turns

The frozen sods to violets, and unsheathes

The forest flowers amid the leaves and ferns.

And we who dare not wear the immortal crown

And singing robes, at least may hear and dream,

While strains from prophet lips come floating down

;

Inspired by them to sing some humbler theme.

Nay, nothing can be lost whose living stems

Rooted in truth sprang up to beauty's flower.

The spangles of the stage may flout the gems

On queenly breasts, but only for an hour.

The fashion of the time may claim its own

;

The soul whose vision custom cannot bar,

The heart that trusts its natural pulse, alone

Can hope to light the ages, like a star.
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O, not for fame the poet of to-day

Should hunger. Though the world his music scorn,

The after-world may hear,— as mountains gray

Echo from depths unseen the Alpine horn.

So while around this Pantheon wide I stray,

Where poets from Preneau to Pay are set,

I doubt not each in turn has sung some lay

The world will not be willing to forget.

Por who in barren rhyme and rhythm could spend

The costly hours the muse alone should claim,

Did not some finer thought, some nobler end,

Breathe ardors sweeter than poetic fame ?



IN THE FOEEST OP FOKTAIBEBIEAU.

1HE lights and shadows of lon£ asro

In the grand old Forest of Fontainebleau

Go with me still wherever I go.

I range my pictures around my room,

Won from the forest's light and gloom

;

Not yet shall they sink to an auction's doom.

They wake me again to the painter's moods

;

They take me back to the wonderful woods,

The wild, dream-haunted solitudes.

They come as Memory waves her wand

;

And I think of the days when with busy hand

I painted alone in the forest grand.

I see the old gnarled oak-trees spread

Their boughs and foliage over my head.

About the mossy rocks I tread.
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Under the beeches of Fontainebleau,

In the green dim deDs of the Bas-Breau,

Mid ferns and laurel-tufts I go

;

Or up on the hills, while the woods beneath

Circle me round like a giant-wreath,

Plunge knee-dee.p in the purple heath

;

Then down to a patch of furzy sand,

Where the white umbrella and easel stand,

Aud the rocks lie picturesque and grand.

The mellow autumn with fold on fold

Has dressed the woods with a bronzy gold,

And scarlet scarfs of a wealth untold.

The tall gray spotted beeches rise

And seem to touch the unclouded skies,

And round their tops with clamorous cries

The rooks are wheeling to and fro ;

And down on the brown leaf-matting below

The lights aud the shadows come and go.
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calm, deep days, wlien labor moved

With wings of joy to the tasks beloved,

And art its own best guerdon proved

!

For such it was, when long ago

1 sat in my leafy studio

In the dear old Forest of Fontainebleau.



A DAT OP MEMOBIES.

lHIS is the road, up through the corn and clover;

And yonder, the first turning, is the lane.

And that 's the house ; they *ve painted it all over,

So white, I scarce should know the old place again.

Yet the same dear old house. How well I know it

!

Though changed, and with another face, like me.

'T was here love taught me first to be a poet,—
Or think I was, the rhyming flowed so free.

Still round the porch the honeysuckles clamber,

But thicker grown, where hand in hand we stood,

And watched the crimson clouds and sky of amber

Grow gray and dusk beyond the distant wood.

That was her window. There I serenaded

Once in the moonlight of a night in June.

The verses were my own ; I sang unaided,

Save by my light guitar, my summer tune.
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Ah, what warm sonnets did my muse then scatter

Like wild and golden fruitage from a tree

;

And knew that naught I wrote or sang could flatter

One who outshone all pearls of poesy

!

And she was won ; and we were pledged forever

;

And yet were parted,— why, I hardly know.

Some fate, hut dimly seen, befell to sever

Two who seemed one so many years ago.

The dear old place ! the landscape still unaltered,—
The stream below, the cedar-trees above

;

The same stone-wall and lilacs where I faltered

The first words, strange and sweet, of boyish love.

Here, up the lane, the broad elms still are growing,

Each bough unscarred, but larger than of yore.

Tet yonder, where that stranger now is mowing,

I see they 've felled my favorite sycamore.

How could they do it ! In its shade we parted

;

Or was it wrecked by storm, or lightning blaze?

Like those who kissed their last there, broken-heartcd,-

At least they thought so, in those tender days.
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And yonder was a stately beech-tree, slanting

Across the stream. There once I carved her name.

'T is gone, and flags and water-weeds are flaunting

Along the brookside, changed, yet still the same.

That parting was like death. But youth 's elastic

;

And hers recovered ; so did mine at last.

The world is wide, and human hearts too plastic

To harden in an unrelenting past.

And far apart her path and mine diverging,

Each with its separate cares and hopes and dreams,

Long since was stilled young love's tumultuous surging,

Long since new ties have dimmed those early gleams.

And yet, though wounds will heal, the scars forever

Cling to the flesh that quivered once, now still

;

And there are times when boyhood's pain and fever

Will wake again with momentary thrill.

So, while I roam about these well-known places,

Haunted by visions all so sadly sweet,

Those tender tones of old, those mystic graces,

Seem to prelude the flying of her feet.
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Those voices come no more but in my dreaming,

Too vague to take a shape in uttered words.

Those footsteps in a world remote are gleaming,

Mine only when I touch the poet's chords.



THE GUEST.

1HOU shalt go alone and sad.

Men will deem thy raptures vain,

And thy products poor and bad,

And thy progress change, not gain.

When thou meet'st another man,

Thou from him and he from thee

Shall be shut as by a ban,

Save in words of courtesy.

Symbols thou shalt deem uncouth

To his creed are dear and fair

;

What to thee is trust and truth

Seems to him but empty air.

Thou and he are veiled about

By two webs of time and space,

Spun from films of faith and doubt,

Warped and woofed across each face.
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Only on the central ground

Paved by character and deeds

Shall the interchange he found

Spirit touching spirit needs.

If thou strivest much to love

What the multitude delights,

Thy unwilling guest shall prove

Darkener of thy own true lights.

In thy home-spun garb and place,

In the castle of thy thought,

Heed not every stranger face

Peering in, to tell thee naught.

But when flits a spirit nigh,

Howsoever mean his state,

If kindred light illumes his eye,

See that he passes not thy gate.

Him thou shalt house, and entertain,

TiU thou hast made his love thy gain.



OCTOBEE.

1HROUGH golden gates ofleaves, through columns gray

Of elms and maples old, whose boughs enlace

In bright cathedral arches overhead,

Enwreathed with scarlet vines ; through bosky tufts

Of underbrush, and willows still so green

Along the hidden brooks, they seem to hold

The summer snared, nor heed the threatening frost,

The calm October days pass one by one,

Smiling in rosy sunsets, ere they flit

Forever from the earth. How silently

They march, timed to the crickets* ceaseless chirp

Through the still noon, while tall flowers mark their path,

—

Blue succory, purple asters, golden-rod,

Wild yellow stars, and lonely cardinal-flowers

Whose crimson petals light the sluggish streams.

A clear and wholesome spirit in the air

Touches the earth and all earth's greenest robes
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With change so gradual we can feel no loss

Of life, but only mellower, richer hues,—
With music more pathetic, as the wind

Harps through the woods, and red and yellow leaves

Flutter to earth, and whirl in huddled heaps.

So may our little lives, their sap withdrawn,

After their long, still summers, tossed, perchance,

At times, by thunder-gusts or drenched in raius

Of tears, pass peacefully, complete in years

And in that wisdom years alone can bring

;

And, having well fulfilled their allotted work,

Sink to their rest, or to their life beyond

!

1872.



TO A HALF-FBIEND.

HOW well I know the secret spell to turn

Tour best good-will to me,—
The delicate untruth could I but learn

Of well-bred flattery.

Just to o'erstep the plain sincerity

Of friend to friend, no more

;

Only to hint, " Tour truth is truth to me,

No higher and no lower "

;

Seeming to prize your quality and gift,

Though not on praise intent,

But on the current of our talk to drift

Into a smooth assent;
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To accept without demur or differing eyes

The half-truth of your thought,

And hide my protest in a compromise

By dumb good-nature taught;

To linger on your chosen plot of ground,

As if I too would choose it

;

To know a richer realm lies all around

Your fence, and yet refuse it

;

To fear to disagree, though what you say

Savors of sect and clan

;

My fortress of conviction to betray

And yield life's cherished plan

;

To slight the solemn conscience pressing down

Upon my private faith

;

To wear the decorous fashion of the town

;

To hear some shadowy wraith,

Instead of what I know to be myself,

Utter opinions squared

To social rules,— a poor, unreal elf

Consenting to be snared,
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And playing out a graceful pantomime

Where earnest words are naught,

To catch the easy plaudits of the time,

But hide my dearest thought ;—

Thus might I win you soon to be my friend,

Now half a friend at best.

Yet none would say I flattered. I but send

Some fractious thoughts to rest.



MUSIC.

Read at the Annual Dinner op the Harvard Musical

Association, Boston, January 28, 1874.

WHEN " Music, Heavenly Maid," was very young,

She did not sing as poets say she sung.

Unlike the mermaids of the fairy tales,

She paid but slight attention to her scales.

Besides, poor thing ! she had no instruments

But such as rude barbaric art invents.

There were no Steinways then, no Chickerings,

No spinnets, harpsichords, or metal strings

;

No hundred-handed orchestras, no schools

To corset her in contrapuntal rules.

Some rude half-octave of a shepherd's song,

Some childish strumming all the summer long

On sinews stretched across a tortoise-shell,

Such as they say Apollo loved so well

;

Some squeaking flageolet or scrannel pipe,

Some lyre poetic of the banjo type,—
Such were the means she summoned to her aid,

Prized as divine ; on these she sang or played.
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Music was then an infant, while she saw

Her sister arts full grown. Greece stood in awe

Before the Phidian Jove. Apelles drew

And Zeuxis painted. Marble temples " grew

As grows the grass " ; and never saw the sun

A statelier vision than the Parthenon.

But she, the Muse who in these latter days

Lifts us and floats us in the golden haze

Of melodies and harmonies divine,

And steeps our souls and senses in such wine

As never Ganymede nor Hebe poured

For gods, when quaffing at the Olympian board,—
She, Heavenly Maid, must ply her music thin,

And sit and thrum her tinkling mandolin,

Chant her rude staves, and only prophesy

Her far-off days of immortality.

E'en so poor Cinderella, when she cowered

Beside her hearth, and saw her sisters, dowered

With grace and wealth, go forth to accomplish all

Their haughty triumphs at the Prince's ball,

While she in russet gown sat mournfully

Singing her " Once a king there chanced to be,"

Yet knows her prince will come ; her splendid days

Are all foreshadowed in her dreaming gaze.
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Then, as the years and centuries rolled on,

Like Santa-Clauses they have come and gone.

Bringing all means of utterance to the Muse.

No penny-trumpets, such as children use,

No barbarous Indian drums, no twanging lutes,

No buzzing Jews-harps, no Pandean flutes,

Were stuffed into her stocldngs, though they hung

On Time's great chimney, as when she was young

;

But every rare and costly instrument

That skill can fabricate or art invent,—
Pianos, organs, viols, horns, trombones,

Hautboys, and clarinets with reedy tones,

Boehm-flutes and cornets, bugles, harps, bassoons,

Huge double-basses, kettle-drum half-moons,

And every queer contrivance made for tunes.

Through these the master-spirits round her throng,

And Europe rings with instruments and song.

Through these she breathes her wondrous symphonies,

Enchanting airs, and choral litanies.

Through these she speaks the word that never dies,

The universal language of the skies.

Around her gather those who held their art

To be of life the dearest, noblest part.

Bach, Handel, Haydn, and Mozart are there

;
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Beethoven, chief of all. The southern air

Is ringing with Bossini's birdlike notes ;

About the north more earnest music floats,

Where Weber, Schumann, Schubert, Mendelssohn,

And long processions of the lords of Tone

All come to attend her. Like a queen enthroned

She sits and rules the realms she long has owned,

And sways the willing sense, the aspiring soul,

Where thousands bow before her sweet control.

Ah ! greater than all words of mine can say,

The heights, the depths, the glories, of that sway.

No mortal tongue can bring authentic speech.

Of that enchanted world beyond its reach ;

No tongue but hers, when, lifted on the waves

Of Tone and Harmony, beyond the graves

Of all we lose, we drift entranced away

Out of the discords of the common day

;

And she, the immortal goddess, on her breast

Lulls us to visions of a sweet unrest,

Smiles at the tyrannies of time and space,

And folds us in a mother's fond embrace,

Till, sailing on upon that mystic sea,

We feel that Life is Immortality.



COMPENSATION.

JlEAKS wash away the atoms in the eye

That smarted for a day ;

Bain-clouds that spoiled the splendors of the sky

The fields with flowers array.

No chamber of pain hut has some hidden door

That promises release

;

No solitude so drear but yields its store

Of thought and inward peace.

No night so wild but brings the constant sun

With love and power untold

;

No time so dark but through its woof there run

Some blessed threads of gold.
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And through the long and storm-tost centuries burn

In changing calm and strife

The Pharos-lights of truth, where'er we turn,—
The unquenched lamps of life.

O Love supreme ! O Providence divine

!

What self-adjusting springs

Of law and life, what even scales, are thine,

What sure-returning wings

Of hopes and joys that flit like birds away,

When chilling Autumn blows,

But come again, long ere the buds of May

Their rosy lips unclose

!

What wondrous play of mood and accident

Through shifting days and years

;

What fresh returns of vigor overspent

In feverish dreams and fears

!

What wholesome air of conscience and of thought

When doubts and forms oppress

;

What vistas opening to the gates we sought

Beyond the wilderness

;
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Beyond the narrow cells where self-involved.

Like chrysalids, we wait

The unknown births, the mysteries unsolved

Of death and change and fate

!

Light divine ! we need no fuller test

That all is ordered well

;

We know enough to trust that all is best

Where Love and Wisdom dwell.

1874.



A BATTLE OP TIE ELEMENTS,

1HE warring hosts of Winter and of Spring

Are hurtling o'er the plains.

All night I heard their battle-clarions ring,

And jar the window-panes.

The arrowy sleet is rattling on the glass

;

The sky a vault of stone

;

The untimely snows besiege the sprouting grass

;

The elm-trees toss and moan.

Their swelling buds curl backward as they swing

;

The crocus in its sheath

Listens, a watchful sentinel, till Spring

Shall melt the snow's last wreath.

11 p
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The saddened robins flit through leafless trees,

And chirp with tuneless voice,

And wait the conquering sun, the unbinding breeze;

They cannot yet rejoice.

Slowly the victor Spring her foe outflanks,

And countermines his snows

;

Then, unawares, along the grassy banks

Her ambushed violets throws.

Soon she will mask with buds of fragrant white

Her arsenals of thorns,

And lift her rose-bush banners to the light

Of soul-entrancing morns.

Along the fields her fairy troops shall hide,

And conquer by their grace,

And shake their flowery crests, and far and wide

The surly frosts displace

;

Till all the woods are ringing with the glee

And prophecy of change

That melts the past and sets the present free

Through Summer's perfect range.
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O flagging spring of Honor and of Truth,

Shalt thon not victor be,

And bring again the faith the nation's youth

Made one with liberty?

Shall the new birth America has known

Amid her battle-throes

Prove a nipped blossom, blighted ere 't is blown,

Or a perennial rose ?

April 21, 1874.



MEMOBIAL HAII.

AMID the elms that interlace

Round Harvard's grounds their branches tall,

We greet no walls of statelier grace

Than thine, our proud Memorial Hall

!

Through arching boughs and roofs of green

Whose dappled lights and shadows lie

Along the turf and road, is seen

Thy noble form against the sky.

And miles away, on fields and streams,

Or where the woods the hilltop crown,

The monumental temple gleams,

A landmark to each neighboring town.

Nor this alone ; New England knows

A deeper meaning in the pride

Whose stately architecture shows

How Harvard's children fought and died.
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Therefore this hallowed pfle recalls

The heroes, young and true and brave,

Who gave their memories to these walls,

Their lives to fill the soldier's grave.

The farmer, as he drives his team

To market in the morn, afar

Beholds the golden sunrise gleam

Upon thee, like a glistening star.

And gazing, he remembers well

Why stands yon tower so fair and tall.

Em sons perhaps in battle fell

;

For him, too, shines Memorial Hall.

And sometimes as the student glides

Along the winding Charles, and sees

Across the flats thy glowing sides

Above the elms and willow-trees,

Upon his oar he '11 turn and pause,

Bemembering the heroic aims

Of those who linked their countrv's cause

In deathless glory with their names.
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And as against the moonlit sky

The shadowy mass looms overhead,

Well may we linger with a sigh

Beneath the tablets of the dead.

The snow-drifts on thy roof shall wreathe

Their crowns of virgin white for them

;

The whispering winds of summer breathe

At morn and eve their requiem.

Por them the Cambridge bells shall chime

Across the noises of the town;

The cannon's peal recall their time

Of stern resolve and brief renown.

Concord and Lexington shall still,

Like deep to deep, to Harvard call

;

The tall gray shaft on Bunker Hill

Speak greetings to Memorial Hall.

O, never may the land forget

Her loyal sons who died that we

Might live, remembering still our debt,

The costly price of Liberty

!

Cambridge, Mass., April, 1874.



DREAM-LIFE.

" We are such stuff

As dreams are made of, and our little life

Is rounded with a sleep.**

LET me be still, lie still and dream again,

And bind the severed links of the golden chain

That glimmered through my morning sleep, but snapped

When at my door you rapped.

Breakfast ? and half past eight ? What 's that to me P

What *s daylight ? What are muffins, toast and tea ?

" Market, and raining hard, and bills to pay,"

I think I heard you say.

Ah, yes, this is no dream. I must suppose

There are such things. This is a world of prose.

But I was far away. How real it seemed

!

And vet I onlv dreamed.
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I was a welcome and a happy guest

In a brave palace. Upward from the west

Long shadows of the lingering afternoon

In a long day of June

Lay on a lawn. The palace windows burned

In the red sunset, as I downward turned,

A group of youths and maidens at my side,

Down to a river wide,

Upon whose waves the western sky lay red.

A barge awaited us ; and overhead

Streamed rosy wreaths of cloud. We sped along,

With joyous talk and song.

Away, away into a land of light,

Where it was neither morn nor noon nor night,

But dream-light only ; and a city stood

Beyond a tropic wood.

And in the pathway to that happy place

All was incessant change of time and space,

With sudden, sweet surprises, as we went

In measureless content.
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And friends, the absent and the dead, were there;

And some we never saw, yet seemed to wear

The mingled traits of those we used to know,

Went passing to and fro

Through festive halls, through gardens strange and raie

;

And all were young, and all were happy there.

How could you wake me from a dream of bliss

To such a place as this ?

'T was hard to leave that life for one so mean,

For prose and duty and the old routine

Of work. Yet now that I am up and dressed,

I know that this is best.

The lordly soul is master of its own.

The fair insanities of dreams are flown,

They were but moonlight flashes, broken gleams

Along its flowing streams.

Another light now shames the tinsel dress

Of drifting fancies wild and rudderless,

Nor can the night's dull jesters now impose

In Reason's borrowed clothes.

11*
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And as I plod along, I know that life

Is but the stuff from which with toil and strife

We weave our robe of thought and creed, and tinge

"With dreams its outer fringe.

"Work, work, while daylight lasts, and let the night

Spin its thin webs of visionary light,

The rainbow hues that span the cataract

Of life and living fact

!

1874.



THE CENTURY AND THE NATION.

Read before the Phi Beta Kappa Societt op Harvard

College, June 25, 1874.

I.

As when we unbar the windows of the night,

And the great morning from her orient founts

Of silent fire, with wave on wave of light

And color, floods the earth and sty, and mounts

Through heights of pearly space, nor heeds, nor counts

Her triumphs, as she inundates the strands

Of continents, with joy and life on seas and lands

;

IT.

So shines our century, as the years unfold

The events and thoughts that claim the poet's lyre

;

Not to lament a vanished age of gold,

But rather greet the time, whose broad sun-fire

Warms into life the world's supreme desire

Traced through the mistv hollows of the night,

Half hid, but patient still to take the advancing light.
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m.

Still art thou young, thou latest, loveliest cge,

Thou fairest, healthiest daughter born of Time

!

Might I but measure Avith my narrow gauge

Some fragment of thy height, fain would my rhyme

Stray through thy sunlit mountain-paths, and climb

To see the falsehoods of the centuries gone

Troop to their graves like ghosts, while thou exultest on !

IV.

O, broad and warm o'er hill and seagirt isle,

Thy morning splendors still illume the sky

!

The hoary cliffs, the pines and cedars, smile

With rosy flushes. Happy valleys lie

Long-shadowed. Domes and steeples catch thine eye,

And smoke upcurls, and windows flash afar

O'er dew-wet meadow-farms, each town a golden star.

v.

Thou shinest over fields of waving grain,

And open barns, and tottering harvest-carts

;

O'er long-drawn iron track and flying train

;

O'er roar of steamers and of crowded marts

;

O'er clear-lit halls of sciences and arts ;

AVhcre factory-maidens tend the whirling spool

;

Or where small voices hum in the hushed village school.
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VI.

Thy presence breathes, an influence calm and pure,

Here, where these interlacing elms surround

The walls our fathers founded to insure

The culture of the States ; a hallowed ground,

Through whose green academic shades resound

The echoing footsteps of two hundred years ;

And memory linked with hope instructs, inspires, and

cheers.

VII.

By school and printing-press and message-wire

;

By ringing anvil and by furnace-blast

;

By dragon steeds of iron, winged with fire

;

By flying ocean-shuttles weaving fast

The old and new, the present and the past

;

By strong telluric force; by skill and art,

The world responds to thee, through brain and throb-

bing heart.

VIII.

The strength of all the past is thine ; the blood

Of countless years thy intellectual light

;

The races of the world thy tidal flood.

Thou rollest on with ceaseless waves of bright,

Itcsistless influence, turning wrong to right,

Error to truth, treason to loyal faith,

Despair to winged hope, creating life from death.
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IX.

We scarce may count the triumphs thou hast won,

So wide the treasury where thy wealth is stored.

And though thy years have more than half-way ruu

In time's great sandglass, what thou yet dost hoard

For future use, who knows ? What unexplored

And unimagined powers shall yet be bora

;

What glorious sons of light, what daughters of the mom

!

x.

Thine are the years when Man asserts his claims,—
The birthright ages have so long denied,

The primogeniture of rights and aims

That vitalize the races ; thine the tide

That floats Humanity's tost bark o'er wide

And dreary seas, full-sailed, with wealth untold

Of long-imprisoned hopes,— O, richer far than gold

!

XI.

And thine the central throne whence Science turns

To test, with sceptre of eternal law,

Through space, through spirit, every ray that burns

In stars and star-like souls ; and finds no flaw,

No discord, as with joy and reverent awe

Crowning their toil, her patient servants climb

The illumined peaks to read the unfolding scrolls of time.
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xn.

We turn to gaze with wonder at the ghosts

Whose glamour filled the ages that have flown

:

The sway of priests and kings ; the embattled hosts

That burned a blooming land, or built a throne

;

The terrors of a church that sought to own

The souls it crushed ; the inhuman laws that sealed

The founts of love, and stained a nation's virgin shield

;

XIII.

The unmanly morals of a shameless stage

;

The pomp of servile courts ; the robber's fame

;

All false ideals of a faithless age

;

All pride of birth that mocked the people's claim

;

All superstitions, in whose withering flame

The faithful saint, the daring thinker gave

Their memories to all time, their bodies to the grave.

XIV.

And yet all centuries that have leafed and flowered

Have dropped for us their foliage and their seed

;

Each age, by all the ancestral ages dowered,

Must reap the wholesome grain, the poisonous weed,

Heir to the bloom and blight alike decreed,

Twin-born, the alternate play of will and fate,

That weaves the mystic web of all our mortal state.
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XV.

How shall we build with those time-crusted stones,

Propped from the ruined arches of the past?

How gather up the Old World's discordant tones

In symphonies of hope ? Or how recast

The creeds of darker centuries, and at last,

With faith as strong, develop, not invent,

A fresher heart and soul for our vast Continent ?

XVI.

The task is still before us, well begun

By souls whose fame is our delight and pride.

How our strong pioneers have toiled, and won

A hemisphere from chaos ; how defied

The imperial thunderbolts that far and wide

Strewed other worlds with wrecks, but harmless fell,

Quenched hissing on our seas, let History proudly telL

XVII.

Our century bends to them with thanks and praise

;

Nor less to those forefathers sad and stern,

Who left the poisoned air and godless ways

Of courts corrupt, in fresher lands to earn

The right to think. What though we sometimes turn,

In newer lights, their acrid saintliness

To jest,— they sowed the grain whose harvest we possess.
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xvra.

Theirs was the rough and bitter rind which wrapped

The priceless kernel planted on our shore.

The perishable shell, once all too apt

To style itself divine, survives no more.

The germ that in its stony nut it bore

Has sent abroad a thousand thriving shoots,

And filled our fields with trees, our homes with whole-

some fruits.

XIX.

What though no Grecian and no Gothic thought

Of beauty grew to column, dome, or spire

;

No artist's hand on stone or canvas wrought

Their heroes, saints, or nymphs ; no lyric fire,

No music panting with divine desire,

In their plain Saxon lives expression found, -

—

They guarded thedeep springswhoserills enrich ourground.

xx.

Within their theologic crypts they fed

The sacred fire that centuries have preserved

;

The sanctities of home ; the wholesome dread

Of lawless force ; the trust that never swerved

In Providence divine ; the faith that nerved

Their souls to found in freedom, knowledge, right,

A Commonwealth beyond the priest's or tyrant's blight;
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That common conscience which to-day divides

The right and wrong, and scorns to compromise

'Twixt Lucifer and God,— which so decides

Por even-weighted justice, that no lies

Of false, fair-spoken sophists can surprise

Its steady vision and its honest aim,

Or tempt to pluck the fruit that breeds a nation's shame

;

XXII.

That fearless love of truth which scorns the bait

Of party, sect, or clan ; the open eye

And judgment, that can well afford to wait

The verdict of the future, can descry

Storms in the treacherous softness of the sky,

Ajid through the windy watches of a night

Of tempest, note the path of sure-returning light;

XXIII.

That sweet humanity which feels that all

Who bear the name of woman and of man

Are one,— that none can languish, none can fall,

But somehow all must suffer from a ban

That darkens o'er the universal plan,

Yet strong as fate to oppose all force insane,

When mad rebellion roars to rend the state in twain ;
—
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XXIV.

Such were the fruits whose seeds those Pilgrims brought

From far, o'er leagues of stormy winter brine.

And, as that ship which bore the Argonaut

Was set among the stars, and held divine,

So shall our classic Mayflower bloom and shine

Above a new-found Continent, with hope

That dims its earlier dream and clouded horoscope.

XXV.

For dark and chill, America, the years

That saw thee clinging like a drifting waif

To rocks and barren shores, thy hopes and fears

Rising and sinking like thy tides, till, safe

And self-reliant, vainly did they chafe

Against thee, though thy doors beyond the sea

Were shut against their child and deaf to freedom's plea.

XXVI.

Young Titan of the West ! thy cradle swung

In storms. The wild winds were thy lullabies.

The cold contempt of kings around thee clung,

And gilded courtiers mocked thy infant cries

;

Till, stronger grown, thee as their lawful prize

When they had roughly grasped, too late they learned

To fear the freeborn strength their parliaments had spurned.
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xxvn.

But thou, for all their curses, gavest "back

Prom battle-fields and councils, and the birth

Of free emprise, a light that cheered the black

Despair of millions whom both heaven and earth

Dowered with a blight ; and on the sand and dearth

Of distant nations shed reviving dew,

And stirred the Old "World's heart with longings strange

and new.

XXV 111.

Nor this alone. The refuge thou hast been

For all the oppressed, a home for all who pined.

For them thy unwalled towns, thy prairies green,

Thy woods and streams ; a charter unconfined

;

The freedom of the fresh, untrammelled mind ;
—

All that can raise the vile and cheer the poor

Is theirs who come to seek a dwelling on thy shore.

XXIX.

Thou knew'st Columbia's youth, O Mother Age,—
The struggling youth of her, thy youngest child,

Pated to brave the ready-handed rage

Of tyranny, till peace and plenty smiled.

Thine eyes beheld o'er lakes and forests wild

Her liberal sway, her culture broad and free,

Grow with her growing strength, till sea was linked to sea.
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XXX.

Thou knew'st the unsifted errors of that youth,—
Each blind, misguided impulse, crude and strong

;

Each lapse from grand, ideal heights of truth

And justice. Thou hast known the long,

Dishonorable reign of force and wrong

;

The struggles of the manhood of the time

Against the serpent-folds of compromise and crime

;

XXXI.

Against that curse of bondage, in the mesh

Of whose unhallowed network rich and poor

Alike were snared ; that cancer in the flesh

The blood of countless hearts alone could cure,—
The costly price of all that could insure

Freedom and strength and honor to the state,—
The duty scorned so long, the lesson learned so late.

XXXII.

The inhuman codes that chained the slave, and drowned

The prayers of freemen lifted in his cause

;

The people's mad delusions, cheered and crowned

;

The mob's brute anarchy,— the tiger claws

That tore to shreds the wise ancestral laws,—
Shall they not lie entombed where none may dare

Infect with their decay the nation's purer air?
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XXXIII.

For thee, our Country, may the advancing age

Evolve a destiny more nobly vast

Than ever stained with blood the antique page

In blurred and lurid records of the past.

For thou the keys of treasure-chambers hast,

From older lands and darker times concealed

;

Their past shall yield thee tools,— thy future is thy field.

XXXIV.

So,— like a master bending o'er the strings

Of some grand instrument not yet in tune,

And tempering every chord until it rings

Harmonious as the woods and waves in June,

Or as the obedient tides beneath the moon,—
So bends the Century o'er this Western land,

And wooes its hidden soul with skilled and loving hand

;

XXXV.

And, blending with its forces, hath unsealed

The invisible currents of diviner powers.

Here Science spreads her wealth, a boundless field

;

Art, Learning, Culture, climb to fruits and flowers.

Time makes a thousand opening vistas ours

;

A thousand varied triumphs of the soul

Glow on the nation's path, and gild the historic scroll.
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XXXVI.

Behind us, like a thunder-storm o'erpast,

The clouds of battle fade. Peace smiles again

:

The Northern winds have blown their trumpet-blast;

The Southern homes are answering to the strain

In other tones than those when death and pain

Shrieked their dread harvest-song of war, and reaped

The ghastly fields where sheaves of life in blood were

heaped.

XXXVII.

We stood amid the wrecks of fated schemes.

We stumbled over falsehood's shattered stones.

Mid ruined columns and mid smoking beams

We toiled with firmer faith, and hope that owns

A future in whose miracles the tones

Amphion waked to build his fabled walls

Ring with the Century's march where'er its footstep falls.

XX XV 111.

Yet good and evil from the older lands,

Mixed with our own, like mingled dross and gold,

Half shaped and half refined, are in our hands.

We wait the patient fingers that shall mould

The mass to strength and "race as vet untold

Amid the annals of republics past,—
The states that rose like suns to set in storms at last.
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XXXIX.

As once the sculptor on his statue wrought*

Till form to beauty grew,— from marble still

To breathing flesh, affection, motion, thought*—
So thou, O Mother-Age, shalt thou not fill

The measure of thy prophecies, until

The nation's unresponsive life shall warm

And glow beneath thy touch, beyond the sensuous form

;

XL.

Until the lands that stretch from east to west

Shall know the presence of a power beyond

All bribes or party-limits,— unexpressed,

Yet felt,— to which all noble souls respond,—
The touch and pressure of the girdling bond

Of conscience, that no flaw or stain degrade

The strong, symmetric limbs in youth and grace arrayed?

ZLL

Thy future, O my Country, none may know

;

Yet all the looms of Time are weaving swift

Thy destined warp and woof. Above, below,

The viewless threads forever change and shift,

The noiseless shuttles fly. The overdrift

Of fate moves on like air around the globe,

And blends the hues of storm and sunshine in thy robe.
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xui.

'T is thine to guard the wisdom that of old

Gave Eome her strength and Greece her art and grace

;

The wealth that dims all treasuries of gold,

All glare of camps and courts ; whose lights displace

Imperial pomp and splendor, and efface

The blazoued memories of the kings whose fame

Is but a puff of dust returning whence it came.

XLIII.

The time may come, •— or is it but a hope

Of poets and enthusiasts bora to dream,

But never prophesy, save when they ope

Their mouths Cassandra-like, while visioos gleam

On sleeping worlds,— pale arctic lights that stream

And point their ghostly fingers to the pole,

Where shine the central constellations of the soul,—

XLIV.

A better time, perchance not ours to see,

Or see as some mirasre in desert sands,

When, like the mighty Californian tree

By centuries matured, the nation stands

Closc-ffrained and knit in nature's vital bands,—
Each State a spreading branch of evergreen,

Close to the mother-trunk that towers aloft between ;
—

12
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XLV.

Perchance some future not so far away,

When all we earned in war in peace we keep

;

When wealth and power shall dull no finer Taj

Of holier orbs ; when deep shall answer deep,

Not as when once the nation from her sleep

Of cheating dreams woke to the battle's clang,

But souls to souls, as when the stars of morning sang.

XLVI.

Then shall the scholar and the teacher know

How fruitless learning is, which sows its seeds

On hearts where no deep sympathies can grow,

Caught from the prophet-souls, in words and deeds,

That from beneath the strata of dead creeds

Spring to the surface of the age, -— the true

And universal faith,— though old, forever new.

xlvii.

Then party camps shall cease to be a mart

Whe /e politicians ply their sordid trade

;

Then lowly worth and skill shall bear their part

In offices and councils ; then, unswayed

By thirst for spoils, the honest man shall aid

The state without the enforcement of a rod

To sell his free-born vote,— to cringe to a leader's nod.
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XLvm.

Then in the nation's capitol no blush

Of shame shall tinge the brows of those who plight

The nation's word to truth ; no bribe shall hush

The voice of reason, and no conscience slight

The everlasting statute-book of right

:

But they who for the people stand shall speak

The people's wiser moods, nor selfish guerdous seek.

XLIX.

Then he who rules shall serve the country's cause,

Nor bow his knightly crest when factions roar,

Nor waver in the breath of fitful flaws

Blown by his friends or foes ; sound to the core

His heart of hearts,— though oft with travail sore

Perplexed and worn, still faithful at his post,

Waiting the grand results, though counting all the cost.

L.

Two such we knew, when mad rebellion gashed

The nation's limbs. One, helmsman on the bark

Of state, when thunders roared and lightnings flashed,

Steered us to port,— himself the assassin's mark

;

The other, in whose breast no less the spark

Of honor shone, your Bay State raised to bless,

To govern, and to guide through years of anxious stress.
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LI.

Another too,— late fallen,— who in the van

For years amid contending forces stood

A fearless champion of the rights of man

;

Who dared and suffered, as he stemmed the flood,

By storms assailed, by flattering ripples wooed ;—
The statesman, scholar, sage. Let Harvard claim

His youth, your State his birth, the land his manhood's

fame.

LII.

The great, the good,— the living and the dead,

Who wrought their earnest lives into the grain

And texture of the age ; the hearts that bled

;

The brains that toiled for truth, not power or gain,—
These are the saviors of the race. In vain

The historian writes, in vain the poet sings,

Who knows not, as they pass, the time's anointed kings

!

LIII.

Like glowing pictures in some missal old

Whose dulled and yellowed leaves in dust were laid,

The illumined pages start to life. Behold

The noble men and women who have made

The light of memories that can never fade

;

The aroma of all history,— the bloom

And spice of time,— though dead, still fragrant in the

tomb.
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LIV.

Such is the life the nation craves. For such

No toil, no aspiration can we waste.

O land of hope and promise ! let no touch

Of that Promethean fire whose flame effaced

The gods of darkness pass unfelt, no taste

Of baser glory lure thee from the streams

Whose crystal springs are hid in thy prophetic dreams.

LV.

And as along thy darkening ocean strand

Thy Pharos-towers their punctual stars illume

At eventide ; and ships from every land

Shun, toiling through the waves, the sailor's doom,—
So turn thy living lamps upon the gloom

Of storm-tost nations, that thy constant rays

May bless the world, and prove thy crowning fame and

praise

!



THE LAY OP TflBTM; or, THE HAMMER RECOVERED.

A VERSIFICATION FROM THE OLD NORSE EDOA OF S^MTJKD

THE LEARNED.

WROTH was Vingthor when awaking he his mighty

hammer missed,

Felt about him, shook his beard, and smote his forehead

with his fist.

" Hear, O Loki, what I tefl thee, known to none above,

below;

Stolen is the iEsir hammer. Swift to Freyia let us go."

To the dwelling of fair Previa straight they flew as swift

as wind.

" Lend thy feather-dress, O Freyia ; I my hammer fain

would find."

" Though 't were woven gold or silver, I would lend it,"

Freyia said.

Then with whistling plumage Loki over plains and moun-

tains sped.
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Flew beyond the 2Esirs* dwellings, till he came to Jotun-

lands.

On a mound sat Thrym, the Lord of Thursar, plaiting

golden bands,

Plaiting collars for his greyhounds, smoothing down his

horses' manes.

"Why to Jotunheim alone, O Loki, com'st thou o'er the

plains ?
"

"Hast thou hidden Vingthor's hammer? Ill betide

thee if thou hast
!

"

"I have hidden Vingthor's hammer, in the earth full

many a rast

;

None shall get it thence again, though he should labor

all his life,

Till he brings to me fair Freyia for my own and wedded

wife."

Then with whistling plumage Loki flew beyond the

Jotunland

Till within the iEsirs' courts he saw the mighty Vingthor

stand.

"Thou hast labored; hast thou prospered? Tell thy

tidings from the air

;

They who sit are often false, although their speech be

smooth and fair."
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" I have labored, I have prospered. Thiym thy hammer

took, O king.

None shall get it thence save he who Freyia for his wife

will hring."

Forth to Freyia then they flew, and first of all these

words they said

:

" Put thy bridal raiment on, O Freyia ; thou with Thrym

must wed.

Ride with us to Jotunheim. The Thursar's lord shall he

thy spouse."

Then did Freyia chafe with anger, and she knit her

queenly brows,

And the ^sirs' palace trembled as she paced it through

and through,

And the famed Brisinga necklace from her neck in shivers

flew.

" I should be the frailest woman and the basest of my

time,

If with thee, in bridal raiment, I should ride to Jotun-

heim!"

Straightway then in council gathered all the JSsir to

debate

How Hlorridi's hidden hammer they should rescue from

its fate.
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Heimdall, then, of ^Esir brightest, thus amid the gods

did speak

:

" Let Thor dress in bridal raiment, with the necklace on

his neck

;

By his side the keys shall jingle, round his knees a gown

be spread,

Jewels sparkle on his breast, a golden coif upon his head."

Then outspoke the mighty Vingthor, " Shall a woman's

part be mine ?

For the gods will smile to see me robed in bridal raiment

fine."

Then spake Loki, " Mighty Thor, such words do not

become thee well

:

If thy hammer thou shalt lose, in Asgard will the Jotuns

dwell."

So in bridal robes they dressed him ; like a maiden he

was led.

By his side the keys did jingle, round his knees a gown

was spread,

Jewels sparkled on his breast, a golden coif upon his

head.
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Then said Loki, " I will aid thee, as thy servant for a

time,

And we two will ride together till we come to Jotun-

»
heim.

Swift the goats were caught and harnessed ; swift and far

their feet did run.

Bocks were shivered, earth ablaze. To Jotunheim rode

Odin's son.

Thrym, the Lord of Thursar, shouted :
" Up now, every

Jotun's son

;

Freyia for my wife they bring me,— Niord's maid from

Noatun.

Hither bring the gold-horned cattle,— oxen black, the

Jotun's pride.

Treasures I have many ; only needed Preyia for my bride."

In the evening came the Jotuns. Beer for them was

brought in pails.

Thor alone devoured an ox, and salmons eight with bones

and scales.

All the sweetmeats women fancy disappeared with won-

drous speed,

While he quenched his thirst by drinking three huge

horns of foaming mead.
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Then said Thiym, the Lord of Thursar, " Never in my

life I saw

Maidens drink such draughts of mead, or brides with

such a hungry maw !

"

Said the crafty Loki, sitting as a handmaid all this time,

" Eight nights Freyia naught has eaten, longing so for

Jdtunheim."

'Neath her veil Thrym stooped to kiss her, but sprang

back along the hall ;—
" Why are Freyia's eyes so piercing ?— Sparks of fire my

heart appall !

"

Said the crafty Loki, sitting as a handmaid all the time,

"Eight nights Freyia has not slept, so eager she for

Jotunheim."

In then came the Jotun's sister ; for a bride-gift dared to

crave.

" Give me all thy ruddy rings, if thou my love wouldst

seek to have."

" Bring the hammer now !
" Thrym shouted. " Let us

consecrate the bride.

Lay Miollner on her knee : naught can now our lives

divide."
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In his breast then laughed EQorridi, when his hammer he

beheld.

Up he rose and slew the Jotuns,— all the Jotun race he

felled;

Felled the Jotun's aged sister, who a bride-gift sought to

gain,—

She, instead of golden rings, by Vingthor's hammer-stroke

was slain.

So got Odin's son his hammer from the Jotuns back

again.



MICHAEL AN6EI0 BUONABOTTI.

Read at a Celebration of the Four Hundredth Anniver-

sary of his Birth, by the New England Women's Club,

Boston, March 6, 1875.

I.

1 HIS is the rugged face

Of him who won a place

Above all kings and lords;

Whose various skill and power

Left Italy a dower

No numbers can compute, no tongue translate in words.

II.

Patient to train and school

His genius to the ride

Art's sternest laws required

;

Yet, by no custom chained,

His daring hand disdained

The academic forms by tamer souls admired.
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IIL

In his interior light

Awoke those shapes of might,

Once known, that never die

;

Forms of Titanic birth,

The elder brood of earth,

That fill the mind more grandly than they charm the eye.

IV.

Tet when the master chose,

Ideal graces rose

Like flowers on gnarled bonghs

;

For he was nursed and fed

At Beauty's fountain-head,

And to the goddess pledged his earliest, warmest vows.

v.

Entranced in thoughts whose vast

Imaginations passed

Into his facile hand,

By adverse fate unfoiled,

Through long, long years he toiled;

Undimmed the eyes that saw, unworn the brain that

planned.
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VI.

A soul the Church's bars,

The State's disastrous wars

Kept closer to his youth.

Though rough the winds and sharp,

They could not bend or warp

His soul's ideal forms of beauty and of truth.

vn.

Like some cathedral spire

That takes the earliest fire

Of morn, he towered sublime

O'er names and fames of mark

Whose lights to his were dark

;

Facing the east, he caught a glow beyond his time.

vm.

Whether he drew, or sung,

Or wrought in stone, or hung

The Pantheon in the air

;

Whether he gave to Borne

Her Sistine walls or dome,

Or laid the ponderous beams, or b'ghtly wound the stair

;
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IX.

Whether he planned defence

On Tuscan battlements,

Fired with the patriot's zeal,

Where San Miniato's glow

Smiled down upon the foe,

Till Treason won the gates tliat mocked the invader's

steel;

Whether in lonely nights

With Poesy's delights

He cheered his solitude

;

In sculptured sonnets wrought

His firm and graceful thought,

Like marble altars in some dark and mystic wood,

XI.

Still, proudly poised, he stepped

The way his vision swept,

And scorned the narrower view.

He touched with glory all

That pope or cardinal,

With lower aims than his, allotted him to do.
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XII.

A heaven of larger zone—
Not theirs, but his — was thrown

O'er old and wonted themes.

The fires within his soul

Shone like an aureole

Around the prophets old and sibyls of his dreams.

XIII.

Thus self-contained and bold,

His glowing thoughts he told

On canvas or on stone,

He needed not to seek

His themes from Jew or Greek

;

His soul enlarged their forms, his style was all his own.

XIV.

Ennobled by his hand,

Florence and Rome shall stand

Stamped with the signet-ring

He wore, where kings obeyed

The laws the artists made.

Art was his world, and he was Art's anointed king.
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XV.

So stood this Angelo

Four hundred years ago

;

So grandly still he stands,

Mid lesser worlds of Art,

Colossal and apart,

Like Memnon breathing songs across the desert sands.



ON RE-BEADING TENNYSON'S PEINCESS.

IF at this moment, in his distant isle

And home, shut in by trees and ivied walls,

Where, hidden like the fountains of the Nile,

He dreams among his palms and waterfalls,—
If there he knew how one beneath the pines

Of Transatlantic lands, to him unknown,

Followed with glowing throb the poet's lines

From page to page o'er all the waves of tone,

And read with stirring pulse and moistened eyes,

And fancy in delighted tumult caught

Mid fairy splendors, visionary skies,

And wild iEolian melodies of thought,—
Should then this stranger tell him all he felt,

In speech, or letter burdened with his praise,

Think you that proud, sequestered soul would melt

To answer from behind his British bays ?

Nay, might he not his gates more closely bar
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Against the intrusion, as of one that sought

With alien touch to unsphere the poet's star,

And dwarf with diagrams his orbed thought ?

So have I whistled to a woodland thrush

That charmed the silence of a forest green

:

Sudden the liquid cadence ceased to gush

;

Deep in the leafy gloom he hid unseen.

And so the poet sings, nor can unmask

With gloss of random talk his secret runes.

Hope not the English nightingale will task

His tongue beneath the old, unbidden tunes.

Nor seek to snare the aroma of the rose

That fills the garden with its mystic scents

;

Nor, when the enchanted stream of music flows,

Press a prose comment from the instruments*

Enough that one who prompts the melody

Of younger bards and lords it in their style

Should sing unanswered, where alone and free

He dreams amid his fountains of the Nile.
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THE HIGHEB LAW.

Man was not made for forms, but forms for man.

And there are times when law itself must bend

To that clear spirit always in the van,

Outspeeding human justice. In the end

Potentates, not humanity, must fall.

Water will find its level, fire will burn,

The winds must blow around the earthly baH

The earthly ball by day and night must turn;

Freedom is typed in every element.

Man must be free, if not through law, why then

Above the law, until its force be spent,

And justice brings a better. But, O, when,

Father of Light, when shall the reckoning come

To lift the weak, and strike the oppressor dumb ?

1850.
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CIBCUMSTANCE.

There are dark spots on yonder mountain-side,

So black that they seem fixed and rooted there

:

But they will not, believe me, long abide

;

The clouds that cast them vanish into air.

So are there mountain minds who sometimes dare

Lift to the world their seeming blemishes,

Shadows of circumstance. Do not compare

These with the vices the eye daily sees,

Blighting the bloom of spirits tamely hedged

In the unwholesome swamps that sleep below,

Where the malaria of accepted lies

Thins the dull blood to meagre virtues pledged.

Better endure the clouds that come and go,

Than court the infected shades where freedom dies.
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SHAKESPEARE.

It needs no bow o'erstrained to wing the shaft

Of wit and wisdom. When great poets sing,

Into the night new constellations spring,

With music in the air that dulls the craft

Of rhetoric. So when Shakespeare sang or laughed,

The world with long, sweet Alpine echoes thrilled,

Voiceless to scholars' tongues no muse had filled

With melody divine. Athirst, men quaffed

His airy, electric words like heavenly wine.

The mountain summits of that Orient land

Outsoar the level of our praises fine.

All others lie around like hills of sand,

With here and there a green isle or a palm,

That whispers pleasantly when days are calm.
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THE GARDEN.

Naught know we but the heart of summer here.

On the tree-shadowed velvet lawn I lie,

And dream up through the close leaves to the sky,

And weave Arcadian visions in a sphere

Of peace. The steaming heat broods all around,

But only lends a quiet to the hours.

The aromatic life of countless flowers,

The singing of a hundred birds, the sound

Of rustling leaves, go pulsing through the green

Of opening vistas in the garden walks.

Dear Summer, on thy balmy breast I lean,

And care not how the moralist toils or talks

;

Repose and Beauty preach a gospel too,

Deep as that sterner creed the Apostles knew.
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THE GARDEN ((mtdtced).

Is there no praise of God amid the bowers

Of summer idleness ? Still must we toil

And think, and tease the conscience, and so soil

With over-careful fingering the flowers

That blow within the garden of the heart ?

Still must we be machines for grinding out

Thin prayers and moralisms ? Much I doubt,

Pale priest of a thorn-girded church, thy part

Is small in this wide breathing universe.

Least can I find thy title and thy worth

Here, where with myriad chords the musical earth

Is rhyming to the enraptured poet's verse.

Better thy cowl befits thy cloister's gloom

;

Its shadow blots the garden and its bloom.

1852
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TO G. W. C.

Giorgione mo ! In your brilliant books.

Spiced through with odors from the balmy East,

And musical as winds and woodland brooks,

Pages for fragrance as for solid feast,

You have touched sweetly on a few bright days

Under the blue dome of Italia's sky,

When side by side we drank the golden haze

Whose wondrous light from us can never die

;

And sweetly, covertly, you twined my name

In the rich wreath you flung before the world.

Dear Friend ! for you I fain would do the same

;

And when this small bouquet that I have twirled

Upon the stage where you are gathering fame,

Catches your eye, you '11 know from whom it came.
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TO W. W. S.

I did not think to sail with you, dear friend,

Over the waters of this charmed bay,

And bring you to my summer home, to spend

Together such a sweet and sunny day.

As we sped on, a shadowy fear there lay

Half o'er my hope, that accident might scrawl

The new-turned leaf in this fair book of May.

But thanks to the kind powers, I tasted all

For which I longed ; and in these grape-vine bowers

Upon the terrace by the sea, I felt

All harmonies of nature blend with ours,

And in the fleeting moments calmly melt,

While yon blue waves and purple mountain stood

Wrapt in the soft light of our genial mood.

Sorbexto, Italy, May, 1848.
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TO W. W. S.

So many years have passed, so far away

You seem, since arm in arm and eye to eye

We talked together, while the great blue sky

Of Rome smiled over us day after day,

Or on the flower-starred villa grounds we lay

Beneath the pines, while poesy and art

And mirth lent us one common mind and heart

So long ago ! while we are growing gray,

And neither knows the life the other leads,

Shut in our separate spheres of thought and change.

Friend of my youth, how oft my spirit needs

The old, responsive voice ! Silence is strange,

That so conspires with Time. O, let us break

The spell, and speak, at least for old love's sake

!

New York, April 9, 1870.
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TO 0. B. F.

To you, rejected by the church which most

Vaunts its own outgrowth from the older creeds,

Yet, jealous of God's boundless Pentecost,

Disowns all plants from its own flying seeds,

And props its stalk on formulas and texts,

Close shut from blowing winds of freer thought,

—

To you, O friend, we turn, who, leaving sects

And rites outworn, have ever bravely sought

To find and lead the way to ampler heights

Of vision and of faith. Your voice we hear,

Kich with the earnest eloquence of truth

;

And, following where its cheering tone invites,

The fogs of doubt disperse, the sky is clear,

And the wide prospect smiles with hope and youth.
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TO 0. B. F. (continued).

Alone you stand, a herald of the morn

Of reason, faith, and large humanity,—
Auroral airs of earth and heaven born,

Blown from the east across time's changeful sea.

One day the world will know you, ranked with those

Who foremost in the nation's honor stand,—
The poet seers, who, as the century grows,

Give it a shape, with heart and brain and hand

Pledged to the truth. I only say what all

Will know, when clearer lamps are lit than now

In Christendom's dim crypts stand flickering low

;

And fain to you would bring some coronal

Worthier than this small wreath of song I weave

:

The fuller praise the riper times will give.
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YOUTH AND AGE.

When young, I slighted art, yet sighed for fame

;

Dashed into careless rhyme, and toyed with thought.

When art and thoughts with age and wisdom came,

I laid aside the verse that youth had wrought.

These fruits, I said, were green, that from m}r bough,

When windy fancies swept, so lightly fell;

A mellower autumn sun is shining now,

That shames the cruder crop once loved so well.

Yet when it chanced some tender hearts had found

A sweeter flavor in the juiceless things

That lay in heaps neglected on the ground,

Than in the fruits the ripening season brings,

I thought, Must life retrace its pilgrimage,

And youth sing songs for youth, and age for age ?

1874.
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POEMS OF THE WAR





THE BUBIAI OF THE FLAG.

An Incident in Memphis, Tennessee, 1861.

U, WHO are these that troop along, and whither do they

go?

Why move they thus with measured tread, while funeral

trumpets blow ?

Why gather round that open grave in mockery of woe ?

They stand together on the brink, they shovel in the

clod;

But what is that they bury deep ? Why trample they the

sod?

Why hurry they so fast away, without a prayer to God ?

It was no corpse of friend or foe. I see a flag uprolled

;

The golden stars, the gleaming stripes, are gathered fold

on fold,

And lowered into the hollow grave, to rot beneath the

mould.
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Then up they hoisted all around, on towers and hills and

crags,

The emblems of their traitorous schemes, their base dis-

union flags.

That veiy night there blew a wind that tore them all to

rags!

And one that flaunted bravest by the storm was swept

away,

And hurled upon the grave in which our country's banner

lay,

Where, soaked with rain and stained with mud, they found

it the next day.

From out the North a power comes forth,— a patient

power too long,—
The spirit of the great, free air,— a tempest swift and

strong

;

The living burial of our flag, it will not brook that wrong.

The stars of heaven shall gild her still ; her stripes like

rainbows gleam

;

Her billowy folds like surging clouds o'er North and

South shall stream.

She is not dead, she lifts her head, she takes the morn-

ing's beam

!
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The banner of the unsevered States,— though buried in

the dust,

She is not dead; she springs to life; her cause, like

truth's, is just

;

She leads the van, her meteor flame directs the thunder-

gust!

That storm of lightning, wind, and rain shall sweep the

country clean,

Till sweet airs breathe, and bright«suns shine the cloudy

rifts between,

And all the vales shall bloom anew, and all the hills be

green!

June 4, 1861.



THE KOSE OP DEATH.

A BALLAD OF THE WAR.

"SHE told me of

I.

a rose

In a Southern field that grows

;

But my love, my love,— she little knows

The flower that I may bring.

In the heart of the perilous storm,

By the roads where our foemen swarm,

In the fields of death it blossoms warm

;

But on I march, and sing

O the red, red rose,

She little knows

Theflower that I may bring !

II.

" For I am Northern born

:

She,— only yestermorn

I saw on her lips her Southern scorn.

Coldly she saw me fling

304
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My student's cap away

;

Coldly she heard me say,

* In the Union ranks I march to-day
!

'

And here I march, and sing;—
the red, red rose,

She little knows

Thejlower that I may bring !

m.
" Ah, it were sweet to know,

When face to face with the foe,

That a loving heart did with me go,

Like the kiss of a talisman ring,

Praying that death might spare

The life of her lover there,

In the cannon's smoke and the trumpet's blare.

No matter. I march, and sing

O the red, red rose,

She little knows

Theflower that I may bring !

IV.

" Her love,— have I lost it all,

Because at my country's call

I said, ' 'T were better in battle to fall

Than see this treason cling
!

'
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ITcr friends are my focmcn now,

' Traitor ' is writ on each brow.

On, comrades ! I have made a vow,

And I breathe it as I sing

O the red, red rose,

She little knows

Thejlower thai I may bring !
"

v.

Peep in the battle there

His breast to the guns is bare,

Where flame and smoke befoul the air,

Swords clash and rifles ring.

" She loves," he cried, " but the brave

Who fight for the chains of the slave.

What then ? I can fill a patriot's grave,

Though she may jest, and sing

tlie red, red rose,

lie thinks that he knows

Thejlower he home will bring !
"

VI.

All terror the soldier scorns,

Mid the cannon and clanging horns

;

From the bristling fields of the bayonet thorns

A rose on his breast he will bring.
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What is it ? A dcatli-sliot red

To his fearless heart has sped

;

"With his face to the fire, he reels,— he is dead

!

And the soldiers who bear him sing

the blood-red rose !

She little hioics

Thejlower that home ice bring !

VII.

Ah, sad were the streets the morn

When that brave form was borne,

Wrapped in the Union banner, torn

Like a wounded eagle's wing.

At her window the maiden stood,

Changed from her angry mood ;

And she saw on her lover's breast the blood
;

And the death-march seemed to sing

the blood-red rose

From our country *sfoes

Is the only jloicer ice bring !

VIII.

She rushed to the bier with a cry.

" O God !
" she said, " it was I

Who sent him, without one kiss, to die

In the flush of his morn of spring !
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Too late,— this pang at my breast

!

Ah, let me at least go rest

In the grave where you bear the dearest, best

!

And the pitying winds shall sing

Here Love's red rose

Met Death's, at the close

Of their lives, in eternal spring !
"



NOVEMBER 8th, 1864.

JOY to our reunited States!— one struggle more lias

passed.

A load is lifted from our hearts. The traitors stand

aghast.

The Nation writes its record clear ;— our land is saved at

last!

Calmly mid armed conspirators this day a work is done,

Amid the thunder of the war one bloodless field is won,

That on the page of history glows in letters like the sun.

One effort of the people towards the source of primal light;

One forward leap across the gulf from chaos and from

night

;

One stride along the century to union based on right

!
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"We see the rainbow span the gloom. We hear the deep-

toned bell

That strikes the nation's hour of noon, toll slavery's

funeral-knell.

Rebellion totters to its doom. The watchman cries,

"All 'swell"

Not as a party's triumph-shout rings out this people's

voice.

"When Life and Death are in the scales, who wavers in

his choice ?

O flower of nations, blighted now no more, rejoice, re-

joice!

O morning-glory of the earth ! thy garden in the west

Is wet once more with falling dews of peace and love and

rest.

Thou liftest up thy drooping head. All, all is for the

best!

Thy petals are the sister States. Though scorched by

battle's fire,

Not one shall wither in the blast, now hot with foemen's

ire;

But fairer yet thy leaves shall rise, and broader still and

higher.
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No stain upon thy radiant disk, thy colors all re-blent,

Washed in the thunder-storm of war, to thee that storm

has lent

Strength for the future that o'erpays the blood thy roots

have spent.

My country, in this hour of hope, O, send to those who

bear

The burden of the war to-day our help, our strength, our

prayer;

Our greeting of the coming day, our farewell to despair

!

soldiers of a thousand fields ! O brothers strong and

younff 1

&

Brave hearts who breast the battery fires,— heroes un-

known, unsung,—
Long galaxies of starlike lives and deaths above us hung

!

What record of the historian's pen, what poet's loftiest

lays,

What parallel from out the grand and stern old Roman

days,

What sculptured monument those lives, those deaths, can

overpraise

!
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We slumber calmly in our beds, and by our firesides read

The story of your battles grim. We see you march and

bleed

;

Erom hospital and prison hear your cries of pain and

need.

Ye march that we may rest, our land free from the slave-

lord's rod

;

Ye fall, that juster laws may flower from out your blood-

stained sod

;

Ye die, that we may live a life more true to man and God.

Through drenching rains and scorching fires we see you

fighting still,—
No rest by day, no sleep by night, no joy your cup to fill,

—

While we step calmly to the polls to vote the nation's will.

A little sprinkling of the rain while standing in the

queue,

We wait our turn amid the crowd to see our ballot through,

Then homeward wend, and thank our stars we 've served

our country too.

A little round of speech-making mid captivated ears

;

A few intense mass-meetings, a few huzzas and cheers

;

Some sleepless nights, some busy days, some weeks of

hopes and fears ;—
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Such are the battles that we fight here in our peaceful

North.

One hour of life in camp and field whole days of this

seems worth

;

Yet none the less is victory won. The nation's will goes

forth,

Once and forever forth,— the arm is held that beat it

back;

—

Goes forth to unmask the traitor's plots, hunts on the

foeman's track;

Stands like the rock against the sea, the sun mid tempest's

wrack.

From east to west it thrills and rings, and tells this lesson

plain:

Self-government henceforth achieved, our seeming losses

gain;

"War leads to peace, and yet no peace till slavery's life be

slain.

O strange and wondrous Providence, that sealed the peo-

ple's eyes,

Lest all too soon these mighty truths within their creed

should rise

!

We fought amid the clouds at first,—how slowly we grow

wise!
14
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Those truths we scorned four years ago now on our

banners glow,

Burnt in and branded on our souls, in battling with the

foe;

Ay, worn as amulets to shield our fame where'er we go.

"We praise that stem fanatic, to death and triumph gone

;

That voice dying in the wilderness,— rough herald of

the dawn.

Our John the Baptist is not dead ; his soul is marching

on!

We cancel creeds of former days. Our timid codes are

null.

"We leave our ancient council-fires to smoulder low and

dull

We trust the nation's newer life will heap its measure full.

A breeze of morning sweeps the sky. Old errors one by

one

Are crowded back upon the south, a cloud-bank dark and

dun,

Or hang in air like floating mists beneath the rising sun.

But still the northern winds must blow ; yes, still war's

bitter blast
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Must purify that poisoned air, till, force by right surpassed,

Each groaning bondsman breaks his chains, and all are

free at last.

No half-truth now! Our feet are set upon a higher

ground;

No more mid dawn's uncertain shades, by old delusions

bound;

The sun that shone on peaks alone now fills tbe vales

around.

O trumpet voices of the press! O bards by visions

stirred!

O leaders of the people's will! O preachers of the Word!

Tours be the freest, truest tones the nation yet has heard!

Sound the keynote the age demands,— Humanity's great

prayer

;

A sigh for peace, but not a lull of foul and stagnant air,

A sleep on a volcano's brink, a stillness of despair

:

No, not that helpless apathy, that torpor of the life

Drunk with the chloroform of lies,— the aniputator's knife

Ready by one fell cut to end the giant nation's strife.
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bleeding land! thy North and South forever have

been wed.

No quack shall drug thy cup, though bitter be the draught

and red

;

No knife shall touch thy limbs. I see, I see thee lift thy

head;—

1 see thee smile with sad, stern eyes, triumphant o'er thy

woes;

Strength that o'ertops the surgeon's skill through all thy

members flows

;

Thou standest as thou stoodst of old, a terror to thy foes.

I have no prophet's sight or speech, and yet I see thy

form

Looming above the battle-smoke, unscathed amid the

storm;

Around thy head the skies are blue, the sunshine still

and warm.

Peaceful and wise I see thee sit, earth's youngest, fairest

queen

;

War's blackened wastes by freemen tilled, all waving gold

and green

;

From North to South, from sea to sea, no slave or tyrant

seen;
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Redeemed and strong forever. On field and hill and

town,

All prophet dreams shall be fulfilled in wisdom and

renown

;

Thy newer life shall now begin, thy sun no more go

down!





SONNETS FOR THE TIMES.
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I.

THE DARK TOWER.

"Childe Eoland to the Dark Tower came."* What

then?

The poet paints a mystery weird and dark,

Full of foreboding. Bones and corpses stark,

On blighted moorland and in rotting fen,

Under the knight's adventurous feet protrude.

Voices like gusts of wind, warning and taunt,

Stun his bewildered ears. The sunset slant

Shows the Black Tower against a sky of blood.

The hills like gloomy giants watch to see

His fall, as others fell. He dauntless blows

His horn, and fights, and tells the tale. So he

Who our grim tower of slavery overthrows

Shall well inspire our future minstrel's strain,

True son of knighthood, Eoland come again.

* See Browniiig's poem.
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n.

DELIVERANCE.

For never was a darker dungeon built

By king or pope in the old, wicked time,—
The lurid centuries when the lords of crime

Walked shameless in their robes of chartered guilt;

Churchman and statesman vying which could dye

With reddest ink of blood the historic page.

They played their part. But our illumined age

Brooks not the insult, and flings back the lie,

When slave lords fight against the eternal tides,

When truth is twisted from its straight intent,

And freedom blighted in its loveliest spring.

The mask where hatred smiles and treacherv hides

Is torn away at last. The war-clouds bring

Deliverance from our long imprisonment.
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m.

THE ABOLITIONISTS.

Brave men, far-sighted seers ! who on the rim

Of your high battlements looked clearly forth

Over the fog that stretched from south to north,

And called with warning voices down the dim

Blind valleys, " Men are children all of Him

Who made us all,"— our cause for pride is slight,

That uow so late we see the eternal Eight

Shining like wings of heavenly seraphim.

True prophets, who discerned the cloud of war

Rise from the mist of long, delusive peace.

Pardon the eyes that could not pierce so far.

Long since the people's fears and doubtiugs cease;

Our hands no longer in the darkness grope

:

We share with you your toil, your faith, your hope.
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IV.

THE DAWN OP PEACE.

Four years of war have driven afar the dream

Of union based on hollow compromise.

We wake to see the auroral splendors stream

Across the battle smoke from opening skies.

The demon, shrieking, tears us as he flies

Exorcised from our wrenched and bleeding frame.

O costly ransom ! dearly purchased prize

!

Release too long delayed ! from sin and shame,

From evil compacts and from brutal laws,

Whose iron network all the land encaged.

Force never triumphed in a juster cause,

Nor bloody war was e'er so justly waged.

Henceforth our banner greets a cloudless morn.

Peace dawns at last. The nation is re-born

!
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V.

THE DEATH-BLOW.

But yesterday the exulting nation's shout

Swelled on the breeze of victory through our streets

;

But yesterday our gay flags flaunted out

Like flowers the south-wind wooes from their retreats,

—

Flowers of the Union, blue and white and red,

Blooming on balcony and spire and mast,

Telling us that war's wintry storm had fled,

And spring was more than spring to us at last.

To-day,— the nation's heart lies crushed and weak

;

Drooping and draped in black our banners stand.

Too stunned to cry revenge, we scarce may speak

The grief that chokes all utterance through the land.

God is in all. With tears our eyes are dim,

Yet strive through darkness to look up to Him

!
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THE MAETYB.

No, not in vain he died, not all in Tain,—
Our good, great President. This people's hands

Are linked together in one mighty chain,

Knit tighter now in triple woven bands,

To crush the fiends in human mask, whose might

We suffer, O, too long ! No league or truce

Save men with men. The devils we must fight

With fire. God wills it in this deed. This use

We draw from the most impious murder done

Since Calvary. Rise, then, countrymen

!

Scatter these marsh-light hopes of union won

Through pardoning clemency. Strike, strike again

!

Draw closer round the foe a girdling flame

!

We are stabbed whene'er we spare. Strike, in God's

name!
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OUK COUNTRY.

As on some stately ship, with land in view,

The last sea-swell beneath her gliding keel.

Sudden, like God's hand clad in blinding steel,

A thunder-bolt falls crashing from the blue,

Shattering the mast, a sulphurous cloud rolls through

The sails and rigging, while with quivering lips

The sailors see the deck all strewn with chips

And shreds and splinters, yet make all ado

To mend their loss, and still the ship sails on

:

So, reeling from the shock, our Ship of State

Repairs the chasm left by the fall of him

Who stood her mainmast : onward we have gone

;

Sound at the core, though tossed by storms but late,

Nearing our port, we cross the shadows dim.

Cambridge : Electrotyped and Printed by Welch, Bigelow, & Co.
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ARIEL AND CALIBAN.

Before Prospero's cell. Moonlight.

Ariel.

So— Prospero is gone— and I am free—
Free, free at last. His latest charge have I

Performed with duteous care ; have sent the breeze

To blow behind the ship whose rounded sails

Now bear him homeward ; and I am alone.

Yet I, who pined for freedom— I, who served

This lordly mind, not of my own free choice,

Though somewhat out of gratitude,— for he

By his strong sorcery did release me once

From durance horrible,— now, since the touch

1 To forestall suspicion of my having1 borrowed even any sugges-

tion of the idea on which this poem is founded from M. Kenan's
** Caliban"— though this has a totally different conception from

my theme— I may say that I had written the greater part of my
poem long before I had heard of or seen the brilliant and auda-

cious satire of that distinguished French author.
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And sympathy of human souls have warmed

My cold electric blood, and I have known

How sweet it were to love and be beloved

Within the circle of the elements

Whose soulless life is death to human hearts,—
I, here alone, now grieve to be alone,

No longer linked with mortal loves and cares.

For as I flit about the ocean caves,

Or thread the mazes of the whispering pines,

Or in the flower-bells dream long sunny days,

Or run upon the crested waves, or flash

At no one's bidding, but in wild caprice,

A trailing meteor or a thunderbolt,—
Or sing along the breeze that hath no sense

Or soul of hearing, melodies I framed

For Prospero and his child,— I have no will

To work as once, when serving earned this boon

Of liberty, long sought, now tame and cheap.

For what to me are all these air-fed sprites

I marshalled, by his potent art constrained ?

Their bloodless cold companionship can give

No joy to me, now half estranged from them.

There *s Caliban, 't is true— a human beast—
Uncouth enough to laugh at— not so vile

Perhaps as he appears—rather misshaped

And thwarted in his growth. And yet he seems

In this fair Isle, where noble souls have lived,

Like a dull worm that trails its slime along
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The full heart of a rose ; and now at last

Free from the foot of Prosper©, all the more

Slave to himself, crawls feeding where he lists.

Enter Caliban in the distance.

Lo, here he creeps, and looks as if he meant

To enter his old master's cell. Bat no

!

I '11 enter first, and there assume the voice

Of Prosper©. He some sport at least shall yield.

Ah, sometimes I mast he a merry sprite,

If only to beguile these lonesome hoars.

[Vanishes into the cell,

Caubak.

So— so— the island 's mine now. I may make

My dwelling where I choose. Methinks this cell

Might serve ; though somewhat I suspect

Its walls are steeped in magic. And besides,

Too well my bones remember how that lord

Let fly his spirits at me. How he cramped

My limbs ! The devil-fish o'ertake his ship

!

He 's far away—and I can curse him now,

And no more aches shall follow. As for him,

Yon drunken fellow— and his mate— good Lord,

How I was fooled to gulp his bragging lies

!

The man in the moon, forsooth ! And yet he bore

Brave liquor, though it set my wits agog.

Would there were more of it. Well, I 11 make my bed
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E'en here, where Prosper slept King of the isle

—

King Caliban ! But I 've no subjects yet,

Save beasts of the wood, and even over them

I lack those strong old charms of Sycorax.

[Enters the cell,

At*ttt.t. (vntMn).

Halt there ! What man art thou? Slave— Caliban I

Caliban.

Ah, ah ! T is Prospero back again—Ah me

!

Ariel.

How dar'st thou here intrude upon my rest ?

Calebax.

Nay now— I cannot tell— I thought thee gone—
I saw thee go.

Ariel.

Think'st thou I cannot leap

Across the seas ? Think'st thou I cannot ride

Upon the wind ? Know'st thou not Prosper's might ?

Caliban.

Do not torment me ! Alas, alas, I thought

His book and staff were buried— he at sea

!

Ah, here 's a coil— here 's slavery again.

1 '11 run, before the cramp gets to my legs. [Exit,
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Aktf.Ti {advancing).

Good riddance ! He '11 not venture here again.

This grot is sacred to remembered forms

*T were base ingratitude could I forget.

Their names make fragrant all the place. They fill

The void of life within me more and more,

And draw me closer to all human-kind.

Much have ye taught me. Thou, Prospero,

Whom all too grudgingly I served, dost seem

Now not a master, but a gracious friend.

And she— Miranda, peerless in her bloom

Of maidenhood— had I but human been,

What tenderer germs— but no— too late, too late

Those virtues, graces— this proud intellect

That made a sport of magic, and renounced

The sceptre of Wonderland as though it were

The bauble of a child. Too late I see

The topmost glory of the Duke, who shone

Grandest abjuring supernatural gifts—
Most godlike in forgiving his base foes.

(Pauses in deep thought.

)

There is no life worth living but that life

I missed, the sympathetic interchange

Of mind with mind and heart with heart. This world

Of air and fire and water, where I dwell,

Is but a realm of phantasms— spectral flames

Like the pale streamers of the frozen North

;
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Is less than half of life— motion without

Life's warm reality— a trance, a dream.

Nay, even this slave— this son of Sycorax

Hath something human in him. Might I now

But find some passage to his heart, hut hreathe

Into his sluggish brain some finer breath,

But lift him to companionship of thought -

—

'T were worth the trial. At least I '11 follow him

And wind about him with an airy song.

He 's fond of music, for whene'er I sing

He listens open-mouthed. He 's not so bad

But some ethereal trap may snare him yet.

(Sings,)

I, a spirit of the air,

Now may wander anywhere

All about the enchanted Isle.

But no more the master's smile

Greets me as his door I pass ;

I shall hear no more, alas

!

Hear no more the magic word

Of the seer who was my lord—
Nevermore

!

Nevermore my flying feet

Bring him music strange and sweet,

Run for him upon the wind,

While the cloven air behind

Meets with roar and thunder-crack
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In the lightning of my track—
Nevermore

!

Enter Causae, listening.

Caliban.

This might he one of them. Full oft I hear

Their music in the air. And yet he lies,

And is a devil of Prospero's, for he hints

That Prosper *s gone : and yet I heard his voice.

And yet that voice might be a mimicry.

Good Moon, assist me. Tell me, friendly Moon,

Is Prospero gone ? Tell me, good Man i* the Moon,

He will not pinch me again.

Nay, doubt not, friend.

He *s gone.
Caliban.

Now Setebos preserve my bones !

What voice art thou ? For nothing can I see

But stars, and moonlight twinklings in the woods,

And black broad shadows of the trembling trees,

And here and there a fluttering zigzag bat.

Ariel.

I hover in the moonbeam overhead.

Caliban.

I think I Ve heard thee sing and talk before.

Did Prosper leave thee here to govern us,
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And sing us into pitfalls with thy lies

And lying songs ? And yet how sweet thou singest!

Come, show thyself— I think thou 'rt not a fiend.

Artel.

I '11 show myself anon. But do not fear.

Prosper is gone. A lonely spirit am I

Seeking companionship. I 'd talk with thee.

Caliban

Good— an' thou talkest sense, and wilt not hite

Or hunt me— nor dost hid me hring thee logs.

Ariel.

I have no need of fuel, nor of food

Nor dwelling, nay, not even of hodily shape.

Yet I can take a shape if so I choose.

Caliban.

Then prythee do. I fain would see thee, friend.

I like it not, this talking to the air.

Artel.

I '11 humor thee if I can he thy friend.

What shape shall I assume ?

Caliban.

"Why, any shape

But Prospero's— and I '11 shake thee hy the hand,
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And swear thou art as merry a fellow as e'er

I have sat cracking nuts with— in my dreams—
For wide awake I ne'er encountered such.

Nay, this seems like a dream. Perchance it is—
And I asleep, and babbling in my sleep—
And Prospero still lord of all the Isle.

Ariel.

Nay, all is real. I tell thee he has gone.

Follow me now to yonder cave, where laps

The sleepy sea upon the pebbled shore,

Smoothing the flickering wrinkles of the moon,

Who steeps her golden column in the brine.

There will I meet thee in a human garb.

Caliban.

Where'er you please, so I but see your face*

You are no Jack-o'-lantern, I believe.

I know thee not, but something tells me true

That I may trust thee. Sing then. I will follow.

[Exeunt, Artel singing.

Song.

Follow, follow,

Down the deep hollow—
Down to the moonlit waves,

Down where the ocean caves

The full tides swallow.

Follow, follow!
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From the curse, from the blight,

From the thraldom of night,

From the dark to the light,

From the slave to the man

We will lift Caliban.

Farewell, Hecate ! Rise, Apollo

!

Follow, follow, follow

!

n.

In a cave by the sea. Caliban, and Ariel as a

forester, seated.

CATiTBAH.

So then it seems thou 'rt one of these who served

This wizard lord— and he a duke disguised—
One of his tricksy spirits. I like not this.

Why did'st thou serve him ?

Ariei*.

He delivered me
From torture by his magic. I was bound

By gratitude as well as by his spells

To wait upon him. Oft unwillingly

I served him. But at last I loved him well

;

Knew his soul's greatness, honored what he prized,

Which yet was but his minister— his art

;

Felt in my airy veins a blood-warm beat,
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Till through them double color seemed to run,

like moonlight mingled with the rosy* dawn.

Caliban.

If he was noble, why did he enslave me ?

I never did him wrong, till he by force

Took from me this mine island— pent me up

In a vile prison— made me toil and drudge

All day, and when I lagged, beset me sore

With pinches and with terrors of his art.

Artkl.

Thou nam'st not all he did. Was he not kind ?

Taught thee to speak and reason— treated thee,

At worst, as he would treat a faithful dog,

(For little more thou wast at first,) till thou

Did'st bite the hand that stroked and fed thee, yea,

And would'st have wrought dishonor on his child.

Caijbak.

I know not. I was never taught to curb

My passions, and I lived a lonely life.

I wronged him ? Yet my punishment was hard.

I might have served him, yet not been a slave.

It turned all love to hate to be his slave.

He did not treat me as he treated thee.

Artkt-

I was his servant too. But I perceived

There was a nearer tie 'twixt him and me,
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For which I learned to love him. Let that pass.

What now behooves thee is to summon up

Thy human heart long styed in ignorance

And fear and hate ; and since thou call'st thyself

Lord of this island, learn to be a lord

In nobler style, and with a human love

Of all things good. 'T were little gain for thee

To have thv freedom, if thou 'rt still enslaved

To baser powers within thee. What thou hadst

Ere Prospero came, is thine to enjoy and own.

But own thyself— the man within the beast

;

For man thou art, and of the same stuff framed

As his who owned thee— and better than it seemed

Thou wert, perchance, to one whose will enslaved

All human and all elemental power

His magic could enforce, to overpay

For a few brief years the dukedom he had lost.

Learn now to prize thy freedom in a field

Where thou may'st work for good and not for harm.

Curse not, but bless. If I do chance to talk

Above thy head, I '11 dwarf my thought to thine ;

Or meet thee again when thou upon my words

Hast pondered. . . . Now, by Apollo's shaft, I think

The moon-calf is asleep ! I 'U vanish then.

[Exit Ariel.
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m.

Sunrise.

Caliban (waking).

What, is he gone ! Or is it another dream ?

It is my fate, I think, still to be duped

With visions and with shows. Perhaps now he

Was the man in the moon— Perhaps we '11 meet

again.

He may have said the truth. And yet, somehow,

I dropped asleep as when I hear the wind

Sing in the pines, or listen to the fall

Of streams in drowsy summer afternoons*

I do begin to love this spirit— albeit

He spoke in praise of Prosper. Prosper ?— well—
It may be that I knew him not— who knows ?

I am glad he has sailed away though. Setebos

!

What— sunrise ! Did I sleep so long ? In faith

I know it, for I 'm hungry. I will dig

Some mussels from the sand, and pick some fruits.

I 'm not a cub, it seems— said he not so ?—
But made for better things ; no slave— a man
Fit to be talked with, and not called vile names—
Made of the same stuff with that Prospero—
Ah ha ! good stuff, do you see ?— the very same—
Only a little soiled. We '11 see— we '11 see.
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(Ariel sings in the distance.)

The golden sun the clouds hath kissed

And fires the hilltops grim and old.

And down the valley melts the mist

And turns the earth to gold.

The lordly soul is lord of all.

The heart that loves its human-kind,

Where'er its warming sunheams fall,

Leaves night and death hehind.

Caliban.

Fine sprite, I hear you : think I love you too.

I '11 follow you— though what you said to me

Is hard to understand. I '11 hear you talk

Again ; but first of all must eat and drink.

Made of the same stuff with that Prospero ?

No beast— no slave ! well— this is something new.

IV.

A pine grove by the sea. Ariel as a forester.

Ariel.

Free, free at last ! Yet bound by a chain whose links

Are the heart's memories. Free to roam unchecked,

Untasked. Free as these glancing dancing waves,

This summer wind. But by an inward need
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Of action, and by late-born sympathies

With human life, bound not the less to serve ;—
Though for the present I must waste my art

Upon this son of Sycorax. Yet I have seen

A kindlier sight flash in his brutish eyes,

And in his harsh voice heard a tenderer tone.

I think he almost loves me. But alas,

What room for human fellowship, what hope

To evolve the obstructed and distorted germ

Of manhood here, in idle solitude

Haunted by soulless elves and sprites— a land

By human hearts and human intellects

Untenanted ? Around us Nature smiles

In indolent repose— too beautiful,

Too soft— a land of dull lethargic ease,

Steeped in the oblivion of the sleepy South.

{Pauses in thought.)

I know another island— where the North

Blows with a fresher wind ;— where pulses bound

Electric to assured results of thought.

Its fertile plains, its rocky coasts and hills

Are peopled with a vigorous race. Its ports,

Forests of masts ; its fields by labor tilled

;

Its growing towns and cities from afar

Flash in the morning of a crystal sky,

And stud its winding streams like jewels strung

On silver threads : — a people brave and strong,

Yet peaceful, and advancing in all arts,
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Science and culture, by wise freedom nursed.

Oft in my master's errands flying north

I have seen it far across the wrinkling waves,

Facing the sunrise like a golden cloud,

And heard the humming of its alien marts.

And thither we might sail — I and this slave

That was— not long a slave when he has known

Contact with men of a superior mould

In bonds of law and human brotherhood.

Caliban (who has been approaching unperceived).

Good brother Ariel, you are lost in thought.

I know 't is about something wise and good.

Come— don't be glum. A penny for your thoughts.

AftTETi.

How like you this fair island, Caliban ?

Caliban.

Oh, well enough— not having known a better.

And yet 't is lonely here— a prison still,

Although our jailer 's gone. And I would fain

See some new faces— not Italian dukes

Or jesters— I have had enough of them—
But like your own, whene'er you let yourself

Be seen, and condescend to talk with me.
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What think you of a voyage from this shore

To another island ?— better far than this,

I needs must think ; a place where men have built

Great cities, tilled broad fields, and sail huge ships—
A home for you and me more fit than this

;

For I 'm becoming human very fast,

While you will need ere long some earthlier friend*

Caliban.

Well— on the whole I 'm tired of this dull life,

And don't object to see some other lands

:

But how do you propose to sail away

Without a ship ?

Ariel.

We '11 see. Trust me for that.

One task the more my magic shall achieve.

We '11 build a boat. Your toil shall not be great.

Yet your old task you must resume awhile,

And bring me a few logs.

Caliban.

Most willingly

For you, good Ariel. But for Prospero—
Thank Heaven, I 've carried my last load for him

!

(TJiey retire, talking together.)
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V.

Sunset. Ariel and Caliban in a saUrboat are leaving

the island.

Aktf.Ti sings,

I have built me a magical ship

;

Its sails of the air were wrought.

From the land of symbol and dream we slip

To the land of deed and thought

:

To a clime where the north and south

Have mingled their noble seed

;

And the glance of the eye and the word of the mouth

Are one with the honest deed.

We sail, away, away

!

To a land where the brain of man
Works magic as strange as this

;

And the heart of the future builds a plan

As deep as the soul's abyss.

We need not the tide nor the gale,

Nor the sun nor the moon with their beams,

For our boat has a magical rudder and sail

That were wrought in the island of dreams.

Away, away, away!
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( Voices, echoingfront ike island.)

In the island of dreams we stay.

We echo your parting lay.

Speed on hy night and day 1

Speed on ! away, away 1

(Gaxxbar sleeps.)

Sleep on ! We leave the past. The night enshrouds

The enchanted isle. And wake thou when the sun

Shines on another clime— and shines in thee

With the new light which thou hast never seen.

L'ENVOL

Pardon, great Poet, should I seem to mar

One mystery of thy supernatural tale

;

Or with unreverent eye to scan the star

Whose splendor makes his satellites so pale I

If in my play and privacy of thought,

Led by thy light, I lingered for a while

Amid the scenes thy master-hand had wrought,

And, hovering over thy deserted isle,

Dared to invoke thy sprites without command

To come unmarshalled hy thy mystic wand—
If on the margin of thy immortal page

I scrawled a sketch unfit to grace thy stage,

'T was hut the joy of dwelling there with thee

Near that enchanted sea.
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'T was but the wondering question of a child,

To know what may have chanced beyond the wild

Fantastic dream, from which too soon he woke

To common daylight and life's weary yoke.

Pardon I crave once more, O mighty seer

!

I bow before thee here

With reverent love and awe,

And say— "I only sported with his thought,

"While in its golden meshes gladly caught,

I dreamed and fancied. He awoke and saw !

"
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In the beautiful Castleton Island a mansion of lordly

style,

Embowered in gardens and lawns, looks over the glim-

mering bay.

In the light of a morning in summer, with stately beauty

and pride,

Its turrets and glittering roof flash down from the hills

like a star.

There, pillowed in woods, it blinks on the dusty village

below

;

And ere it settles itself to its rest in the ambered dusk,

Its windows blaze from afar in the gold of the setting

sun.

There in a curtained alcove facing a lawn to the south,

Lucille one morning in early spring was sitting alone.

Now in a novel she read, and now at her broidery

stitched

;

And now, throwing both aside, at her piano warbled and

trilled.
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Then on a balcony leaning, she wished that the \reeh

would pass,

Fop she with her mother to Europe was going. Her

father had died

And left her an heiress; and lovers like moths came

fluttering round.

Dazzled with visions of gold, and half believing them

love,—
All but one, who was poor, and loved her, but not for

her wealth.

Three months had Lionel known her— but never had

told her his love.

How could he ask her to wed him, the scholar who

drudged for his bread ?

Even were his offers accepted, (and little his chances, he

thought,)

What would they say in the city ? " He has picked up

a fortune, it seems

:

A shrewd lucky fellow
! " So proudly he kept his fond

thoughts to himself.

Seldom he saw her alone. In a circle of fashion she

moved.

Whenever he called, there were carriages waiting, with

liveries fine—

-

Visitors going and coming, with shallow and gossiping

talk.

Those who knew him would surely have said, "'Tis

strange he should love
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A girl of such frivolous tastes." But such are the ways

of the heart

—

Ever a riddle too deep for the crude common-sense of

the world.

To-day no visitors came, and Lucille was deep in her

book—
(A tale of romantic affection far back in the Orient

days)—
When a ring at the door was heard, and— Lionel stood

in the halL

He had heard she was going to Europe. He would n't

yet bid her good-bye,

For he hoped he might see her again ere fate put an

ocean between.

Something more earnest than usual she felt was in

Lionel's face

;

Something more tender and deep in the tones of his

tremulous voice,

Though half hidden in jest too grave and intense for a

smile.

She, brimming o'er with her poets, and fresh from her

bath of romance,

Clothed the season, and him, and herself, in an opaline

light.

Softer her tones, and her words less tinged with fashion

and form,

Cordially lighted like birds on the ground of his intimate

thoughts.
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And as he left her, to stroll on the hills of the beautiful

island,

Hope with her roseate colors enveloped the earth and

the sky.

*T was one of those April days when the lingering "Winter

stands

Waving his breezy scarfs from the north for a last good-

bye;

When the delicate wind-flowers peep from the matting

and moss of the woods,

And the blue Hepatica lurks in the shadowy dells of the

fern;

When the beautiful nun, the Arbutus, down in her clois-

ters brown,

Creeps through her corridors damp in the dead old leaves

of the past,

Whispering with fragrant breath to the bold things dan-

cing above

:

" Tell me, has Winter gone ? May I peep— just peep,

at the world ? " —
When the spaces of sky are bluer, with white clouds

hurrying fast,

Blurring the sun for a moment, then letting him flash

on the fields,

While the shadows are miles in breadth, and travel as

swift as the wind

Over the sparkling cities afar and the roughening bay ;—
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When the pine-groves sigh and sing as the wind sweeps

under and through

The cheerful gloom of their spicy shade ; and the wil-

lows lithe

Bend and wave with the tender green of their trailing

houghs ;

—

When the furry catkins drop from the silvery poplar tree;

When the hare, gray bushes are tipped with the light of

their new-born leaves?

And the petted hyacinths sprout and curl their parasite

lips

Under the sunlit, sheltering sides of the palace walls.

And seem to scoff at the violets hidden deep in the grass,

And the common, yellow face of the dandelion's star,

As it peeps like a poor man's child through the rails of

the garden fence.

Then, as Lionel entered the crowd and the city again,

Lighter his labors appeared in his office, wall-shadowed

and dusk.

Dreams of the island and woods swept over his figures

and books

:

Visions of love in a cottage, with fashion and splendor

forgotten.

Changeable April had shown but its sunniest side to his

heart.

Once more,— twice, to the island he went : and Lionel

hoped
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A tenderer feeling for him Had dawned in the heart of

Lucille.

Ever with friendlier greeting she met him : for she in

her mind

Had dressed up a hero of fiction ; and Lionel— could

it he he ?

Was not his name of itself a romance ? Then his face

and his form,

Voice and manners and culture, were just what her hero's

should he*

So with the glamour of life unreal she saw him; and

yet—
Was it love? She thought so, perhaps. At least she

would dream out her dream

:

This was a real live novel— and worth reading through,

was it not ?

n.

One day, when the hushes were white in the lanes, and

the hees were astir

In the blooms of the apple-trees, and the green woods

ringing with birds,

Lionel asked Lucille to walk with him over the heights

Looking far down on the Narrows and out on the dim

blue sea.

So through the forest they strolled. They stopped here

and there for a flower,

Then sat to rest on a rock. An oak-tree over their

heads
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Stretched abroad its flickering lights and shadows. The

birds

Sang in the woodlands around them. The spot seemed

made for romance.

And Lionel drew from his pocket a book that had lately

appeared,

A volume of lovers' verse by a poet over the seas,

And read aloud from its pages. Lucille sat twisting a

wreath,

Laurel and white -thorn blossoms that half dropped

away as she twined them ;—
Paused now and then to listen ; and as he was closing

the book,

Laid a wild flower between the leaves to remember the

place—
And playfully placed her wreath on his head, as if he

were the poet.

Silent and musing they sat, as they turned to look at the

sea,

Watching the smoke of the steamers and white sails

skimming afar.

And Lionel said, "Ah, soon you too will be steaming

away

Down the blue Narrows ; and I— shall missyou— more

than you know."

" Why should you miss me ? " she said. " So seldom

you visit our house."

"Had I but followed my wishes;— but you like the

lady appeared,
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Shut in the circle of Comas. How hard to enter your

ring!"

" What should prevent you from coming ? How often 1

wished you would come

!

Nobody calls that I care for : our island is growing

so dull."

"Yes— and you long for a change— and so you are

going to Europe.

There in a whirl of delights, with fashion and wealth at

command.

Soon you '11 forget your poor island, and all the admirers

you knew."

" No "— she whispered— " not all " — and blushed,

with her head turned away,

Looked down and murmured : " You think I am wedded

to fashion and wealth

:

Yet often I long for the simpler manners the poets have

sung,

The grand old days when souls were prized for their

natural worth.

You think I can rise to no feelings and thoughts of a

serious life—
Can value no mind and no heart but— such as you meet

at our house.

I care not for such— I fancied you knew me far better

than that."

"Lucille"— he never had called her Lucille, but the

name came unbidden

;
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" Lucille, could you love a poor toiler who dared not to

offer his heart

And his hand— and in silence had loved you, and

wished you were poor for his sake,

So fortunes were equal ? " And she, still floating in rosy

romance,

Murmured, " I could," with a look that melted the walls

of reserve

And mingled two souls into one. Then, turning away

from the sea,

The sea that so soon must divide them, they pledged to

each other their troth.

And Lionel saw not the fates that were frowning afar

o'er the waves

;

For the world wore the color of dreams, as homeward

they wended their way.

Bright were the meetings that followed— and yet with

a shadowy touch

On Lionel's hopes, as if in the changeable April days

He still were roaming the hills, and still looked over the

bay

Where cloud and sunshine were flying, with doubtful

promise of spring.

Lucille had a reason, it seemed, to keep their betrothal

untold.

The day was so near of their parting. She feared what

her mother might say.
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T were best they should part but as friends. They would

write to each other the same—
And they would be true to each other— and all would

be clear before long.

And Lionel yielded, and pondered. And so they parted

at last.

m.

The summer had hardly begun when a letter from Eng-

land came,

Full of the voyage and landing— but little of what he

had hoped.

Too light, too glancing it seemed for a first love-letter

from one

Far over the sea, who had said he should ever be first

in her thoughts.

Bright and witty it fluttered from topic to topic— but

never

Paused with a tremulous wing to dwell on the love she

had left

Something there was in its tone that said "lam happy

without you :

"

Something too little regretful— too full of her glittering

life.

And as one gathers a beautiful flower ne'er gathered be-

fore,

Hoping a fragrance he misses, and yet half imagines he
finds—
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Wooing the depths of its color too rich for no perfume

to match—
So seemed her letter to him, as he read the fines over

and over.

Yet when Lionel answered, he breathed not a word of

the thought,

Shading the glowing disc of his love with distant surmise.

" Soon," he said, " will the novelty cease of this foreign

excitement.

Then she will think sometimes of me as the sun goes

down

Over the western waves— and tenderer tones will flow,

And mingle with warmer words in her letters from over

the sea."

Yet when another letter came, it brought her no nearer,

Less of herself, and more of the colors that tinted her life.

And Lionel wrote with passionate words: "Only tell

me, Lucille,

Tell me you love me— but one brief line—and I will

not complain."

Restless, troubled, one day he passed her house on the

island;

Shut to the sun and the breeze, it blinked on the village

below.

Over the balcony leaned a purple Wisteria vine,

(Blooming, but not in its season, as oft 't is their habit to

do,)

Trailing its ladylike flounces from window and carved

balustrade,
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And dropping its blossoms as brief as love. And Liontl

muttered

:

" She too over that balcony leaned one day as I passed —
Leaned like a flowery vine ; and smiled as I passed be-

low,

And waved me an airy kiss, with a pose of her beau-

tiful form.

Can love that promised so truly be frail as these clus-

ters of June ?
"

Month after month now passed. Though he wrote as

fondly as ever,

Brief were her answers, and longer between— till they

finally ceased.

A year from the day when they parted, a letter from

Paris arrived,

Short and constrained. It said : " I fear I have made

you unhappy.

We have read too much of the poets. Our troth was a

thing of romance.

My mother forbids it, it seems. There are reasons 't were

painful to tell.

I *m sure you would find me unfitted— and I am not

worth your regretting.

Adieu— and be happy. Lucille."

Next month in the papers he saw

She had married a Count— some Pole with an unpro-

nounceable name.
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Saixt Brandan, a Scotch abbot, long ago

Sailed southward with a swarm of monks, to sow

The seeds of true religion— nothing else—
Among the tribes of naked infidels.

And venturing far in unknown seas, he found

An island, which became monastic ground.

So runs the legend. Little else was known

Of him we Spaniards call San Borondon.

Some said he was a sorcerer, some a priest ;

None truly knew. But this is clear at least,

That there was seen to appear and disappear

An island in the west, for many a year,

That bore his name : but no discoverer yet

His feet upon that shore had ever set.

At Teneriffe and Palma I was one

"Who saw that island of San Borondon.

A hundred of us stood upon the shore,

And saw it as it oft was seen before.

The morn was clear ; and westward from the bay

It glimmered on the horizon far away.
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We watched the fog at sunrise upward curl

And float above that land of rose and pearl

;

And sometimes saw behind a purple peak

The sun go down. And some said, " We will seek

Westward, until we touch the fairy coast,

Or prove it only some drowned island's ghost "—
But after many days returned to swear

The vision vanished in the pale blue air.

Yet still from off the fair Canary beach

Lay the strange land that none could ever reach.

Then others sailed and searched : and some of these

Returned no more across the treacherous seas

;

And no one knew their fate. Until at last

We hailed a caravel with shattered mast

Toiling to harbor. Half her sails were gone.

" Ho, mariners, what news of Borondon ?
"

We shouted— but no answering voice replied

;

No sailors on her gangway we descried

;

Her shrouds looked ghostly thin, her ropes were dim

As spiders' webs athwart a tree's dead limb

;

And still as death she drifted up the bay,

A battered hulk grown dumb and old and gray.

At length she touched the strand, and out there crept

A haggard man, who feebly toward us stepped,

And answered slowly, while we brought him food
And wine. He sitting on a stone, we stood
An eager crowd around him, while we sought
What news he from San Borondon had brought.
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With eyes that seemed to gaze beyond the space

Of sea and sky— with strange averted face.

And voice as when some muttering undertone

Of wind is heard, when sitting all alone

On wintry nights, we see the moon grow pale

With hurrying mists— he thus began his tale.

" We saw the island as we sailed away.

It glimmered on the horizon half that day.

But while our caravel still westward steered,

Amazed we stood— the isle had disappeared.

At night there came a storm. The lightning flashed

From north to south. The frightful thunder crashed.

Under bare poles we scudded through the dark,

Till morning gleamed upon our drifting bark —

•

The red-eyed morn 'neath beetling brows of cloud,—
And the wind changed. Then some one cried aloud,

i Land— at the westward !

' And with one accord

All took contagion of that haunting word

< San Borondon.' The island seemed to lie

Three leagues away against a strip of sky

That on the horizon opened like a crack

Of yellow light beneath the vault of black

;

Then, as with hearts elate, we nearer sailed,

The clouds dispersed, the sun arose unveiled.

The wind had almost lulled ; the waves grew calm.

We neared the isle, we saw the groves of palm,

The rugged cliffs, the streamlet's silver thread
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Dropped from the misty mountains overhead

;

The shadow-haunted gorges damp and deep;

The flowery meadows in their dewy sleep

;

The waving grass along the winding rills;

And, inland far, long slopes of wooded hills.

And all the sea was calm for many a mile

About the shores of that enchanted isle.

Our sails half-filled flapped idly on the mast;

And all the morning and the noon had passed

Before we touched the shore. Then on the sand

We stepped and took possession of the land

For Spain. No signs of life we heard or saw.

But suddenly we stopped with fear and awe

;

For on the beach were giant footsteps seen,

And upward tracked into the forests green,

Then lost. But there, with wondering eyes we found

A cross nailed to a tree— and on the ground

Stones ranged in mystic order— and the trace

Of fire once kindled in that lonely place.

As though some sorcerer's sabbath on this ground

A place for its unholy rites had found.

And so, in vague perplexity and doubt,

Until the sun had set, we roamed about.

And some into the forest far had strayed,

While others watched the ship at anchor laid.

When through the woods there rang a distant bell.

We crossed our breasts, and on our knees we fell.

Ave Maria— 'twas the hour of prayer.
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A consecrated stillness filled the air.

No heathen land was this ; no wizard's spell

The clear sweet ringing of that holy belL

Scarce had we spoken, when we heard a blast

Come rushing from the mountains, fierce and fast

Down a ravine with hoarse and hollow roar

;

And sudden darkness fell upon the shore.

' The ship— the ship ! See how she strains her rope—
All, all aboard— cast off ! we may not hope

To save her on these rocks. Away, away !

'

Then as we leapt aboard in tossing spray,

Still fiercer blew the wind, and hurled us far

Into the night without a moon or star.

And from the deck the sea swept all the crew.

And I alone was left, to bring to you

This tale. When morning came, the isle was gone—
The unhallowed land you call San Borondon

;

A land of sorcery and of wicked spells,

Of hills and groves profane and demon dells.

Good friends, beware ! Seek not the accursed shore,

For they who touch its sands return no more,

Save by a miracle, as I have done—
Praised be Madonna and her blessed Son !

"

Such was his story. But when morning came,

There lay that smiling island, just the same.

And still they sail to find the enchanted shore

That guards a fearful mystery evermore.
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A thousand years may pass away—but none

Shall know the secret of San Borondon,

And so, perchance, a thousand years may roll,

And none shall solve the enigma of the soul—

That baffling island in the unknown sea

Whose boundless deep we name Eternity.
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good Old Year ! this night 's your last,

And must you go ? With you I *ve passed

Some days that bear revision.

For these I 'd thank you, ere you make

Your journey to the Stygian lake,

Or to the fields Elysian.

Long have you been our household guest

;

To keep you we have tried our best.

You must not stay, you tell us,

Not even to introduce your heir,

Who comes so fresh and debonnair

He needs must make you jealous*

1 heard your footsteps overhead

To-night— and to myself I said

He 's packing his portmanteau.

His book and staff like Prospero's

He has buried, where nobody knows,

And finished his last canto.
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Your well-known hat and cloak still look

The same upon their entry hook,

And seem as if they grew here.

But they, ah me ! will soon he gone,

And we he sitting here alone

To welcome in the New Year.

The hoots so oft put out at night

Will vanish ere to-morrow's light

Across the east is hurning.

When morning comes, full well I know

They 11 leave no footprints in the snow

Of going or returning.

At twelve o'clock to-night Queen Mah
Will take you in her spectral cah

To catch the downward fast train.

Some of us will sit up with you,

And drink a parting cup with you,

While I indite this last strain.

O good old wise frost-headed Year,

You 've Drought us health and strength and cheer,

Though sometimes care and sorrow.

Each morn you gave us newer hope

That reached heyond the cloudy scope

Of our unseen to-morrow.
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We knew you when you were, forsooth,

No better than a stranger youth

—

Afast youth, some one muttered,

When thinking how the days you gave

On ghostly horses to their grave

Have galloped, flown and fluttered.

But what is time, by moon and stars

Checked off in monthly calendars,

To fairy kings like you here ?

What are the centuries that span

The inch-wide spaces ruled by man ?

Or what are Old and New Year ?

You go to join the million years,

The great veiled deep that never clears

Before our mortal seeing

:

The shrouded death, the evolving life,

The growth, the mystery, the strife

Of elemental being.

We see in your abstracted eye

The clouded flame of prophecy,

Of time the immortal scorning—
And yet the sympathetic smile

That says, " I fain would stay awhile

To bid your rhymes good-morning."
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Ah ! no more rhymes for you and me,

Old Year, shall we together see,—
Yes, we to-night mnst sever.

Good-hye, old Number Seventy-five

!

It *s nearly time you took your drive

Into the dark forever.

The train that stops for you will let

A stranger out we never met,

To take your place and station.

With greetings glad and shouts of joy

They '11 welcome him— while you, old hoy,

Depart with no ovation.

Besides, he has a higher claim

Than you— a grand ancestral name

That sets the bells a-ringing.

The great Centennial Year is he.

The nation's noisy jubilee

Young Seventy-six is bringing.

I hear the puffing of his steam.

I hear his locomotive scream

Across the hills and meadows.

One parting glass— the last— the last

!

Ten minutes more, and you '11 have passed

Into the realm of shadows.
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Five minutes yet ? But talk most end.

On with your cloak and cap, old friend 1

Too long we have been prating.

Your blessing now ! We '11 think of you.

Ah, there 's the clock ! Adieu— adieu

!

I see your cab is waiting.

December 31, 1875.
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A hundred years— and she had sat, a queen

Sheltering her children, opening wide her gates

To all the inflowing tribes of earth. At first

Storms raged around her ; hut her stumbling feet

Were planted firm upon the eternal rock.

Her young majestic head with sunny curls

And features tense with hope and prophecy

Now rose above the clouds of war. She gazed

Wistful yet calm into the coming years,

And grew in strength and wisdom : and afar

Across the sea the nations of the world

Beheld, and muttered from their ancient halls,

" Who is this stranger, young, unskilled and bold,

This Amazonian regent of the wilds

We spurned, and only sought when exile doomed—
Whose sons are marshalling the land and sea,

The winds, the electric currents and the light,

To do her bidding ? Who this Titan queen

Whose face is flushed with sunrise, and whose hands

Reach forth to welcome all our swarms disowned,

Cast forth upon her shores, and turn their blight

To bloom and culture— e'en their crime to good ?
9>
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Then some beheld her with derisive sneers,

Judgments derived from rules of use outworn,

And stale conventional comparison

;

With fear and envy some— others with awe

And vague hope of ideal rights of man,—
Green harvests now, but swelling into grain

For future time.

And still the years rolled on.

Tremors of battlefields thrilled through her limbs,

Once, twice, and thrice— the last, alas ! like shocks

Of agonizing pain ; for round her feet

Her own— her children grappled in the fields

Of blood and cannon-shot and fire and smoke—
One recreant multitude for slavery's crown,

And one for freedom and the common cause

That gave the country birth, and pledged the States

To unbroken union based on equal rights.

But justice triumphed, and the stricken land

Regained her poise hard-won.

Still rolled the years,

Till now she rounds her circling century

;

And Peace and Plenty smile upon her fields

That stretch from sea to sea. Then she arose

And spake unto the States that clustered round,

Her children all, war's yawning gulf o'erbridged,

North, south, and east and west, her children still

;

And to the ancestral realms across the seas :—
" This year I celebrate my birth. For me,
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One of the Titan race of latest days,

A race Satumian fables knew not of,

When giants grew, but hearts and minds were dwarfed

And cramped by precedents of bratal force

That stormed Olympus, so must needs be crushed

—

For me a hundred years are as one year

To you, and this centennial year a day.

Therefore 't is meet that we invite the world

To bring its various treasures to our shores,

And blend with us, through symbols and results

Of art and grand achievement, in the creed

Of human brotherhood. And may this year

Be as the seal and pledge of race with race

Forever— one with all, and all with one

!

yy

Then in a chosen spot, where the first vows

Of Liberty were plighted, we beheld

A wonder-work, as though some Geni snared

By incantation wrought the people's wilL

For stately palaces arose and gleamed

Amid the trees ; and on the distant sea

Came argosies full-laden with a wealth,

Not such as Cortez from the plundered realms

Of Montezuma bore, blood-steeped and wrapped

In crime, back to voracious Spain— but brought

With friendly rivalry from every clime

;

From shops and looms of quiet industry

And rare inventive art ; more wonderful
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Than crude barbaric days could ever dream.

There, heaped profusely through those spacious halls,

The treasures of the abounding century

Were ranged in order. Thither, as to a shore,

The crowding time-waves of a hundred years—
Silent as streams of air—had pulsed and flowed

And broke in surges, not of yeasty foam,

Besultless thought, and aimless bubble-dreams,

But products of the busy world-wide Mind.

From European and from Asian lands,

From tropic heats and Arctic solitudes,

From towns of traffic and from western wilds,

From sunless mines and clear, high-windowed halls

Of skill and industry, and lonely rooms

Where artists and inventors dreamed and toiled,

Pledged to some dear thought-burden of a life :—
From schools and laboratories closely bent

On nature's inmost secrets, and where swift

Discovery trod upon discovery's heels,

In silent unforeseen audacity

Of masterly conception and result.

Here Europe lavished all her modern wealth

Of apt contrivance, imitative skill,

And costly comfort. There remote Japan

With strange and fascinating styles of art

Took fancy captive ; and the Orient lands,

Whose more familiar forms we knew, set forth

Their porcelain wonders and their bronzes quaint,
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Their ivory lace-work and their brilliant silks.

And there, from end to end of one vast space

Throbbed the blind force whose swift gigantic arm

A thousand glistening iron slaves obeyed,

By science taught to serve the age's need.

And day by day the thronging multitudes,

Flowing and ebbing like a tide, swept by,

And up and down through halls and corridors

Feasting their eyes in endless holiday,

Through long, far-reaching vistas all compact

Of use and beauty.

Proud she well may be.

Once cast on rocks and cradled in the wincls,

She now commands, our Titan mother queen

;

"While thus the flattering world crowds round her feet,

One half to see the gifts the other half

Has laid before her— and we celebrate

Her first proud century's close with worthy signs

Of universal brotherhood and peace.

Then ring, ye bells ! and let the organs blow

And swell the choral hymn of praise and joy.

And let the grand orchestral symphonies

Resound through park and palace ; while afar

The flying thunders of the steam bring in

And out the thousands who in joyous groups

Make blithe centennial festival and cheer.

And as the autumn days move calmly on,
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And from the trees the red and yellow leaves

Drop to the earth— let not the lesson fall

Unheeded. With fraternal grasp we have met

Through all these summer and autumnal months.

Henceforth may peace and unity prevail

O'er all the land. America demands

No pledge less true for her Centennial Year*

October
t 1876.
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(a hope.)

Before onr eyes a pageant rolled

Whose banners every land unfurled

;

And as it passed, its splendors told

The art and glory of the world.

The nations of the earth have stood

With face to face and hand in hand,

And sworn to common brotherhood

The sundered souls of every land.

And while America is pledged

To light her Pharos towers for all,

While her broad mantle, starred and edged

With truth, o'er high and low shall fall

;

And while the electric nerves still belt

The State and Continent in one,—
The discords of the past shall melt

Like ice beneath the summer sun.
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land of hope ! thy future years

Are shrouded from our mortal sight

;

But thou canst turn the century's fears

To heralds of a cloudless light

!

The sacred torch our fathers lit

No wild misrule can ever quench

;

Still in our midst wise judges sit.

Whom party passion cannot blench.

From soul to soul, from hand to hand

Thy sons have passed that torch along.

Whose flame by Wisdom's breath is fanned.

Whose staff is held by runners strong.

Spirit of immortal truth.

Thy power alone that circles all

Can feed the fire as in its youth—
Can hold the runners lest they fall

!

February 2, 1877.
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A gboan from a dim-lit upper room—
A stealthy step on the stairs in the gloom—
A hurried glance to left, to right

In the court helow— then out in the night

There creeps a man through an alley dim,

Till lost in the crowd. Let us follow him.

The night is Hack as he hurries along;
The streets are filled with a jostling throng

;

The sidewalks soak in the misty rain.

He dares not look hehind again—
For every stranger eye he caught
Was sure to know his inmost thought.
The darkened casements looking down
From tall grim houses seemed to frown.
The globes in the druggists' windows shone
Like fiery eyes on him alone,
And dashed great spots of bloody red
On the wet pavements as he fled.
And as he passed the gas-lan,ps tall,
He saw his lengthening shadow fall
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Before his feet, till it grew and grew

To a giant self of a darker hue.

Bat turning down some lampless street

He left behind the trampling feet.

And on through wind and rain he strode,

Where far along on the miry road

The unwindowed shanties darkening stood—
A beggarly and outlawed brood,

'Mid half-hewn rocks and piles of dirt—

-

The ragged fringe of the city's skirt.

Then on, still on through the starless night.

Shrinking from every distant light,

Starting at every roadside bush,

Or swollen stream in its turbid rush—
On, still on, till he gained the wood

In whose rank depths his dwelling stood.

Then over his head the billows of wind

Rocked and roared before and behind

;

And all of a sudden the clouds let out

Their pale white moon-shafts all about

A dreary patch where the trees were dead,

By a rocky swamp and a ruined shed

;

And a path through the tangled woods appeared

Between two oaks where the briers were cleared.

And under the gloom he reaches at last

His door— creeps in and locks it fast

;

Then strikes a match and lights a lamp,

And draws from his pocket heavy and damp
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A wallet of leather thick and brown.

Then at a table sitting down,

To count the— Hark, what noise was that

!

A rattling shatter ? A rasping rat

Under the floor ? He turns to the door,

And sees that his windows are all secure.

Then kindles a fire, and dries his clothes,

And eats and drinks, and tries to doze.

But down the chimney loud and fast

Like distant cannon roars the blast,

And on the wind come cries and calls

And voices of awful waterfalls,

And winding horns and ringing bells,

And smothered sobs and groans and yells.

And though he turns into his bed

And wraps his blanket around his head,

Sleep will not come, or only sleep

That slides him down on an unknown deep,

From which he starts— and then it seemed

He had not done the deed, but dreamed.

Ah, would it were a dream, the wild

Wet night, and he once more a child

!

On a flying train, in the dawning day
And the fragrant morn, he is far away.

But secret eyes have pierced the night,

And lightning words outstripped his flight.

And far in the north, where none could know,
The law's long arm has reached its foe.
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(a true story.)

She stood beside the iron road,

A little child of ten years old.

She heard two meeting thunders rolled

From north and south, that plainly showed

Danger too fearful to be told.

Nearer, still nearer, rumbling on,

One train approached with crashing speed.

What could she do ? Who would give heed

To her— a child, who stood alone

And voiceless as a roadside weed ?

A feeble cry she raised, and stood

Across the track,— and then untied

Her little apron from her side,

And waved it swiftly as she could —
If only she might be espied

!
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If only on the hissing back

Of that huge monster nearing fast

The engineer his eye might cast

On her there on the curving track,

And heed her signal ere he passed

!

She stands with shout and warning heck

;

On comes the train with thundering roar.

The fireman sees— he looks once more—
He sees a little waving speck,

And slackening, slower moves and slower.

" Hi— little girl ! what 's all this row ?
"

" Another train !— my ears it stuns !

It rounds the curve like rattling guns !

Back— hack ! — for I must signal now

The other." And away she runs.

So by this little maiden's hand

Were hundreds saved from fearful lot.

But when with awe they spoke of what

They had escaped, and made demand

About the child, they found her not.

For she had vanished through the wood.

None guessed her dwelling-place or name,

Nor by what wondrous chance she came

;

While home she ran in blithesome mood,

Nor knew she had done a deed of fame.
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But in the old times they would have said

It was an angel had stood there—
The hood above her golden hair

A nimbus glowing round a head

With supernatural radiance fair.

The small white apron that she waved

Across the dangerous iron track

To warn the rushing engines back,

Might have been wings, whose flashing saved

Five hundred souls from mortal wrack.

November, 1882.
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An old umbrella in the ball,

Battered and baggy, quaint and queer;

By all the rains of many a year

Bent, stained, and faded— that is alL

Warped, broken, twisted by the blast

Of twenty winters, till at last,

like some poor close-reefed schooner cast,

All water-logged, with half a mast,

Upon the rocks— it finds a nook

Of shelter on an entry hook :
—

Old battered craft— how came you here?

Ah, could it speak, 't would tell of one—
Old Simon Dowles, who now is gone—
Gone where the weary -are at rest

;

Of one who locked within its breast

His private sorrows o'er his lot,

And in his humble work forgot

That he was but a toiling bark

Upon the billows in the dark,

While the brave newer ships swept by
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Sailing beneath a prosperous sky.

And winged with opportunities

Fate had denied to hands like his.

A plain, old-fashioned wight was lie

As these sport-loving days could see;

He in his youth had loved and lost

His loyal true-love. Ever since

His lonely life was flecked and crossed

By sorrow's nameless shadow-tints.

Yet never a murmur from his Eps

Told of his darkened soul's eclipse.

I often think I still can hear

His voice so blithe, his tones of cheer,

As, dropping in to say " good-day,"

He gossiped in his old man's way.

And yet we laughed when he had gone.

We youngsters could n't understand—
No matter if it rained or shone,

He held the umbrella in his hand.

Or if he set it in the hall,

Where other shedders of the rain

Stood dripping up against the wall,

His was too shabby and too plain

To tempt exchange. All passed it by,

Though showers of rain were pouring down

And all the gutters of the town

Were torrents in the darkening sky.
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He never left it once behind

Save the last time he crossed our door*

Oblivions shadows o'er his mind

Presaged his failing strength. Before

The morning he had passed away

In peaceful sleep from night to day.

And here the old brown umbrella stDl

In its old corner stays to fill

The place, as best it may, of him

Who on this wild and wintry night

Is surely with the saints of light—
For whom my eyes grow moist and dim

While I this simple rhyme indite.
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All day within me, sweet and clear

The song yon sang is ringing.

At night in my half-dreaming ear

I hear yon singing, singing.

Ere thought takes np its homespun thread

When early morn is breaking,

Sweet snatches hover round my bed

And cheer me when awaking.

The sunrise brings the melody

I only half remember,

And summer seems to smile for me,

Although it is December.

Through drifting snow, through dropping rain,

Through gusts of wind, it haunts me.

The tantalizing old refrain

Perplexes, yet enchants me.
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The mystic chords that bore along

Your voice so calmly splendid,

In glimmering fragments with the song

Are joined and vaguely blended.

I touch my instrument and grope

Along the keys' confusion,

And dally with the chords in hopes

To catch the sweet illusion.

In vain of that consummate hour

I court the full completeness,

The perfume of the hidden flower,

The perfect bloom and sweetness.

Of strains that were too rich to last

A baffled memory lingers*

The theme, the air, the chords have passed

;

They mock my voice and fingers.

They steal away as sunset fires

Lose one by one their flashes,

And cheat the eye with smouldering pyres

And banks of gray cloud-ashes.

And yet I know the old alloy

That dims and disentrances

The golden visions and the joy

Of hope's resplendent fancies
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Can never touch that festal hour

In soul and sense recorded,

Though scattered rose leaves from your bower

Alone my search rewarded.

The unconnected strains alone

Survive to bring you nearer.

As when our queen of song and tone

Made vassals of each hearer.

Yet through the night and through the day

The notes and chords are ringing.

Their echo will not pass away—
I hear you singing— singing.
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O boon and curse in one— this ceaseless need

Of looking still behind us and before

!

Gift to the soul of eyes that cannot read

Life's open book of cabalistic lore ;—

Eyes that discern a light and joy divine

Twinkling beyond the twilight clouds afar,

Yet know not if it be the countersign

Of moods and thoughts, or some eternal star.

What taunt of destiny still stimulates

Yet baffles all desire, or wise or fond,

To pierce the veil ne'er lifted by the fates

Between the life that ends and life beyond ?

We sit before the doors of death, and dream
That when they ope to let our brothers in,

We catch, before they close, some flitting gleam
Of glory where their after-lives begin.
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And with the light a transient burst of song

Comes from within the gates that shut again

Upon our dead. Then we, the proud, the strong,

Sit crushed and lonely in our wordless pain.

Weeping, we knock against the bars, and call,

" Speak— speak, O love, for we are left alone
!

"

We hear our voices echo against the wall,

And dream it is a spirit's answering tone.

" Come back, or answer us

!

" In vain we cry.

Naught is so near as death, so far away

As life beyond. They only know who die 2

And we who live can only guess and pray.

If 't were indeed a voice not born within—
Some sure authentic sign from unknown realms—

Some note that heart and reason both could win—
Some carol like yon oriole in the elms

;

Though but a vague and broken music caught,

Heard in the darkness, and then heard no more—

-

Sinking in sudden silence— while in thought

We piece the strains outside the muffled door

That leads into the light and perfect joy

Of the full concert— then 't were bliss indeed

No present griefs could darken or destroy

;

Somewhere life's mystery we should learn to read.
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Somewhere we then might drop the ripened seed

Of life, to grow again beyond the sky—
Nor deem the human soul a withering weed

Born but to bloom a summer time and die.
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A MOOKISH BA&LAD.

In Grenada reigned Mohammed,

Sixth who hore the name was he

;

But the rightful king, Prince Yousuf^

Pined in long captivity

:

Yousuf, brother to Mohammed.
Him the king had seized and sent

Prisoner to a Moorish castle,

Where ten years his life was spent.

Ill and feeble, now the usurper

Felt his death was hastening on,

And would fain bequeath his kingdom

And his title to his son.

Calling then a trusty servant,

He to him a letter gave—
" Take my fleetest horse, and hasten,

If my life you wish to save.
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" Hie thee to the brave Alcayde

Of my castle by the sea

;

To his hands give thou this letter,

And his physician bring to me,"

Then in haste his servant mounted,

And for many a league he rode,

Till he reached the court and castle

Where the captive prince abode.

There sat Yonsuf and the Alcayde

In the castle, playing chess.

" What is this ? " the keeper muttered.

" Some bad tidings, as I guess."

Pale he grew, and sat and trembled,

While his eye the letter scanned

;

And his voice was choked and speechless,

As he dropped it from his hand.

" Now what ails thee ? " cried Prince Yousuf.

" Doth the king demand my head ?
"

"Read it! " gasps the good Alcayde.
" Ah, my lord— would I were dead !

"

Yousuf read : " When this shall reach you,
Slay my brother, and his head
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Straightway by the bearer send me

;

So I may be sure he 's dead."

u So "— cried Yousuf• " This I looked for.

Now let us play out our game.

I was losing—you were winning

When this ugly message came."

All confused, the poor Alcayde

Played his knights and bishops wrong;

And the prince his moves corrected.

So in silence sat they long.

In his mind Prince Yousuf pondered,

"Why this hasty message send,

If my kind and thoughtful brother

Were not hastening to his end ?

" Surely he is ill or dying.

And if I must lose my head,

My young nephew will succeed him

O'er Grenada in my stead.

" Though my keeper still is friendly,

I must gain some hours' delay.

He is poor : the king may bribe him.

He may change ere close of day."
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Then aloud— u Come, good Alcayde—
One more game before I die.

And be sure you make no blunders—
I may beat you yet 1 11 try."

In bis lonely life the keeper

Dearly loved bis game of cbess

;

Therefore needs he little urging,

Though sad thoughts his soul oppress.

For an liour or two they battled.

And the Alcayde gained amain

;

For the prince with restless glances

Grazed beyond the window-pane.

Still the chess-board lay between them;

And the Alcayde played his best

;

Took no note of gliding hours,

Till the sunset fired the west.

Yet he gained not, for Prince Yousuf

With a sudden checkmate sprang

Unforeseen— and that same moment—
Hark— was that a bugle rang ?

Through the western windows gazing

Far across the dusty plain,
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Yousuf saw the flash of lances

—

And the bugle rang again.

And two knights appeared advancing

like two eagles on the wing.

Allah Akbar ! From Grenada

Faces flushed with joy they bring.

The king is dead ! Long live King Yousuf 1

Long lost lord— our rightful king

!
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In the fragrant bright June morning, Rosamond, the

queen of girls,

Down the marble doorsteps loiters, radiant with her

sunny curls

;

O'er the green sward through the garden passes to the

river's brink—
Throws away an old bouquet, and wonders if 't will float

or sink.

Then returning through the garden, round and round the

lawn she goes,

Singing, as she cuts fresh roses, she herself her world's

fair rose

;

In her dainty morning-robe and straw hat shading half

her face—
Picturesque in form and feature, lovely in her youth

and grace

;

In her hand a little dagger, sharp and glittering in the
sun.

Rifling hearts of thorny bnshes, cntting roses one by one,
Pink and white and blood-red crimson-some in bud

and some full-blown,
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There through lawn and grove and garden sings she to

herself alone

;

Softly sings in broken snatches some old song of Spain

or France,

As she holds her roses off at full arm's length, with

sidelong glance,

Shifting groups of forms and colors ; for a painter's eye

hath she,

And all beauty pleaseth her, so artist-like and fancy-free*

Now she enters her boudoir and sets her roses in a vase.

There for seven days and nights their bloom and fra-

grance fill the place.

When the petals droop and fade, she 'U bear them to

the river's brink

;

Singing, throw them on the waves, and wonder if they 11

float or sink.

Will she bear away to-night a bunch of lovers' rose-

hearts, pray ?

Set them in her vase a week— then throw them with

her flowers away ?
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Ah, who can tell which guide were hest

To truth long sought, hut uuattained—
The early faith, or late unrest ?

What age has earned, or hoyhood gained?

When down life's vista as we gaze,

Where vanished youth's remembered gleam.

The radiance of the unconscious days—
The dream that knew not 't was a dream—

The time ere yet the shades of douht
Before our steps crept lengthening on,

And morn and noon spread all ahout
Their warm and fragrant henison—

Was this a vision of the mind
That comes hut once and disappears?

And can our riper wisdom find
A clearer path in after years ?
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The lore of philosophic age,

The legendary creed of youth

—

Say which should trace upon life's page

The book-mark of the surest truth?

Ah, question not. The unconscious life

That leaps to its spontaneous deed

Alone can harmonize the strife

Between the impulse and the deed.

Through dark and light—through change on change

The planet-soul is pledged to move,

Steeped all along its spinning range

In sunshine born of thought and love.
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I love it, yet I hardly can tell why

—

My studio with its window to the sky,

Far up above the noises of the street.

The rumbling carts, the ceaseless tramp of feet;

A privacy secure from idle crowds,

And public only to the flying clouds.

No shadowed corners round about me hide.

Clear-lighted stand its walls on every side,

Each sketch and picture showing at its best.

A room for cheery work that needs no rest.

Only too short these days of autumn seem,

Where labor is but joy and peace supreme

;

Where fields and woods, towns, skies, and winding rills

Still haunt the memory as the canvas fills.

And while the painter plies his earnest task,

He seems as in some vision-land to bask

;

And all that fed his eye and fired his soul
When in the golden summer days he stole

Their forms and colors, now lived o'er again,
Runs like a strain of music through his brain.
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joyous tasks of art ! without your speU

Life were a dull and dreary cloister-cell,

All nature darkened and all beauty dim.

But ye nil up its chalice to the brim

With draughts as sweet as ever yet, I ween,

Mowed in the poets' sparkling Hippocrene.
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On the high road travelling steady,

Sure, alert, and ever ready,

Prompt to seize all fit occasion,

Courting power and wealth and station

;

One clear aim hefore him keeping

With a vigilance unsleeping

;

Prizing most the ephemeral flower

Blooming for a brilliant hour

;

With self-conscious action moving

;

Well known truths intent on proving ;

Radiant in his day and season

With the world's reflected reason

;

Noting times, effects, and causes,

Phaon wins the crowd's applauses.

n.

Wing'd like an eagle o'er mountains and meadows,

Lit by their splendors or hid by their shadows;

Borne by a power supernal, resistless

;

Dreaming through trances abstracted and listless

;
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Swooping capricious to faults and to errors,

Redeemed by a virtue unconscious of terrors

;

Linking with ease his result and endeavor

;

Opening through chaos fresh pathways forever

;

Gilding the world with his thoughts and his fancies •

Scornful of fashions and heedless of chances

;

Yet in obscurity living and dying—

Hylas, a voice in the wilderness crying,

Only is heard when no hand can restore him,

Only is known when the grave closes o'er him.
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"While the skies of this northern November

Scowl down with a darkening menace,

I wonder if yon still remember

That marvellous summer in Venice.

When the mornings by clouds unencumbered

Smiled on in unchanging persistence

On the broad bright laguna that slumbered

Afar in the magical distance.

And the mirror of waters reflected

The sails in their gay plumage grouping

Like tropical birds that erected

Their wings, or sat drowsily drooping.

How by moonlight our gondola gliding

Through gleams and through shadows of wonder,

With its sharp flashing beak flew dividing

The waves slipping silently under.
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Then almost too foil seemed the chalice

Of new brimming life and of beauty,

As we floated by Riva and palace,

Dogana and stately Salute—

Through deep-mouthed canals overshaded

By balconies gray, quaint and olden,

Where ruins of centuries faded

Stood stripped of their azure and golden.

Do you call back the days when before us

The masters of art shone revealing

Their marvels of color— and o'er us

Glowed grand on the rich massy ceiling

In the halls of the doges, where trembled

The state in its turbulent fever,

And purple-robed senates assembled

In days that are shadows forever ?

You remember the yellow light tipping

The domes when the sunset was dying

;

The crowds on the quays, and the stripping

;

The pennons and flags that were flying ;—

•

Saint Mark's with its mellow-toned glory,

The splendor and gloom of its riches

;
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The columns Byzantine and hoary

;

The arches, the gold-crusted niches;

And the days when the sunshine invited

The painters abroad, until mooring

Their bark in the shadow, delighted

They wrought at their labors alluring;

The pictures receding in stretches

Of amber and opal around us

—

The joy of our mornings of sketches—
The spell of achievement that bound us?

Ah, never I busy my brushes

With scenes of that radiant weather,

But through me the memory rushes

"When we were in Venice together.

Fair Venice, the pearl-shell of cities

!

Though poor the oblations we bring her—
The pictures, the songs and the ditties—

Ah, still we must paint her and sing her

!

A vision of beauty long vanished,

A dream that is joy to remember,
A solace that cannot be banished

By all the chill blasts of November

!
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I met one in the Land of Sleep

Who seemed a friend long known and true*

I woke. That friend I could not keep—
For him I never knew.

Yet there was one in life's young morn

Loved me, I thought, as I loved him.

Slow from that trance I waked forlorn,

To find his love grown dim.

He hy whose side in dreams I ranged,

Unknown by name, my friend still seems

;

While he I knew so well has changed.

So both were only dreams.
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TO G. W. C.

Long, long ago, in the sweet Roman spring

Through the bright morning air we slowly strolled.

And in the blue heaven heard the skylarks sing

Above the ruins old—

Beyond the Forum's crumbling grass-grown piles,

Through high-walled lanes o'erhung with blossoms

white

That opened on the far Campagna's miles

Of verdure and of light

;

Till by the grave of Keats we stood, and found

A rose some loyal hand had planted there.

Making more sacred still that hallowed ground,

And that enchanted air.

A single rose, whose fading petals drooped,

And seemed to wait for us to gather them.

So, kneeling on the humble mound, we stooped

And plucked it from its stem.
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One rose, and nothing more. We snared its leaves

Between us, as we shared the thoughts of one

Called from the fields before his unripe sheaves

Could feel the harvest sun.

That rose's fragrance is forever fled

For us, dear friend— but not the poet's lay.

He is the rose— deathless among the dead—
Whose perfume lives to-day.
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Gray-headed poets, whom the full years bless

"With life and health and chance still multiplied

To hold your forward course— fame and success

Close at your side

;

Who easier won your hays because the fields

Lacked reapers ;
— time has been your helper long.

Rich are the crops your busy tillage yields—
Your arms still strong.

Honor to you, your talent and your truth.

As ye have soared and sung, still may ye sing

!

Yet we remember some who fell in youth

With broken wing.

Names nigh forgotten now, by time erased,

Or else placarded o'er by those long known,

Had fate permitted, might they not have blazed

Beside your own ?

Ah yes, due fame for all who have achieved

;

And yet a thought for those who died too young—
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Their green fruit dropped— their visions half con-

ceived—
Their lays unsung

!

A tribute song for them ! Reach forth, renowned

And honored ones, from your green sunny glades,

And grasp their spirit-hands— the bards uncrowned

Amid the shades.

Not those whom glory follows to a bier

Enshrined in marble, decked with costly flowers.

The loud world speaks their praise from year to year.

They need not ours.

But for the dead whose promise failed through death,

The great who might have been— whose early bloom

Dropping like roses in the north-wind's breath,

Found but a tomb.

Yet it may be, in some bright land, unchecked

By fate— some fair Elysian field unknown,

Their brows by brighter laurel wreaths are decked—
Their seat a throne ;

While spirits of the illustrious dead, the seers,

Prophets and poets of the olden days

Mingle, perchance, with theirs, as with their peers,

Immortal lays.
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HOUSING.

The morning sun has pierced the mist.

And beach and cliff and ocean kissed.

Blue as the lapis4aznli

The sea reflects the azure sky.

In the salt healthy breeze I stand

Upon the solid floor of sand.

Along the untrodden shore are seen

Fresh tufts of weed maroon and green.

And ruffled kelp and stranded sticks

And shells and stones and sea-moss mix.

The low black rocks, forever wet,

Lie tangled in their pulpy net.

The shy sand-pipers fly and light—
And swallows circle out of sight.

Out where the sky the horizon meets

Glide glimmering sails in scattered fleets.

Old Ocean smiles as though amid

His leagues of brine no treachery hid.

And safe upon the sandy marge,

By stranded boat and floating barge,
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Gay children leap and laugh and ran,

Browned by the salt air and the sun.

EL

EVENING.

Now thickening twilight presses down

Upon the harbor and the town.

And all around a misty pall

Of doll gray cloud hangs over aE.

The huddling fishing-sloops lie safe,

While far away the breakers chafe*

And now the landsman's straining eye

Mingles the gray sea with the sky.

Far out upon the darkening deep

The white ghosts of the ocean leap.

Boone Island's light, a lonely star,

Is flashing o'er the waves afar.

Up the broad beach the sea rolls in

In never-ending foam and din

;

And all along the craggy shore

Resounds one long continuous roar.

"We turn away, and hail each gleam

"Where lamps from cottage windows stream.

For sad and solemn is the moan

Of ocean when the day has flown,

And, borne on dusky wings, the night

"Wraps in a shroud the dying light.
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I started on a lonely road.

A few companions with me went.

Some fell behind, some forward strode,

Bat all on one high purpose bent

:

To live for Nature, finding truth

In beauty, and the shrines of art;

To consecrate our joyous youth

To aims outside the common mart*

The way was steep, though pleasure crowned

Our toil with every step we took.

The morning air was spiced around

From many a pine and cedar nook.

I turned aside and lingered long

To pluck a rose, to hear a bird,

To muse, while listening to the song

Of brooks through leafy coverts heard

;

To live in thoughts that brought no fame

Or guerdon from the thoughtless crowd

;
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To toil for ends that could not claim

The world's applauses coarse and loud ;

Then onward pressed. But far before

I saw my comrades on the heights.

They no divided homage bore

To Beauty's myriad sounds and sights.

In blithe self-confidence they wrought.

Some strove for fame and fame's reward.

They pleased the public's facile thought

;

Then paused and stretched them on the sward.

And still though oft I bind my sheaf

In fields my comrades have not known ;

Though Art is long and life is brief,

And youth has now forever flown,

I would not lose the raptures sweet,

Nor scorn the toil of earlier years $

Still would I climb with eager feet,

Though towering height on height appears—

And up the mountain road I see

A younger throng with voices loud,

Who side by side press on with me,

Till I am lost amid the crowd.
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As once I sat upon the shore

There came to me a fairy boat,

A bark I never saw before,

Whose coming I had failed to note,

Wrapped in my studies conning rules of life by rote.

The stern was fashioned like a heart

;

The curving sides like Cupid's bow.

And from the mast, which like a dart

Was winged above and barbed below,

A pennon like an airy stream of blood did flow.

Upon the prow on either side

Was carved a snowy Paphian dove.

Between, reflected in the tide

An arching swan's neck rose above

The deck o'erspread with broidered tapestries of love.

Against the mast the idle sail

Flapped like a lace-edged valentine.

It seemed a canvas all too frail,
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Should winds arouse the sleeping brine.

A toy the boat appeared, for sport in weather fine*

And so I stepped, in idle mood,

Aboard the bark— when suddenly

A breeze sprang up : and while I stood

Uncertain, thinking I was free

To make retreat, the vessel bore me ont to sea.

Silent and swift away from land

It cut the waves. No pilot steered.

No voice of captain gave command.

Yet to and fro it tacked and veered.

All day it flew. At eve a distant land appeared.

An island in the restless seas,

With rosy cliffs, and gold and green

Of dappled fields, and tropic trees,

With trailing vines and flowers between,

Across the purple waves through amber skies was seen.

And music floating from afar

I heard, of voice and instrument

As the sun sank, and star by star

Throbbed in the living Armament

;

And all kind fates seemed pledged to cheer me as I

went.
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Till in a deep and shadowy bay

The little argosy, self-furled,

Self-anchored, in the silence lay,

And landed me upon a world

By other stars and moons endiamonded, impearled.

A region to my student's nooks

Unknown— where first I learned to see

That love is never conned from books,

Nor passion taught by fantasy—
But in the living, beating heart alone can be.

For on that shore a maiden stood,

Who smiled with sympathetic glance,

And when I pressed her hand, and wooed,

Turned not her truthful eyes askance,

And proved my voyage was no idle sport of chance.

Ah, from this island if I veer

Into the seas of worldly strife,

Give me the bark that brought me here,

Where now the tried and faithful wife

Year after year renews the lover's lease of life.
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" Naught but the fittest lives," I heap

Ring on the northern breeze of thought

:

" To Nature's heart the strong are dear,

The weak must pass unloved, unsought."

And yet in undertones a voice

Is heard that says, " O child of earthy

Tour mind's best work, your heart's best choice

Shall stand with God for what they are worth.

Time's buildings are not all of stone.

With frailest fibres Nature spins

Her living webs from zone to zone,

And what is lost she daily wins.

I fain would think, amid the strife

Between realities and forms,

Slight gifts may claim perennial life

'Mid slow decay and sudden storms.

This tuft of silver hairs I loose

From open windows to the breeze,

n
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Some bird of spring perchance may use

To build her nest in yonder trees.

These pictures painted with an art

Surpassed by younger sight and skill,

May pass into some friendly heart,

Some room with Nature's smiles may fill.

These leaves of light and earnest rhyme

Dropped on the windy world, though long

Neglected now, some future time

May weave into its nest of song.
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Cou> philosophers, so apt

With your formulas exacting,

In your problems so enwrapt,

And your theories distracting

;

Webs of metaphysic doubt

On your wheels forever spinning,

Turning Nature inside out

From its end to its beginning

;

Drawing forth from matter raw

Protoplasmic threads, to fashion

What Creation never saw—
Mind apart from faith or passion

;

Faculties that know no wants

But a logical position—
Intellectual cormorants

Fed on facts of pure cognition ;—

Like Arachne's is your task.

By Minerva's wisdom baffled.
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Defter weavers we must ask

;

Tissues less obscurely ravelled.

Larger vision you must find

Ere your evolution-plummets

Sound the abysses of the mind,

Or your measure reach its summits.

Not from matter crude and coarse

Comes this delicate creation.

Twinned with it a finer force

Rules it to its destination.

All beliefs, affections, deeds

Feed its depths as streams a river,

Every purpose holds the seeds

Of a fruit that grows forever.

Souls outsoar your schoolmen's wil*

In a loftier heaven wheeling.

Lights ideal o'er them flit.

Every thought is wing'd with feeling.

Conscience born of heavenly light

Mingles with their lofty yearning

;

Phantasy and humor bright
Cheer their toilsome path of learning.
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Poesy with dreamy eyes

Lures them into fairy splendor,

Music's magic harmonies

Thrill with touches deep and tender.

Love, that shapes their mental moods,

Offers now its warm oblations,

Now the heart's dark solitudes

Glow with solemn adorations.

Vain your biologic strife,

Your asserting, your denying

;

Ygdrasil the Tree of Life

Flouts your narrow classifying.

Every living leaf and bud

On its mighty branches growing,

Palpitates with will and blood

Past primordial foreknowing.

Your dissecting-knives can show

Less than half these wondrous natures,

In these beating hearts there glow

Flames that scorch your nomenclatures,—

Lights that make your axioms fine

Fade like stars when day is breaking;—
Splendors, hopes, and powers divine,

New born with each day's awaking.
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Raise your scientific lore,

Grant us larger definitions

;

Souls are surely something more

Than mere bundles of cognitions.

Take the sum— the mighty whole—
Man, this sovereign Protean creature,

Follow the all-embracing soul,

If you can, through form and feature.

Whence it came in vain you guess,

Where it goes you cannot measure,

And its depths are fathomless

;

And exhaustless flows its treasure.

And its essence holds the world

In abeyance and solution,

For the gods themselves are furled

In its mystic involution.
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Come, we 'II light the parlor fire

;

Winter sets in sharp and rough.

Wood is dear, but coal 's provided,

For three months, I think, enough,

Bring one hod of Lackawanna,

One of Sidney's softer kind,

Mix them well— clap on the blower,

Let the grate outroar the wind.

2.

See— they are coming— the guests I expected,

Not a man's party, o'er punch and cigars

;

Sexes must blend in the friends I've selected,

Moonlight must mellow the glittering stars.

Soon will it kindle, the blithe conversation,

Spirits to spirits responsively fit

;

Men with their logic and grave moderation,

Women with sentiment, gossip and wit.

3.

Now the softly flaming Sidney

Mixes with the anthracite

;
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Quickens all its slow-paced ardor

With a fluttering glow and light;

While their heat and radiance blended

Flash in gleams of red and blue,

Filling all the room with sunshine,

Gaily sparkling up the flue.

4.

Lonely was Adam till Eve came to cheer him—

Came to commingle her warmth with his light

Man is a fossil till woman comes near him,

A rose on his brier— a moon to his night

Then when the tenderer feminine color

Rims the hard stalk with its delicate gleams,

All his best life growing sweeter and fuller

Wakes in the glow of those holier beams.

5.

Hard and soft in cordial union

Now have fused, like molten wax.

Each a temper gives and borrows—
Each the half the other lacks.

Should they lose their flames and smoulder

With a dull and sullen light,

Stir them up— the sparking Sidney

Soon will start the anthracite.
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6.

What— have my guests then exhausted their topics?

Why is this lull in the murmur of tongues ?

Where is that breath from the flowery tropics ?

Lead to the piano our empress of songs

!

Music shall stir us to harmonies hidden,

Flooding to rapture like beakers of wine.

Stories shall move us to laughter unbidden

;

Laughter like music is something divine.

7.

Ah, 't is midnight ! Are you going ?

Parties will break up so soon.

Count not hours so swiftly flowing,

Heed not the high wintry moon.

One more song before we sever,

And the cinders turn to white

;

One old story, good as ever

!

No ? Too late ? Ah, well— good night

!

8.

Now they have gone with the pale dying embers.

Here in my parlor, still cosy and warm
With the glow of the hearth, how my fancy remem-

bers

Each guest of the evening— each talent and

charm;—
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The slow-burning fervors of masculine reason,

The swift-glancing flame of the feminine heart;-

And I vow that no fire shall be lit at this season,

Bat coal of each sex shall contribute its part
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Before the daybreak, in the murky night

My chanticleer, half dreaming, sees the light

Stream from my window on his perch below,

And taking it for dawn he needs must crow.

Wakeful and sad I shut my book, and smile

To think my lonely vigil should beguile

The silly fowl. Alas, I find no ray

Within my lamp or heart, of dawning day.
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1.

They soon grow old who grope for gold

In marts where all is bought and sold

;

Who live for self, and on some shelf

In darkened vaults hoard up their pelf

Cankered and crusted o'er with mould.

For them their youth itself is old.

2.

They ne'er grow old who gather gold

Where spring awakes and flowers unfold

;

Where suns arise in joyous skies,

And fiU the soul within their eyes.

For them the immortal bards have sung,

For them old age itself is young.
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1.

Gone is the tempest that clouded

The land with its dark desolation.

Out from the pall that enshrouded

Leaps the new strength of the nation.

2.

Never again shall the cannon

Roar with their terrible voicing,

Save where the free flag and pennon

Wave o'er a country rejoicing.

3.

Boast not when musketry rattles

O'er corpses of landsmen and seamen.

Gains that are greater than battles

Come with the ballots of freemen.

4.

Praise ye the peace that engenders

Trust in a people enlightened

;

Honor to valiant defenders,

Hope for the days that have brightened.
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Some Bummer mornings— when you've taken tea

Too late the night before— perhaps you'll see,

If at some Berkshire farmhouse far away

You chance to wake while yet the sky is gray,

A glory, to your landscape-painter men

Unknown, yet worthy of a poet's pen.

Look from your window. Long gray banks of cloud

The fields, the hills, the distant view enshroud.

Faint stars still glimmer in the heavens above.

Bolow dim shapes of fog o'er stream and grove

Hang wreathing, shifting in the sluggish breeze.

Are yonder shadows mist, or mist-clad trees ?

For what is cloud and what is land no eye

(Sleepy at least like yours) can yet descry.

And now the rushing streams, by day unheard,

You hoar, and now the twitter of a bird,

And now another, till at last the hills

And woods are all alive with fugues and trills.

The sheep begin to bleat, the cows to low

;

Three hoarse, young roosters try their best to crow,
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Eesponding to some thirsty, quacking duck.

Or hen who folds her chicks with motherly cluck.

Now morning spreads apace. The stars are drowned*

Trees loom above the fog ; and all around

The landscape is transfigured in the light

Of pearly skies. Westward the wings of Night

Are folded as she steals unseen away.

Now in the far northeast an amber gray

Gleams under bars of long dark-pencilled cloud.

The crows above the woods are cawing loud.

Brighter and brighter up the dewy slope

The coming sunrise floods the lands with hope.

The clouds from north to south begin to blush.

Old Graylock answers with a rosy flush.

One mountain peak looms up with crimsoned sides ;

A moment more, and in the mist it hides.

And now the valleys catch the sun below,

And elms and barn-roofs redden in the glow.

for a pencil rapid as the light

To paint the glories bursting on the sight

!

Making the plain New England landscape seem

The unfamiliar scenery of a dream.

For this might be in Arcady — my rhyme

Some Eastern shepherd's of the olden time.

Here might I pipe with Tityrus in the grove

;

Here to fair Amaryllis whisper love ;
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Here the wild woodland haunts of Dryads seek

But what is that ! The locomotive's shriek

Calls me from Dreamland and the Arcadian dawn,

The sun is up. The mystery is gone.

Another hook of poesy the West

Has opened. Let the hrxds of old go rest.
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THE OLD APPLE-WOMAN.

A BROADWAY LYRIC.

She sits by the side of a turbulent stream

That rushes and rolls forever

Up and down like a weary dream

In the trance of a burning fever.

Up and down through the long Broadway

It flows with its tiresome paces—
Down and up through the noisy day,

A river of feet and of faces.

Seldom a drop of that river's spray

Touches her withered features

;

Yet still she sits there day by day

In the throng of her fellow-creatures.

Apples and cakes and candy to sell,

Daily before her lying.

The ragged newsboys know her well—

The rich never think of buying.
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Year in, year out, in her dingy shawl

The wind and the rain she weathers,

Patient and mute at her little stall

;

But few are the coppers she gathers.

Still eddies the crowd intent on gain.

Each for himself is striving

With selfish heart and seething brain—
An endless hurry and driving.

The loud carts rattle in thunder and dust;

Gay Fashion sweeps hy in its coaches.

With a vacant stare she mumbles her crust,

She is past complaints and reproaches.

Still new faces and still new feet—
The same yet changing forever

;

They jostle along through the weary street,

The waves of the human river.

Withered and dry like a leafless hush

That clings to the hank of a torrent,

Year in, year out, in the whirl and the rush,

She sit3, of the city's current.

The shrubs of the garden will blossom again

Though far from the flowing river

;

But the spring returns to her in vain—
Its bloom has nothing to give her.
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Yet in her heart there buds the hope

Of a Father's love and pity;

For her the clouded skies shall ope,

And the gates of a heavenly city.
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THE WEATHER-PROPHET.

A FABLE.

"What can the matter be with the thermometer?

Is it the sun or the moon or the comet, or

Something broke loose in the old earth's pedometer?"

Thus in his study a weather philosopher

Mused— every minute more puzzled and cross oveR

Wind-charts and notes he proceeded to toss over.

" Up in this tower, this breezy and barren height,

One should be cool as an elderly Sharonite.

Something is wrong with the scales of my Fahrenheit

'T was but this morning the wind blowing northerly

Roughened the tops of the ocean waves frothily

;

Now it has shifted, and seems to be southerly "—
(These are not rhymes— I am fully aware of it

But the hot weather— for he had the care of it—
Fully excused him, and I have no share of it)

Time to this sage was so precious that never he
Ate at regular hour ; forever he
Seemed to be lost in a weather-wise reverie.
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So a small kitchen the town-folks did make for him

Eight underneath, where a servant could bake for him,

Boil for him, cook up a chop or a steak for him.

So that he need n't be starving while measuring

Rain-storms and calms that the heavens were treasuring.

T was a bright thought which they took a great pleas-

ure in;

For 't was the weather that made the great theme for

them.

This was their day-talk and this their night's dream for

them.

Here was the man who could skim the sky's cream for

them;

Thousands of miles away see a cloud-macula—
Tell what was coming in language oracular—
Translate his science in common vernacular.

Quite independent of housekeeping syndicates

He could pronounce what the weather-glass indicates

Long ere old Boreas had opened his windy gates.

Knew all the signs from the Crab to Aquarius,

shifting or permanent— single or various

;

Bright signs that gladden us, dark signs that weary us,

Versed in the trade-winds and currents could spy a way
How a storm-centre in Texas or Iowa
Might prove a cyclone or peaceably die away.

skilled in all secrets of meteorology,

Clear in his mind as that H I should follow G.

If he made blunders he made no apology.
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He was the boldest of Old Probabilities

;

Scorned all assistance and short-hand facilities.

Ah, what a thing to have genius and skill it is

!

Pity if he should be forced to take off his eye

;

Leave for a dinner his notes to a novice eye I

Food was a trifle for one who could prophesy.

So like the prophet of old when the city he

Left for the woods, and the ravens had pity, he

Found himself served by a black-coat committee.

Now while engrossed in his figures, not dreaming it,

Bridget below in the kitchen was steaming it

;

Making the building so hot that ice-cream in it

Melted like butter. Her stove and the range in it

Cooking his dinner— though this may seem strange

in it—

>

Was the sole reason the air had a change in it.

Over his figures his brow getting rigid, he

Kept at his task, never thinking of Bridgety—
Growing each minute more fussy and fidgety.

Up through the speaking-tube rushed the hot air on him,

Bringing the steam of the boiler to bear on him.

So with a mystified sort of despair on him

Soon he proceeded to write and to scratch away,

And by his telegraph sent a despatch away—
(Never before was Old Prob so infatue)

Saying— " It seems by my Aeroscopical

Great heats with thunder will soon be the topic all—
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Weather, in short, most decidedly tropical.

Can it be sun-spots ? Volcanic imparities

Caused by a meteor bursting ? I *m sure it is

Something abnormal— but very obscure it is

!

Possibly something may ail my thermometer

;

Possibly 't is the effect of the comet, or

Something broke loose in the old Earth's pedometer.

MOBAL.

Prophets are struck now and then with insanity.

Ever since Adam man's measureless vanity

Thinks his own mood is the mind of humanity.

»
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Beading in Omar till the thoughts that burned

Upon his pages seemed to be inurned

"Within me in a silent fire, my pen

By instinct to his flowing metre turned.

Vine-crowned free-thinker of thy Persian clime—
Brave bard whose daring thought and mystic rhyme

Through English filter trickles down to us

Out of the lost springs of an olden time—

Baffled by life's enigmas, like the crowd

Who strove before and since to see the cloud

lift from the mountain pinnacles of faith—
We honor still the doubts thou hast avowed,

And fain would round the half-truth of thy dream

;

And fain let in— if so we might— a beam
Of purer light through windows of the soul.

Dividing things that are from things that seem.
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True, true, brave poet, in thy cloud involved,

The riddle of the world stood all unsolved

;

And we who boast our broader views still grope

Too oft like thee, though centuries have revolved.

Yet this we know. Thy symbol of the jar

Suits not our western manhood, left to mar

Or make, in part, the clay 't is moulded of:

And the soul's freedom is its fateful star.

Not like thy ball thrown from the player's hand

Inert and passive on a yielding strand ;

Or if a ball, the rock whence it rebounds

Proves that e'en this some license may command.

But though thy mind, which measured Jove and Mars,

Lay fettered from the Unseen by bolts and bars

Of circumstance, one truth thy spirit saw,

The mystery spanning life and earth and stars.

Dervish and threatening dogma were thy foes.

The question though unanswered still arose

;

And through the revel and the wine-cups still

The honest thought, "Who knows, but One— who

knows ?
"

And as I read again each fervent line

That smiles through sighs, and drips with fragrant wine

;
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And Vedder's thoughtful muse has graced the Terse

With added jewels from the artist's mine—

I read a larger meaning in the sage,

A modern comment on a far-off age

;

And take the truth, and leave the error out

That casts its light stain on the Asian page.
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Across the sea the swift sad message darts

And beats with sudden pang against our hearts.

Under the elm-trees in his homestead old

The Laureate of our land lies dead and cold

;

Wept by the love of friends, and crowned with fame ;

Revered by youth and age, his well-known name

Caught in fast-circling whispers, sad and low,

In streets where noisy crowds move too and fro—
" Can it be true that he is dead— is dead ?

"

Life seemed to love that noble, silvery head,

And youth still lingered in the kindly eyes

Now closed, alas, to all beneath the skies

!

No more across the fields by Charles's stream

Those eyes shall see their well-loved landscape gleam.

No more the treasured books upon his shelves

Suggest the visions rarer than themselves.

No friends around his hospitable fire

Hear the last touches of his graceful lyre.

The coming spring will flush with purple bloom

His lilacs, and waft in their sweet perfume

;
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His roses unregarded drop away

;

Unheard the oriole's warble through the day

;

Unmarked the bees' low hum from flower to flower,

The dial's shade, the sunshine and the shower.

Tet from the garden of his thoughts and deeds

Still will his poems fly like winged seeds.

And far and wide, through city, plain and hill,

Borne to a thousand firesides, bloom and fill

The people's hearts, and touch to issues fine

Of aspiration human and divine.

Pakis, March 28, 1882.
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Out of the cloud that dimmed his sunset light,

Into the unknown firmament withdrawn

Beyond the mists and shadows of the night,

We mourn the friend and teacher who has gone.

As in the days of old when Plato freed

The Athenian youths into a heavenlier sphere,

Long will the age with reverence hear and heed

The sweet deep music of our poet-seer.

For to his eye all objects and events

Spoke a symbolic language ; and his mind

Pierced with the poet's vision through the dense

Dull surface to the larger truth behind.

And yet no solitary mystic trained

To spin a metaphysic web was he

;

But open-eyed to all that life contained,

And the broad earth, of living harmony.

Nature adopted him from boyhood's hour.

The pines, the elms, the willows knew him well.
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The lonely streams where blushed the cardinal-flower,

And where the shy Rhodora's petals fell.

And well his mother's lore he loved and learned;

His master-hand her crudest stuff refined.

AH that she gave he back to her returned

Woven with figures of the shaping mind.

It seemed as if the hill-tops where he met

The sunrise still the livery put on

Of nobler days, and never could forget

The Syrian splendors of the poet's dawn.

And books to him unfolded all their store

;

What soul was in them he had eyes to see.

And past and present turned up golden ore,

Transmuted by his mind's fine alchemy.

He drew his circles of so wide a sweep

That they encompassed every sect and creed.

Beneath the thought which seemed to others deep

His swifter spirit dived with brilliant speed.

His keen, clear intuition knit the threads

Of truths disjoined in one symmetric whole

;

And barren wayside weeds and scattered shreds

Of facts found mystic meanings in his souL
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He dared to ope the windows to the breeze

Of Nature, when sectarians shuddering frowned,

"Whfle through the close air of their cloistered ease

The leaves of creeds fell flattering to the ground

;

Tet lived to see harsh theologians change

From blind mistrust to love the truth he taught

;

And shallow wits grow dumb beneath his range

Of brilliant apothegm and daring thought.

Choice words and images like Shakspeare's best

Dropped from his lips and waited on his pen.

His voice in tuneful eloquence expressed

The manliest minds of Plutarch's noblest men.

For him our Western world its keen, dry lore

Eecorded with a stenographic hand,

While the far Orient climes for tribute bore

The scriptures old of many a pagan land.

He saw the Soul whose breath all being breathes ;
—

The Life that glows in atoms and in suns

;

The Law that binds ; the Beauty that enwreathes

;

The Ideal that all mortal wit outruns.

Tet close to earth and common duties bound,

Pledged to all true and gracious tasks he stood.

His presence made a sunshine all around,

His daily life a bond of brotherhood.
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He needed not to worship at a shrine

Purer than private hoars might well approve.

His missal was illumed with thoughts divine,

His rosary strung with kindly deeds of love.

Tet love and justice were at one with him

;

And on the hase oppressor's hrow the stain

And hrand were laid, not in derision grim,

But sad and fateful as the mark of Cain.

Thus, true as needle to the polar star,

He espoused the righteous cause, rehuked the wrong,

And flashed chivalric 'gainst a nation's har

Of precedent, though fixed and sanctioned long.

Poet and sage ! thy lofty muse demands

An insight deeper than the times attain.

Across the stagnant pools and drifting sands

Of thought I see thee like a sacred fane

Rise sunlit in the hroad expanse of time

;

And young and old shall greet from far thy light,

And pilgrims turn from many an old-world clime

To hail thy star-like dome of stainless white.

The wise will know thee, and the good will love.

The age to come will feel thy impress given

In all that lifts the race a step above

Itself, and stamps it with the seal of heaven.
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on his 80th bibthdat, dec. 12, 1885.

What lapse or accident of time

Can dull that soul's sonorous chime

Which owns the priceless heritage—
Youth's summer warmth in wintry age ?

The gods can grant no rarer boon

Than heart with mind in genial tune,

Through a long life's vicissitudes

Uujarred by chances and by moods

;

A soul elastic and unworn

Whose eve retains the smile of morn ;

And all the poesy of youth

Is wedded to the soul of truth.

So have I seen the Alpine glow

On hoary pinnacles of snow,

While many a younger wilderness

Of woods beneath lay colorless

And darkling in the twilight sky,

Touched by no sunset alchemy.
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For some there are whose youth is old

Long ere their youthfol blood grows cold

;

And some in age so young that time,

Deceived, still sees them in their prime.

No form or face that prophesied

A strength to after years denied—
No spirit lost in aims that seem

The clood-land of a worldly dream—
No head discrowned.— no incomplete

And slackened course to-day we greet

In him whose fourscore years have spanned

The gulfs of fact and wonder-land ;
—

Who brought the seeds of Europe's lore

To fertilize our western shore ;
—

By pastoral care, by voice and pen

Toiling to serve his fellow-men ;

Who early stood in freedom's van,

And with forecasting eye outran

The cloudy creeds that long obscured

The light to later days assured.

What claim of youth by word or deed

Can e'er dislodge or supersede

The royal right to place and fame

Earned by long years of earnest aim,

Of learning deep, of vision wide,

Of wisdom to fit speech allied

;
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While all along their downward trend

Youth's earlier lights his steps attend ?

Still in the gloaming of his day

Lingers the glow that mocks decay.

Friend, poet, scholar, teacher, sage

!

Unshadowed by the mists of age,

Long may the generous faith and thought,

The lights from the ideal caught,

That guided and inspired his youth,

Shine clearer toward the perfect truth.

And like some minster tower whose grand

Melodious bells ring o'er the land,

His voice be heard when daylight fails

Across the darkened hills and vales ;

And ere night's pall be o'er him cast,

His mellowest music be his last.
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Thou, so far, we grope to grasp thee—
Thou, so near, we cannot clasp thee—
Thou, so wise, our prayers grow heedless—
Thou, so loving, they are needless

!

In each human soul thou shinest.

Human-best is thy divinest.

In each deed of love thou warmest;

Evil into good transformest.

Soul of all, and moving centre

Of each moment's life we enter.

Breath of breathing— light of gladness—
Infinite antidote of sadness ;

—
All-preserving ether flowing

Through the worlds, yet past our knowing.

Never past our trust and loving,

Nor from thine our life removing.

Still creating, still inspiring,

Never of thy creatures tiring.

Artist of thy solar spaces,

And thy humble human faces;

Mighty glooms and splendors voicing;
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In thy plastic work rejoicing

;

Through benignant law connecting

Best with best— and all perfecting,

Though all human races claim thee,

Thought and language fail to name thee,

Mortal lips be dumb before thee,

Silence only may adore thee

!
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TOLP. C.

1.

The Summer goes, with all its birds and flowers

;

The Autumn passes with its solemn sky

;

The Winter comes again—yet you and I

Know not the old companionship once ours.

The twilight mist between us hangs and lowers

;

Your face I see not— voice I cannot hear.

No letter tells me you in thought are near.

The west-wind blows and sweeps away the showers,

But from the west no whisper comes of you.

Friends press around you in your distant home—
(Your distant home I never yet have seen,)

And old familiar greetings still renew

;

While I with fancy's eyes alone can come

And peep unnoted there behind your screen*
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2.

Paeted by time and space for many a year,

Yet ever longing, hoping for a day

When, heart to heart, the happy weeks shall stay

Their flight for as, and all our sky be clear

As in our boyhood's spring— my brother dear.

You and I bide oar time. The bads of May
Shall blossom yet for as. What though the gray

Of dusky Autumn eventide be near,

And silver locks and beards have changed as so

From what we were— you still to me are young,

And I to you. The fireside of our loves

Shall be our summer, bright as in the glow

Of youth, when we, two blithe Arcadians, sung

And fluted in those old Virginia groves.
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3.

Ah, happy time ! when music bound in one

Two kindred souls that ne'er were out of tune

:

"When in the porch, beneath the summer moon.

Our supper o'er, our school-boy lessons done,

While other lads were at some boisterous fun,

We trilled our Tara's Hall or Bonnie Doon

:

Or in some fire-lit wintry afternoon,

Our flutes, you first, I second, bravely won

Their winding path through many a tough duet

;

Nor cared for plaudits louder than the praise

Mother or sisters, in those simple days,

Well pleased, bestowed : ah, sweeter than we met

In after-life, from critics pledged to raise

Art's standard high as dome or minaret.
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IV.

Friend, dear as Memory's joys ! of life that 's past

A part, and part of better life to come.

If life to come there be, in some dear home

Beyond the rigid clouds that overcast

Our sundered lives— all that is mine thou hast ;—
All thoughts, all sympathies ;— though far I roam

From you— by mountains, streams, or ocean's foam

Divided long— yet ever, first and last,

Our love knows no division. In my soul

And yours, we twin-born spirits of one blood,

Still, as of old, are one. No sea can roll

Between its league-long melancholy flood,

No separate interests, loves, or pressing cares

Disturb the mutual trust our being shares.
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V.

5.

All loves have frailer roots than loves that start

From one ancestral blood. The friends we find

In youth pass on before us, or behind

Are dropped, or on diverging paths depart,

While branches from one trunk still own one heart,

And bud and bear from one maternal mind.

Sister and brother need no vows to bind

Their pre-ordained alliance, nor the art

Of lovers plotting through a thousand fears

Lest love, of passion born, should fade or change ;

Nor dread the undermining drip of years

;

Nor stand on forms that other souls estrange.

Such love is ours, and theirs who bear our name,

Born in the honored home from which we came.
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6.

Ah, many a time our memory slips aside

And leaves the round of present cares and joys,

To live again the time when we were boys

;

To call our parents back with love and pride

;

To see again the dear ones who have died

;

To dream once more amid the household toys,

The sports, the jests, the masquerades, the noise,

The blaze and sparkle of the wood fireside

;

The books, the drawings, and the merry press

Around the blithe tea-board ; the evenings long

;

Rattling backgammon and still, solemn chess

;

And best of all when instrument and song

Bore us to visionary lands and streams,

And crowned our nights with coronals of dreams.
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vn.

Those times are gone, that circle thinned away,

And we who live, now scattered far and wide,

Each in our separate centres fixed abide,

Hound which new interests now revolve and play

In separate loves and duties day by day.

Yet, by the records of old loves allied,

We clasp each other's hands beneath the tide

Of time, and cling together as we may.

Even so beneath the sea the throbbing wires

That bind the sundered continents in one,

In space-annihilating pulses thrill

With swift-winged words and purpose and desires.

Our earlier visions haunt our memories still,

And age grows young in friendship's quickening sun
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8.

You were not born to hide such gifts as yours

'Neath dreary law-books, nor amid the dost

And dry routine of desks to sit and rust

Where clerks plod through their tasks on office-floors.

Let duller laborers drudge through daily chores,

And do what fate for them makes fit and just.

You bravely do your work because you must

;

And when released, your genius sings and soars.

Such humor from your pen hath ever run

In pictures or in letters all unforced,

As Hogarth, Lamb, or Dickens might have done ;

Finer than many a noted wit, who, horsed

Upon the people's favor, waves his blade

Like Harlequin, and makes his jests his trade.
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rx.

9.

I needs must praise the natural gifts of one

Who praises not himself, nor seeks for praise

;

Too unambitious for these emulous days,

When each small talent seeks the public sun,

And victors' wreaths are worn before they are won.

So true to conscience that he oft betrays

Himself, o'ervaluing standards others raise,

Or underrating what himself has done.

Who might have risen in letters or in art

;

But faithful to the work he early chose,

To that he gave his time, if not his heart.

Whose genuine self begins when labors close—
When with his friends, or books, or pen, apart,

His cheerful sunset light far round him glows.
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10.

Fobgive— that thus the trumpet I have blown

You never sounded— never cared to hear.

The world, I know, can give no smile or tear

To those whose story it has never known.

But must the poet tune his lyre alone

To themes of passionate hope or love or fear,—
Or thoughts of loftier flight, yet shun the clear

Affection of two brothers' hearts at one ?

If gallant sonneteers may sing the light

And radiant demoiselles of olden time—
If in their melodies they may not slight

The fleeting passion of their youthful prime,

The old true loves from boyhood ever bright

Are surely worth the tribute of a rhyme.
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SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD.

XI.

THE PRINTING-PRESS.

In boyhood's days we read with keen delight

How young Aladdin rubbed his lamp and raised

The towering Djin whose form his soul amazed,

Yet who was pledged to serve him day and night.

But Gutenberg evoked a giant sprite

Of vaster power, when Europe stood and gazed

To see him rub his types with ink. Then blazed

Across the lands a glorious shape of light,

WTio stripped the cowl from priests, the crown from

kings,

And hand in hand with Faith and Science wrought

To free the struggling spirit's limed wings,

And guard the ancestral throne of sovereign Thought

The world was dumb. Then first it found its tongue

And spake— and heaven and earth in answer rung.
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THE OCEAN STEAMER.

With streaming pennons, scorning sail and oar,

With steady tramp and swift revolving wheel,

And even pulse from throbbing heart of steel,

She plies her arrowy course from shore to shore.

In vain the siren calms her steps allure

;

In vain the billows thunder on her keel

;

Her giant form may toss and rock and reel

And shiver in the wintry tempest's roar;

The calms and storms alike her pride can spurn.

True to the day she keeps her appointed time.

Long leagues of ocean vanish at her stern—
She drinks the air, and tastes another clime,

Where men their former wonder fast unlearn,

Which hailed her coming as a thing sublime.
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XTTT.

THE LOCOMOTIVE.

Whirling along its living freight, it came,

Hot, panting, fierce, yet docile to command—
The roaring monster, blazing through the land

Athwart the night, with crest of smoke and flame

;

Like those weird bulls Medea learned to tame

By sorcery, yoked to plough the Colchian strand

In forced obedience under Jason's hand.

Yet modern skill outstripped this antique fame,

When o'er our plains and through the rocky bar

Of hills it pushed its ever-lengthening line

Of iron roads, with gain far more divine

Than when the daring Argonauts from far

Came for the golden fleece, which like a star

Hung clouded in the dragon-guarded shrine.
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THE TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE.

Fleeter than time, across the Continent,

Through unsunned ocean depths, from beach to beach,

Around the rolling globe Thought's couriers reach.

The new-tuned earth like some vast instrument

Tingles from zone to zone ; for Art has lent

New nerves, new pulse, new motion— all to each,

And each to all, in swift electric speech

Bound by a force unwearied and unspent.

Now lone Katahdin talks with Caucasus

;

The Arctic ice-fields with the sultry South,

The sun-bathed palm thrills to the pine-tree's cafl.

We for all realms were made, and they for us.

For all there is a soul, an ear, a mouth

;

And Time and Space are naught The mind is all.
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XV.

THE PHOTOGRAPH.

Phojbus Apollo, from Olympus driven,

lived with Admetus, tending herds and flocks

:

And strolling o'er the pastures and the rocks

He found his life much duller than in Heaven.

For he had left his how, his songs, his lyre,

His divinations and his healing skill,

And as a serf oheyed his master's wilL

One day a new thought waked an old desire.

He took to painting, with his colors seven,

The sheep, the cows, the faces of the swains,

All shapes and hues in forests and on plains.

These old sun-pictures all are lost, or given

Away among the gods. Man owns hut half

The Sun-god's secret— in the Photograph.
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THE SPECTROSCOPE.

All honor to that keen Promethean soul

Who caught the prismic hues of Jove and Mars,

And from the glances of the daedal stars.

And from the fiery sun, the secret stole

That all are parts of one primeval Whole,—
One substance beaming through Creation's bars

Consent and peace, amid the chemic wars

Of gases and of atoms. Yonder roll

The planets ; yonder, baffling human thought,

Suns, systems, all whose burning hearts are wooed

To one confession— so hath Science caught

Those eye-beams frank, whose speech cannot delude,

How of one stuff our mortal earth is wrought

With stars in their divine infinitude.
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XVTL

THE MICROPHONE.

The small enlarged, the distant nearer brought

To sight, made marvels in a denser age.

But Science turns with every year a page

In the enchanted volume of her thought.

The wizard's wand no longer now is sought.

Yet with a cunning toy the Archimage

May hear from Rome Vesuvius' thunders rage,

And earthquake mutterings underground are caught,

Alike with trivial sounds. Would there might rise

Some spiritual seer, some prophet wise,

Whose tactile vision would avert the woes

Born of conflicting forces in the state ;
—

Some listener to the deep volcanic throes

Below the surface— ere we cry, " Too late
!

"
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THE FIRESIDE.

"With what a live intelligence the flame

Glows and leaps up in spires of flickering red,

And turns the coal just now so dull and dead

To a companion— not like those who came

To weary me with iteration tame

Of idle talk in shallow fancies bred.

From dreary moods the cheerful fire has led

My thoughts, which now their manlier strength reclaim*

And like some frozen thing that feels the sun

Through solitudes of winter penetrate,

The frolic currents through my senses run

;

While fluttering whispers soft and intimate

Out of the ruddy firelight of the grate

Make talk, love, music, poetry in one.
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XIX.

THE LADY'S SONNET. TWILIGHT.

I know not why I chose to seem so cold

At parting from you ; for since you are gone

I see you still— I hear each word, each tone

;

And what I hid from you I wish were told.

I, who was proud and shy, seem now too hold

To write these lines— and yet must write to own

I would unsay my words, now I 'm alone.

From my dark window out upon the wold

I look. 'Twas through yon pathway to the west

I watched you going, while the sunset light

"Went with you— and a shadow seemed to fall

Upon my heart. And now I cannot rest

Till I have written ; for I said, " To-night

I '11 send your answer." Now I 've told you all.
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THE LOVER'S SONNET. MIDNIGHT.

I waited through the night, while summer blew

The breath of roses through my darkened room.

The whispering breeze just stirred the leafy gloom

Beyond the window. On the lawn the dew

Lay glistening in the starlight. No one knew

I did not sleep, but waited here my doom

Or victory. I saw the light-house loom

Across the bay. The silence grew and grew,

And hour by hour kept pace with my suspense.

Each rustling noise, each passing footstep seemed

The coming messenger I hoped yet feared.

At last a knock— a throb— a pause intense—
Your letter came. I read as if I dreamed.

Almost too great to bear my bliss appeared

!
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XXL

THE PINES AND THE SEA.

Beyond the low marsh-meadows and the beach,

Seen through the hoary trunks of windy pines,

The long blue level of the ocean shines.

The distant surf, with hoarse, complaining speech,

Out from its sandy barrier seems to reach

;

And while the sun behind the woods declines,

The moaning sea with sighing boughs combines,

And waves and pines make answer, each to each.

O melancholy soul, whom far and near,

In life, faith, hope, the same sad undertone

Pursues from thought to thought ! thou needs must hear

An old refrain, too much, too long thine own :

'T is thy mortality infects thine ear ;

The mournful strain was in thyself alone.
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PENNYBOYAI*

Heavy with cares no winnowing hand could sift,

Wrapt in a sadness never to be told,

As o'er the fields and through the woods I strolled,

Following with restless footstep but the drift

Of the still August morn, so I might shift

The scenery of my thoughts, and gild their old

Monotonous fringes with a light less cold,

I found the aromatic herb, whose swift

And sweet associations bore me away
To boyhood, when beneath an oak like this

I culled the fragrant leaves. Crude childhood's bliss

Was in the scent ; but brighter smiled the day

For memories no cold shade could overcast—
Safe 'mid the unblighted treasures of the past.
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XXIII.

BEETHOVEN'S FIFTH SYMPHONY.

The mind's deep history here in tones is wrought,

The faith, the struggles of the aspiring soul,

The confidence of youth, the chill control

Of manhood's doubts by stern experience taught

;

Alternate moods of bold and timorous thought,

Sunshine and shadow— cloud and aureole ;

The failing foothold as the shining goal

Appears, and truth so long, so fondly sought

Is blurred and dimmed. Again and yet again

The exulting march resounds. We must win now !

Slowly the doubts dissolve in clearer air.

Bolder and grander the triumphal strain

Ascends. Heaven's light is glancing on the brow,

And turns to boundless hope the old despair.
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THE SECEDERS.

1.

Far from the pure Castalian fount our feet

Have strayed away where daily we unlearn

How Truth is one with Beauty. For we turn

No more to hear the strains we sprang to greet

When we were young, and love and life were sweet

Before the world had taught us how to earn

Its baser wealth, and from our doors to spurn

The Muse like some poor vagabond and cheat.

For we are young, and did not see the baits

That in the distance lured us down the roads

Where Toil and Care and Doubt, those lurking fates,

Subdued our pliant backs to alien loads ;

Till long since deadened to the Poet's tones,

They fall on us as rain on logs and stones.
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XXV.

2.

Yet what were love, and what were toil and thought,

And what were life, hereft of Poesy ?

Who lingers in a garden where the hee

By no rich beds of fragrant flowers is caught—
A homely vegetable patch where naught

Is prized but for some table-caterer's fee,

And Nature pledged to market-ministry ?

To me another lore was early taught

;

And rather would I lose the dear delights

Of eye and ear, than wilfully forego

The power that can transfigure sounds and sights,

Can steep the world in symbols, and bestow

The free admittance to all depths and heights,

And make dull earth a heaven of thought below.
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IN A LIBRARY.

1.

In my friend's library I sit alone,

Hemmed in by books. The dead and living there,

Shrined in a thousand volumes rich and rare,

Tower in long rows, with names to me unknown.

A dim half-curtained light o'er all is thrown.

A shadowed Dante looks with stony stare

Out from his dusky niche. The very air

Seems hushed before some intellectual throne.

What ranks of grand philosophers, what choice

And gay romancers, what historians sage,

What wits, what poets, on those crowded shelves

!

All dumb forever, till the mind gives voice

To each dead letter of each senseless page,

And adds a soul they own not of themselves.
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2.

A MIRACLE— that man should learn to fill

These little vessels with his boundless soul

;

Should through these arbitrary signs control

The world, and scatter broadcast at his will

His unseen thought, in endless transcript still

Fast multiplied o'er lands from pole to pole

By magic art ; and, as the ages roll,

Still fresh as streamlets from the Muses' hill.

Yet in these alcoves tranced, the lords of thought

Stand bound as by enchantment— signs or words

Have none to break the silence. None but they

Their mute proud lips unlock, who here have brought

The key. Them as their masters they obey.

For them they talk and sing like uncaged birds.
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XXVIII.

PAST SORROWS.

As tangled driftwood barring up a stream

Against our struggling oars when hope is high

To reach some fair green island we descry

Lying beyond us in the morning's gleam,

And shimmering like a landscape in a dream—
Yet waiting patiently the logs float by,

And all our course lies open to the eye—
So sorrows come and go. What though they seem

A blight whose touch might turn a young head gray,

Joy dawns again. Hope beckons us before.

The tide that pressed against us breaks our bars

;

The visionary islands smile once more.

Life, with its rest by night, its work by day,

Forgets the old griefs, and heals their deepest scars.
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XXDL

LIFE AND DEATH.

O solemn portal, veiled in mist and cloud,

Where all who have lived throng in, an endless line,

Forbid to tell hy backward look or sign

What destiny awaits the advancing crowd

;

Bourne crossed but once with no return allowed

;

Dumb, spectral gate, terrestrial yet divine,

Beyond whose arch all powers and fates combine,

Pledged to divulge no secrets of the shroud.

Close, close behind we step, and strive to catch

Some whisper in the dark, some glimmering light

;

Through circling whirls of thought intent to snatch

A drifting hope -— a faith that grows to sight

;

And yet assured, whatever may befall,

That must be somehow best that comes to alL
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2.

Or endless sleep 't will be,— and that is rest,

Freedom forever from life's weary cares—
Or else a life beyond the climbing stairs

And dizzy pinnacles of thought expressed

In symbols such as in our mortal breast

Are framed by time and space ;— life that upbears

The soul by a law untried amid these snares

Of sense that make it a too willing guest.

So sleep or waking were a boon divine.

Yet why this inextinguishable thirst,

This hope, this faith that to existence cling ?

Nay e'en the poor dark chrysalis some fine

Ethereal creature prisons, till it burst

Into the unknown air on golden wing.
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3.

If death be final, what is life, with all

Its lavish promises, its thwarted aims,

Its lost ideals, its dishonored claims,

Its uncompleted growth ? A prison wall,

Whose heartless stones but echo back our call

;

An epitaph recording but our names

;

A puppet-stage where joys and griefs and shames

Furnish a demon jester's carnival

;

A plan without a purpose or a form

;

A roofless temple ; an unfinished tale.

And men like madrepores through calm and storm

Toil, die to build a branch of fossil frail,

And add from all their dreams, thoughts, acts, belief,

A few more inches to a coral-reef.
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If at one door stands life to cheat our trust,

And at another, death, to mock because

We thought life's promise good ; if all that was

And is and should be ends in fume and dust—
Then let us live for joy alone— the rust

Of ease encase our minds— the grander laws

Of souls be set aside. Let no man pause

To weigh between his virtue and his lust.

From first to last life baffles all our hopes

Of aught but present bliss. Death waits to mock

Our haste to indorse a visionary bond.

Let pleasure dance us down earth's sunny slopes,

And crown our heads with roses, ere the shock

Of thunder falls. There is no life beyond ?
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5.

Yet in all facts of sense life stands revealed

;

And from a thousand symbols hope may take

Its charter to escape the Stygian lake,

And find existence in an ampler field.

The streams by winter's icy breath congealed

Flow when the voices of the spring awake.

The electric current lives when tempests break

The wires. The chemic energies unsealed

By sudden change, in other forms survive.

The senses cheat us where the mind corrects

Their partial verdict. More than all, the heart

The heart cold science counts not, is alive—
Of the undivided soul that vital part

Her microscopic eye in vain dissects.
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6.

So, heralded by Reason, Faith may tread

The darkened vale, the dolorous paths of nighty

In the great thought secure that life and light

Flow from the Soul of all, who, with the dead

As with the living, is the fountain-head.

And though our loved and lost are snatched from sight,

Some unseen power will guide them in their flight,

And to some unknown home their steps are led.

Yet has no seer, by sacred visions fired,

Disclosed their state to those they leave behind

;

No holy prophet, saint or sage inspired—
Save in the magic lantern of the mind—
Seen in ecstatic trance those realms desired

:

And all the oracles are dumb and blind.
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7.

The wish behind the thought is the soul's star

Of faith, and out of earth we build our heaven.

Life to each unschooled child of time has given

A fairy wand with which he thinks to unbar

The dark gate to a region vast and far,

"Where all is gained at length for which he has striven

All loss requited— all offences shriven—
All toil o'erpassed— effaced each battle-scar.

But ah ! what heaven of rest could countervail

The ever widening thought— the endless stress

Of action whereinto the heart is born ?

What sphere so blessed it could overbless

With sweets the soul, when all such gifts must fail,

If from its chosen work that soul were torn ?
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8.

Not for a rapture unalloyed I ask.

Not for a recompense for all I miss.

A banquet of the gods in heavenly bliss,

A realm in whose warm sunshine I may bask,

Life without discipline or earnest task

Could ill repay the unfinished work of this.

Nay— e'en to clasp some long-lost Beatrice

In bowers of paradise— the mortal mask

Dropped from her face now glorified and bright.

But I would fain take up what here I left

All crude and incomplete ; would toil and strive

To regain the power of which I am bereft

By slow decay and death, with fuller light

To aid the larger life that may survive.
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TO JOHN GREENLEAF WHUTDBB.

Unbidden to the feast where friends have brought,

To greet thy seventy years, their wreaths of rhyme,

For that thy form erect such weight of time

Should bear, was never present to my thought,—
"Whittier, I bring my offering, though unsought.

Thou, first of all our bards, hast rung the chime

Of souls, whose zeal denounced a nation's crime.

Thy fire, intense yet soft, from heaven was caught.

Thou too the dear neglected chords hast wooed

Of plain New England life, and earned a fame

From whose wide light thy modest nature shrinks.

Long shall the land revere and love thy name

;

Long find among thy songs the golden links

That bind the world in peace and brotherhood.

December 5, 18T7.
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TO OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES. MT. 70t

A fountain in our green New England hills

Sent forth a brook, whose music, as I stood
To listen, laughed and sang through field and wood
With mingled melodies of joyous rills.

Now, following where they led, a river fills

Its channel with a wide calm shining flood

Still murmuring on its banks with changeful mood.
So, Poet, sound thy " stops of various quills,"

Where waves of song, wit, wisdom charm our ears

As in thy youth, and thoughts and smiles by turns

Are ours, grave, gay, or tender. Time forgets

To freeze thy deepening stream. The stealthy years

But bribe the Muse to bring thee amulets

That guard the soul whose fire of youth still burns.

November, 1879.
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BATAED TAYLOB.

Can one so strong in hope, so rich in bloom

That promised fruit of nobler worth than all

He yet had given, drop thus with sudden fall ?

The busy brain no more its work resume ?

Can death for life so versatile find room?

Still must we fancy thou canst hear our call

Across the sea -— with no dividing wall

More dense than space to interpose its doom.

Ah then— farewell, young-hearted genial friend

!

Farewell, true poet, who didst grow and build

From thought to thought still upward and still new.

Farewell, unsullied toiler in a guild

Where some defile their hands, and where so few

With aims as pure strive faithful to the end.

1879.
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JOHN WEISS.

The summer comes again, yet nothing brings

Of him but memories of that clear-lit eye,

That voice, that presence that can never die.

Fame o'er his dust no public trumpet rings.

No bard beside his grave his genius sings.

Yet he was one of that brave company,

The apostles of the race— the champion high

Of faith by reason guarded from the slings

Of dull sectarians and of atheist foes.

In him the scholar, teacher, prophet, wit

And genial friend were blended in one strain.

From his electric intellect arose

Auroral lights in which the past was lit,

^

And JEschylus and Shakspeare lived again.

171
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GEORGE RIPLEY.

Warm, generous and young in heart and brain,

A wise, ripe scholar of the antique mould,

Had he but chosen he might have enrolled

His name among philosophers who gain

Renown, and lead an academic train.

But unambitious in a humbler fold—
Humbler yet wider— he the current told

Of others' thoughts and works in graceful strain.

So from his watch-tower calm the public mind

He charmed and wisely led. Still young in age,

And still in fireside talk the cordial friend,

He read between the lines upon life's page

The deeper meaning those alone can find

Whose souls toward truth and not its semblance, tend.
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TO G. W. C.

AUGUST 1, 1846,

The day so long remembered comes again.

The years have vanished. On the vessel's deck

We stand and wave adieux, until a speck

Our bark appears to friends whose eyes would fain

Follow our voyage o'er the unknown main.

Shadows of sails and masts and rigging fleck

The sunlit ship. The captain's call and beck

Hurry the cheery sailors as they strain

The windy sheets ; while we in careless mood

Gaze on the silver clouds and azure sea,

Filled with old ocean's novel solitude,

And dream of that new life of Italy,

The golden fleece for which we sailed away,

Whose splendor freshens this memorial day.

August 1, 1881.
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XLHL

LONDON.

Black in the midnight lies the City vast.

Its dim horizon from my window high

I see shut in beneath a misty sky

Red with the light a million lamp-fires cast

Up from the hnmming streets. And now at last

With lessening roar the weary wheels go by.

At last in sleep all discords swoon and die.

Now wakes the solemn visionary Past,

Peopled with spirits of the mighty dead

Whose names are London's glory and her shame

Seers, poets, heroes, martyrs— deathless lives

Long blazoned in the chronicles of fame.

The inglorious Present veils its dwarfish head.

England's ideal life alone survives

!
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VEILED MEMOBEES.

Of love that was, of friendship in the days

Of youth long gone, yet oft remembered stilly

And seen like distant landscapes from a hilly

Clothed in a garment of aerial haze,

What need to sing ? Yet real is each phase

Of life ; and Time, that brings all good and ill

Of this our mortal lot, can never spill

One drop of that full cup be fills and weighs.

Ah, faces veiled that start from out the past

!

Ah, spectral images once swift and warm

!

Ye are but hidden by perspectives vast.

To-day o'ermasters all. And yet each form

Of life and thought, forgotten or aloof,

Is woven through the soul's strange warp and woof.
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XLV.

TENNYSON.

1.

His brows were circled by a wreath of bays,

The symbol of the bard's well-earned renown—
Upon his head more regal than the crown

Of kings. For he by his immortal lays

Is King among the poets of these days.

And far and wide where'er our mother-tongue

Is known, his winged lines are read and sung

In crowded cities and in green by-ways.

What could his country give that he had not ?

Fame, wealth, love's best companionship he had.

And, blown across the seas, no lonely spot

Of our far West but felt the effluence glad

Borne to our hearts as from ethereal fire

In the rich music of his English lyre.
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2.

How grand he would have stood, had he declined

The needless coronet he donned, as though

Its gilt could heighten his proud aureole's glow.

But downward he has stepped, a seat to find—
Not with the lords of that imperial kind

Whose simple manhood, fed by love and truth,

Found far from monarchs' courts perennial youth

In the ideal gardens of the mind ;
—

But in a throng of blank nobilities

In outward fellowship of lip and eye—
Of empty forms and hollow courtesies ;

Thou art become as one of us— they cry.

Another shape than thine must now be worn.

Son of the morning— how thy beams are shorn

!
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TO G. W. C.

Still shines our August day, as calm, as bright

As when, long years ago, we sailed away

Down the blue Narrows and the widening bay

Into the wrinkling ocean's flashing light

;

And the whole universe of sound and sight

Repeats the radiance of that festal day.

But for the inward eye no power can stay

The fleeting splendor of our youth's delight.

Still shines our August day,— but not for me

The old enchantment,— when, by care and sorrow

Untried, the hopeful heart was ever free

To greet the morn as herald of like morrow.

Yet shine, fair day ! And let my soul from thee

Hope, faith, and strength for life's dim future borrow.

August 1, 1884.
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GLADSTONE.

For Peace, and all that follows in her path—
Nor slighting honor and his country's fame,

He stood unmoved, and dared to face the hlame

Of party-spirit and its turbid wrath.

He saw in vision the dread aftermath,

Should war once kindle its world-circling flame

Through Asian tribes that bear the British name.

Time few such crises for a people hath,

And few such leaders. Calmly he pursued

A course at which the feebler spirits sneered,

The bolder fumed with clamor loud and rude.

And while the world still doubted, hoped, and feared,

This chief a bloodless victory hath won—
Britannia's wisest, best, and bravest son.

June, 1885.
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XLIX.

J. R. Ii*

(on his homeward voyage.)

1.

Back from old England, in whose courts he stood

Foremost to knit by act and word the band

Between the daughter and the mother-land

In all by either prized of truth and good,

We welcome to a fellowship renewed

His country's friend and ours. The master-hand

That held the pen and lyre could still command

Affairs of state, controlling league and feud.

So, helped, not hindered, may his later strains

Flow deeper, richer, though by sorrow toned

;

And life by losses grow as once by gains ;

And age hold fast the best that youth has owned.

But ah, hurt not with touch too heavy, Time,

The light-winged wisdom of his gayer rhyme.
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smp that bears him to his native shore,

Beneath whose keel the seething ocean heaves,

Bring safe our poet with his garnered sheaves

Of Life's ripe autumn poesy and lore

!

Though round the old homestead where we met of yore

In the unsaddened days the southwind grieves

Through his green elms, and all their summer leaves

Seem whispering of the scenes that come no more,

Yet may the years that brought him honors due

Where Europe's best and wisest learned his worth,

Yield hope and strength to reach horizons new
In the broad "Western land that gave him birth

;

Not bar his vision to a sunlit view

Beyond the enshrouding mysteries of earth.

•fane 13, 1885.
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LL

THE HUMAN FLOWER.

1.

In the old void of unrecorded time,

In long, slow aeons of the voiceless past,

A seed from out the weltering fire-mist cast

Took root— a struggling plant that from its prime

Through rudiments uncouth, through rock and slime,

Grew, changing form and issue— and clinging fast,

Stretched its aspiring tendrils— till at last

Shaped like a spirit it began to climb

Beyond its rugged stem with leaf and bud

Still burgeoning to greet the sunlit air

That clothed its regal top with love and power,

And compassed it as with a heavenly flood

—

Until it burst in bloom beyond compare,

The world's consummate, peerless human flower.
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LH.

2.

Shall that bright flower the countless ages toiled

And travailed to bring forth— shall that rare rose,

Whose bloom and fragrance earth and heaven unclose

Their treasuries to enrich, by death be foiled ?

Its matchless splendor trampled down and spoiled?

Shall that Celestial Love— who watched its throes

Through centuries of long struggles and of woes,

And freed it from the old Serpent round it coiled

;

Who tended it, and reared its glorious head

Above the brambles and the poisonous marsh,

And shielded it when zones were cased in ice—
Leave it to perish when the summons harsh

Of death is rung,— or, ere its leaves are shed,

Transplant it to his realm of Paradise ?
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TJTL

AUGUST.

Fab off among the fields and meadow rills

The August noon bends o'er a world of green.

In the blue sky the white clouds pause, and lean

To paint broad shadows on the wooded hills

And upland farms. A brooding silence fills

The languid hours. No living forms are seen

Save birds and insects. Here and there, between

The broad boughs and the grass, the locust trills

Unseen his long-drawn, slumberous monotone.

The sparrow and the lonely phoebe-bird,

Now near, now far, across the fields are heard

;

And close beside me here that Spanish drone,

The dancing grasshopper, whom no trouble frets,

In the hot sunshine snaps his castanets.
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LIV.

IDLE HOUES.

Ye idle hours of summer, not in vain,

To one by Nature's beauty fed, ye pass—
Though sending through the mental camera glass

No philosophic lesson to the brain,

But only pictures fair of shaded lane,

Of dappled cows knee-deep in meadow grass

;

Bright hill-tops with their sloping forest mass,

Or barn-roofs glimmering gray across the plain.

Earth, air, and water, and the sacred skies

Have something still to tell, not less, I ween,

Than famous books the learned sages prize,

Weighted with thought abstract and logic keen,

Where Concord pores with metaphysic eyes

O'er vasty deeps of the unknown and unseen.
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LV.

MUSIC ANB POETRY.

1.

Sing, poets, as ye list, of fields, of flowers,

Of changing seasons with their brilliant round

Of keen delights, or themes still more profound—
Where soul through sense transmutes this world of ours.

There is a life intense beyond your powers

Of utterance, which the ear alone has found

In the aerial fields of rhythmic sound—
The inviolate pathways and air-woven bowers

Built by entwining melodies and chords.

Ah, could I find some correspondent sign

Matching such wondrous art with fitting words

!

But vain the task. Within his hallowed shrine

Apollo veils his face. No muse records

In human speech such mysteries divine.
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LVI.

2.

Yet words though weak are all that poets own

Wherewith their muse translates that kindred muse

Of Harmony, whose subtle forms and hues

float in the unlanguaged poesy of Tone.

And so no true-souled artist stands alone

;

But all are brothers, though one hand may use

A magic wand the others must refuse,

And painters need no sculptor's Parian stone.

If Art is long, yet is her province wide.

While all for truth and beauty live and dare,

One sacred temple covers all her sons.

Music and Poesy stand side by side.

Through every member one blood-current runs

:

One aim, one work, one destiny they share.
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LVIL

TO SLEEP.

Come, Sleep— Oblivion's sire ! Come, blessed Sleep

!

Thy shadowy sheltering wings above me spread.

Fold to thy balmy breast my weary head.

Shut close behind the gates of sense, and steep

All sad remembrance in thy Lethe deep.

But come not as thou comest to the bed

Of the tired laborer sleeping like the dead

In dull and dreamless trance. But let me keep

The visionary paths of fantasy

Down through the mystic mazes of a land

Transfigured by thy wonder-working spelL

So lead me, gentle Sleep, with guiding hand.

That when I wake from dreams, I still may be

"Wooed back to tread thy fields of asphodel.
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A CANTATA.

Oh, that I could sinne once see !

We paint the devil foul, yet he

Hath some good in him, all agree.

Sinne is fiat opposite to the Almighty, seeing

It wants the good of virtue, and of being.

Bnt God more care of ns hath had.

If apparitions make ns sad,

By sight of sinne we should grow mad.

Yet as in sleep we see foul death and live.

So devils are our sinnes in prospective.

Geobge Herbert.

1 1 have here revised and enlarged a poem published some years ago entitled

M Satan." The reader of the original text will find many important changes

and additions in this its present shape— filling out and completing its

rather sketch-like form. The new title too, I hope, is more appropriate to

the subject than the old one.
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THE OVERTURE.

Had I, instead of unsonorous words,

The skill that moves in rapturous melodies,

And modulations of entrancing chords

Through mystic mazes of all harmonies—
The hounding pulses of an overture

Whose grand orchestral movement might allure

The listener's soul through chaos and through night,

And seeming dissonance to concord and to light

—

I might allow some harsh Titanic strains

To wrestle with Apollo and with Jove

;

And let the war-cries on harharic plains

Clash through the chords of wisdom and of love.

For still the harmonies should sing and soar

Above the discord and the battle's roar

;

E'en as the evolving art and course of time,

Amid the wrecks in wild confusion hurled,

Move with impartial rhythm and cosmic rhyme

Along the eternal order of the world.

Then would I bid my lyric band express

In music the old earth's long toil and stress

:

How the dumb iron centuries have foretold

The coming of the future age of gold

:

How, ere the morning stars together sang,

Divine completeness out of chaos sprang
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Through shapeless germs of lower forms that climb

By slow vast aeons of a dateless time

:

Till, through the impulse of the primal plan

They reach their flowering in the soul of man.

All swift-contending fugues— all wild escapes

Of passion— long-drawn wail and sudden blast

—

"Weird, winding serpent-chords, their writhing shapes

Shot through with arrowy melodies that fast

Pursue them, or that fall and lose themselves

In changing forms, as in some land of elves

;

The shadows and the lights

Of joyous mornings, and of sorrowing nights—
Strange tones of crude half-truth -— the good within

The mysteries of evil and of sin,

Should weave the prelude of a symphony

Whose music voiced the world's vast harmony

;

And only to the ears

Of spirits listening from serener spheres

Of thought, the differing tones should blend and twine

Into the semblance of a work divine

;

Where, not in strife but peace, should meet

What single were but incomplete.

I would unloose the soul beneath the wings

Of every instrument

;

I would enlist the deep-complaining strings

Of doubt and discontent

$
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The low sad mntterings and entangled tunes

Of viols and bassoons ;—
Shy horns with diffident tones—

The insolent trombones—
The reedy notes

From mellow throats

Of oboe and of clarionet—
Their pure and pastoral singing met

By clash of bacchanal cymbals, and a rout

Of tipsy satyrs dancing all about : —
Carols of love and hope checked by the blare

Of trumpet-cries of anger and despair :—
All differing mingling voices of the deep—
All startling blasts, all airs that lull to sleep ;

The mountain cataract that whirls and spins

And bursts in spray asunder :—
Swift pattering rains of flutes and violins,—

The tymbal's muffled thunder

:

iEolian breathings wild and soft,

Notes that sink or soar aloft—
Soar or sink with harp-strings pulsing under :—

•

Ravishing melodies that stream

Through chords entrancing as a dream

Out of a realm of wonder.

Or else, from off the full and large-leaved score

Into the willing instruments I *d pour

A noise of battle in the air unseen

;

Of ghostly squadrons sending tremors strange
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Of trouble and disastrous change

From beyond their cloudy screen ;

Low rumbling thunders— drops of bloody rain—
Earthquake and storm— presentiment of pain—

Strange sobbings in the air

Hushed by degrees in fading semitones

And softened sighs and moans,

As when a mother by the cradle stills

At night her weeping child, ere morn peeps o'er the hills,

And all the world again is bright and fair.

While, with receding feet,

Far off is heard the beat

Of mournful marches of the muffled drums

;

And nearer now and nearer,

Sweeter still and clearer,

The bird-like flute-notes leap into the air,

While the great human-heavenly music comes

Emerging from the dark with bursts of song

And hope and victory delayed too long.

So should my music fill its perfect round

With dewy sunrise, and with peace profound.

Ah, what are all the discords of all time

But stumbling steps of one persistent life

That struggles up through mists to heights sublime,

Forefelt through all creation's lingering strife :—
The deathless motion of one undertone,

Whose deep vibrations thrill from God to God alone

!
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PART L

Daybreak.

Chorus of Planetary Spirits.

Ye interstellar spaces, serene and still and clear,

Above, below, around

!

Ye gray unmeasured breadths of ether,— sphere on

sphere

!

We listen, but no sound

Kings from your depths profound.

But ever along and all across the morning bars

Fast-flashing meteors run—
The trailing wrecks of fierce and fiery-bearded stars,

Scattered and lost and won

Back to their parent sun.

Through rifts of bronzing clouds the tides of morning

glow

And swell and mount apace.

We watch and wait if haply we at last may know

Some record we may trace

Upon the orbs of space.

Above, below, around we track our planets' flight

;

Their paths and destinies

Are intertwined with ours. Remote or near, their light
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Or darkness to our eyes

A mystic picture lies.

First Spirit.

Close to the morn a small and sparkling star-world dances,

Bathed in the flaming mist

;

Flashing and quivering like a million moving lances

Of gold and amethyst

By slanting sunrise kissed.

A fairy realm of rapid and unimpeded sprites,

That fly and leap and dart;

All fierce and tropic fervors, all swift and warm delights

Bound and flash and start

In every fiery heart.

Second Spirit.

Deep in the dawn floats up a star of dewy fire

—

So pure it seems new-horn

;

As though the soul of morn

Were pulsing through its heart in dim, divine desire

Of poesy and love ;— the star of morn and eve—
Whose crystal sphere is shining

With joys heyond divining—
Passion that never tortures, and hopes that ne'er deceive.

Third Spirit.

There swims the pale, green Earth, half drowned and

thunder-rifted,
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Steeped in a sea of rain. Above the watery waste

Of God's primeval flood, all other land effaced—
One peak alone uplifted.

The baffled lightnings play around its crags and chasms;

So far away they flash, I hear no thunder-spasms.

But now the scowling clouds are drifting from its spaces,

And leave it to the wind and coming day's embraces.

Fourth Spirit.

Beyond, a planet rolls with darkly lurid sides,

Flooded and seamed and stained by drenching Stygian

tides;

Deep gorges, up whose black and slimy slopes there peep

All monstrous Saurian growths that run or fly or creep

;

And, in and out the holes and caverns clogged with mud,

Crawl through their giant ferns to sack each other's blood.

I see them battling there in fog and oozy water,

Symbols of savage lust, deformity, and slaughter.

Fifth Spirit

I see an orb above that spins with rapid motion,

Vaster and vaster growing—
Belted with sulphurous clouds ; and through the rents an

ocean

Boiling and plunging up on a crust of fiery shore.

And now I hear far off the elemental roar,

And the red fire-winds blowing

:

A low, dull, steady moan a million miles away,
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Of whirling hurricanes that rage all night, all day.

No life of man or beast, were life engendered there,

Could bide those flaming winds, that white metallic glare.

Sixth Spirit.

Bat yonder, studded round with lamps of moonlight

tender,

And arched from pole to pole with rings of rainbow

splendor,

A world rolls far apart ; as though in haughty scorning

Of all the alien light of his diminished morning.

Seventh and Eighth Spirits.

Cold, cold and dark— and farther still

We dimly see the icy spheres

Like spectre worlds, who yet fulfil,

Through slow dull centuries of years,

Their circuit round the distant sun who winds them at

his wilL

Chorus.

Round and round one central orb

The wheeling planets move,

And some reflect and some absorb

The floods of light and love.

The rolling globe of molten stones,

The spinning watery waste,
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The forests whirled through tropic zones

By circling moons embraced—

"We watch their elemental strife

;

We wait, that we may see

Some record of their inner life,

Where all is mystery.

A pause. The Spirits approach the Earth, The Sun rises over

the Continent of Asia.

Second Spirit.

Look, brothers, look ! The quivering sunrise tinges

Our nearest orb of Earth. The forest fringes

Redden with joy ; and all about the sun,

That gilds the boundless east, the cloud-banks dun

Flame into gold ; and with a crimson kiss

Wake the green world to beauty and to bliss.

See how she glows with sweet responsive smile

!

Hark, how the waves of air lap round her

!

As though she were some green, embowered isle,

And the fond ocean had just found her,

In Time's primeval morn of unrecorded calms

Hidden away with all her lilies and her palms

;

And flattering at her feet, had smoothed his angry

mane,

And moving round her kissed her o'er and o'er again.
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Third Spirit.

And now, behold, our wings are rapid as our thought

;

And nearer yet have brought

Our feet, until we hover above the Asian lands

Beyond the desert sands.

There, girt about by mountain peaks that cleave the skies,

A blooming valley lies

:

A pathway, sloping down from visionary heights

Through shades and dappled lights,

Lost in a garden wilderness of tropic trees

And flowers and birds and bees.

Far off I smell the rose, the amaranth, the spice,

The breath of Paradise.

Far off I hear the singing through hidden groves and

vales

Of Eden's nightingales

;

And, sliding down through pines and moss and rocky

walls,

The murmuring waterfalls.

And lo, two radiant forms that seem akin to us,

Walk, calm and beauteous,

Crowned with the light of thought and mutual love,

whose blisses

Are sealed with rapturous kisses.

Ah, beautiful green Earth ! ah, happy, happy pair

!

Can there be aught so fair,

O brothers, in yon vast unpeopled worlds afar,

As these bright beings are

!
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Chorus of Spirits.

The stars in the heavens are singing

Response to the wonderful story

;

Joy, joy to the race that is springing

To cover the earth with its glory

!

The race that enfolds in its bosom

A birthright divine and immortal

;

As the fruit is enwrapped in the blossom,

As the garden is hid by the portal

!

Distant Voices.

(A change to a minor hey.)

Sin and weakness, misery and pain,

Cloud their sunlit birth

;

And the sons of Heaven alone remain

Gods unmixed with earth.

Light and darkness are the twins of fate

;

Undivided they,

Through all realms that bear a mortal date,

Hold alternate sway.

Through the universe the lords of life

Never at peace can be.

Good and evil in a ceaseless strife

Fight for victory.
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Third Spikit.

I hear in the spaces below

A discord of voices that flow

In muttering tones through the air.

But where are they hidden— where ?

There are trailings of gloom through the spaces,

And far-darting cones that eclipse

The splendor of planets whose faces

Are dimmed by their darkening traces,

And frozen by alien lips ;

And the dream of a swift-coming change

Foretokens a destiny strange.

And what is yon Shadow that creeps

On the marge of her crystalline deeps ?

On the field and the river and grove,

On the borders of hope and of rest

;

On the Eden of wedlock and love

;

On the labor contentment hath blessed ?

That crawls like a serpent of mist

Through the vales and the gardens of peace,

With a blight upon all it hath kissed,

And a shade that shall never decrease?

That maddens the wings of desire,

And saddens the ardors of joy—
Winged like a phantom of fire—
Armed like a fiend to destroy

!
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Seooitd Spirts.

Before me there flitted a vision

—

A vision of dawn and Creation,

Of faith and of donbt and division,

Of mystical fruit and temptation

:

A garden of lilies and roses,

Ah, sweeter than dreams ever fashioned

;

Hopes in whose splendor reposes

A love that was pure and impassioned.

Bnt alas for the sons and the daughters

Of man, in the morning of nations

!

Alas for their rivers of waters

!

Alas for their fruitless oblations

!

The curse and the blight and the sentence

Have fallen too swift for repentance.

I see it, I feel it—O brother

!

It shadows one half of their garden.

O Earth ! O improvident Mother

!

Where left'st thou thy angel, thy warden ?

Is it theirs, or the guilt of another ?

Must they die without hope of a pardon ?

What is it they suffer, O brother,

In the red, rosy light of their garden ?

The Spirits.

Ye Angels— ye heavenly Powers

Whose wisdom is higher than ours—
From the blight, from the terror defend them

Help, help ! In their Eden befriend them.
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The Angel Raphael.

Beyond the imagined limits of such space

As ye can guess, I passed, yet heard your cry.

For ye are brother spirits. And I come.

Swifter than light, to shield you from the dread

Of earth-born shadows, and the ghostly folds

Of seeming evil curtaining round your worlds.

Yet can I bring no amulet to guard

One peaceful breast from sorrow ; for yourselves

Are girt about, as I, by that divine,

Exhaustless Love, whose pledge your souls contain.

The Spirits.

Ah, " % for ourselves— but our brothers

We plead, in their dawn overglooming,

For the death is not theirs, but anothers.

Help, help ! from the doom that is coming

;

For they stand all alone and unguided

;

No Past with its lesson upholds them

;

Their life from their race is divided

;

A childhood unconscious enfolds them.

Is it sin— is it death that has shrouded

Their souls, or a taint in their nature ?

Is there hope for a future unclouded ?

Tell— tell us— angelical teacher!
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Raphael

Yon earth, which claimed your closer vigilance,

And seems so near to you in time and space,

Is far away. Your present is its past.

To spirits, worlds and aeons are condensed

Into a moment's feeling or a thought.

While ye were singing as ye watched those orbs,

They grew and grew from incandescent globes

Girdled with thunder, wreathed with sulphurous steam

Or from the slime where rude gigantic forms

Of crocodile or bat plunged through the dense

And flowerless wilds of cane, or flapped like dreams

Of darkness through the foul mephitic air.

Th se shapes gave way to forests, rocks, and seas,

And shapely forms of beast and bird and man—
The last result of wonder-working Time—
Man— the tall crowning flower and fruit of all—
And the vast complex tissues he hath wrought

Of life and laws and government and arts.

All this ye knew not ; tranced in choral song,

Your music was the oblivion of all time.

The Spirits.

Have we not seen the approaching doom of Earth?

Raphael.

The vision ye have had of joy and doom

Flashing and glooming o'er two little lives,
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Is truth half-typed in legend, such as fed

The people of the ancient days, distilled

From crude primordial growths of time, when sin

Saw the fierce flaming sword of conscience shake

Its terror through the groves of Paradise,

Grasped by Jehovah's red right hand in wrath.

The Spirits*

Was it a dream ? We saw that red right hand.

Raphael.

The events and thoughts that passed in olden time

Dawn on your senses with the beams of light

That left long, long ago those distant worlds,

And flash from out the past like present truths.

It was a poet's dream ye saw. It held

A truth. 'Tis yours to unfold the mythic form,

And guess the meaning of the ancient tale.

The Spirits.

We mark thy words ; we know that thou art wise

And good ; and yet we hover in a mist

Of doubt. Help us ! Our sight is weak and dim.

Raphael.

Know then that men and Angels can conceive

Through symbols only, the eternal truths.

Through all creation streams this dual ray—
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The marriage of the spirit with the form—
The correspondence of the universe

With souls through sense ; and that the deepest thought

And firmest faith are nurtured and sustained

By the great visible universe of time

And space— the alphabet whose mystic forms

Present all inner lessons to the soul—
And thus the unseen by the seen is known.

Yea, even the blank and sterile voids that span

The dead unpalpitating space 'twixt star

And star, shall speak, as light hath spoken once.

And hark ! Even now the unfathomable deeps

Begin to stir. I hear a far off sound

Of shuddering wings, beyond the hurrying clouds,

Beyond the stars— now nearer, nearer still

!

Distant Voices.

{Confusedlyy
in a minor key.)

Behind us shines the Light of lights.

We are the Shadows, we the nights,

That blot the pure expanse of time.

And yet we weave the destined rhyme

Of creatures with the Increate—
Of God and man, free will and fate

;

The warp and woof of heavens and hells

;

The noiseless round of death and birth

;

The eternal protoplasmic spells

Binding the sons of God to earth ;—
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The ceaseless web of mystery

That has been, and shall ever be.

The Spirits.

Far off we seem to hear a chorus strange.

Rising and falling through the gathering gloom*

And now the congregated clouds appear

To take the semblance of a Shape, that bends

This way— as when a whirling ocean-spout

Drinks, as it moves along, the light of heaven*

Raphael.

Spirit— if Spirit or Presence

Thou art, or the gloom of a symbol—
Approach, if thou canst, to interpret

Thy name and thy work and thy essence.

(A pause.)

Behold, the Shadow spreads and towers apace,

Like a dense cloud that rolls along the sea

Landward, then shrouds the winding shore, the fields.

The network of the gray autumnal woods,

And the low cottage roofs of upland farms

;

What seemed a vapor with a ragged fringe

Changes to wings, that sweep from north to south.

And round about the mass whose cloudy dome

Should be a head, I see the lambent flames

Of distant lightnings play. And now a voice
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Of winds and waves and crumbling thunder tones

Commingled, muttering unintelligible things,

Approaches us. The air grows strangely chill

And nebulous. Daylight hath backward stepped.

The morning sun is blotted with eclipse.

Chorus of the Spirits.

Like the pale stricken leaves of the Autumn

When Winter swoops downward to whirl them

Afar from the nooks of the woodlands,

And up through the clouds of the twilight,

We shudder ! We hear a wind roaring

And booming below in the darkness

;

A voice whose low thunder is mingled

With waves of the sibilant ocean.

The clouds that were pearly and golden

Are steeped in a blackening crimson.

The spell of a magical presence

Is nearing us out of the darkness.

What is it ? No shape we distinguish—
No voice— but a sound that is muffled,

Muffled and stifled in thunder.

We are troubled. Oh, help us, strong Angel

!

A Form gathers out of the darkness,

Awful and dim and abysmal

!

Raphael.

Fear not the gloomy Phantasm. Speak to him.

If he will answer, ye may learn of him
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What human books of dead theology

Have seldom taught, or poets, though they sang

Of Eden and the primal curse of man.

The Spirits.

Spirit, or phantom— darkening earth and sky,

And creeping through the soul in grim despair —
What art thou ? Speak ! whose shadow darkens thus

The eye of morn ?

Satan.

I am not what I seem.

The Spirits.

Art thou that fallen Angel who seduced

From their allegiance the bright hosts of heaven

And men, and reignest now the lord of doom ?

Satan.

I am not what I seem to finite minds ;—
No fallen Angel— for I never fell,

Though priest and poet feign me exiled and doomed

;

But ever was and ever shall be thus—
Nor worse nor better than the Eternal planned.

T am the Retribution, not the Curse.

I am the shadow and reverse of God

;

The type of mixed and interrupted good

;

The clod of sense without whose earthly base

You spirit-flowers can never grow and bloom.
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The Spirits,

We dread to ask—what need have we of thee ?

Satan.

I am that stern necessity of fate—
Creation's temperament— the mass and mould

Of circumstance, through which eternal law

Works in its own mysterious way its wilL

The Spirits.

Art thou not Evil— Sin abstract and pure?

Satan.

There were no shadows till the worlds were made ;

No evil and no sin till finite souls,

Imperfect thence, conditioned in free-will.

Took form, projected by eternal law

Through co-existent realms of time and space.

The Spirits.

Thy words are dark* We dimly catch their sense*

Satan.

Naught evil, though it were the Prince of evil,

Hath being in itself. For God alone

Existeth in Himself, and Good, which lives

As sunshine lives, born of the Parent Sun.

I am the finite shadow of that Sun,
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Opposite, not opposing, only seen

Upon the nether side*

The Spirits.

Art happy then ?

Satan.

Nor happy I nor wretched. I but do

My work, as finite fate and law prescribe.

The Spirits.

Didst thou not tempt the woman and the man
Of Eden, and beguile them to their doom ?

Satan.

No personal will am I, no influence bad

Or good. I symbolize the wild and deep

And unregenerated wastes of life,

Dark with transmitted tendencies of race

And blind mischance ; all crude mistakes of will-

Proclivity unbalanced by due weight

Of favoring circumstance ; all passion blown

By wandering winds ; all surplusage of force

Piled up for use, but slipping from its base

Of law and order ; all undisciplined

And ignorant mutiny against the wise

Restraint of rules by centuries old indorsed,

And proved the best so long it needs no proof;—
All quality overstrained until it cracks—
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Yet bat a surface crack ; the Eternal Eye

Sees underneath the soul's sphere, as above,

And knows the deep foundations of the world

Will not be jarred or loosened by the stress

Of sun and wind and rain upon the crust

Of upper soil. Nay, let the earthquake split

The mountains into steep and splintered chasms—
Down deeper than the shock the adamant

Of ages stands, symbol no less divine

Of the eternal Law than heaven above.

The Spirits.

Shall we then doubt the sacred books— the faith

That Satan was of old the foe of God ?

Satan.

Nations have planned their demons as they planned

Their gods. Say, rather, God and Satan mixed,—
A hybrid of perplexed theology,—
Stood at the centre of the universe ;

Ormuzd and Ahriman, in ceaseless war

—

A double spirit through whose nerves and veins

Throbbed the vast pulses of his feverish moods

Of blight and benediction. Did the Jew

Or Pagan, save the few of finer mould,

Own an unchanging God, or one self-willed,

Who, like themselves, was moved to wrath, revenge

And jealousy, to petty strifes and bars

Of sect and clan— the reflex of their thought ?
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The Spirits,

What if it were revealed to holy men,

By faith, that God had formed a spirit vast

Who fell, rebelled, tempted the race to death?

Whether a foe who rode upon the wind,

Or one within, leagued with some sweet, strong drift

Of natural desire, tainted yet sweet?

Satan.

Alas, did ever human eyes transcend

And pierce beyond the hemisphere of tints

That overarched their thought and hope, yet seemed

A heaven of truth ? As man is so his God.

So too his spirit of evil. Evil fixed

He saw, eternal and abstract, whose tree

Thrust down its grappling tap-roots in the heart,

And poisoned where it grew ; its blighting shade

By no sweet wandering winds of heaven caressed,

No raindrops from the pitiless clouds. No birds

Of song and summer in its branches built

Their little nests of love. No hermit sought

The shivering rustle of its chilly shade.

Accursed of God it stood— accursed and drear

It stood apart— a thing by God and man

Hated or pitied as a pestilence

O'er-passing cure. So hate not me. For I

Am but the picture mortal eyes behold

Shadowing the dread results of broken laws
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Designed by eternal wisdom for the good

Of man, though typed as Darkness, Pain, and Fire.

The Spirits.

Must not the eternal Justice punish man

And spirits— now and in the great To-Be ?

What sinner can escape his burning wrath ?

Satan.

The soul of man is man's own heaven or helL

God's love and justice will no curse on men

Or spirits, who condemn themselves, and hide

Their faces in the murky fogs of sense

And lawless passion, and the hate and feud

Born of all dense inwoven ignorance.

Man loves or fears the shadow of himself.

God shines behind him. Let him turn and see.

[Vanishes slowly.

The Spirits.

Yet stay— speak, speak once more ! Tell us what fate

Awaits the human race— now on this earth

Teeming with life— and in the great Hereafter

!

Raphael.

The phantom-lips are dumb : nor could they answer.

The book of fate is known to One alone.
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The Spirits.

And thou— thou, sovereign Angel, knowest not?

Raphael.

He alone knows whose being contains the all.

Cease questioning. Have faith. Love reigns supreme.

PAET II.

A Chorus op Human Spdbits ts the Mist.

Fab in the shuddering spaces of the North

We live. We saw a Shape

Of terror rise and spread and issue forth

;

And we would fain escape

The anger of his frown. We know him not,

Nor whether it be he

Who claims our homage, for the shadows blot

The sun we may not see.

We lift our prayers on heavy wings to one

Who dwells beyond the sun ;

Whose lightnings are decrees of life or doom

;

Whose laws are veiled in gloom.

Thick clouds and darkness are about thy throne

Where thou dost reign alone.

And we amid the mists and shadows grope,

With faint bewildered hope.
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We fear thy awful judgments, and thy corse

Upon thy Universe.

For we are told it is a fearful thing,

O thou Almighty King,

To fall into thy hands. O spare the rod—
Thou art a jealous God

!

O save us by the blood of him who died,

That sin might not divide

Our guilty souls from heaven and Christ and Thee.

And yet we dread to see

Thy face. How can the trembling fugitive

Behold thy face and live

!

Voice behind the Mist.

Fear not, for ye shall live if ye receive

The life divine, obedient to the law

Of truth and good. So shall there be no frown

Upon his face who wills the good of alL

Choir of Angels ts the Distance.

God who made the tempest's winged terror

And the smile of morn,

Who art bringing truth from sin and error,

Love from hate and scorn

;

Lo, thy presence glows through all thy creatures,

Passion-stained or fair

;
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Saint and sinner bear the selfsame features

Thy bright angels wear.

Human frailty- all alike inherit.

Yet our souls are free.

Giver of all good, it is no merit

That we torn to thee.

Thou alone art pore in thy perfection.

We thy children shine

But as our soiled garments take reflection

From thy light divine.

Thou art reaching forth thine arms forever,

Struggling souls to free.

Leading man by every good endeavor

Back to heaven and thee

!

Chorus of Plakeiabt Spirits*.

The presence that awed us and chilled us

Dissolves in the dews of the morning.

The darkness has vanished around us,

And shrunk to the shadows that color

The cloud flakes of gold and of purple

:

So vanish the thoughts that obscured us,

The doubt and the dread of the evil

That stained the starred robe of Creation.

And we hear but one music pervading
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The planets and suns that are shining

—

The spirits that pine in the darkness

Or float in the joy of the morning.

Semichobub L

Have we wronged thee, O monarch of shadows?

Have we named thee the Demon of spirits ?

We know that the good and the evil

Each mortal and angel inherits—
The evil and good that are twisted

As fibres of brass and of gold—
To the All-seeing Eye have a meaning

We know not— too vast to be told

;

But the wise and the merciful Father,

Though they stray in the desert and wold.

Will lift up his lambs to his bosom,

And gather them into his fold.

Semichobus IL

Yet the guilt and the crime that have triumphed,

Though shining in purple and gold,

Shall bring their own sure retribution,

As the prophets of ages have told.

For Justice is sure in the order

That rules through the heavens of old.
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Voicb of a Prophet.

Aye, though no tyrant's stern decree enforce

The law, yet Justice still must hold its course

;

Sure as the power that draws the falling stone,

Sure as the electric thrill from zone to zone,

The ocean's tides, the round of day and night,

The burning tropic sun, the winter's blight—

So follows, though long years have hid the seed,

The fatal fruitage of the evil deed.

Voice of a Philosopher.

Yet not, we must believe,

Like man's infirm opinion

And incomplete tribunals

God's larger judgments stand.

He sees the Past and Present

;

He knows the strong temptations

;

The nets where lie entangled

The creatures of his hand.

He knows the deep enigmas

No mortal mind has solved.

The armed and banded legions,

That bind earth's captives down,

Hold no divine commission

To pass the final sentence.

Heaven holds its perfect balance,

And smiles above their frown.
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Song of Hopeful Spirits.

1.

Praise, praise ye the prophets, the sages

Who lived and who died for the ages

;

The grand and magnificent dreamers

;

The heroes, the mighty redeemers ;

The martyrs, reformers and leaders ;

The voices of mystical Vedas ;

The bibles of races long shrouded

Who left us their wisdom unclouded

;

The truth that is old as their mountains,

But fresh as the rills from their fountains.

2.

And praise ye the poets whose pages

Give solace and joy to the ages

;

Who have seen in their marvellous trances

Of thought and of rhythmical fancies,

The manhood of Man in all errors
;

The triumph of hope over terrors

;

The great human heart ever pleading

Its kindred divine, though misleading,

Fate held it aloof from the heaven

That to spirits untempted was given.

Chorus.

The creeds of the past that have bound us,

With visions of terror around us
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Like dungeons of stone that have crumbled,

Beneath us lie shattered and humbled.

The tyranny mitred and crested,

Flattered and crowned and detested

;

The blindness that trod upon Science ;

The bigotry Ignorance cherished ;

The armed and the sainted alliance

Of conscience and hate— they have perished,

Have melted like mists in the splendor

Of life and of beauty supernal—
Of love ever watchful and tender,

Of law ever one and eternal.

Song of a Wise Spirit.

The light of central suns o'erflows

The unknown bounds of time and space.

The shadows are but passing shows

And clouds upon Creation's face.

From out the chaos and the slime,

From out the whirling -winds of fire,

From years of ignorance and crime,

From centuries of wild desire,

The shaping laws of truth and love

Shall lift the savage from the clod ;

Shall till the field and gild the grove

"With homes of man and domes of God.

And Lo\e and Science, side by side,

With starry lamps of heavenly flame,
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Shall light the darkness far and wide

;

The wandering outcast shall reclaim

;

Shall bury in forgotten graves

Blind Superstition's tyrant brood

;

Shall break the fetters of the slaves

;

Shall bind the world in brotherhood

;

Shall hurl all despots from the throne.

And lift the saviors of the race

;

And law and liberty alone

From sea to sea the lands embrace.

Hymn of a Devout Spibtt.

The time shall come when men no more

Shall deem the sin that taints the earth

A demon-spell— a monstrous birth—
A curse forever to endure ;—

Shall see that from one common root

Must spring the better and the worse ;

And seek to cure, before they curse,

The tree that drops its wormy fruit.

For God must love, though man should hate

The vine whose mildew blights its grapes

;

Shall he not clothe with fairer shapes

The lives deformed by earthly fate ?

O praise him not that on a throne

Of glory unapproached he sits,
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For deem a slavish fear befits

The child a father calls his own.

Bat praise him that in every thrill

Of life his breath is in our lungs,

And moves our hearts and tunes our tongues,

Howe'er rebellious to his wilL

Praise him that all alike drink in

A portion of the life divine,

A light whose struggling soul-beams shine

Through all the blinding mists of sin.

For sooner shall the embracing day,

The air that folds us in its arms,

The morning sun that cheers and warms,

Hold back their service, and decay,

Ere God, who wraps the Universe

With love, shall let the souls he made

Fall from his omnipresent aid

O'ershadowed by a human curse.

Song of an Evolutionist.

1.

All in its turn is good

And suited to its time

;

Fire-mist and cosmic flood,
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Ice, rock, and ocean slime

;

Savage and Druid stern,

Faith typed in legends wild.

The mills of God still turn

;

Order is Discord's child.

Ever from worse to better

Breaks Nature through her fetter—

The spirit through the letter.

One vast divine endeavor,

One purpose still pursued—

Upward and onward ever—

All in its turn is good.

2.

Up from the centre striving

Through countless change on change,

Through shapes uncouth and strange

The weakest doomed to perish—
The strongest still surviving

;

Purpose divine in all.

Whether they rise or fall

Pledged to maintain and cherish

Types higher still and higher,

To struggle and aspire.

One vast divine endeavor

Upward and onward ever

—

Through fish and bird and beast—
Power that hath never ceased—
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Through darkness and through light—
Through ape and troglodyte,

Till best with best unite

;

Through melancholy wastes

Of unknown time and space—
A power that never hastes,

And never slackens pace

Until the human face,

Until the human form

Beautiful, and swift and warm,

Awaits the crowning hour,

And blooms— a spirit-flower—
Upward and onward ever

One primal plan pursued.

All in its turn is good.

Song of as Old Pobt.

I sang of Eden and Creation's morn

;

Of fiend and angel, triumph and despair.

I caught the world's old music in the air

—

The strains that from a people's creed were born.

I soared with seraphs, walked with lords of doom

;

Basked in the sun and groped in utter dark.

I lit the olden legends with a spark

Whose radiance but revealed eternal gloom.

I stood enveloped in a cloud o'ercharged

With thunder ; and the blind mad bolts that flew
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Were heaven's decrees. They spared alone the few

Whose hearts by grace supernal were enlarged.

Upon imagination's star-lit wings

I flew beyond the steadfast earth's supports,

And stood within Jehovah's shining courts,

And heard what seemed the murmur of the springs,

The streams of living and eternal youth.

Was it a dream ? Hath God another Word

Than that between the Cherubim we heard

When Israel served the Lord with zeal and truth ?

Are those but earthborn shadows that we saw

Thronging the spaces of the heavens and hells ?

Is there a newer prophet-voice that tells

The trumpet-tidings of a grander law?

The lurid words above the fatal door—
The door itself— the circles of despair

Are fast dissolving in serener air.

They were but dreams. They can return no more.

No more the vengeance of a demon-god

;

No more the lost souls whirling in black drifts

Of endless pain. The wind of morning lifts

The fog where once our groping footsteps trod.
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I looked, and lo ! the Abyss was all ablaze

With light of heaven, and not abysmal fire

;

And fain would tone to other chords my lyre

;

And fain would sing the alternate nights and days—

The days and nights that are the wings of Time

;

The love that melts away the eternal chains

;

The judgments only of remedial pains ;

The hidden innocence in guilt and crime.

The sunlight on the illumined tracts of earth

Sprang from the darkness, pale and undiscerned.

And the great creeds the world hath slowly learned

Are truths evolved from forms of ruder birth.

The tides of life, divine and human, swell

And flood the desert shore, the stagnant pooL

And sage and poet know, where God hath rule

There is no cloud in heaven— no doom in helL

Full Chorus of the Planetary Spirits.

1.

Hear ye, O brothers, the voices around that are swelling

in chorus ?

Nearer and sweeter they rise and fall through the

nebulous light

:
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Voices of sages and prophets— while under our footsteps

and o'er us

Koll in their orbits the worlds whose circles we

tracked through the night.

2.

Melting away in the morning, we follow their pathways

no longer,

Knowing the hand that has guided will hear them

forever along

;

Bear them forever, and shape them to destinies fairer

and stronger

Than when the joyous archangels hailed their creation

with song.

3.

Not with a light that is waning— not with the curse of

a dooming,

They shall accomplish their cycles through ages of

fire and of cloud

:

Ever from their chaos to order unfolding, progressing,

and blooming,

Till with the wisdom and beauty of ages on ages

endowed.

4.

Out of the regions of discord, out of the kingdoms of

evil,
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God in the races to come shall abolish the reign of

despair.

Who shall confront his decrees with the phantoms of

demon and devil ?

Who shall unhallow the joy of his light and the health

of his air?

5.

Lo ! on the day-star itself there are spots that, coming

and going,

Send through the spaces mysterious thrillings like

omens of blight

And the great planets afar are convulsed, as when winter

comes blowing

Over the shuddering oceans and islands of tropical

light

6.

Shadows are shadows ; and all that is made is illumined

and shaded,—
Bound by the laws of its being— heaven and earth

in its breath-

He who hath made us will lift us, though stained and

deformed and degraded—
lift us and love us, though drowned in the surges

of darkness and death.
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On a time— not of old—
When a poet had sent out his soul and no welcome had

found

Where the heart of the nation in prose stood fettered

and hound

In fold upon fold—
He called hack his soul who had pined for an answer

afloat

;

And thus in the silence of night and the pride of his

spirit he wrote.

Come hack, poet-thought 1

For they honor thee not in thy vesture of verse and of

song.

Come hack— thou hast hovered about in the market too

long.

In vain thou hast sought

To stem the strong current that flows from the Philistine

lands.

Thou hast failed to deliver the message the practical

public demands.
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Come back to the heights

Of thy vision— thy love— thy Parnassus of beauty and

truth,

From the valleys below where the labor of age and of

youth

Has no need of thy lights ;

For science has marshalled the way with a lamp of its

own.

Till they woo thee with wakening love thou must follow

thy pathway alone.

We have striven, have toiled,

Have pressed with the foremost to sing to the men of

our time

The thought that was deepest, the lay that was lightest

in rhyme.

We are baffled and foiled.

The crowd hurries on intent upon traffic and pay

;

They have ears, but they hear not What chance to be

heard has the poet to-day ?

So we turn from the crowd,

And we sing as we please, like the thrush far away in

the woods.

They may listen or not, as they choose, to our fancies

and moods

Chanted low— chanted loud*
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In the sunshine and storm— 'mid the hearts that are

tender or hard.

What need of applause from the world, when Art is its

own reward ?
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College Cgfe.

They go to scole to lem logyk and lawe, and eke contemplacion.

Piers Plouhman.

There stands upon a hille, al verdantlie

Yclad with trees, and grasse, and waving graine,

An edifice, ne very haught and highe,

Ne lowe ; of bricks ybuilt, joli and plaine

;

Beseemeth such an house there to remaine.

A spire decks the roofe, which to the eyne

Of wandering wighte, who there his course hath ta'en,

Beneathe Dan Sol doth often glitterynge shine

:

And al beyonde the walles are groves and meadowes fine.

There often have I whilom conned my taske,

Intent on booke with no huge pleasaunce fraughte,

Withouten hope of drinke from luscious flaske,

To speed upon his waye one labouringe thoughte

:

A booke as drye, perdie, was never boughte

!

Ofte have I nodded, filled with drowsie sleepe,

Which Morpheus from his sombre land hath broughte,

And oft would starte, and vigyl fain would keepe,

Yet that same sleepie god still o'er my braine dyd

creepe.

2
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Then, ere I could againe my booke resume,

O fatale finisher of al my joye

!

The glib-tongd bel would tingle through the roome,

O cursed bel, my peace thus to destroye

!

No elfin sprite me then mote so annoye,

Ne goblyn ghoste with hellish puissance,

Ne byrchen swytch, ydrad by idle boye,

Ne to the hen-peckt wighte hys wyfe's keen glance,

More troublous seemes than this, my miserie to en-

hance.

For who that bel hath hearde, must strait him move,

To roome where syts in state professour grave,

With booke in hande, that booke he well dothe love,

Greeke, Latin, Algeb, (Lord me from them save
!)

Eache lucklesse youthe must wel his lesson have,

Or he eftsoons to lecture vyle is ledde,

To answer for his sad idlesse, or brave

The puissance of wordes he needes must dred,

Words scattered eke like hayl on hys devoted hedde.

Yet in those walls there hearde hath been ful ofte

By nyghte or daie the sounde of jollitie

;

But if in studie-houres, ah ! then righte softe

Some tutor ryseth up ere wighte can see,

And stoppeth noyse of mirthe or minstrelsie,

And sendeth eache to hys own habitance

;

Thus endeth often manye a youthful spree.

Helps not that they complayn of this usaunce,

For lawes must be enforced ; ne left to ydle chaunce.
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Ne noyse alone of merriment was hearde.

There met the eare ofttimes straunge mingled soundes,

Not like the liquid notes of woodlande byrde

;

More like a packe, methinks, of hungrye houndes,

Yelping a chorus ere they slippe their boundes;

Fyddels ycrackt and huskie flutes were there,

Such discorde as the very aire astoundes

!

That man must praye for deafnesse who would beare

The chaos straunge and loude that filleth al the aire.

But who can saye with what unfeigned glee

Eache hearte beate loude when dinner-houre dyd come,

Then like the rvsinge billowes of the sea

Those younkers burste from everye tedious roome.

Not sweeter to the peasaunt is hys home,

Hys wyfe and chyldren after travel longe,

Ne to the Rabbi is hys sacred tome,

Ne to the babblynge foole hys own deare tonge,

Than is this dinner-bel to these same lerners yonge.

Anon they eate and callen out for more,

Which to their nosethyrls, smels with savoure sweete,

Whyle servaunts brynge them through the kytchen-door

Potatoes hotte, and sauce, and sodden meate,

Which, as they licken ofte their chappes, they eate,

Then loudlie call againe for thys or that

:

I wot not why they dye not of surfeite,

So much they gobbel up, both leane and fatte

;

So faste their jawes do goe, small tyme is there for

chatte.
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O, then to lounge beneathe the spreadyng trees,

Where al daie long the blythe byrds singen sweete,

There lysten to the syghing of the breeze,

There byd the echoes manie a note repeate,

Whyles al arounde the skie waxe warme with heate,

And lyttel flies dyd hum a drowsie song.

And some, mosquitoes highte, dyd byte our feete,

Suckyng the bloode, with tube instead of tong,

Whenas we brushed them off, so much the more they

stung.

Sometymes we wandered by a sylvan streame,

That made soft murmurings on a summer's daie,

Along its bankes how often dyd we dreame,

And see its darke greene waters glyde awaye,

Kyssing the flowers which to their brinke dyd straie.

There, too, huge scarped rockes dyd hie appeare,

And from the sunne dyd shelter it alwaie;

Here as we sometymes strayed, wel mote we heare

Sweet sounde of distant bel, or mil-wheel plashyng neare.

Alack, to change this scene it grieves me sore

;

To tel of fences clombe and plundered trees,

How one devoured fruits enow for four,

And each dyd such purloyn as dyd him please.

Al this was done, perdie, with impish ease;

Smal grypes dyd conscience give, those tymes I trow.

But ah ! how harde when much replete with these,

To bend againe o'er bookes with clouded browe.

No tyme was that for us to lern the Why and Howe.
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O College Lyfe ! though manye a payne, I ween,

Each lazie youthe must needs have oft yfelte,

Still hast thou pleasaunce rare which few have seen

Of them who ne'er at lernynge's shryne have knelt.

Thou art the sweetest lyfe was ever dealte

To man, from happie starres in heaven that ben

;

Starres, ever bryghte ! sweet starres that thus do melt

With your softe rayes the destynies of men,

How lyttel of your wondrous influence do we ken !

1834.
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5fye Music of Mature.

PART I.

A vision o'er my soul hath swept,

A dream of light ; 'twas music part,

And part it was my happy heart

Made music as I slept

I cannot paint that glorious dream,

Words are such cold and lifeless things

;

Of all the life and light it brings,

I can but give a gleam.

I wandered with a calm surprise

Half on the earth, and half in air,

And sometimes I went gliding where

The ocean meets the skies.

O, it was sweet to roam away

!

No cumbrous limbs to clog the motion,

As through the fields, the air, the ocean*

I could not choose but stray.
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Asleep in body, but awake

In soul to all things bright and dear,

My fancies wandered far and near,

Nor would my slumbers break.

There seemed a ceaseless harmony,

Which sounding every where I went

Came ringing through the firmament,

Or from the pathless sea

;

Or sometimes from the lonely woods,

Or from the high o'er-watching stars,

For silence now had burst her bars

Through Nature's solitudes.

And then I knew that music is

The native tongue of none but Gladness,

That Silence weds herself to Sadness,

Who hath no harmonies.

And still I roamed with lightsome heart,

And from the tones so intermingled,

Swift-gathering Fancy ever singled

One voice from every part.

And first I heard the mighty ocean

Go thundering to his empire bounds

;

A voice of many blended sounds

In sad and wild commotion.
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The mad waves roared in spray-fire flame,

The white storm-bird flew screaming by

;

But sweetly from the listening sky

The softened echoes came.

All mingled in one giant tone,

Till stunned by the loud ocean band,

I turned away—'twas sad to stand

On that dark shore alone.

But to the stars my face I turned,

And strange as it may seem, methought

My ears a slow faint anthem caught

From the calm orbs that burned

Amid the dark blue firmament

:

There hung the seven-stringed lyre* on high,

But a reckless comet came rushing by,

And swept it as he went

;

And there came a troubled music out,

And yet it jarred not on the ear,

For the circling choir rang sweet and clear

As their first morning shout.©

I wandered still and heard it come

;

It fell with the meek starlight down,

And not a thunder voice or frown

Passed o'er the glittering dome

:

And yield the lyre of heaven, another string."

—

Campbell.
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Till by the border of a wood,

While silver moonlight edged the trees

Where a thousand birds rocked by the breeze

Were sleeping, soon I stood.

A soft and swelling music crept

As from some mighty wind-harp strings,

Too soft to wake the myriad things

That mid the branches slept.

The winds were sifting through the pines

;

'Twas sweet yet sad to hear them moan

:

Ah ! then I felt I was all alone

By Nature's holiest shrines.

And deep amid the o'er-arching trees

A low-toned waterfall was gushing

;

Unseen, beneath, a stream went rushing

And mingling with the breeze.

A musing spirit o'er me passed,

And Memory took me to the day

When in the woodlands, far away,

I thus stood listening last.
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PART H

Sudden a light flashed on my dream,

The pensive tones of night were gone,

And I was by a dewy lawn

Lit by the sun's first beam.

A wandering voice went twittering by,

It seemed a meadow-bird of spring

;

It came, on gay and glancing wing

Fast leaping through the sky.

It bore me back to childhoc : *s hours,

And I was in the fields again,

And by the stream and in the glen

Hunting the wild wood flowers.

It did not seem so very strange,

And yet I felt myself a child,

As gay, as thoughtless and as wild,

As when I knew no change.o'

And then came tinkling on my ear,

As if to strengthen all this spell,

The grazing herd's low meadow-bell

:

O, it was sweet to hear

!
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And I was young—my heart was light

;

The stream of years was backward rolled

;

How could I feel that I'd grown old,

When Memory was so bright ?

I wandered, drinking in the sound

:

There is no music like to this

That floats within a dream of bliss,

When night is all around.

Through all my night there was a morn,

A little fairy morning beaming,

Like sunlight through a forest streaming

On one who walks forlorn.

And all along, where'er I wandered,

The sweet mysterious music played

;

'Twas part around me, partly made

Within me, as I pondered.

And part of it a mingled feeling

Made up of joy and harmony,

A presence that brought light to me,

A hidden self revealing.

The sea, the stars, the winds, the trees,

The stream, the waterfall, the dell,

The bird, the flowers, the meadow-bell,

—

I felt that all of these
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Were but the symbols of a soul

Alive with hope or memory

;

The mind's immortal harmony

That through its chambers stole.

And to the spirit's listening ear,

Whilst slept the limbs and senses all,

Made every thing seem musical

;

How could I cease to hear ?

And thus it may be, when this frame

Is laid asleep in death at last

;

The soul no longer overcast,

To Him from whom it came,

Shall brighten upward and be free,

And roam amid the chiming spheres,

And feel within, while thus it hears,

Eternal Harmony.

We brought it with us here below,—

Within, without, we feel it ever

;

Why should it not, as now, for ever

Through an Hereafter go

!

For music, I must think, was given

To be of higher life a token,

The language by the angels spoken,

The native tongue of heaven

!

Richmond, Va. June, 1836.
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ollje SouUilotner.

I dreamed of a Flower that bloomed in the ocean,

Far down—all alone,

So deep, there was not a sound or motion,

Nor a sea-beast's ear to catch the groan

Of the upper sea in its strife.

The green waves were noiseless and harmless as sleep,

And a dim light struggled to pierce the deep,

Rut all was cold and shadowless,

And all was void and motionless,

For here there was no life,

Saving of this one flower.

O 'twas a starlike thing,

A vision of calm, undying power;

Bell-like and deep, like an urn of pearl,

With anthers all golden and glittering,

And slowly its petals of white did unfurl

;

A marble flower, yet living and growing

;

Sweet and pure as a seraph's dream.

O dim are the diamond and ruby's gleam,

And the myriad gems that are glowing,

When I think on the light of this lonely flower,

Far down in its silent and dim sea-bower.
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The storms of the upper waves raged on,

But here was no tempest or noise to dread ;

Huge wrecks and bodies of men came down,

But they hung drifting far over head,

They sank not down to the sacred bower

Where bloomed the peaceful ocean-flower.

The sea-snake and whale in their giant race,

Were lost when they sought for this lonely place,

And all the bright-coloured things that gleam

And dart through the deep, were like meteors that stream

Through a summer sky; while the sea-stars shone,

Some in clusters, and some alone,

Whose far off twinklings feebly sent

A light through the vast dim element.

And I know whenever this dream comes back,

That there is a flower like this, on earth

;

It hath not here its place of birth,

And seldom may we track

The path that leads to the inner shrine

Where its glories spread and shine.

Yet ye need not roam from star to star :

Ye need not seek this flower afar

;

It blooms deep down in the human heart ;

It hath no peer in the pride of art,

It blooms in the breast of the wise and pure,

But withers a sinful heart within,

For its amaranth beauty cannot endure

The blighting atmosphere of sin.
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O holy and beautiful Spirit-Flower

!

Thou art no dream of an idle hour

!

Immortal as the Primal Beam

—

Too true, too lovely for a dream.

Wouldst thou know what this beauty is ?

Wouldst thou give all to have but this?

Wouldst thou know how and for what to live?

Wouldst thou garner what worlds cannot give ?

Then guard thine own heart : in its fathomless deeps

The swelling bud of that flower sleeps.

Watch, lest it sleep till it wither away

!

Watch, till it opens and blooms to the day

!

September, 1836.
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O melancholy winter Wind, that makest moan
So sad, so sad and low

Through the still midnight, while the sleeping snow

Lies like a death-trance, underneath the moon !

O Wind, that moanest that dull steady tune,

Like some deep organ-pipe, left all alone,

By sweetest seraphs left,

Of sacred melody bereft,

And given to the wild fiends of the air,

To blow what mad discordant tones they list,

—

Wind, wild as some phantom of the mist,

That sweeps with hollow groan the hill-side bare !

1 hear, I hear thy sullen steady moan,

As here I sit alone.

Strange thoughts, strange feelings come and sit by me,

And look into their mirror, fantasy

;

Mysteries like thyself, strange Wind, thou bringest;

Unto the soul, as to a harp, thou singest

Hymns of unearthly harmony.
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Type of the Spirit to whose deeps

Thou with thy deep dost call

!

Of that great mystery that never sleeps,

Within the breast of all,

O Wind, whether thou blowest sad and wild,

Or gently breathest with glad tones and mild,

When in the moonlit leaves the sleeping bird

By thy bland touch is stirred

;

Whether thou ravest mid the forests bare,

Or bringest odours rare

From the sweet fields that load the warm spring air

:

Thou art a shadow of the soul of man

:

Now calm, now full of joy, now frantic glee,

And wild as wild can be

;

Now breathing fragrance to sweet heaven, how glad

!

Anon with whirlwind fury mad,

And often full of murmurs dull and sad,

And hearing but its own strange harmony,

As now, O melancholy wind, I hear no sound but thee.

St. Louis, Jan. 1837.

3
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Niagara.

I stood within a vision's spell

;

I saw, I heard. The liquid thunder

Went pouring to its foaming hell,

And it fell,

Ever, ever fell

Into the invisible abyss that opened under.

I stood upon a speck of ground

;

Before me fell a stormy ocean.

I was like a captive bound

;

And around

A universe of sound

Troubled the heavens with ever-quivering motion.

Down, down for ever,—down, down for ever,

Something falling, falling, falling,

Up, up for ever—up, up for ever,

Resting never,

Boiling up for ever,

Steam-clouds shot up with thunder-bursts appalling.
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A tone that since the birth of man,

Was never for a moment broken,

A word that since the world began,

And waters ran

Hath spoken still to man,

—

Of God and of Eternity hath spoken.

Foam-clouds there for ever rise

With a restless roar o'erboiling—

Rainbows stooping from the skies

Charm the eyes,

Beautiful they rise,

Cheering the cataracts to their mighty toiling.

And in that vision as it passed,

Was gathered terror, beauty, power :

And still when all has fled, too fast,

And I at last

Dream of the dreamy past,

My heart is full when lingering on that hour.

Oct. 1838.
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So a Qummmg Birir.

Tell us, tell us whence thou comest,

Little thing of the rainhow wing

;

Tell us if thou always hummest

:

If thou canst not sing.

Tell us when thou fell'st in love

With the honey-suckle flower,

That thou comest every eve

To her fragrant bower.

Or art thou her guardian sprite,

Ever hearkening to her sigh,

And robed so bright with coloured light,

Droppest from the sky?

Take me to thy hidden nest

In the far off realm of Faery,

Where thou sinkest to thy rest

When thy wings are weary.

When a boy I often dreamed,

Wondering what thou wast and whence,

For thy quivering w inglets seemed

Scarce like things of sense.
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Darting here and darting there,

Now half-buried in a flower,

Now away, and none knew where,

By some mysterious power.

When the rosy twilight came

Softly down the slumbering sky,

Thy emerald wing and throat of flame

Flashed before my eye.

Round the lattice and the porch,

Ere the dew began to fall,

Kissing all the bashful buds

Clambering up the wall.

But like a suspected lover,

Darting off into the sky,

Ere we could with truth discover

Half thy brilliancy.

I'll not blame thee, little thing,

That thou wast then a mystery,

When life and thought were in their spring,

And fancy wandered free.

For I was like thee, gentle bird,

As wild and gay, as strange and shy,

And all my hours were with the flowers,

Beneath a summer sky.
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But now that I've become a man,

I'd have thee come and tell to me,

If the boyish dreams are true

I have had of thee.

Tell me why and whence thou comest,

On thy little rainbow wing

;

Why unto the flowers thou hummest,

And dost never sing.

But I hear a sober spirit

Talking as unto a child ;

I must leave my bird and listen

To its accents mild.

Question not all things thou seest

;

Things there are thou canst not know,

Learn from thy own dreams of childhood

Not too far to go.

Thou canst seldom track the spirit,

Whence or how or why it is;

In its unseen deeps for ever

Are there mysteries.

Be content to see—and seeing,

On the threshold pause and bow

To the great all-loving Being

With an humble brow

!
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That joyous strain

Wake, wake again

!

O'er the dead stillness of my soul it lingers.

Ring out, ring out

The music-shout

!

I hear the sounding of thy flying fingers,

And to my soul the harmony

Comes like a freshening sea.

Again, again

!

Farewell, dull pain,

Thou heartache, rise not while those harpstrings quiver!

Sad feelings, hence

!

I feel a sense

Of a new life come like a rushing river,

Freshening the fountains parched and dry,

That in my spirit lie.

That glorious strain

!

O, from my brain
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I see the shadows flitting like scared ghosts

!

A light, a light

Shines in to-night,

O'er the good angels trooping to their posts,

—

And the black cloud is rent in twain

Before the ascending strain.

It dies away,

—

It would not stay,

—

So sweet, so fleeting
;
yet to me it spake

Strange peace of mind

I could not find,

Before that lofty strain the silence brake.

So let it ever come to me
With an undying harmony.

1838.
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Child of the sunlight,

Flower of the skies,

Blooming in petals

Of heavenly dyes

;

Springing and growing

In thy garden of mist,

Where the sun hath so often

The thunder-cloud kissed.

Beautiful flower

!

So broad and so round,

North and South touching,

Half underground

;

Dark in the middle,

But on thy border

Seven bright colours

Ranked in their order!
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The clouds are all weeping,

But ere the sun sets,

He flings them this flower

To chase their regrets

;

And soon shall their tear-drops

Be dry for the day,

For they'll take up the flower,

And bear it away.

Still thou art blooming,

Flower of the skies

;

Brighter are growing

Thy heavenly dyes,

In the dark halls of thunder,

Outspreading, alone,

Thou reignest o'er cloud-land,

The heavens are thy own.

Queen of the meteors,

Child of the shower,

I hail thee—I'll name thee

Heaven's sun-flower

!

Alas, thou art fading,

Thou'rt withering away

!

Dark disc and bright petal,

They droop with the day.
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The sun, in whose glory

Thou wast born in the sky,

Hath gone in the west,

And left thee to die.

But hung in the rain-drops

I'll see thee again,

When the sunset smiles out

On the clouds and the rain

!
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$fig!)t anb % Soul.

I went to bed with Shakspeare's flowing numbers

Within me chiming,

As I sank slowly to my pleasant slumbers,

My thoughts with his were rhyming.

Out of the window I saw the moonlight shadows

Go creeping slow

;

The sheeted roofs of snow,—the broad white meadows

Lay silently below.

A few keen stars were kindly winking through

The frost-dimmed panes,

And dreaming Chanticleer woke up and crew

Far o'er the desolate plains.

But soon into the void abyss of sleep

My mind did swoon

;

I saw no more the broad house-shadows creep

Beneath the silent moon.

I woke ; the morning sun was mounting slowly

O'er the live earth :

—

Say, fancy, why the shade of melancholy

Which then in me took birth ?
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Why does the night give to the spirit wings,

Which day denies ?

Ah, why this tyranny of outward things

When brightest shine the skies 1

My soul is like the flower that blooms by night,

And droops by day

;

Yet may its fruit expand, though in the light

Night-blossoms drop away.

The visions thus in dreamy stillness cherished,

Like dreams may fly

;

But day's great acts, o'er thoughts that nightly perished,

May ripen, not to die.

Jan. 2d, 1839.
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ffilje |poet.

Non est ad astra mollis e terris via.

—

Seneca.

He that would earn the Poet's sacred name,

Must write for future as for present ages

;

Must learn to scorn the wreath of vulgar fame,

And bear to see cold critics o'er the pages

His burning brain hath wrought, wreak wantonly

Their dull and crabbed spite, or trifling mockery.

He must not fret his heart that men will turn

From the deep wealth his soul hath freely given

;

He must not marvel that their spirits burn

With fire so dim and cold. The God of Heaven

Who hung the golden stars in loftiest sky,

Hath o'er all spirits set the Poet's heart on high.

Star-like and high, his task and glorious sphere

Is to shine on in love and light unborrowed,

Yet looking down, to hold all nature dear,

And where a heart hath deeply joyed or sorrowed.

To gather to itself all images

Of mind, and heart and passion, and to breathe life

through these

:
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And in this life burning through all his words,

And glancing back so strangely on man's soul

The image of himself, the bard records

The power which lifts all nature, till the whole

Swims in the spirit of beauty, and the breath

Of earthly things is murmuring life untouched by death.

Thus hovering, bee-winged, over every flower,

And gathering all the nectar from its bosom,

And e'en midst broken hearts, in grief's dark hour,

Stealing a sweetness from the poison blossom,

He garners up the honey of his thought,

And yields unto the world whate'er his soul hath wrought.

His is the task to clothe the dull and common
In the rich garb of ever-living youth

;

And o'er the soul of child, or man, or woman,

And o'er the countenance of daily truth,

And o'er Creation's face to spread the light

Of beauty, as it shines in God's eternal sight.

He may not stoop to pander to the herd

Of fickle tastes and morbid appetites

;

He hath upon his lips a holy word,

And he must heed not if it cheers or blights,

So it be Truth, and the deep earnest fire

Of no dull earthward thought, nor any base desire.

His path is through all nature like the sun

;

From world to world, like a recording spirit

;
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And with all shapes and hues his heart is one ;

And if a bird but sing, his ear must hear it,

And the coarse, scentless flower is as a brother,

And the green turf the gentle bosom of a mother.

And these he loves ;—and with all these the heart

Of frail humanity, which like a tremulous harp

Hung in the winds, not oft from storms apart,

Sobs or rejoices ; and when tempests sharp

Sweep the tense strings, a " sweet sad music" hears,

Where others list no voice, nor heed the dropping tears.

Who scorns the Poet's art, deserves the scorn

Which he would heap on others' heads ; that man
Knows not the sacred gift and calling born

Within the Poet's soul when life began :

—

Knows not that he must speak, and not for fame,

But that his heart would wither else within its flame.

Time's wreaths await him : far in future ages,

Twined in their amaranth beauty they are shining,

And blessings rained upon his fragrant pages,

And tears from kindred hearts, quenching repining

With a warm sympathy, and smiles of joy

Embalm a sacred life which Time cannot destroy.

Oct. 1838.
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(Eorasponbmces.

All things in nature are beautiful types to the soul that

can read them

;

Nothing exists upon earth, but for unspeakable ends,

Every object that speaks to the senses was meant for the

spirit

;

Nature is but a scroll ; God's handwriting thereon.

Ages ago when man was pure, ere the flood overwhelmed

him,

While in the image of God every soul yet lived,

Every thing stood as a letter or word of a language fa-

miliar,

Telling of truths which now only the angels can read.

Lost to man was the key of those sacred hieroglyphics,

Stolen away by sin, till by heaven restored.

Now with infinite pains we here and there spell out a

letter,

Here and there will the sense feebly shine through the

dark.

When we perceive the light that breaks through the

visible symbol,

What exultation is ours ! We the discovery have made !

Yet is the meaning the same as when Adam lived sin-

less in Eden,

Only long hidden it slept, and now again is revealed.

Man unconsciously uses figures of speech every mo-

ment,

4
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Little dreaming the cause why to such terms he is prone,

Little dreaming that every thing here has its own corre-

spondence

Folded within its form, as in the body the soul.

Gleams of the mystery fall on us still, though much is

forgotten,

And through our commonest speech, illumine the path

of our thoughts.

Thus doth the lordly sun shine forth a type of the God-

head

;

Wisdom and love the beams that stream on a darkened

world.

Thus do the sparkling waters flow, giving joy to the de-

sert,

And the fountain of life opens itself to the thirst.

Thus doth the word of God distil like the rain and the

dew-drops

;

Thus doth the warm wind breathe like to the Spirit of

God;

And the green grass and the flowers are signs of the

regeneration.

O thou Spirit of Truth, visit our minds once more,

Give us to read in letters of light the language celestial

Written all over the earth, written all over the sky

—

Thus may we bring our hearts once more to know our

Creator,

Seeing in all things around, types of the Infinite Mind.

March, 1839.
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See how the black cloud comes sweeping along on its

terrible pinions

;

Nearer and wider it grows, darkening the blue of the

sky!

See up the road how the wind with the dust comes

sweeping and whirling,

Tossing the tops of the trees, tearing the leaves from

their boughs

!

Now it comes slamming the shutters and clattering off

with the shingles,

Howling all round the house, screaming to enter the

door.

Now do the men all hasten their steps each one to his

dwelling

;

Servants are bustling about, barring the windows and

doors.

Women look anxiously out, while their delicate bosoms

are beating,

Watching the gaps of the clouds, waiting their hus-

bands' return,

While with dull stare o'er the plain go moving the in-

dolent cattle,

Seeking the dangerous tree standing alone in the field.
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Darker and darker it grows ; the clouds like rent cur-

tains are hanging,

—

Sharp is the lightning flash, keen as a scimetar blade.

Rattling, bellowing, booming along rolls the terrible

thunder ;

Children look timidly up to see where its dwelling may

be;

/ once looked up as they do, to see where the thunder

was going,

But there was nothing above, save the continuous clouds.

Again there's a flash,—a start,—a pause,—and the ar-

mies of heaven

Seem to be rolling afield, trampling the clouds as a floor!

Now comes the rush of the rain ; like mist in the wind

it is sweeping

;

Large come the pattering drops, washing the panes of

the glass

;

Now come the rattling hailstones, pelting the shelterless

roses,

Speckling the summer grass, showering crystals abroad,

A present from winter to summer, a message to tell her

he's coming.

But the storm ceases at length ; windows fly open again.

Rolls away in the distance the muttering moan of the

thunder,

Through the rifts of the clouds peeps the blue of the sky,

Warm and broad o'er the earth the slant sun gaily is

smiling,

While the bright bow in the east gives us the promise

of peace.
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Weeks and months have rolled along

Like the surges of the sea,

Thoughts and feelings sweet and deep

Have been guests with me

;

But my heart hath only sung

Hidden melody.

By the spreading wing of thought

Poet-dreams lay shaded

;

As the flower-buds in the dawn,

Ere the stars have faded,

Till refreshed they rise again,

Pure and undegraded.

Covered by the veil of Truth,

Beauty in my soul but slept

:

She hath woke at times and seen

The guard her sister kept

;

Still she murmured in her dreams,

Still she smiled or wept.
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Many a lay I left unsung,

Or but sung where none may hear,

In the bowers far within,

To the spirit's ear ;

Thoughts and words but tell thee half

Of the secrets there ;

Of the memories of the past,

Of the world that round thee lies,

Of that flowery wilderness

Where thy dreams arise

Night and day, and wing their way
To their native skies ;

These, and all the thousand hues

Which thy inner life assumes,

From the flashes of its joys

To its deepest glooms,

Are a world of mystery

No vulgar light illumes.

Wonder not then that my lyre

Hung by me with slackened strings ;

O, it was too weak to bear

Thought's fresh sweeping wings

;

Yet within there long have been

Cherished, hidden things.

Beauty is a blossom rare

;

We may smell it on the tree,
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But if we should pluck it thence,

We no fruit should see

;

Beauty is the blossom sweet,

Truth the fruit, to me.

Thou, sweet Poesy, hast given

Many a thought of rarest worth,

Though thy spring-like flush should fade

Dropping to the earth,

Truth like autumn-fruit shall come

With a second birth.

Oct. 1839.
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Arctic fount of holiest light,

Springing through the winter night,

Spreading far behind yon hill,

When the earth lies dark and still,

Rippling o'er the stars, as streams

O'er pebbled beds in sunny gleams

;

O for names, thou vision fair,

To express thy splendours rare

!

Blush upon the cheek of night,

Posthumous, unearthly light,

Dream of the deep sunken sun,

Beautiful, sleep-walking one,

Sister of the moonlight pale,

Star-obscuring meteor veil,

Spread by heaven's watching vestals

;

Sender of the gleamy crystals

Darting on their arrowy course

From their glittering polar source,

Upward where the air doth freeze

Round the sister Pleiades ;

—

Beautiful and rare Aurora,

In the heavens thou art their Flora,
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Night-blooming Cereus of the sky,

Rose of amaranthine dye,

Hyacinth of purple light,

Or their Lily clad in white

!

Who can name thy wondrous essence,

Thou electric phosphorescence ?

Lonely apparition fire

!

Seeker of the starry choir

!

Restless roamer of the sky,

Who hath won thy mystery ?

Mortal science hath not ran

With thee through the Empyrean,

Where the constellations cluster

Flower-like on thy branching lustre.

After all the glare and toil,

And the daylight's fretful coil,

Thou dost come so mild and still,

Hearts with love and peace to fill

;

As when after revelry

With a talking company,

Where the blaze of many lights

Fell on fools and parasites,

One by one the guests have gone,

And we find ourselves alone

;

Only one sweet maiden near,

With a sweet voice low and clear,

Whispering music in our ear,—

So thou talkest to the earth

After daylight's weary n,irth.
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Is not human fantasy,

Wild Aurora, likest thee,

Blossoming in nightly dreams,

Like thy shifting meteor-gleams ?

But a better type thou art

Of the strivings of the heart,

Reaching upward from the earth

To the Soul that gave it birth.

When the noiseless beck of night

Summons out the inner light

That hath hid its purer ray

Through the lapses of the day

—

Then like thee, thou Northern Morn,

Instincts which we deemed unborn,

Gushing from their hidden source

Mount upon their heavenward course

And the spirit seeks to be

Filled with God's eternity.

Jan. 1840.
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Thought is deeper than all speech,

Feeling deeper than all thought;

Souls to souls can never teach

What unto themselves was taught.

We are spirits clad in veils

;

Man by man was never seen

;

All our deep communing fails

To remove the shadowy screen.

Heart to heart was never known

;

Mind with mind did never meet

;

We are columns left alone,

Of a temple once complete.

Like the stars that gem the sky,

Far apart, though seeming near,

In our light we scattered lie

;

All is thus but starlight here.

What is social company

But a babbling summer stream ?

What our wise philosophy

But the glancing of a dream ?
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Only when the sun of love

Melts the scattered stars of thought

;

Only when we live above

What the dim-eyed world hath taught

;

Only when our souls are fed

By the Fount which gave them birth,

And by inspiration led,

Which they never drew from earth,

We like parted drops of rain

Swelling till they meet and run,

Shall be all absorbed again,

Melting, flowing into one.

Feb. 1840.
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Yes, it is the queenly moon

Walking through her starred saloon,

Silvering all she looks upon

:

I am her Endymion

;

For by night she comes to me,

—

O, I love her wondrously.

She into my window looks,

As I sit with lamp and books,

And the night-breeze stirs the leaves,

And the dew drips down the eaves

;

O'er my shoulder peepeth she,

O, she loves me royally

!

Then she tells me many a tale,

With her smile, so sheeny pale,

Till my soul is overcast

With such dream-light of the past,

That I saddened needs must be,

And I love her mournfully.
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Oft I gaze up in her eyes,

Raying light through winter skies ;

Far away she saileth on

;

I am no Endymion

;

O, she is too bright for me,

And I love her hopelessly

!

Now she comes to me again,

And we mingle joy and pain,

Now she walks no more afar,

Regal, with train-bearing star,

But she bends and kisses me

—

O, we love now mutually

!

July, 1840.

..:
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Many are the thoughts that come lo me
In my lonely musing,

And they drift so bright and swift,

There's no time for choosing

Which to follow, for to leave

Any, seems a losing.

When they come, they come in flocks,

As, on glancing feather,

Startled birds rise one by one

In autumnal weather,

Waking one another up

From the sheltering heather.©

Some so merry that I laugh,

Some again are serious

;

Some so dull, their least approach

Is enough to weary us ;

Others flit like sheeted ghosts,

Awful and mysterious.
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There are thoughts that o'er me steal

Like the day when dawning

;

Great thoughts winged with melody,

Common utterance scorning,

Moving to an inward tune,

And an inward morning.

Some have dark and drooping wings,

Children all of sorrow

;

Some are as gay as if to-day

Could see no cloudy morrow,

And yet like light and shade they each

Must from the other borrow.

One by one they spread their wings

On their destined mission

;

One by one I see them fade

With no hopeless vision,

For they've led me on a step

To their home Elysian.

Aug. 1840.
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Ye bards, ye prophets, ye sages,

Read to me if ye can,

That which hath been the riddle of ages,

Read me the riddle of Man.

Then came the bard with his lyre,

And the sage with his pen and scroll,

And the prophet with his eye of fire,

To unriddle a human soul.

But the soul stood up in its might ;

Its stature they could not scan

;

And it rayed out a dazzling mystic light,

And shamed their wisest plan.

Yet sweetly the bard did sing,

And learnedly talked the sage,

And the seer flashed by with his lightning wing,

Soaring beyond his age.

5
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Of life-fire snatched from Jove;

Of a forfeited age of gold

;

Of providence and deathless love

The chaunting minstrel told.

The sage of wisdom spoke,

Of doctrines, books and schools,

And how when they broke from learning's yoke,

All men were turned to fools.

And the prophet told of heaven,

And the golden age to come

—

" Ye must follow the sun through the gates of even,

And he will lead you home."

Many a dream they saw,

And many a creed did build,

Each in its turn was truth and law,

While they who sought were filled.

But the soul stood up still freed

From the prison of each plan

;

He was a riddle they could not read,

This simple-seeming Man.

He stood in his mystery still,

Of ever-changing light;

Many, yet one, he baffled their skill,

And put their dreams to flight
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His feet on the earth were planted,

His head o'er the stars rose dim,

And ever unto himself he chaunted

A half-articulate hymn.

In words confused and broken

He chaunted his mystic dream ;

And but half of the half his lips had spoken,

Floated on time's dull stream.

They who heard of the song which he

Sang on from time to time,

Gave it the name Philosophy,

And echoed the olden rhyme.

But their systems all are vain,

And the o'erflowing soul

Sweeps lyre and song to the dark inane,

And blots the old sage's scroll.

And Man the great riddle is still

Unread to the dreamer's eye

—

We are ever afloat, as we ply our skill

On the sea of mystery.
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The word unto the nations came,

And shone o'er many a darkened spot,

The pure white lustre of the flame

The darkness comprehended not

;

Till broken into coloured light

Within the prism of the mind,

It traced upon the murky night

A rainbow-arch with hues defined.

And where the narrowed sunbeams turned

To colours all distinct, yet blended

;

Thoughts glanced and struggling instincts yearned,

The darkness dimly comprehended.

When shall the pure ethereal fire

Glow with a white interior heat?

When shall the truth of God inspire

The shaping soul with light complete ?

Never, until a second youth

Renews the world—then may we see

The Primal Light—the unbroken Truth,

And gather life eternally !

Sept. 1840.
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Amid the watches of the windy night,

A poet sat and listened to the flow

Of his own changeful thoughts—until there passed

A vision by him, murmuring as it moved,

A wild and mystic lay, to which his thoughts

And pen kept time—and thus the measure ran

:

All is but as it seems

;

The round green earth

With river and glen

;

The din and the mirth

Of the busy, busy men

;

The world's great fever

Throbbing for ever

;

The creed of the sage,

The hope of the age,

All things we cherish,

All that live and all that perish,

These are but inner dreams.
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The great world goeth on

To thy dreaming

;

To thee alone

Hearts are making their moan

Eyes are streaming.

Thine is the white moon turning night to day,

Thine is the dark wood sleeping in her ray

;

Thee the winter chills,

Thee the springtime thrills.

All things nod to thee,

All things come to see

If thou art dreaming on

;

If thy dream should break,

And thou shouldst awake,

All things would be gone.

Nothing is, if thou art not.

From thee as from a root

The blossoming stars upshoot,

The flower-cups drink the rain

:

Joy and grief and weary pain

Spring aloft from thee,

And toss their branches free

;

Thou art under, over all

;

Thou dost hold and cover all;

Thou art Atlas—thou art Jove.

The mightiest truth

Hath all its youth

From thy enveloping thought—

Thy thought itself lay in thy earliest love.
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Nature keeps time to thee

With voice unbroken

;

Still doth she rhyme to thee

When thou hast spoken.

When the sun shines to thee*

'Tis thy own joy

Opening mines to thee

Nought can destroy.

When the blast moans to thee

Still doth the wind

Echo the tones to thee

Of thy own mind

;

Laughter but saddens thee

When thou art sad

;

Least things will gladden thee

When thou art glad.

Life is not life to thee

But as thou livest

;

Labour is strife to thee

When thou least strivest.

More did the Spirit sing, and made the night

Most musical with inward melodies,

But vanished soon and left the listening bard

Wrapt in unearthly silence, till the morn

Reared up the screen that shuts the spirit world

From loftiest poet and from wisest sage.
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The sun was shining on the busy earth

;

All men and things were moving on their way,

The same old way which we call life ; the Soul

Shrank from the giant grasp of Time and Space

:

Yet, for it was her dreamy hour, half yielded

To the omnipotent delusion, and looked out

On the broad glare of things, and felt herself

Dwindling before the Universe. Then came

Unto the Bard

Another Spirit with another voice,

And sang

:

Said he, that all but seems ?

Said he, the world is void and lonely—

A strange, vast crowd of dreams

Coming to thee only ?

And that thy feeble soul

Hath such a strong control

O'er sovereign space, and sovereign time,

And all their train sublime?

Said he, thou art the Eye

Reflecting all that is

—

The Ear that hears, while it creates

All sounds and harmonies

—
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The central sense that bides amid

All shows, and turns them to realities ?

Listen, mortal, while the sound

Of this life intense is flowing

!

Dost thou find all things around

Go as thou art goiiig ?

Dost thou dream that thou art free,

Making, destroying all that thou dost see,

In the unfettered might of thy soul's liberty?

Lo, an atom troubles thee,

One bodily fibre crushes thee,

One little nerve shall madden thee,

One drop of blood be death to thee.

Art thou but a withering leaf,

For a summer season brief

Clinging to the tree,

Till the winds of circumstance

Whirling in their hourly dance

Prove too strong for thee ?

Art thou but a speck, a mote,

In this system universal I

Art thou but a passing note

Woven in the great Rehearsal ?

Canst thou roll back the tide of thought,

\nd unmake the creed of the age,

And unteach the wisdom taught

By the prophet and the sage ?
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Art thou but a cloudy shadow

Chasing o'er a meadow ?

The great world goes on,

Spite of thy dreaming.

Not to thee alone

Hearts are making their moan,

And teardrops streaming.

And the mighty voice of Nature

Is thy parent, not thy creature,

Is no pupil, but thy teacher.

And the world would still move on

Were thy soul for ever flown.

For while thou dreamest on, enfolded

In Nature's wide embrace,

All thy life is daily moulded

By her informing grace.

And Time and Space must reign

And rule o'er thee for ever.

And the Outworld lift its chain

From off thy spirit never

—

But in the dream of thy half-waking fever

Thou shalt be mocked with gleam and show

Of truths thou pinest for, and yet canst never know.

And then the Spirit fled, and left the Bard

Still wondering—for he felt that voices twain

Had come from different spheres with different truths,

That seemed at war, and yet agreed in one.
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" In a season of calm weather

Though inland far we be,

Our souls have sight of that immortal sea

That brought us hither,

Can in a moment travel thither,

And see the children sport upon the shore,

And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore."

Wordsworth.

Tell me, brother, what are we?

—

Spirits bathing in the sea

Of Deity

!

Half afloat and half on land,

Wishing much to leave the strand,

—

Standing, gazing with devotion,

Yet afraid to trust the Ocean-
Such are we.

Wanting love and holiness

To enjoy the wave's caress

;

Wanting faith and heavenly hope,

Buoyantly to bear us up

;

Yet impatient in our dwelling,

When we hear the ocean swelling,
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And in every wave that rolls

We behold the happy souls

Peacefully, triumphantly

Swimming on the smiling sea,

Then we linger round the shore,

Lovers of the earth no more.

Once,—'twas in our infancy,

We were drifted by this sea

To the coast of human birth,

To this body and this earth

:

Gentle were the hands that bore

Our young spirits to the shore

;

Gentle lips that bade us look

Outward from our cradle nook

To the spirit-bearing ocean

With such wonder and devotion,

As each stilly Sabbath day,

We were led a little way,

Where we saw the waters swell

Far away from inland dell,

And received with grave delight

Symbols of the Infinite :

—

Then our home was near the sea

;

" Heaven was round our infancy:"

Night and day we heard the waves

Murmuring by us to their caves ;—
Floated in unconscious life,

With no later doubts at strife,

Trustful of the upholding Power

Who sustained us hour by hour.
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Now we've wandered from the shore,

Dwellers by the sea no more

;

Yet at times there comes a tone

Telling of the visions flown,

Sounding from the distant sea,

Where we left our purity

;

Distant glimpses of the surge

Lure us down to ocean's verge

;

There we stand with vague distress,

Yearning for the measureless

;

By half-wakened instincts driven,

Half loving earth, half loving heaven,

Fearing to put off and swim,

Yet impelled to turn to Him
In whose life we live and move,

And whose very name is Love.

Grant me courage, Holy One,

To become indeed thy son,

And in thee, thou Parent-Sea,

Live and love eternally.
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From morn till night the old man sitteth still

;

Deep quenched in darkness lie all earthly sights

;

He hath not known since childhood swayed his will,

The outward shows of open-eyed delights

;

But in an inner world of thought he liveth,

A deep, pure realm of praise and lowly prayer,

Where faith from sight no pension e'er receiveth,

But groweth only from the All-true and Fair.

That universal Soul who is the being,

The reason and the heart of men on earth,

Shineth so broad o'er him, that though not seeing,

He walketh where the morning hath its birth.

He travelleth where the upper springs flow on

;

He heareth harmonies from angel choirs;

He seeth Uriel standing in the sun,

He dwelleth up among the heavenly fires;
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And yet he Ioveth, as we all do love

To hear the restless hum of common life ;

Though rooted in the spirit-soil above,

His leaves and flowers do bud amid the strife

Of all this weary world, and shine more fair

Than sympathies which have no inward root,

Which open fast, but shrink in bleaker air,

And dropping, leave behind no winter fruit.

But here are winter fruits and blossoms too—
Those silver hairs o'er bended shoulders curled ;

That smile—that thoughtful brow—ope to the view

Some symbol of the old man's inner world.

O who would love this outer sphere of sense,

Though steeped in joy and ruled by Beauty's queen,

If it were purchased at the dear expense

Of losing all which souls like his have seen?

Nay, if we judged aright, this glorious All,

Which fills, like thought, our never-doubting eyes,

Might with its firm-built grandeur, sink and fall

Before one ray of Soul-realities.
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Star after star looked glimmering down,

As in the night he sat alone,

And in the firmament of mind

Thought after thought upon him shone.

An inner sky did sometimes seem

To show him truths of deepest worth,

Which custom's daylight long had dimmed,

Or sense had clouded in their birth.

And well he knew the world was dark,

And few would hear what he could tell,

And fewer still would sit with him,

And watch that sky he loved so well.

One solitary soul he seemed

;

And yet he knew that all might see

The orbs that showed to him alone

The fulness of their majesty.

He knew that all the silent scorn

Which now in meekness he must bear,

Would change to worship when his ear

No longer was a listener there

;
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And> when the cold and rugged clod

Had pressed the brain that toiled for them,

That on his statue men would hang

The unavailing diadem.

All this he felt, and yet his faith

In uncomplaining silence kept

With starry Truth its vigil brave,

While all his brothers round him slept.

They slept,—and would not wake

—

until

The distant lights that fixed his gaze

Came moving on, and spread abroad

The glory of a noontide blaze.

And then they started from their dreams,

And slowly oped their leaden eyes,

And saw the light whose splendours now
Were darting through the morning skies.

Then turned and sought for him whose name
They in their sleep had mocked and cursed;

—

But he had left them long before

The vision on their souls had burst.

And underneath the sod he lay,

Now all bedewed with fruitless tears,

And they could only deck the tomb

That told of his neglected years.

6
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He breathed the air of realms enchanted,

He bathed in seas of dreamy light,

And seeds within his soul were planted

That bore us flowers for use too bright

Unless it were to stay some wandering spirit's flight.

With us he lived a common life,

And wore a plain familiar name,

And meekly dared the vulgar strife

That to inferior spirits came

—

Yet bore a pulse within, the world could never tame.

And skies more soft than Italy's

Their wealth of light around him spread,

And tones were his, and only his

—

So sweetly floating o'er his head

—

None knew at what rich feast the favoured guest was fed.

They could not guess or reason why
He chose the ways of poverty

;

They read no wisdom in his eye,

But scorned the holy mystery

That brooded o'er his thoughts and gave him power to see.
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But all unveiled the world of Sense

An inner meaning had for him,

And Beauty loved in innocence,

Not sought in passion or in whim,

Within a soul so pure could ne'er grow dull and dim.

And in this vision did he toil,

And in this Beauty lived and died.

—

And think not that he left his soil

By no rich tillage sanctified;

In olden times he might have been his country's pride.

And yet may be—though he hath gone

—

For spirits of so fine a mould

Lose not the glory they have won

;

Their memory turns not pale and cold

—

While Love lives on, the lovely never can grow old.
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Kindly he did receive us where he dwelt,

And in his smile and eye I inly felt

The self-same power, the influence mild and grand,

Which o'er our kindled souls had held command,

When to the page his mind had wrought we turned.

But now anew our hearts within us burned,

As side by side, we hearkened to his talk,

Or rambled with him in his morning walk.

Unveiled he stood; and beautiful he moved

Amid home-sympathies ;—a heart that loved

Nature as dearly as a gentle mother,

And man as a great spirit and a brother.

In the clear deepening river of his thought,

Welling in tones and words by nature taught;

In the mild lustre of the long-lashed eye,

And round the delicate lips, how artlessly

Broke forth the intuitions of his mind.

I listened and I looked, but could not find

Courage or words to tell my sympathy

With all this deep-toned wisdom borne to me.

Still less could I declare how, ere I knew

The spell his visible presence o'er me threw,

The page his inspiration wrought, had warmed

Daily to life the faith wkhin me formed
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Of Nature's great relationship to man

;

So far his speed of sight my own outran.

And if I spoke, it seemed to me my thought

Was but a pale and broken reflex caught

From his own orb ; so silently I sat

Drinking in truth and beauty. Yet there was that

In his serene and sympathizing smile,

Which as I listened, told me all the while

That nearer intercourse might give me right

To come within the region of his light;

Not to be dazzled, moth-like, by his flame,

But go as independent as I came.

And once again within the lighted hall,

Where Mind and Beauty gathered to his call,

We heard him speak ; upon his eye and tongue,

Dropping their golden thoughts we mutely hung.

Aurora shootings mixed with summer lightning

;

Meteors of truth through beauty's sky still bright'ning;

Phoenix-lived things born amid stars and flashes,

And rising rocket-winged from their own ashes

;

Pearls prodigally rained, too large and fast;

Rich music-tones too sweet and rare to last

—

Such seemed his natural utterance as it passed.

And yet the steadier light that shone alway,

Looked through these meteors in their rapid play,

And warmed around us like the sunlight mild,

And Truth in Beauty's robes stood by and smiled.

Dec. 1839.
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A little pleasant bubbling up

From the unfathomable ocean

;

A little glimmering from the unmeasured sun;

A little noise, a little motion

—

Such is human speech

;

I to thee would teach

A truth diviner, deeper

Than this empty strife

;

For thou art the keeper

Of the wells of life.

Godlike Silence ! I would woo thee

—

Leave behind this thoughtless clamour

;

Journey upward, upward to thee,

Put on thy celestial armour.

Let us speak no more,

Let us be Divinities;

Let poor mortals prate and roar

;

Know we not how small it is

To be ever uttering,

Babbling and muttering?

Thou canst never tell the whole

Of thine unmanageable Soul,
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Deeper than thy deepest speech,

Wiser than thy wisest thought,

Something lies thou canst not reach,

Never to the surface brought.

Masses without form or make,

Sleeping gnomes that never wake

;

Genii bound by magic spells

;

Fairies and all miracles

;

Shapes unclassed and wonderful,

Huge and dire and beautiful

;

Dreams and hopes and prophecies

Struggling to ope their eyes;

All that is most vast and dim,

All that is most good and bad,

Demon, sprite and cherubim,

Spectral troops and angels glad

;

Things that stir not, yet are living,

Up to the light for ever striving,

Thoughts whose faces are averted,

Guesses dwelling in the dark;

Instincts not to be diverted

From their ever-present mark

—

Such thy inner Life, O Man,

Which no outward eye may scan,

Wonderful, most wonderful,

Terrible and beautiful

!

Speak not, argue not—but live

!

Reins to thy true nature give,

And in each unconscious act

Forth will shine the hidden fact.
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Yet this smooth surface thou must break

;

Thou must give as well as take.

Why this Silence long and deep ?

Dost thou wake or dost thou sleep 1

Up and speak—persuade and teach !

What so beautiful as Speech?

Sing us the old Song,

Be our warbling bird

;

Thou hast sealed thy lips too long

And the world must all go wrong,

If it hath no spoken word.

Out with it—thou hast it

!

We would feel it, taste it.

Be our Delphic Oracle,

Let the Memnon statue sing,

Let the music rise and swell

;

We will enter the ring

Where the silent ones dwell,

And we will compel

The Powers that we seek

Through us to sing, through us to speak.

And hark ! Apollo's lyre

!

Young Mercury with words of fire

!

And Jove—the serene air, hath thundered,

As when by old Prometheus,

The lightning stolen for our use

From out his sky was plundered

!

Man to his Soul draws near,

And Silence now hath all to fear

;
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Her realm is invaded,

Her temples degraded

—

For Eloquence like a strong and turbid river

Is flowing through her cities. On for ever

The mighty waves are dashing, and the sound

Disturbs the Deities profound.

God through man is speaking,

And hearts and souls are waking.

Each to each his visions tells,

And all rings out like a chime of bells

;

The Word, the Word, thou hast it now

!

Silence befits the gods above,

But Speech is the star on manhood's brow,

The sign of truth—the sign of love.

Jan. 1842.
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Where is he that loves the woods,

At home in all green solitudes

;

He whom fashion, fame, or pelf

Have not prisoned in himself,

He who leaveth friend and book,

And findeth both beside a brook

;

Heareth wisdom musical

In a low-toned waterfall,

Or the pine grove's breezy rush,

Or the trilling of a thrush,

Or, when nights are dark and still,

In a plaintive whip-poor-will

;

Or when morning suns are bright,

Seeth truths of quiet light

In the landscape green and warm
Of the sloping upland farm

!

Let him come and be my friend

Till these summer months shall end.

In this leafy sylvan scene,

Where Nature loves no hue but green,

Nor will let a sound be heard

But of humble-bee or bird,
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Or a tall and spreading tree

Rustling still and lonesomely,

Or afar the cattle's bell,

Tinkling in some hidden dell,

We will leave house, man, and street,

For companionship more sweet

:

Children of the summer air,

We will be as once we were,—

Two unconscious idle boys,

And renew Arcadian joys

;

Stumbling in our hill-side walks

O'er mushrooms and mullein stalks

;

Brushing with our feet away

Spider-webs of silken gray,

Gemmed with dew athwart the meadows,

That sleep in the long morning shadows;

Roaming by some grassy stream,

Where, as in some earlier dream,

Well-known flowers all tall and rank

Blossom on the marshy bank

;

Vines that creep, and spikes that nod,

Golden-helmet, golden-rod,

Orchis, milk-weed, elder-bloom,

Brake, sweet-fern and meadow-broom,

Star-shaped mosses on the rocks,

Golden butter-cups in flocks,

Tossing as the breeze sweeps by

To the blue deeps of the sky

;

All those scentless seedy flowers

That chronicle the summer hours

:
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These shall be our company.

The soliloquizing bee

Hath no need of such as we

:

We will let him wander free

:

He must labour hotly yet,

Ere the summer sun shall set.

Grumbling little merchant man,

Deft Utilitarian,

Dunning all the idle flowers,

Short to him must be the hours,

As he steereth swiftly over

Fields of warm sweet-scented clover.

Leave him to his own delight,

Little insect Benthamite

:

Idler like ourselves alone

Shall we woo to be our crone.

But for him whose cloudy looks

Are bent on law or ledger-books,

Prisoned among the heated bricks,

The slave of traffic, toil and tricks

;

For him who worshippeth alone

Beneath the drowsy preacher's drone,

Where creed and text like fetters cling

Upon the spirit's struggling wing;

For him whom Fashion's laws have tamed,

Till the sweet heavens are nigh ashamed

To lead him from his poisoned food

Into their healthy solitude

;

Such as these we leave behind,

Blind companions of the blind.
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Little know they of the balm,

And the beauty, wise and calm,

Treasured up at Nature's breast,

For the sick heart that needeth rest.

He who in childlike love hath quaffed

Of her sweet mother-milk one draught,

Hath drank immortal drops as bright

As those which (tales of eld recite)

Untasted fell one starry night

From the fair bosom of heaven's queen,

Sprinkling the sky with milky sheen:

From the world's tasteless springs he turns;

His soul with thirst diviner burns,

And nursed upon the lap of Truth,

Wins once again the gift of youth.

Him we will seek, and none but him,

Whose inward sense hath not grown dim

;

Whose soul is steeped in Nature's tinct,

And to the Universal linked

;

Who loves the beauteous Infinite

With deep and ever new delight,

And carrieth where'er he goes,

The inborn sweetness of the rose,

The perfume as of Paradise

;

The talisman above all price;

The optic glass that wins from far

The meaning of the utmost star;

The key that opes the golden doors

Where earth and heaven have piled their stores

:
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The magic ring—the enchanter's wand,-

The title-deed to Wonder-land

;

The wisdom that o'erlooketh sense,

The clairvoyance of Innocence.

These rich possessions if he own,

He shall be ours, and he alone.

July, 1842.
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Stye Bouquet

She has brought me flowers to deck my room,

Of sweetest scent and brilliancy

;

She knew not that she was the while

The fairest flower of all to me.

Since her soft eyes have looked on them,

What tenderer beauties in them dwell

!

Since her fair hands have placed them there,

O how much sweeter do they smell

!

Beside my inkstand and my books

They bloom in perfume and in light :

A voice amid my lonesomeness,

A shining star amid my night.

The storm beats down upon the roof,

But in this room glide summer hours,

Since she, the fairest flower of all,

Has garlanded my heart with flowers.
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There is no blessedness in life

Apart from blessed Love

;

This sanctifies the dreary strife

Which all who live must prove

;

It lifts the burden from the soul,

And puts the staff into the hand

;

The gloomy clouds behind us roll,

And all before is dawn and fairy-land.

And this we felt when side by side

Beneath those garden trees

We sat, when Spring was in her pride

Of blossoms, birds and bees.

A richer life we needed not,

A time less bright we did not fear,

Than hallowed then that blessed spot,

And made the past and future disappear.

The murmuring bees about us swarming,

The violets at our feet,

Within our hearts were gently forming

All dreams and visions sweet;

The warm and scented air was snowing

With scattered blossoms from the trees,

And through the sky we heard the flowing

Of Nature's dear and new-born harmonies.
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We cannot now as once we did,

Gaze in each other's eyes,

For lonely absence doth forbid

All save our longing sighs

;

But memories of such hours as these

Come like some gently floating strain

At midnight on a summer breeze,

And make us near forget these hours of pain.

O Love is light when all is dark

!

It goeth on before,

A strong and still preserved ark,

Though tempests round us roar.

O Love the sphered world contains

;

All life within itself it hath;

All else goes by, but Love remains,

And waves a heaven-lit torch before our path.
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Had I no memory of thee,

My dreams would be like the weary sea,

Where wave on wave goes journeying by,

With no companion but the sky,

And all is lone and shadowless,

A waste and briny wilderness.

But mid these billows of the mind,

One fairy isle I often find,

Where thou the bright Calypso art,

The queen who rulest o'er my heart,

The fair Titania by whose spells

All flowers around me ring their bells.

when o'er the wide sea of dreams

1 see thy form like sunny beams,

And hear the sweet tones of thy voice,

The crested waves around rejoice,

A morning breaks amid my night,

And thou, the centre of the light,

Guidest me on until I stand,

Still dreaming, on thy spirit-land

;
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Then seem to wake, and yet half deem

'Tis but a dream within a dream

;

And yet a joy so tangible,

A music yet so audible,

Reality not too refined,

A vision just enough defined,

That I could ever linger there,

And breathe that dream-perfumed air,

And pass my years unshared, unseen,

Save by my fairy-island queen.
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Separation.

Birds fly away over land and sea,

Seeking their sunny home

;

The winds are wandering strong and free,

Wherever they choose to roam.

Light leaps down from the upper air

Unto his loving flowers

;

Darkness comes to his shadowy lair

In the deep tangled bowers.

The rain comes when the fields athirst

Look panting up to heaven

;

The dew-drops in the soft air nursed

Come to their buds at even.

Spring comes to the patient earth

And melts away her snows

;

And summer with her songs of mirth

Comes singing to the rose.

But ah ! thou dost not come to me,

Like the wind, the dew and the sun,

Nor can I wing my way to thee,

My own, my blessed one!

July, 1842.
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Autumn Stars.

A few hours since, when Night had just begun

To light her everlasting lamps above,

In the far Northeast the fair Pleiades

Hung like a cluster of ripe golden fruit

Against the dim horizon wall ; but now
They have climbed upward far upon their course,

And the whole heavens are changed from what they were.

What a rare jubilee of blessed lights

!

Above me spread the vineyards of the sky,

Untrodden save by feet of cherubim

;

Wide fields of glittering immensity

Blooming in beauty unapproachable

;

Clear, solemn beacon-fires by angels fed,

To fright away bad spirits, and to guard

The Universe from blight ;—and stretching through

Long galaxies of star-dust—the highways

Of souls—a tangled wilderness of suns

Crowded into perspective of a length

That tires out the up-labouring wing of thought.

There great Orion striding in his might,

Fast girt with sparkling belt and scimetar,

Facing the Bull's red eye, Aldebaran ;

—

Bootes with his dogs ;—the Greater Bear

Circling untired around the frozen North ;

—

Lone Cassiopoeia sitting in her chair ;

—
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Dewy Capella trembling all apart,

And changing red and blue her liquid light ;

—

Majestic Sirius, kingliest of all

That rule the skies ;—all these and millions more

:

O what a pomp and blazonry is out

Over my head in the deep dome of God !

The uncounted eyes whose spiritual light

Should hush the restless world into a prayer

As pure and noiseless as the thoughts of God.

—

Ye blessed Stars ! how oft when feverish moods

Born out of earthly fears and hopes were mine,

Hath your meek shining soothed me into peace

!

So friendly-distant—corning every night,

Yet still so inaccessible.

Fit type ye are, ye blessed Stars, to me,

Of Love and Reason ruling Will and Sense

;

Of that true Light which lighteneth every soul,

And still abides with man, and guides his steps

;

A friendly, oft a too familiar ray,

Yet born of God, and springing from a fount

As far beyond your light as ye from earth.

Nov. 1842.
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O Spirit pure ! though trite and faded forms

Point like a cold clock-finger to thy Truth,

And but a glimmer of thy radiance warms

The symbols that should gleam with Nature's youth

;

Though men of selfish codes may hide or darken

That light of thine own Purity and Love,

So that we scarce may still the world and hearken

To thy sweet voice that droppeth from above

:

Though man be false and institutions vain,

Not false or vain let thy high Presence be

;

Through icy custom and through man's disdain.

Shine on my heart and set my spirit free

!

Be still my nameless Hope, my secret Joy,

That comes and comes again in hours of rest,

My rock of strength, that passeth all annoy,

My dove of heaven, that broodeth in my breast.

Be all thou canst—be all I inly need

!

The world may weigh me down but not enslave

;

The burden shall roll off, and I be freed,

If I but trust the strength thy mercy gave.

March, 1843.
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Sonmte.

L

INTRODUCTORY.

" Scorn not the Sonnet :"* thus hath sung the Bard

Of holy Faith and calm Philosophy:

And well the sage hath taught us to regard

The lesson in his own dear Poesy.

O might I but an humble follower be,

And tune my own " small lute" to sing my dreams

Of Beauty and of Truth, I'd bear to see

The critic frown upon these passing gleams,

Since such has been the fate of those bright ones

Who loudest, sweetest, swept the Poet's lyre

:

And fain I'd stop and listen while those sons

Of music pass. O from their cars of fire

Might the seer's mantle drop on one so low,

It were a prophet's gift—but never may be so.

* See Wordsworth's Sonnet commencing with these words.
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II.

INTRODUCTORY.

(Continued.)

I'll love the Sonnet then for its own sake,

And calmly hold my quiet course along.

Like clouds and sky seen on some lonely lake,

Far from the crowded world, my humble song,

Although reflecting truth and loveliness,

May be unknown, save to a cherished few

;

Yet shall I never love my pen the less,

Nor cease to wreathe my little lyre anew

With the wild wood-vine and the simple green

Of Nature. Yes, the soul must sometimes speak,

And though its numbers flow almost unseen,

It hath within itself, nor harsh, nor weak,

A harmony that will at times have vent,

Though all untuned the while, the poor, dull instrument.

1836.
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III.

TO MY SISTEKS.

Sweet sisters, ye are far away, and night

Has closed around us, dark and chill and damp,

And sullen with dull clouds. Here by my lamp

Alone I sit, and in its tapering light

Feel a calm sympathy with common things

Which in the sun-bright day I never found.

A few small well-known books are scattered round,

Silent companions of my wanderings

;

Silent and yet how eloquent ! Alone

I may not call myself while these are near

;

Still less, when thinking of my sisters dear,

My fancy hears the sweet familiar tone

Of merry voices, while amid your glee

Ye check the laugh sometimes and talk of me.

1836.
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IV.

TO MY FRIENDS.

To all my absent friends, who scattered wide,

Where'er, a pilgrim, I have chanced to stray,

May sometimes in the silent eventide

Cherish a thought of him who, far away,

Thus weaves to-night his heart's rude sonnet-lay,

I send with memory thrilling with the past,

My thoughts and wishes. It may be that they

Deem me forgetful of the times when last

I held communion with them. Let them not

Think that the golden chain shall e'er grow dim

;

It may be that some new and distant spot

Shall with the spells of home encircle him ;

Still I may think that should they ever see

This offering, they will know how dear they are to me.
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V.

TO MY FRIENDS.

(Continued.)

I've wandered in the world ; I've left tried friends

With tearful eyes and swelling heart, behind

;

I've linked my soul to others ; Heaven sends

This power in infinite kindness, thus to bind

Anew the cord that has been once untwined:

Thus are we made for love and sympathy.

I've seen the Past grow faint and dusk, and pined

For days that nevermore shall come to me.

Yet have I never loved those friends the less

Whom I have gathered in my later days

;

For in my hours of gloom and loneliness,

All shine like clustering stars, with purest rays,

Though some whom I have followed up the skies,

May dearer be than those bright ones I saw not rise.

1836.
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VI.

TO ETHELINDE.

Fair one, half known in memory, half ideal,

Who in my morning dream wert by my side

Walking and close-communing—like a bride

Leaning upon my arm :—ah, why not real,

Beautiful vision, that white dream-like form,

Those soft, dark eyes, those clustered tresses curling

So tendril-like adown thy cheek ! Lo, whirling

In my chaotic fancy comes a storm,

Unseen and silent, but enough to scare

Thy bright form from my side, while ran my joy

Fullest and deepest. What dost thou destroy,

Relentless Day ! Waking I murmur " Where,

Where is bright Ethelinde ? Is it all o'er ?"

Then close my eyes and try to dream of her once more.

1836.
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VII.

TO THE MAGNOLIA G-UANDIFLORA.

Majestic flower ! How purely beautiful

Thou art, as rising from thy bower of green,

Those dark and glossy leaves so thick and full,

Thou standest like a high-born forest-queen

Among thy maidens clustering round so fair ;

—

I love to watch thy sculptured form unfolding,

And look into thy depths, to image there

A fairy cavern ; and while thus beholding,

And while the breeze floats o'er thee, matchless flower,

I breathe the perfume, delicate and strong,

That comes like incense from thy petal-bower,

My fancy roams those southern woods along,

Beneath that glorious tree, where deep among

The unsunned leaves thy large white flower-cups hung

!

1836.
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VIII.

BEAUTY.

Men talk of Beauty—of the earth and sky,

And the blue stillness of sweet inland waters,

And search all language with a lover's eye,

For flowers of praise to deck earth's glorious daughters.

And it is well within the soul to cherish

Such love for all things beautiful around.

But there is Beauty that can never perish

;

A hidden path no " vulture's eye"# hath found.

Vainly ye seek it who in Sense alone

Wander amid the sweets the world hath given

;

As vainly ye who make the Mind the throne,

While the Heart bends a slave, insulted, driven.

Thou who wouldst know what Beauty this can be,

Look on the sunlight of the Soul's deep purity.

* " There is a path which no fowl knoweth, and which the vul-

ture's eye hath not seen."

—

Job xxviii. 7.

1836.
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IX.

FIRST TRUTHS.

They come to me at night, but not in dreams,

Those revelations of realities

;

Just at the turning moment ere mine eyes

Are closed to sleep, they come—clear sudden gleams,

Brimfull of truth like drops from heaven's deep

streams

They glide into my soul. Entranced in prayer,

I gaze upon the vision shining there,

And bless the Father for these transient beams.

The trite and faded forms of Truth then fall.

I look into myself, and all alone

Lie bared before the Eternal All-in-all

;

Or wandering forth in spirit, on me thrown

A magic robe of light, I roam away

To the true vision-land, unseen by day.

1837.
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X.

MEMORY.

O Memory, sweet sorceress of time,

Strange saddener of hours brightest in our Past,

Yet sweet in dreamy sadness—thou hast cast

Thy magic chain around me. Now the chime

Of faint departing voices wins my soul

Back to the unseen altar where the heart

Once poured its fullest worship ; lightnings dart

Electric,—yet no startling thunders roll,

But only murmur distantly and sad.

'Tis there thou dweli'st, unnamed but unforgot,

O vision once so dear ! a different lot

Is thine, is mine, and we have truly had

All that this life could portion us together,

Parted at length by storms of wintry weather.

1838.

8
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XL

SLEEP.

Like the dark mirror of some mountain lake

To woods and clouds, to stars and twilight flowers,

Art thou, O Sleep, to these our waking hours

!

From all that passes in us when awake,

Some strange reflection thou dost ever take

;

From all events and acts thy deeps have caught

The dim inverted images of thought

And feeling. But as winds will sometimes break

The stillness of the water, every gleam

Of beauty or of order is deranged,

And all the fairy picture wildly changed

—

So the calm image of some happiest dream

Turns dark and dim, and with proportion lost,

Waves, endless, shapeless, wild, even when loved the

most.
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XII.

SLEEP.

(Continued.)

But come to me, O Sleep ! I love thy spell,

Although thy waving mirror hath no power

To stay the visions of the midnight hour,

Or, like the certain shapes of day, compel

The forms that haunt the shade of memory's cell

To stand before me. Come and bring thy dreams !

I love to see the dim and wavering gleams,

As journeying downward to thy mystic dell,

I stand beside thy deep and shadowy lake

;

Still let me come and wander at thy will,

Through summer woods, by stream and sunny hill,

So of the lonely darkness I may make

A bright and peopled kingdom of my own,

Though the dream flies, or darkens, leaving me alone

!

1837.
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XIII.

THE ROSE.

Dear flower of heaven and love ! Thou glorious thing

That lookest out these garden nooks among

;

Rose, that art ever fair and ever young

!

Was it some angel on invisible wing

Hovered around thy fragrant sleep, to fling

His glowing mantle of warm sunset hues

O'er thy unfolding petals, wet with dews

Such as the flower-fays to Titania bring ?

flower of thousand memories and dreams,

That take the heart with faintness, while we gaze

On the rich depths of thy inwoven maze

;

From the green banks of Eden's blessed streams

1 dreamed thee brought, of brighter days to tell,

Long passed, but promised yet with us to dwell.

183S.
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XIV.

THE HONEYSUCKLE.

Sweet household flower, whose clambering vines festoon

The little porch before this cottage door,

How dear to me when daylight's toils are o'er,

By the broad shining of the summer moon,

To feel thy fragrance on the breath of June

Afloat ;—or when the rosy twilight falls,

Ere the first night-bird to his fellow calls,

Ere the first star is out, and the low tune

Of Nature pauses, and the humming-birds

Come wooing thee with swift and silent kisses,

Ere wandering through the garden's wildernesses

—

Emblem of that calm love that needs no words,

Let me like thee, sweet, silent clinging vine,

Clasp my own home awhile, ere stranger home be mine.

1838.
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XV.

MORNING!-.

The earth was wandering in a troubled sleep,

And as it wandered, dreaming tearful dreams

;

Then came the sun adown his orient steep,

Making sweet morning with his golden beams

;

A parent, bending o'er his child he seems,

Kissing its eyes, lips, cheeks, with warm embrace

;

So kisseth he the mountains, woods and streams,

And all the dew-like tears from off its face.

O joy ! That father's smile is like no other—

The child is folded in a parent's arms,

And looks up to the sky, its blue-eyed mother,

And laughs, with light upon its waking charms.

Ah, happy earth ; what tender care hast thou

!

There is no midnight cloud, or dream upon thee now.

1838.
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XVI.

NIGHT.

The star-wrought mantle of the dewy Night

Is folded now all round and round thee, Earth

:

Safely to rest ! this moon thy chamber-light,

These winds thy waving curtains, and the birth

Of white-winged mountain mists thy dreams shall be

—

Silently rising as thy slumbers fall.

The Night is now too clear for thee to see

The storm-clouds gather at the tempest's call,

And fright thee with their dream-scowl as thou sleepest.

Rest thee, O mother Earth ! The heavens above

Shine on thy sleep, will cheer thee if thou weepest,

And sing thee their old morning song of love

;

They watch o'er thee, as thou when daylight comes,

Dost watch from all thy hills, over thy children's homes.

1638.
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Sonnets on Musical Instruments.

I.

THE VIOLIN.

The versatile, discursive Violin,

Light, tender, brilliant, passionate or calm,

Sliding with careless nonchalance within

His range of ready utterance, wins the palm

Of victory o'er his fellows for his grace

;

Fine fluent speaker, polished gentleman

—

Well may he be the leader in the race

Of blending instruments—fighting in the van

With conscious ease and fine chivalric speed

;

A very Bayard in the field of sound,

Rallying his struggling followers in their need,

And spurring them to keep their hard-earned ground.

So the fifth Henry fought at Azincour,

And led his followers to the breach once more.
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II.

THE VIOLONCELLO.

Larger and more matured, deeper in thought

Slower in speech and of a graver tone,

His ardour softened as if years had wrought

Wise moods upon him, living all alone,

A calm and philosophic eremite

;

Yet at some feeling of remembered things,

Or passion smothered, but not purged quite.

Hark ! what a depth of sorrow in those strings ;

See, what a storm growls in his angry breast

!

Yet list again—his voice no longer moans,

The storm hath spent its rage and is at rest

;

Strong, self-possessed the Violoncello's tones,

But yet too oft like Hamlet seem to me
A high soul struggling with its destiny.

9
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III.

THE OBOE.

Now come with me beside the sedgy brook,

Far in the fields, away from crowded street

;

Into the flowing water let us look,

While o'er our heads the whispering elm-trees meet.

There will we listen to a simple tale

Of fireside pleasures and of shepherds' loves.

A reedy voice sweet as the nightingale,

As tender as the cooing of the doves,

Shall sing of Corydon and Amaryllis

;

The grasshopper shall chirp, the bee shall hum,

The stream shall murmur to the waterlilies,

And all the sounds of summer-noon shall come,

And mingling in the Oboe's pastoral tone,

Make thee forget that man did ever sigh and moan.
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IV.

TRUMPETS AND THOMBOISTES.

A band of martial riders next I hear,

Whose sharp brass voices cut and rend the air.

The shepherd's tale is mute, and now the ear

Is filled with a wilder clang than it can bear ;

Those arrowy trumpet notes so short and bright,

The long-drawn wailing of that loud Trombone,

Tell of the bloody and tumultuous fight,

The march of victory and the dying groan

;

O'er the green fields the serried squadrons pour,

Killing and burning like the bolts of heaven ;

The sweetest flowers with cannon-smoke and gore

Are all profaned, and Innocence is driven

Forth from her cottages and woody streams,

While over all, red Battle fiercely gleams.
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V.

THE HORNS.

But who are these, far in the leafy wood,

Murmuring such mellow, hesitating notes,

It seems the very breath of solitude,

Loading with dewy balm each breeze that floats ?

They are a peasant group, I know them well,

The diffident, conscious Horns, whose muffled speech

But half expresses what their souls would tell,

Aiming at strains their skill can never reach

;

An untaught rustic band ; and yet how sweet

And soothing comes their music o'er the soul.

Dear Poets of the forest, who would meet

Your melodies save where wild waters roll?

Reminding us of Him who by his plough

Walked with a laurel-wreath upon his brow

!

1843.

THE END.
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PREFACE.

It is with unfeigned reluctance that the author commits

this production to the public. It was hastily prepared, on

very brief notice, and written rather for delivery than for

publication. Besides, a genuine Poem should spring up

spontaneously in the subjective atmosphere of the writer's

mind, and not be extorted from him by the artificial forcing-

process of a public occasion. It is therefore only in com-

pliance with the urgent request of friends in this vicinity,

and the expectation of numerous others at a distance, that,

after having more than once abandoned the thought, the

author has at length determined on giving it publicity.

Should the critic then deem his lines lacking in inspira-

tion, he will appreciate the fact, that it is hard to play the

orator and poet on the same stage.
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POEM.

The spell of Beauty is upon the hills,

The fields, the forest, and the leaping rills,

For Spring hath breathed upon us, and the hours

Move to the dial of the budding flowers.

Joy to ye, hills and fountains ! once again

Ye have flung off the tyrant winter's chain

:

Joy to ye, leaves and blossoms — ye are springing

Fast to the melodies around you ringing :

Joy, joy to all for whom the sunshine brings

New life, new thought, midst tame and common things.

How shall I paint thee, gentle May ! how dare

To speak in feeble verse thy glories rare ?

The soul that truly would commune with thee,

Like thee forever born again must be.

Yet if we may not praise with lips profane

Thy new created beauty, yet O deign

To lift our spirits and to purify,

That we may feel thy influences nigh.

Hail then, most genial season— blessed May!

Joy be with all who feel thy smile this day

:
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Hail to yon cedar hills, to crag and tree !

Hail to yon meadows, and yon sparkling sea

!

Who needs that borrowed dress, historic truth,

To gild with more romance your May-born youth ?

Who, with these skies so blue and fields, so green,

Would disenchant the life of all the scene,

And with quaint memories of things that were

Add a remoter charm to what is now so fair ?
*

Yet we cannot forget, the while we gaze

On what this morn hath gilded with its rays,

Though all is new, and even the verdant soil

Seems made to day, not crowned with ancient toil,

That four times fifty years have passed away,

Since, in the sunlight of another May,

The hardy settler gave this spot a name

Culled from the English home from which he came.f

We scarce can feel the years that time hath told,

While leaves and flowers their breathing life unfold.

Yet so it is, with all we see and know :

The shadow of the Past, where'er we go,

# "a love

That had no need of a remoter charm

By thought supplied, or any interest

Unborrowed from the eye."

Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey,

f Braintree was the original name of the settlement. The

township was afterwards divided into Braintree, Randolph, and

Quincy.
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Spreads over all its strange and dreamy hue .

Nought but the Soul, which feels it all, is new.

Time calls to us to-day. He bids us look

O'er the dim leaves of that recorded book

Which mortals call the Past. The days of old

Come thronging on us fast, as we unfold

The mystic pages— while unseen flit o'er us

Those venerable forms who went before us.

Perchance e'en now their consecrated shades

Are gazing through the silence that pervades

This festive hour : they come with smiles serene,

Beaming like holy moonlight o'er the scene :
—

They come, with high and peaceful brows all bright,

And crowned with wreaths of amaranthine light

:

They have no sorrows now : they 've won at last

A home whose peace no shadow can o'ercast,

Where far beyond the cold wave, and the tomb,

They dwell in bowers of eternal bloom.

We tread on hallowed soil. Where now we stand,

Two hundred years ago, a feeble band

Safe from the tyrant's chains, the ocean's foam,

Came to these shores to find another home :

A home— not such as that they left behind—
A home— not such as we their children find.

Like the old patriarch of the Orient

They roamed, unknowing whither 't was they went.
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No smiling fields with walls and elm trees lined,

No harvests waving in the summer wind,

No smiling cottages— no tall white spires

Sprang to the gaze of those old Pilgrim sires.

Wild and unbroken in their long repose

Forests and rocks in endless prospect rose :

All grim and silent slept each granite hill,

Where now the clanking chisel and the drili

Loosen and shape to symmetry the block,

Hewn from the heart of the deep-bedded rock.

Around them dashed the waves
;
— the moaning breeze

Swept the untrodden depths of the forest trees

;

Then rang the woodman's axe with steady stroke,

Till crashing fell the tall centennial oak :

Or leaping out with yell and arrow-twang,

The ambushed savage sudden on them sprang,

Till frightened by the startling musket's crack,

He vanished to his wildernesses back :
—

Few sounds, few sights but these,—where now the bell

Rings out its Sabbath chime o'er hill and dell,

And Art hath nestled upon Nature's breast,

Like the young infant in its evening rest.

Hard was their lot. What boots it now to tell

The stern and various trials which befell ?

They trod no flowery walks to wealth and fame,

They toiled, endured, and died— with scarce a name.
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Famine and cold and sickness and distress,

A ruthless foe, peril and nakedness j
-

—

Such was their life— and o'er their frozen graves

Swept the wild winter snow, or beat the surging waves !

A stalwart band they were— those settlers grave :—
'T was not for power and wealth they crossed the wave

;

'T was not to hide like wood-flowers in the shade,

That they amid these forests toiled and prayed.

They were stanch hands that tilled that rocky sod,

Bold, iron hearts that feared no power but God
;

A band of daring, much-enduring men,

Awed by no warrior's sword, or statesman's pen
;

Bold and resistless as the billows' dash,

But firm and patient as the shore they lash.

No mines of gold, no power, no office fat,

No boyish sighings for a general's hat,

No vision of wild lands and mushroom wealth,

No whims dyspeptic about air and health*

No Eldorado shining o'er the seas,

Tempted their barks to steer for shores like these.

It seems reserved for our enlightened days,

To see the folly of our fathers' ways

;

Those tedious modes of settling we 've outran,

We modern pilgrims know a simpler plan.

We emigrate to wildernesses dreary,

For what ? Because of staying still we 're weary
;

2
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Or sojourn in some land of milk and honey,

With this one noble purpose — to make money.

We go to speculate — not till the sod;

We go to worship Mammon and not God.

Some of us migrate, lest the law should vex us,

And go by night— to Iowa or Texas
;

While some, with silent scorn for jails and halters,

March proudly off, before they 're found defaulters-

I 've seen all sorts of pilgrims in the west,

The oddest, wildest, laziest, and the best

;

From those who go to raise the wind, or work,

To those who roam with Bowie knife and dirk :

Thus none can prophesy the coming weather—
For wheat and tares seem growing there together.

Not so those Pilgrims of the olden time
;

No lust of sudden wealth— no haunting crime

Pursued them from their home ; they came to seek

A safe asylum, where to think and speak

The deep convictions of their minds was deemed

No sin— and where a purer spirit streamed

Brightening the souls of men, than they had found

In the corrupted courts on English ground.

Dishonored be the attempt, * in later days,

To rob the Pilgrim of that well-earned praise^

* The New York Review (of Jan. 1840, 1 think,) contains an article

on the Politics of the Pilgrims, the leading idea in which is, that the
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He bought from those before us, and to trace

The genius that inspired him to a base

And grasping thirst for power. O tell it not,

When speaking of the sternness of their lot

In future times, that our forefathers sought

These cold, inhospitable coasts for aught

But Truth and Freedom ! What if they abused

At times this sacred treasure, nor refused

To look on difference of faith as crime ?

'T was but the general error of the time

;

Few saw above it— few had reached the creed,

That all good men are Christ's, in truth and deed.

'T was no ambitious spirit that inspired

Those ocean-drifted exiles ;
— they desired

No other ends than to possess in peace

A quiet home, just laws, and a release

From the oppressions of their mother-clime.

They knew no meaner hope. A faith sublime

In the deep might of Truth — a patient trust

In God, though he should bow them to the dust,

And above all, the thought that they were/ree,

—

Such was the spirit strong which winged them o'er the

sea.

And meet it is that we their sons should bring

Unto our thoughts to day that budding spring,

sole end of the Puritan emigration and settlement in this country was

to gain political power, and not to enjoy religious liberty.
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When the first woodman's axe resounded wide

Upon yon hill down by the water's side. —

*

Wild was the scene— unknown the lonely spot,

Where first they reared the rude and humble cot.

Behind them sparkling in the morning, lay,

Blue as the sky, yon calmly heaving bay,

On whose broad breast yon capes and isles were seen,

Just tinted with the hue of earliest green.

No freighted ships with swift and snowy wings

Drifted across that solitude of things.

Only at times across the water blue

Darted the Indian in his bark canoe,

Or on the pebbled beach with stealthy tread

Glared on the white man as his labor sped.

Before them rose the forest wild— the pines,

The oaks, the cedars hung with trailing vine&.

They crushed with heedless step the pale wood-flowers,

With toil and fast they marked the lonely hours,

They watched the savage foe —- they felled their trees,

And sang their rude chant in the evening breeze
;

Then kindled they their watchfires, while the howl

Of the wild wolf, the shrieking of the owl

Rang on their broken slumbers, till the day

Called them again to labor and to pray.

Methinks I hear them in the shadows dim

Singing amid the woods their twilight hymn ,* —

* Mount Wollaston, where the first settlement was made in the

year 1625.
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The words seem borne away from that old time,

And weave themselves amid my humble rhyme.

HYMN OF THE PILGRIMS.

1

Hear us, almighty Father

!

No light but thy great eye above us shines

!

Darker and darker gather

The shades of twilight through the moaning pines

Hear while we pray

!

%
Hear us, thou great Jehovah!

When, wandering through the tangled wilderness,

Cloud after cloud goes over,

Forsake us not in our loneliness !

Shield us to-night

!

3.

Guard us from every danger,

Thou, who hast ever been our sun and shield,

When trials deeper and stranger

Swept o'er us, as the wind sweeps o'er the field

!

O guard us still

!

4.

From the wild foeman's arrow—
From the dread pestilence that walks unseen—
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From sickness and from sorrow,

And more than all, from hearts and lips unclean,

Save us, O God !

5.

And unto thee, great Spirit,

All that we are and have would we commit ;—
Not for thy children's merit,

But through thy own free grace, so clearly writ,

Keep us, we pray !

And did not He who watched above them hear ?

And felt they not that He was ever near ?

They were not all alone — for God was there.

And whispered peace amid their fervent prayer.—
He who dwells not in temples made with hands,

But in the heart that yields to His commands,

Shone round about them— and the Spirit's ray

Turned all their darkest midnights into day.

Yet soon a different scene is painted there ;
—

-

Hark ! those are not the sounds of work and prayer

!

What ! are the Pilgrims dancing ! can it be

That the stern Puritans make all this glee

!

Are these who trowl the merry catch the same

Forlorn and pious-visaged men, who came

Seeking a resting place— a shrine for prayer !

Hark, how their noise ascends the evening air !
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See how the trees are hung with blazing lights I

Is this the way they pass their days and nights

!

List to the song of Morton's jovial crew,*

While with light feet they dance away the dew.

SONG OF THE REVELLERS.

1.

On with your dances free !

Raise, raise the merry glee,

Drain the full cup to me,

Turn night to day !

Who cares for rigid laws ?

Who minds the parson's saws ?

Who heeds the bailiffs claws ?

Let us be gay !

2.

Ring out the festive strain !

Hence with all care and pain,

Pledge me the bowl again,

Fill, brothers, fill

!

* For an account of Thomas Morton, and the revelries of Merry-

Mount (now Mount Wollaston in the town of Quincy), 6ee Whitney's

History of Quincy— and the authorities he consults. Nathaniel

Hawthorne's beautiful Legend of Merry-Mount, in his Twice told

Tale, will be recalled to many minds.
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Come on my gallants brave I

Trowl me the merry stave

!

Look not so sad and grave

!

We '11 have our wilL

Z.

Down with your church and creed

!

Ours is the faith indeed—
Ours is the life to lead—

Live while you may !

Tread we a measure then,

Fill the round bowl again,

We are true Englishmen

Gallant and gay

!

4.

Fear not the church's ban,

Fear not the Puritan —
Fear not the * salvage man,'

Let us be brave !

Then by some sparkling fount.

When we our joys recount,

We '11 talk of Merry-Mount

By the blue wave !

Well might such sounds move the stern Pilgrim band

To sweep these gilded drones from out their land

;
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Hi could their rigid faith endure to see

This idle life— this midnight revelry.

An odd disorganizer was the man,

Who led to scenes like these this sober clan—
He looked on men as boys just out of school—
The " law— their schoolmaster," he called a fool :

His mode of schooling did not seem to suit—
Indians he taught, not " young ideas," to shoot,*

All things, in fine, seemed going fast to ruin,

Until their neighbors saw the evil brewing—
They caught the sheepskinned wolf who caused these

pranks,

And sent him back to England— and gave thank*.

So when they 'd stilled the bacchanalian roar,

Mount Wollaston was Merry-Mount no more,

And other settlers came of graver frame,

Until the spot and town received a name.

But 't is not mine to trace along its course

The stream of history from its early source.

I need not chronicle the immortal names,

The noble deeds and yet more noble aims,

Which shed the lustre of their deathless glory

Not o'er this spot alone— but through the story,

# Morton seems to have been one of the first of the settlers, who

supplied the Indians with firearms, and instructed them in the Chris-

tum urt of shooting men.

3
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Which proud America records, and which will shine

Long as our rocks are wet by ocean's brine.

But while our thoughts are gathering brilliant dreams

From the dim Past and its exhaustless themes,

Let us look round us and before, to see

What we now are— and what we yet must be.

Oar fathers left to us this legacy—
And wrote it with their blood— all men are free.

Alt men are free. — They heard these words resound,

Long ere their footsteps trod this hallowed ground :

They heard it like the voice of God within,

When priests and tyrants threatened, and the din

Of persecution roared : — they heard it wheu

They lay like Daniel in the British Lion's den.

They heard it in the everlasting roar

Of the wild sea that drove them to this shore;

They heard it in the thunder and the wind,

And in the voices deep and undefined,

Which spoke within their hearts, like visions bright,

Calling them to obey the inner light.

This was their gospel writ on flower and star,

This was their creed in peace, their strength in war.

It was the beacon-light to guide them on

To truths, which after times have seen and won.

It was their cherished faith — their joy— their pride

With this they lived and toiled— for this they died.
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And where is he who thinks that he can crush

The God-lit fire of the blazing bush i

And with a little shaking of the head

To put the world like a cross child to bed ;
—

To trample out like sparks the waking mind,

And quench its aspirations unconfined ;
—

Who seeks by chains, or frowns, or ridicule

To send back full-grown truth to an infant school

;

When God says to the times— " Let there be Light! n

Where skulks the man who prays it may be night ?

Let him appear— this dweller with the dead

!

No— let him bury his diminished head,

Live with the bats, or burrow with the moles,

Nor taint the air which breathes on freeborn souls

!

Vain hope ! to hide the coming of a truth,

And kindle worn-out dogmas into youth.

Go quench the stars ! — go stop the rivers' flow !

Say to the sea, " thus far, no farther go! "

Or on some height, when day begins to break,

A brimstone match, a pile of faggots take,

And ere the Daystar in the east hath shone,

Make thee a little fire of thine own—
Fall down and worship it— then turn and say

To the great Sun— " Sun, I command thee, stay

Go back, thou morning, lest thy coming bright,

Should mar this fire, the true and only light !

"
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Shame be to him— the narrow-minded man

Who lets his soul to a base bigot clan
;

Who, be he politician, priest, or pope,

Sneers at Humanity's undying hope
;

Sets traps to kill all thoughts of untried wing,

As some base sportsmen kill young birds in Spring

;

Who sees no truth or good but in the past,

And trembles lest the world move on too fast—
And all who differ from himself miscalls

As mystics, infidels, or radicals.

If such in our free land and age there be,

No friend of truth and liberty is he :

He comes an age too late : let him go back,

Dwell with the monks, and ply the stake and rack.

No, let us guard the birthright of our sires,

Q,uench not the living spirit which aspires

After perfection ; — let our fathers' tombs

Be the rich soil on which our Progress blooms.

He that is free must grow. That which we have

Is but a mote compared to what we crave.

Forever onward must the spirit soar,

And fold its shining pinions never more !

With a firm faith in freedom, goodness, truth,

And in the soul's undying power and youth,

Discarding bigotry and foolish pride,

Receiving fresh ideas from every side.
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Unchained in charity— severe in thought,

And living in the truth our souls have caught,

Let us pursue the path our fathers marked,

And finish the great course on which their souls em-

barked.

For there are times when the awakening mind,

Rapt in itself with visions undefined*

Longing for light, and yet unreconciled

To the old creed its earlier years beguiled*

Looks with unsated eye into the past,

While dreams of surer truths come thronging fast

;

And mounted on the knowledge it hath won—
Yet, like the Grecian conqueror, sighs to run

Another race, and gain another world—
Or like the Genoese, with sails unfurled,

Seeks o'er the boundless ocean of its thought

A land of truth scarce known, though often sought.

Then Persecution reigns— then frowns and sneers,

All bitter sarcasms, and all merry jeers,

The withering reproach— the slander vile—
The hot anathema— the icy smile—
The jail, the axe, the rack, the poison bowl,

Death for the body— curses for the soul
j

These are thy playthings— these thy livery,

Thy noble badge— spirit of Bigotry !

Thou spectre hag ! who, in the holy name

Of truth and dear Religion, hast with flame
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And madness fired the world ! Dread Sorceress,

Who turnest Eden to a wilderness

!

Thou who dost choke the fountains with the blood

Of saints and sages— blackening Truth and Good

With the eclipse of Hell !— that strikest down

With thy envenomed breath and withering frown

All white-winged aspirations, and uprearest

Instead of them dire dreams which thou e'en fearest

;

O dread unhallowed Spirit ! would that we,

In this green land, might be unscathed by thee !

Would that the blighting shadow of thy wings

Might ne'er have touched the soil where Freedom

springs.

AJas— thy fiery cup was poured o'er all,

And the wide world hath been thy powerless thrall

!

Yet may we hope that the enchanter's rod

Hath lightly touched the land the Pilgrim trod —
Here where no tyrant yet hath set his foot,

No Upas tree of vice yet struck its root,

Where o'er each ship that wings yon deep blue sea

Wave the proud stars and stripes of Liberty ;
—

Where from the meanest drudge that scours the street

Up to the ruler on his velvet seat,

One voice, one common hope inspires each breast,

Here may thy feet, O exiled Freedom, rest.

Light must still come. 'T is but our dawning hour —
The drowsy soul must feel its godlike power.
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O not in morning dreams of wealth and fame,

Must thou, America, pollute thy name,

And while the daybreak gleams around thee, steep

Thy freeborn youth in enervating sleep.

'T was not for this our venerated sires

Tilled the bleak wilds, and marched through battle firet

When war's wild night with whirlwind fury roared,

When those brave hearts their blood so freely poured.

It was not that their children then unborn

Should doze away in dreams this peaceful morn.

But by their cruel stripes while we are healed,

Let us receive the light from them concealed

;

Shame on us, if we think the task is wrought,

And the goal won, which they so fondly sought.

The scholar, priest, and statesman still must see

More truth and freedom for the true and free.

Truth that outlives all visionary dreams,

—

Freedom which is— and not which only seems—
And both illumined by the Light above,

And sanctified by the great law of Love
;

When man meets man no more with tyrant's rod,

The brother of his race— the child of God.

And ye, bright spirits of Columbia's sires,

Ere like Elijah, rapt in heavenward fires,

Ye have quite vanished from your children's gaze,

Borne on bright chariots through " the sapphire blaze,"

Drop your inspired mantles ere ye go,

Upon your sons who linger still below !
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'T is not enough to track the star-paved road,

Which bears ye upward to your blest abode.

We need, alas ! the wisdom and the might

Which touched your prophet-souls with heavenly light.

Not for the flashing sword and rolling drum,

Not for the withering spell, when kings sat dumb

Before your trumpet-blast and thunder-stroke,

Do we your presence and your power invoke
;

But for the milder spirit which impelled

To labors still severer, and upheld

Patriot and sage to do and suffer all,

Rather than live a priest's or despot's thrall ;—
For the great hope which gleamed on ye afar,

In patient thought, as in the storm of war—
For truth, for holiness, for liberty—
These are the gifts for which we turn to ye

!

Thus while we view with undiverted eyes

The vistas of the past and future rise,

O deep but trembling are our hopes of thee,

America, thou clime of Liberty

!

We fondly ask— while o'er thy rich expanse

The crowds move on> " shall truth with them ad-

vance ?

While wealth increases, shall the mind increase ?

Shall war be banished by the smile of peace ?

Shall man be false to man ? shall love of gain

Fix in thy soul its desolating reign ?
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Shall Slavery still curse, intemperance kill,

Vice rove unpunished, passions have their will ?

Shall truth be fettered, and her pleadings spurned.

And sweet Religion to a lie be turned ?
n

Soul of my Country ! if thou art not hid

From thine own eyes, arouse thee and forbid

A prophecy so dark ! Wake in thy might,

And o'er thy youthful beauty wear the bright

And spotless robe of holiness divine,

That the whole world may see no brighter land than

thine!

Here may the Faith, which other times denied,

For which lone sages toiled and martyrs died,

Be sought and valued as the purest gem,

That sparkles on thy ample diadem.

Here may the Hope, so long but feebly cherished

In other lands, till it hath well nigh perished,

Light up the heart of man with strength divine,

Until another golden age shall shine.

Here may that Charity that never faileth,—
That love of man which over all prevaileth,

Be to each soul the fixed and central sun,—
The smile of God, the boon denied to none—
The eye of heaven, the sweet expanding light,

The cloud by day, the shaft of fire by night i

4
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then, my Country, when thy tribes shall fill

Each flowery valley and each wild green hill,

When wealth hath purchased wisdom— when thy soil

Lies all in bloom beneath the hand of toil,—
When the bright chain of love, that God hath given,

Extends from heart to heart, and thence to Heaven*—

And all that souls prophetic dream of thee

Is ripening in the smile of Liberty—
then, America, thy name shall shine

Written in glory by a hand divine
;

No blight upon thy beauty, not a shade

To dim the robes in which thou art arrayed

;

For He, who guided thee through storm and night,

Shall be to thee an Everlasting Light.

* See one of Miss Sedgwick's tales, in her Love-Token foe

Children.
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